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Summary

The chemical bond is one -if not the most- important concept in chemistry, recurrently used in the discus-

sion of molecular structure, reactivity and properties. While unravelling the physical origin of a particular

chemical bond is inaccessible directly from experiment, computational chemistry fills the gap with different

approaches that can be used, some of them scrutinized and introduced in this Thesis.

In the last decades, electronic structure methods have been crucial for chemists to achieve deeper insight

into chemistry itself and to make predictions before performing the actual experiments. The development

of computational approaches for chemical bonding analysis ultimately aims at performing predictions before

running the electronic structure calculations.

This Thesis is devoted to both development and application of tools for chemical bonding analysis, at-

tempting to bridge the “physical” and “chemical” worlds and making a contribution to extract chemical

information from wavefunction analysis. For this aim, we present the new computational tools developed,

mainly focused in the topics of oxidation states (Chapter 4) and energy decomposition schemes (Chapter

5), together with application to enlighten the chemical bonding picture of chemically-interesting, borderline

and challenging molecular systems (Chapter 6).

Regarding to method development, we first evaluated the performance of centroids of localized molecu-

lar orbitals to assign oxidation states (Section 4.1), using the established distance (closest-atom) criterion,

and a new introduced electronic criterion based on Bader’s basins. The later performed much better when

assigning electrons from rather simple systems, but both failed in the TM-carbene classification. Second, we

introduced a new fragment-based localization procedure for single-determinant wavefunctions. The localized

molecular orbitals are associated to the fragments, thus affording also the electron count necessary for oxi-

dation state assignation (Section 4.2). The introduced scheme showed very good performance for all systems

tested, in particular for TM-carbene systems and coping with ligand’s non-innocence. Third, we explored a

generalization of the effective oxidation states (EOS) method, that readily affords homolytic splitting of bond

electrons driven by static correlation (e.g. diradicaloids). This was a limitation of the original EOS scheme,

that has now been surpassed with the uEOS scheme (Section 4.3). Fourth, we proposed a new scheme

to merges the two main families of energy decomposition schemes, namely energy decomposition analysis

(EDA) and interacting quantum atoms (IQA). In particular, in Section 5.1 we apply the IQA decomposition

to each term from an EDA calculation. Finally, we developed a strategy to numerically integrate the two-

electron energy components from the IQA approaches in the context of overlapping atoms achieving zero

error, and we performed a comparison between the two reported schemes that are able to decompose the

exchange-correlation energy term from a density functional theory calculation into both one- and two-center

terms (Section 5.2).
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Regarding to applications, we first performed a critical comparison between two (at that time) state-

of-the-art oxidation states elucidation techniques, the localized orbitals bonding analysis (LOBA) and EOS

method (Section 6.1), that also lead on improvement of the former and further developments such as the

aforementioned OSLO approach. Second, we tackled Ru(+2)/Ru(+4) debate in the olefin metathesis cat-

alysts by means of the EOS analysis, unveiling that the +2 oxidation state is preferred along the reaction

pathway in exception of the metallacycle species, which presents character in between Ru(+2) and Ru(+4)

(Section 6.2). Third, we proved that validity of the EOS analysis to scrutinize the electronic structure of

Bi-based complexes and tackled the Bi(+1)/Bi(+3) conundrum in redox-active bismuth-based compounds

with pincer ligands, together with the explanation and quantification of their Lewis acid/base character

and reactivity (Section 6.3). Finally, we studied the nature of low-valent Mg(carbene)2 and Be(carbene)2

(carbene = NHC and cAAC) compounds by applying our toolbox of wavefunction analysis. Contrary to

previous interpretations, the Be(+2)-diradicaloid picture clearly emerged from the study, highlighting the

relevance of high-level correlated wavefunctions. The inadequacy of the commonly adopted energy-based

criterion for oxidation state assignation within EDA was also exposed (Section 6.4).
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Resum

L’enllaç qúımic és un dels conceptes més importants de la qúımica, si no el que més, i s’utilitza per l’elucidació

i discussió d’estructures, reactivitat i propietats moleculars. Mentre desentranyar l’origen f́ısic d’un enllaç

qúımic concret és inaccessible experimentalment de manera immediata, la qúımica computacional omple el

buit amb les diferents metodologies que poden emprar-se, algunes de les quals es mencionen en aquesta Tesi.

En les últimes dècades, la qúımica computacional ha sigut crucial per aconseguir una visió més profunda

de la pròpia qúımica i per dur a terme prediccions abans de realitzar els experiments. Per això el desenvolu-

pament de noves metodologies computacionals d’anàlisi de l’enllaç qúımic és fonamental.

Aquesta Tesi està dedicada tant al desenvolupament com a l’aplicació d’eines d’anàlisi de l’enllaç qúımic,

intentant establir nexes d’unió entre els mons “f́ısic” i “qúımic” i contribuir a l’extracció d’informació qúımica

mitjançant l’análisi de la funció d’ona. Amb aquesta finalitat, presentem les noves eines computacionals de-

senvolupades, centrades principalment en els temes dels estats d’oxidació (Caṕıtol 4) i els esquemes de

descomposició de l’energia (Caṕıtol 5), i llavors reportem la seva aplicació per desvelar la imatge de l’enllaç

qúımic de sistemes moleculars qúımicament interessants i desafiants (Caṕıtol 6).

En quant al desenvolupament de mètode, primer avaluem l’ús dels centroides d’orbitals localitzats per

l’assignació d’estats d’oxidació (Secció 4.1), emprant el criteri de distància establert (àtom més proper), i

un nou criteri electrònic introdüıt basat en les conques de Bader. Aquest últim funciona molt millor per

l’assignació d’electrons de sistemes relativament senzills, però ambdós fallen en la classificació de carbens. En

segon lloc, s’ha introdüıt un nou procediment de localització d’orbitals basat en fragments per funcions d’ona

monodeterminants. Els orbitals localitzats s’associen als fragments, proporcionant aix́ı també el recompte

d’electrons necessari per l’assignació d’estats d’oxidació (Secció 4.2). L’esquema introdüıt ha presentat molt

bon rendiment per tots els sistemes provats, en particular pels carbens i pels sistemes amb lligants no in-

nocents. En tercer lloc, s’ha explorat una generalització del mètode dels estats d’oxidació efectius (EOS),

que permet fàcilment la divisió homoĺıtica dels electrons d’enllaç impulsat per la correlació estàtica (per

exemple, diradicaloids). Aquesta era una limitació de l’esquema EOS original, essent ara superada amb

l’esquema uEOS (Secció 4.3). En quart lloc, s’ha proposat un nou esquema que fusiona les dues principals

famı́lies d’esquemes de descomposició de l’energia: anàlisi de la descomposició de l’energia (EDA) i àtoms

quàntics interactuants (IQA). En particular, en la Secció 5.1 descomponem cada terme d’un càlcul EDA en

els components procedents de IQA. Finalment, s’ha desenvolupat una estratègia per integrar numèricament

els components bielectrònics de l’energia de les aproximacions IQA aconseguint un error de formalment

zero, i s’ha realitzat una comparació entre els dos esquemes reportats capaços de descompondre el terme

de l’energia d’intercanvi-correlació d’un càlcul de teoria del funcional de la densitat en termes atòmics i

diatòmics (Secció 5.2).

9
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En quant a les aplicacions, primerament s’ha realitzar una comparació entre les dues tècniques d’elucidació

d’estats d’oxidació d’última generació (en aquell moment), l’anàlisi d’enllaç d’orbitals localitzats (LOBA) i

el mètode EOS (Secció 6.1), que també ha portat a millorar el primer i a desenvolupaments posteriors com

l’anteriorment mencionat OSLO. En segon lloc, s’ha abordat el debat Ru(+2)/Ru(+4) en els catalitzadors

de metàtesi d’olefines mitjançant EOS, revelant que l’estat d’oxidació +2 és el preferit al llarg del mecanisme

de reacció excepte l’espècie metal·lacicle, que presenta un caràcter entre Ru(+2) i Ru(+4) (Secció 6.2). En

tercer lloc, s’ha demostrat la validesa de l’anàlisi EOS per elucidar l’estructura electrònica dels complexes

basats en Bi (grup principal) i s’ha abordat l’enigma Bi(+1)/Bi(+3) en compostos redox-actius basats en

bismut amb lligants pinça, juntament amb l’explicació del seu caràcter àcid/base de Lewis (i reactivitat) a

partir dels valors d’ocupació de l’EFO 6pz del Bi (Secció 6.3). Per últim, s’ha estudiat la naturalesa dels

compostos Mg(carbè)2 i Be(carbè)2 de baix estat d’oxidació (carbè = NHC y cAAC) aplicant un conjunt

d’eines computacionals per l’anàlisi de l’enllaç qúımic, incloent l’anàlisi de l’esṕı local, EOS i EDA, on es va

exposar el risc d’emprar el criteri energètic comunament emprat per l’assignació d’estats d’oxidació (Secció

6.4).
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Resumen

El enlace qúımico es uno de los conceptos más importantes de la qúımica, si no el que más, y se utiliza en

la elucidación y discusión de estructuras, reactividad y propiedades moleculares. Mientras que desentrañar

el origen f́ısico de un enlace qúımico concreto es inaccesible experimentalmente de manera inmediata, la

qúımica computacional llena ese vaćıo con las diferentes metodoloǵıas que pueden utilizarse, algunos de los

cuales se mencionan en esta Tesis.

En las últimas décadas, la qúımica computacional ha sido crucial para alcanzar una visión más profunda

de la propia qúımica y para realizar predicciones antes de llevar a cabo los experimentos. De ah́ı que el

desarrollo de nuevas metodoloǵıas computacionales para el análisis del enlace qúımico sea una tarea funda-

mental.

Esta Tesis está dedicada tanto al desarrollo como a la aplicación de herramientas para el análisis del

enlace qúımico, intentando tender un puente entre los mundos “f́ısico” y “qúımico” y contribuyendo a la

extracción de información qúımica a partir del análisis de la función de onda. Con este fin, presentamos las

nuevas herramientas computacionales desarrolladas, centradas principalmente en los temas de los estados de

oxidación (Caṕıtulo 4) y los esquemas de descomposición de la enerǵıa (Caṕıtulo 5), y luego reportamos su

aplicación para revelar la imagen del enlace qúımico de sistemas moleculares qúımicamente interesantes y

desafiantes (Caṕıtulo 6).

En cuanto al desarrollo del método, primero evaluamos el uso de los centroides de orbitales localizados

para asignar estados de oxidación (Sección 4.1), utilizando el criterio de distancia establecido (átomo más

cercano), y un nuevo criterio electrónico introducido basado en las cuencas de Bader. Este último funcionó

mucho mejor al asignar electrones de sistemas relativamente simples, pero ambos fallaron en clasificar car-

benos. En segundo lugar, introdujimos un nuevo procedimiento de localización basado en fragmentos para

funciones de onda monodeterminantales. Los orbitales localizados se asocian a los fragmentos, proporcio-

nando aśı también el recuento de electrones necesario para la asignación del estado de oxidación (Sección 4.2).

El esquema introducido mostró muy buen rendimiento para todos los sistemas probados, en particular para

los carbenos y para sistemas con ligandos no inocentes. En tercer lugar, exploramos una generalización del

método de los estados de oxidación efectivos (EOS), que permite fácilmente la división homoĺıtica de los elec-

trones de enlace impulsada por la correlación estática (por ejemplo, diradicaloides). Esta era una limitación

del esquema EOS original, que ahora se ha superado con el esquema uEOS (Sección 4.3). En cuarto lugar,

propusimos un nuevo esquema que fusiona las dos familias principales de esquemas de descomposición de en-

erǵıa: análisis de descomposición de enerǵıa (EDA) y átomos cuánticos interactuantes (IQA). En particular,

en la Sección 5.1 descomponemos cada término de un cálculo EDA en los componentes de IQA. Finalmente,

desarrollamos una estrategia para integrar numéricamente los componentes bielectrónicos de la enerǵıa de

11
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las aproximaciones IQA consiguiendo un error de formalmente cero, y realizamos una comparación entre los

dos esquemas reportados que son capaces de descomponer el término de enerǵıa de intercambio-correlación

de un cálculo de teoŕıa del funcional de la densidad en términos atómicos y interatómicos (Sección 5.2).

En cuanto a las aplicaciones, en primer lugar realizamos una comparación entre las dos técnicas de elu-

cidación de estados de oxidación de última generación (en aquel momento), el análisis de enlace de orbitales

localizados (LOBA) y el método EOS (Sección 6.1), que también condujo a la mejora del primero y a de-

sarrollos posteriores como el enfoque OSLO mencionado anteriormente. En segundo lugar, abordamos el

debate Ru(+2)/Ru(+4) en los catalizadores de metátesis de olefinas mediante el análisis EOS, desvelando

que el estado de oxidación +2 es el preferido a lo largo del mecanismo reacción a excepción de la especie

metalaciclo, que presenta un carácter intermedio entre Ru(+2) y Ru(+4) (Sección 6.2). En tercer lugar,

demostramos la validez del anális EOS para elucidar la estructura electrónica de complejos basados en Bi

(grupo principal) y abordamos el enigma Bi(+1)/Bi(+3) en compuestos redox-activos basados en bismuto

con ligandos pinza, junto con la explicación de su carácter ácido/base de Lewis (y reactividad) a partir de

los valores de ocupación del EFO 6pz del Bi (Sección 6.3). Por último, estudiamos la naturaleza de los

compuestos Mg(carbeno)2 y Be(carbeno)2 de bajo estado oxidación (carbeno = NHC y cAAC) aplicando

un conjunto de herramientas computacionales para el análisis del enlace qúımico, incluyendo el análisis del

esṕın local, EOS y EDA, donde se expuso el riesgo de usar el criterio energético comúnmente utilizado para

la asignación del estado de oxidación (Sección 6.4).
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The chemical bond is one -if not the most- important concept in chemistry, used in the elucidation and

discussion of molecular structures, reactivity and its associated properties.1,2 However, there is no unique

approach to unambiguously characterize it, neither from experimental nor from computational analysis.

While unravelling the physical origin of a particular chemical bond is inaccessible directly from experiment,

computational chemistry fills the gap with different approaches that can be used, some of them reviewed

in the current Thesis. Most of them rely on the definition of the atom in a molecule (AIM), following

the phylosophy of understanding chemical bonding as electron-pair interactions between atoms or fragments

introduced by Pauling.3 The chemical bond, together with the bonding models associated to it, i.e. ionic, co-

valent and metallic bonding, resonance, conjugation and hyperconjugation, aromaticity and donor-acceptor

interaction, to name a few, are considered chemical unicorns as most of these concepts lack of a solid quantum

theory-based root because there is no observable behind them.4 However, they are crucial in the chemistry

community for the classification of systems, helping to identify, understand and predict chemical reactivity.

Computational chemistry makes use of computers to produce data which, for example, simulate experi-

mental results or molecular properties. In the last decades it has been crucial for chemists to achieve deeper

insight into chemistry itself and to make predictions before running the actual experiments. Furthermore,

the accuracy of the electronic structure methods, together with the computational power, has importantly

increased, growing as consequence the reliability on the predicted properties. Hence, the development of

new computational approaches for chemical bonding analysis is a fundamental task. In this Thesis, we

focus not only in the development of chemical bonding tools but also on its applications for state-of-the-art

molecular systems, attempting thus to be a bridge between the “physical” and “chemical” worlds and mak-

ing our contribution to extract chemical information from wavefunction analysis. For this aim, first we will

briefly introduce the electronic structure methods, focusing on the wavefunction-based ones (both single- and

multi-determinant) and density functional theory (DFT), the AIM definitions and some of the most relevant

computational chemistry tools for chemical bonding analysis. Then, we present the new computational tools

developed during the Thesis, mainly focused in the topics of oxidation states and energy decomposition

schemes. In particular, the decomposition of the total energy of a molecular system into one- and two-center

contributions. Finally, we report the scientific works in which the introduced computational schemes are ap-

plied to enlight the chemical bonding picture of chemically-interesting, borderline and challenging molecular

systems. With this, we also pretend (to some extend) to show the performance of more sophisticated, and

more importantly, more robust techniques that the commonly used in the bibliography.

13



14 1.1. Electronic structure methods

1.1 Electronic structure methods

In quantum mechanics, the fundamental postulate declare that the state of any chemical system is completely

described by the so-called wavefunction, Ψ(q, t), which depends on the position of all particles q, and time

t. Operators (mostly Hermitian), Ô, can act on the wavefunction providing as eigenvalue, e, the associated

observable property of the system

ÔΨ(q, t) = eΨ(q, t). (1.1)

When the operator applied is the Hamiltonian operator, Ĥ, the resulting eigenvalue corresponds to the

electronic energy of the system, E, leading to the time-dependent form of the Schrödinger equation5

ĤΨ(q, t) = EΨ(q, t). (1.2)

Typically, the Hamiltonian operator takes into account five energy contributions to the total energy. In

particular, the kinetic energy of both nuclei and electrons, the electron-nuclei attraction, and the electron-

electron and nuclei-nuclei repulsions

Ĥ = −
NAt∑

A

~2

2mA
∇2
A −

N∑

i

~2

2me
∇2
i

−
N∑

i

NAt∑

A

e2ZA

|ri −RA|
+

N∑

i,j>i

e2

|ri − rj |
+

NAt∑

A,B>A

e2ZAZB

|RA −RB |
.

(1.3)

In Eq. 1.3, ~ is the Planck constant divided by 2π, ZA is the atomic number of nucleus A, e is the

electron charge, rk and RC are the position of electron k and nucleus C, respectively, me and mA are the

mass of the electron and nucleus A, respectively, the ∇2 operator is the Laplacian and summations run over

the number of electrons (N ) and nuclei (NAt), respectively.

One can find more sophisticated Hamiltonian operators if desires to take into consideration (scalar) rel-

ativistic effects, spin-orbit coupling or for when the molecular system is under the presence of an electric

and/or magnetic field.

Solving exactly the Schrödinger equation is not possible beyond two electron systems. Hence, the energy

evaluation for “chemical” systems, usually composed of tens of electron and atoms, require to make use

of some approximations. The most common one was proposed in 1927 by Born and Oppenheimer, being

named the Born-Oppenheimer approximation in their honor.6 The authors proposed to assume that the

motion of the nuclei and electrons are independent (decoupled). Such assumption is originated by the large

mass difference between the nuclei and the electrons. As the electrons are much lighter than the nuclei, the

speed of the nuclei speed is negligible compared to that of the electrons. In other words, the nuclei positions

are considered fixed. As consequence, the electrostatic repulsion between nuclei is now constant (VNN ) and

the nuclei kinetic energy is equal to zero. With this, and considering all terms in atomic units (a.u.), the

Hamiltonian operator from Eq. 1.3 is simplified to
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Ĥ =
N∑

i

ĥ
(1)
i +

N∑

i,j>i

V̂
(2)
ee,ij + VNN , (1.4)

where ĥ
(1)
i is constituted by the sum of the already introduced (Eqs. 1.3) electronic kinetic energy, T̂

(1)
i , and

electron-nuclei attraction, Û
(1)
i , operators

ĥ
(1)
i = T̂

(1)
i + Û

(1)
i ,

T̂
(1)
i = −1

2
∇2(ri); Û

(1)
i = −

NAt∑

B

ZB

|ri −RB |
,

(1.5)

V̂
(2)
ee,ij is the two-electron operator that accounts for the interelectronic repulsion.

V̂
(2)
ee,ij = r−1

ij =
1

|ri − rj |
, (1.6)

and VNN is computed from the fixed atomic positions as

VNN =

NAt∑

A,B>A

ZAZB

RAB
. (1.7)

Within the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, and in the time-independent case, the (time-independent)

electronic Schrödinger equation for an N -electron system reads as

ĤΨ(q1,q2, ...,qN ) = EΨ(q1,q2, ...,qN ), (1.8)

where the electronic wavefunction Ψ here depends on 4N coordinates (three spatial ri and one spin coordinate

σi for each electron where qi = (ri, σi)), and parametrically on the nuclear coordinates RA, A = 1, NAt.

Importantly, the wavefunction must fulfill the antisymmetry principle, thus being antisymmetric when the

coordinates of any two electrons interchange

Ψ(q1,q2,q3, ...,qN ) = −Ψ(q3,q2,q1, ...,qN ). (1.9)

The determinant is the simplest mathematical object that fulfills the condition from Eq. 1.9. For this

reason, in 1929 Slater proposed to construct the simplest but antisymmetric wavefunction based on a determi-

nant, namely the Slater determinant (SD).7 The SD, conforming an electronic configuration k, is constructed

in terms of a set of N (occupied) spin molecular orbitals (MO), φi(q), respecting the antisymmetric nature

of the electrons (and thus the wavefunction) as

ψk(q1,q2, ...,qN ) =
1√
N !

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

φ1(q1) φ1(q2) · · · φ1(qN )

φ2(q1) φ2(q2) · · · φ2(qN )
...

...
. . .

...

φN (q1) φN (q2) · · · φN (qN )

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

. (1.10)

Each one of these MOs is usually constructed, approximately, as a linear combination of basis functions.

Commonly, the basis functions have shape of the orbitals from the isolated atoms, also named atomic orbitals

(AO) χµ, and mathematically are expressed using Gaussian- or Slater-type functions. The procedure of
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building the MOs as a linear combination of AOs is the so-called linear combination of atomic orbitals

(LCAO) approach

φi =

NAO∑

µ=1

cµiχµ, (1.11)

where NAO corresponds to the number of AOs and cµi to the expansion coefficient of the µth AO in the

ith MO. With this approach, one obtains as many MOs as AOs used to build them (NMO = NAO), being

N considered occupied and the rest unnoccupied (virtual). Note that in Eq. 1.11 the origin (location) of

the basis functions is not specified. This is because the LCAO approach is not limited to basis functions

centered in a particular location/object, e.g. centered on the atomic positions. For a variety of reasons,

most of the quantum-chemistry packages make use of atom-centered basis sets but it is not mandatory, i.e.

bond functions, floating functions or the plane-waves used in packages with periodic boundary conditions to

simulate materials.

The construction of the wavefunction considering only one electronic configuration (single-determinant)

do not always accurately describe the exact wavefunction. Alternatively, one can build the wavefunction as

a linear combination of nC SDs

Ψ(q1,q2, ...,qN ) =

nC∑

k=1

ckψk(q1,q2, ...,qN );

nC∑

k=1

|ck|2 = 1, (1.12)

where the SD involved represent the ground-state and each of the excited-state electronic configurations.

Then, one can rewrite Eq. 1.12 depending on the nature of the electronic excitation

Ψ(q1,q2, ...,qN ) = c0ψ(0)(q1,q2, ...,qN ) +
∑

a

∑

r

craψ
r
a(q1,q2, ...,qN )

+
∑

ab

∑

rs

crsabψ
rs
ab(q1,q2, ...,qN ) +

∑

abc

∑

rst

crstabcψ
rst
abc(q1,q2, ...,qN ) + ...,

(1.13)

where (a, b, c) and (r, s, t) are indices for the occupied and virtual MOs, respectively, ψ0 is the SD of the

ground-state electronic configuration, ψra corresponds to the single-electron excitation from the ath occupied

MO to the rth virtual (a→ r), ψrsab to the simultaneous a→ r and b→ s double-electron excitation and so

forth.

Considering all plausible electronic configurations, hence constructing the electronic wavefunction as

linear combination of all possible SDs (Eqs. 1.12 and 1.13), and determining the c coefficients variationally

leads to the exact electronic energy for the particular atomic basis set used. This procedure is the so-called

Full Configuration Interaction (FCI) method8,9 and its computationally highly expensive as the number of

SDs to consider rapidly increase with the number of basis functions

NSD =

(
2NAO
N

)
=

2NAO!

N !(2NAO −N)!
. (1.14)

As illustrative example, the water molecule (N = 10) with a minimal atomic basis set (NAO = 7) require

involving 1.0 × 103 Slater determinants, while NSD = 1.3 × 107 for a still rather small double-ζ basis set

(NAO = 14). This makes the FCI method solely applicable for small molecules coupled to a small atomic
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basis set and in practice unafforable for most of the systems. Thus, the development and use of wavefunction

methods which accurately approach the exact electronic energy at a lower computational cost is required.

Different methods have been developed over the years for this aim, including the truncated Configuration

Interaction (CI) family10 and the Complete (or Restricted) Active Space Self-Consistent Field (CASSCF11

and RASSCF,12 respectively) methods, to name a few. In the truncated CI methods, the wavefunction

from Eq. 1.13 is obtained by selecting the included Slater determinants according to the nature of the

electronic configurations, and using a set of MOs optimized for the ground-state electronic configuration

(usually obtained at the Hartree-Fock level) to construct each of the Slater determinants. Once the initial

wavefunction is constructed, the c coefficients from Eq. 1.13 are variationally obtained, but keeping the

reference MOs. Truncating Eq. 1.13 to include only single- and double-electron excitations or single-, double-

and triple-electron excitations leads to the expressions of the CISD and CISDT methods, respectively. Let

us note that the CI methods fail to provide accurate electronic energies when the system to study presents

some multi(reference/configurational) character. Its origin is the use of the Hartree-Fock optimized MOs to

build all electronic configurations without allowing them to relax along the minimization procedure. In such

a case, one requires to make use of methods that variationally optimize both the c coefficients from Eq. 1.12

and the MOs, being CASSCF the most famous one. In CASSCF, the SDs used to construct the CASSCF

wavefunction are selected differently to the CI methods. The CASSCF method divides the molecular orbitals

in three subspaces: internal, active and external (see Figure 1.1 (a)). The internal and external MOs are

considered frozen, which means that always present occupancies of 2 and 0, respectively, but are allowed

to rotate to keep the complete set of occupied MOs orthogonal. For the active MOs (also known as active

space) all possible electronic configurations (FCI) are considered.

Figure 1.1: Example CASSCF(2,2) MO subspaces (a) and electronic configurations involved in Slater deter-
minant basis (b).

Then, the CASSCF wavefunction is constructed with the Slater determinants corresponding to the FCI

electronic configurations within the active space. We represented in Figure 1.1 (b) an example for a system

containing 2 electrons in 2 MOs (CASSCF(2,2)). Let us mention that CASSCF is not a black-box method

and the results obtained depends on the active-space selection.

From the wavefunction, and independently of its nature (single- or multi-determinant), one can build the

N-density matrix by multiplying the wavefunction with its complex conjugate

ρN (q1, ...,qN ; q′1, ...,q
′
N ) = Ψ∗(q1, ...,qN )Ψ(q′1, ...,q

′
N ), (1.15)
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whose diagonal elements (q′1 = q1) are related with the probability density distribution for the electrons.

For instance, ρN (q1, ...,qN ; q1, ...,qN ) provides the probability of finding simultaneously electron 1 in q1,

electron 2 in q2, etc.

Lower in rank density matrices can be obtained upon integration of the appropriate coordinates.13 For the

purpose of this Thesis we focus solely into the first- and second-order (reduced) density matrices, henceforth

named RDM1 and RDM2, respectively. The RDM1, ρ1(q1; q′1), is obtained from the wavefunction itself as

ρ1(q1; q′1) = N

∫
Ψ∗(q1,q2, ...,qN )Ψ(q′1,q2, ...,qN )dq2, ...,qN . (1.16)

Integration by the spin coordinate σ = (α, β) of the RDM1 leads to the first-order spin-less density,

ρ1(r1; r′1), composed by the α and β parts of the RDM1 as

ρ1(r1; r′1) =

∫
ρ1(q1; q′1)|σ′

1=σ1
dσ1 = ρα1 (r1; r′1) + ρβ1 (r1; r′1), (1.17)

which solely depends on the spatial coordinates of electron 1 in r1 and r′1. Substraction of its spin components

(Eq. 1.17) gives the first-order spin density

ρs1(r1; r′1) = ρα1 (r1; r′1)− ρβ1 (r1; r′1). (1.18)

In the r′1 = r1 case, Eqs. 1.17 and 1.18 yield the spinless one-electron density, ρ(r1), its spin components,

ρα(r1) and ρβ(r1), and the spin density

ρs(r1) = ρα(r1)− ρβ(r1). (1.19)

One can generally express the RDM1 in terms of the MOs as

ρ1(r1; r′1) =

Norb∑

ij

Dijφ
∗
j (r1)φi(r

′
1), (1.20)

where the matrix D is the representation of the first-order density matrix in the MO basis and Norb is the

number of MOs. For open-shells, the α and β parts of the density matrix (Dα and Dβ) are independent

ρ1(r1; r′1) =

Norb,α∑

ij

Dα
ijφ
∗,α
j (r1)φαi (r′1) +

Norb,β∑

ij

Dβ
ijφ
∗,β
j (r1)φβi (r′1). (1.21)

In the single-determinant case, D is diagonal with Dii = 2, 0 and Dσ
ii = 1, 0 values for the restricted

closed- and open-shell cases, respectively. Thus, Eq. 1.20 and 1.21 reduce to

ρ(r1; r′1) = 2

Nocc∑

i

φ∗i (r1)φi(r
′
1), (1.22)

and

ρ(r1; r′1) =

Nα∑

i

φ∗,αi (r1)φαi (r′1) +

Nβ∑

i

φ∗,βi (r1)φβi (r′1), (1.23)

where Nocc is the number of doubly-occupied MOs, and Nα and Nβ the number of singly-occupied α and β

spin MOs, respectively.
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For multi-determinant wavefunctions, D is non-diagonal (Eq. 1.20), and the orbitals that diagonalize it

are the so-called natural orbitals (NO)

ρ(r1; r′1) =

Norb∑

i

niφ
∗,NO
i (r1)φNOi (r′1), (1.24)

where ni corresponds to the occupancy number of the ith NO.

In 1978, Takatsuka et al. defined the effective number of unpaired electrons function, namely u(r1), from

the one-electron density and the first-order density matrix

u(r1) = 2ρ(r1)−
∫
ρ1(r1; r′1)ρ1(r′1; r1)dr′1, (1.25)

accounting for the deviation from idempotency of the first-order density matrix and playing the role of

the spin density when the latter vanishes.14 In fact, in the case of a restricted open-shell wavefunction,

u(r1) = ρs(r1). In a more general case, u(r1) is conveniently expressed in the NO basis as

u(r1) =
∑

i

ni(2− ni)φ∗,NOi (r1)φNOi (r1), (1.26)

and upon integration one obtains the effective number of unpaired electrons

Nu =

∫
u(r1)dr1. (1.27)

Takatsuka’s definition presents as main drawback that upon integration can yield a number of unpaired

electrons larger than the total number of electrons (with maximum asymptotic value Nu = 2N), which is

nonphysical. As example, in the dissociation of a singlet O2 molecule into two triplet oxygen atoms one

expects Nu = 4, but Ramos-Cordoba et al. showed that Takatsuka’s definition leads at the dissociation limit

to Nu = 5, i.e. five effectively unpaired electrons.15

In 2003, Head-Gordon introduced an alternative definition of u(r1), expressed in the NO basis as

u(r1) =
∑

i

(1− abs(1− ni))φ∗,NOi (r1)φNOi (r1). (1.28)

The rather simple new definition fulfills that u(r1) = 0 when ni = 2, 0 and u(r1) = 1 for ni = 1, it pro-

vides Nu ≤ N values and, recovering the dissociation of the O2 molecule, it provides the expected Nu = 4

at dissociation.16 However, as the author already pinpointed in his work, such definition is not unique as

many functions fulfill the aforementioned conditions.

The RDM2, ρ2(q1,q2; q′1,q
′
2) is again obtained from the wavefunction as

ρ2(q1,q2; q′1,q
′
2) = N(N − 1)

∫
Ψ∗(q1,q2, ...,qN )Ψ(q′1,q

′
2, ...,qN )dq3...dqN , (1.29)

where N(N − 1) corresponds to the number of unsorted electron pairs, also known as McWeeny’s normal-

ization.13 Other authors normalize it to the number of sorted electron pairs, N(N − 1)/2, known as Löwdin

normalization. In the q′1 = q1 and q′2 = q2 case, the RDM2 is related (proportional to) with the proba-
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bility of finding electron 1 in q1 and electron 2 in q2, independently of the position of the otherN−2 electrons.

Upon integration of Eq. 1.29 by spin, one obtains the spinless form of the RDM2

ρ2(r1, r2; r′1, r
′
2) =

∫∫
ρ2(q1,q2; q′1,q

′
2)|σ′

1=σ1

σ′
2=σ2

dσ1dσ2, (1.30)

which can be conveniently expressed from the RDM1 (Eq. 1.17), the first-order spin density (Eq. 1.18)

and an additional two-electron dependent term, namely the cumulant of the second-order density matrix,

Γ(r1, r2; r′1, r
′
2), as

ρ2(r1, r2; r′1, r
′
2) = ρ1(r1; r′1)ρ1(r2, r

′
2)− 1

2
ρ1(r1; r′2)ρ1(r2; r′1)

− 1

2
ρs1(r1; r′2)ρs1(r2; r′1) + Γ(r1, r2; r′1, r

′
2).

(1.31)

Usually, the two last terms of Eq. 1.31 are gathered together into the spinfree cumulant of the RDM217,18

Λ(r1, r2; r′1, r
′
2) = −1

2
ρs1(r1; r′2)ρs1(r2; r′1) + Γ(r1, r2; r′1, r

′
2), (1.32)

being Eq. 1.32 simplified to

ρ2(r1, r2; r′1, r
′
2) = ρ1(r1; r′1)ρ1(r2, r

′
2)− 1

2
ρ1(r1; r′2)ρ1(r2; r′1) + Λ(r1, r2; r′1, r

′
2). (1.33)

It can be easily seen that in the single-determinant case the RDM2 can be expressed solely in terms of

the RDM1. In other words, the cumulant Γ(r1, r2; r′1, r
′
2) is zero. Thus, the RDM2 expression (Eq. 1.31) is

reduced to

ρ2(r1, r2; r′1, r
′
2) = ρ1(r1; r′1)ρ1(r2, r

′
2)− 1

2
ρ1(r1; r′2)ρ1(r2; r′1)− 1

2
ρs1(r1; r′2)ρs1(r2; r′1). (1.34)

Let us mention that for closed-shell wavefunctions the later term from Eq. 1.34 also vanishes as the spin

density is zero.

Recovering Eq. 1.8 coupled with the Hamiltonian from Eq. 1.4 and using the aforementioned density

matrices, the expectation value of the electronic energy in wavefunction theory is generally written as

E =

∫
ĥ

(1)
1 ρ1(r1; r′1)|r′1=r1dr1 +

1

2

∫∫
ρ2(r1, r2)V̂

(2)
ee,12dr1dr2, (1.35)

with the one- and two-electron operators introduced in Eqs. 1.5 and 1.6, respectively. Hence, even the

wavefunction depends explicitly on the coordinates of N electrons, one can express the total system energy

in terms of one- and two-electron operators, being the dimensionality (and thus computational cost) highly

reduced.

With this, the one-electron dependent expressions of the electronic kinetic energy (T ) and electron-nuclei

attraction (U ) terms are

T = −1

2

∫
∇2ρ1(r1; r′1)|r′1=r1dr1, (1.36)
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and

U = −
NAt∑

B

∫
ZB

|r1 −RB |
ρ(r1)dr1. (1.37)

Note that to compute the kinetic energy it is required to use the RDM1. This is justified for the ∇2

operator first acts on r1 and then r′1 = r1 before integration over r1. Contrarily, U (Eq. 1.37) can be directly

expressed in terms of the one-electron density.

The inclusion of Eq. 1.33 into the second term of Eq. 1.35 yields the electron-electron interaction, Vee,

constituted by the three following terms

Vee =
1

2

∫∫
ρ(r1)ρ(r2)r−1

12 dr1dr2 +
1

2

∫∫
Γ(r1, r2)r−1

12 dr1dr2

− 1

4

∫∫
(ρ1(r1; r2)ρ1(r2; r1) + ρs1(r1; r2)ρs1(r2; r1)) r−1

12 dr1dr2.

(1.38)

The first contribution corresponds to the Coulombic repulsion, ECoul, and involves the quotient between

the product of the one-electron densities of electrons 1 and 2 at the r1 and r2 positions, respectively, and their

interelectronic distance. The second term is in charge of providing the correlation energy between electrons,

Ec, and the third is the so-called exchange energy, Ex, which contains the self-interaction of the electrons

and is originated from the antisymmetric nature of the electronic wavefunction. From its expression, one

can define the exchange density, ρx(r1, r2), as

ρx(r1, r2) =
1

2
(ρ1(r1; r2)ρ1(r2; r1)− ρs1(r1; r2)ρs1(r2; r1)) . (1.39)

Finally, to recover the total system energy, Etot, is required the addition of the repulsion between nuclei

VNN to the electronic energy, Etot = E + VNN , which within the BO approximation is trivially evaluated as

in Eq. 1.7.

As it was aforementioned, in the single-determinant case, such as in Hartree-Fock (HF) theory, the RDM2

expression is simplified as the cumulant term is missing (Eq. 1.34). As consequence, the electronic repulsion

energy Vee, is solely expressed from the one-electron and exchange densities

Vee =
1

2

∫∫
ρ(r1)ρ(r2)r−1

12 dr1dr2 −
1

2

∫∫
ρx(r1, r2)r−1

12 dr1dr2, (1.40)

where the exchange density can be generally expressed from the MOs using Eq. 1.22 for the closed-shell

ρx(r1, r2) = 2

Nocc∑

ij

φ∗i (r1)φ∗j (r2)φj(r1)φi(r2), (1.41)

and Eq. 1.23 for the open-shell scenario
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ρx(r1, r2) =

Nα∑

ij

φ∗,αi (r1)φ∗,αj (r2)φαj (r1)φαi (r2)

+

Nβ∑

ij

φ∗,βi (r1)φ∗,βj (r2)φβj (r1)φβi (r2).

(1.42)

In both cases, the integration of the exchange density over both r1 and r2 coordinates yields its normal-

ization

∫∫
ρx(r1, r2)dr1dr2 = N. (1.43)

Lastly, the use of Eqs. 1.41 and 1.42 in the second term of Eq. 1.40 yield the so-called HF exchange

energy, which in the closed-shell case reads as

EHFx = −
Nocc∑

ij

∫∫
φ∗i (r1)φ∗j (r2)φj(r1)φi(r2)r−1

12 dr1dr2, (1.44)

and in the open-shell one as

EHFx = −1

2

( Nα∑

ij

∫∫
φ∗,αi (r1)φ∗,αj (r2)φαj (r1)φαi (r2)r−1

12 dr1dr2

+

Nβ∑

ij

∫∫
φ∗,βi (r1)φ∗,βj (r2)φβj (r1)φβi (r2)r−1

12 dr1dr2

)
.

(1.45)

Let us mention that the expressions and thus the evaluation of the other energy components are equiva-

lent for both single- (HF) and multi-determinant wavefunctions.

An alternative to the wavefunction-based methods is the density functional theory, based on the Hohenberg-

Kohn theorems. In 1964, Hohenberg and Kohn proved that the electronic energy of a system in its (non-

degenerate) ground state is completely determined by the one-electron density,19 stating that:

- The exact electronic energy of a non-degenerated ground state is functional of the one-

electron density. Thus, that it exists a one-electron density functional which exactly determines both the

energy, and any other observable, Eexact = E[ρexact(r)]. However, the functional that connects the ground

state energy of a system with its one-electron density function is not known.

- The energy of a system in its ground state reaches a minimum value when the exact

electronic density is considered. That is, if the energy functional is applied to a one-electron density

different to the exact one, the obtained energy is higher or equal to the exact, E[ρexact(r)] ≤ E[ρ(r)]. In

other words, the energy density functional is bowed to the variational principle.

Later on, Kohn and Sham introduced a practical approach to apply DFT which can be related with

the Hartree-Fock approach.20 The Kohn-Sham implementation of DFT (KS-DFT) is rooted to a single-
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determinant wavefunction, and its energy expression compared to HF solely differs in the exchange contri-

bution. Thus, in KS-DFT the kinetic energy is expressed as in Eq. 1.36 instead of as a functional of the one-

electron density and the HF exchange energy from Eq. 1.44 is formally replaced by the exchange-correlation

term, EDFTxc , which attempts to approximate the exact exchange-correlation (plus kinetic correlation) energy

as

EDFTxc =

∫
εxc(r1)dr1 =

∫
εxc[ρ(r1),∇ρ(r1), ...]dr1. (1.46)

Here, εxc(r1) corresponds to the exchange-correlation energy density and is commonly functional of the

electron density and its derivatives εxc[ρ(r1),∇ρ(r1), ...]. In Eq. 1.46 both the exchange and correlation en-

ergy terms are gathered together, but in fact the KS-DFT functionals usually are expressed as combination

of exchange and correlation, independently, εxc(r1) = εx(r1) + εc(r1). Even the exact functional εxc should

exist, its mathematical expression has not yet been found. Thus, there is a plethora of KS-DFT functionals

developed to date. Some of them are based on providing the mathematically exact solution for a particular

system or under some conditions, e.g. the local density approximation exchange functional (LDA) is the

exact solution of the exchange for the uniform electron gas. Alternatively, the expression of others is build

upon parametrization according to experimentally or computationally obtained data. Anyway, and as it was

aforementioned, all of them are approximations to the exact Exc, and its accuracy depends on the complexity

of the functional itself and the purpose of its development, e.g. some functionals are parametrized to provide

accurate spin states but may fail in other properties.

Commonly, the KS-DFT functionals are classified according to its nature (complexity), being the most

popular classification the so-called Jacob ladder of the density functional approximations introduced by

Perdew.21 According to such classification, the lowers rung on the ladder corresponds to the functionals

which solely depends on the one-electron density, giving name to the local spin density approximation

(LSDA) family. The method complexity, and thus rung in the Jacob’s ladder, increases upon inclusion of

the first (gradient) and second (Laplacian) derivative of the one-electron density (or kinetic energy density

for the later), known as generalized gradient approximation (GGA) and meta-GGA, respectively. The three

families of approximations, namely the LSDA, GGA and meta-GGA, are considered pure as only depends on

the density and its derivatives, and local due to solely depend on the position at one point of the space. The

following step on the ladder corresponds to the functionals which include a percentage of HF-type exchange,

Eq. 1.44 but evaluated with the MOs obtained at the KS-DFT level, in the exchange functional expression,

leading to the so-called hybrid methods. Among them, one (if not the most) renowned (and extensively used)

is the B3LYP method,22,23 which combines using only 3 parameters: Hartree-Fock, the Becke88 (B88)24

formulae and the Dirac expression of exact exchange of the homogeneous electron gas (LDA)25,26 to evaluate

the exchange energy, and the Lee, Yang, Parr (LYP)23 with the Vosko, Wilk, Nusair (VWN)27 expressions

for correlation

EB3LY P
xc = ELDAx + a0(EHFx − ELDAx ) + ax(EB88

x − ELDAx )

+ EVWN
c + ac(E

LY P
c − EVWN

c ),
(1.47)

a0 = 0.2, ax = 0.72, ac = 0.81.
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An extension comes with the tuning of the HF-type exchange inclusion as function of the interelectronic

distance, leading to the so-called long-range corrected functionals. In a last step, it comes the design of the

most sophisticated functionals, involving also the admixture of a portion of perturbation theory-obtained

(Moller-Plesset of second order, MP2) correlation energy to the correlation expression of the functional,

being categorized as double-hybrids. Further details about the KS-DFT approximations, together with the

fundamentals of density functional theory, are out of the scope of the Thesis. Then, we guide the reader to

the following references in case of interest about the topic.21,28–30

1.2 The definition of the atom within the molecule

Nowadays it is well accepted that, from a genuine chemical perspective, every molecule is conceived as a

system constructed by interacting atoms, the elementary units (building blocks) in chemistry. Grounding

chemistry and its rationalization based on the concept of an atom in a molecule was originated by Lewis

in 1916, where he attempted to rationalize the behaviour and properties of many systems according to the

“electronic structure” (the author tag it as atomic kernel) of the constituting atoms.31 The theory at that

moment was considering fixed atomic kernels by fulfilling a series of postulates, such as the octet rule. How-

ever, the fact that different Manganese- or Cobalt-based complexes presents different colour but shares the

same central element made Lewis pinpoint that, in his opinion, the kernel of an atom is not unique and

permanently defined. Currently, it is undeniable that every atom from two molecular systems, even being

of the same type, is electronically different if the chemical environment from both is not the same. This

may affect into the properties and reactivity showed by the systems even constructed with the same type of

building blocks. For example, the carbon atoms, and as consequence also the hydrogen ones, of two rather

simple organic systems like ethane (C2H6) and ethyne (C2H2) are (and behave) completely different, i.e.

the H atoms on ethyne are much more acidic (pKa = 25) than in ethane (pKa = 50), the C-C bond presents

a single multiplicity in ethane, while triple in ethyne, etc. Thus, the electronic structure characterization

of any molecular systems requires to distinguish and unveil the role of the atoms that form that particular

system. For this aim, one needs a well-defined methodology that subdivides the global system (also known

as supersystem) into its constituting atoms, namely an atom in molecule definition. The AIM definition, also

known as atomic partition, allows not only to define atomic properties useful to rationalize the electronic

structure of the system, but also to decompose a molecular property into atomic and interatomic contribu-

tions, providing the required information to understand its chemical bonding picture. Unfortunately, the

atoms are not quantum mechanical observables, being the exact AIM definition non-existent, and leading to

a plethora of atomic partitioning methods. As consequence, all chemical concepts such as bond orders,32–37

partial atomic charges,38–41 oxidation states,42,43 energy decomposition,44–52 aromaticity indexes53,54 and

steric/electronic repulsions,55 to name a few, entirely rely on the AIM definition used to evaluate them.

Several AIM schemes have been developed over the years, being classified into two main families: Hilbert-

and real-space. To some extent all atomic definitions are arbitrary, being important to know the pros and

cons, together with the limitations of each AIM scheme before its application. In the next sections we briefly

introduce the most renowned AIMs from both families, together with some insights about their strong and

weak points.
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1.2.1 Hilbert-space analysis

In Section 1.1 we pinpointed that by following the LCAO approach the MOs are expanded on a finite set of

AOs (Eq. 1.11), and its origin of coordinates may be a nuclear position or elsewhere. Herein, and justified

by its use in all scientific contributions compiled in this Thesis, we will use atom-centered basis functions as

AOs. Then, Eq. 1.11 can be rewritten as

φi(r1) =

NAO∑

µ=1

cµiχµ(r1), (1.48)

where the χ(r1) contains a set of atom-centered AOs for every atom constituting the molecular system. Each

of these sets is known as an atomic Hilbert subspace, {χµ(r1)}µ∈A. This allows one to define the atom as its

nucleus and its associated Hilbert subspace, being any well-defined molecular quantity decomposable into

atomic and interatomic terms. Lets take for instance the one-electron density, that can be written in the

AO basis as

ρ(r1) =

NAO∑

µν

Dµνχ
∗
ν(r1)χµ(r1), (1.49)

where D is the density matrix in the AO basis. Upon integration of Eq. 1.49 one recovers the total number

of electrons

N =

∫
ρ(r1)dr1 =

NAO∑

µν

Dµν

∫
χ∗ν(r1)χµ(r1) =

NAO∑

µν

DµνSνµ, (1.50)

being S the overlap matrix in the AO basis

S = 〈χµ|χν〉 =

∫
χµ(r1)χν(r1)dr1. (1.51)

By grouping the summation according to the introduced Hilbert subspaces

N =

NAt∑

AB

NAO∑

µ∈A

NAO∑

ν∈B
DµνSνµ =

NAt∑

A

NAA +

NAt∑

A,B 6=A

NAB , (1.52)

one obtains the Mulliken net atomic (NAA) and overlap populations (NAB +NBA), respectively.38 Alterna-

tively, one can rewrite Eq. 1.50 as

N =

NAO∑

µν

DµνSνµ =

NAO∑

µµ

(DS)µµ = tr(DS), (1.53)

and decompose it only in atomic terms

N =

NAt∑

A

NAO∑

µ∈A
(DS)µµ =

NAt∑

A

NA. (1.54)

Such decomposition, and using the original basis set to construct the overlap matrix, is the so-called

Mulliken gross atomic (NA) populations. By simple substraction of the atomic electron population (NA)

from the corresponding atomic number (ZA), one obtains the partial atomic charge
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QA = ZA −NA, (1.55)

which are extensively used within the computational chemistry community.

Mayer proposed to decompose the exchange density from a single-determinant wavefunction similarly to

the Mulliken overlap population.34,35 As we already illustrated in Eq. 1.42, the exchange density recovers

its normalization upon integration, which in the AO basis read as

N =

∫∫
ρx(r1, r2)dr1dr2 =

NAO∑

µν

[(DS)µν(DS)νµ + (DsS)µν(DsS)νµ] , (1.56)

where Ds = Dα − Dβ corresponds to the spin density matrix in the AO basis. Then, by grouping the

summations from Eq. 1.56 by Hilbert subspaces one obtains for every pair of atoms A and B the so-called

Mayer bond order (MBO)

BAB =

NAO∑

µ∈A

NAO∑

µ∈B
[(DS)µν(DS)νµ + (DsS)µν(DsS)νµ] , (1.57)

which are related with the bond multiplicities, i.e. BAB = 1 for a single bond, BAB = 2 double, etc. In

2012, Mayer improved the MBO definition for correlated wavefunctions by changing the term on the r.h.s of

Eq. 1.58 for a similar one which depends on the Takatsuka definition of the u function (Eq. 1.25)

BAB =

NAO∑

µ∈A

NAO∑

µ∈B
[(DS)µν(DS)νµ + (RS)µν(RS)νµ] , (1.58)

where

R = S−
1
2 (uλ)−

1
2 S−

1
2 , (1.59)

and λ denotes that the quantity is in the Löwdin orthogonalized basis (see below). Mayer showed that the

original bond order definition (Eq. 1.57) explicitly depends of the ms (spin) value, providing different BAB

values for a triplet (S = 1) with ms = 1 and ms = 0, being corrected with tha later definition (Eq. 1.58).

Furthermore, the latter definition presented very similar results to the obtained with the original formulae,

and the appropriate behaviour at dissociation.37 Let us mention that from Mayer’s point of view the bond

order should be computed using the exchange density, while other authors consider that one should use the

exchange-correlation density, instead, as directly provide values independent of ms.

The use of the untransformed AOs to define the Hilbert subspaces presents a battery of drawbacks, in-

cluding:

- Basis set dependency. The results obtained for a decomposed quantity are highly affected by the

size (and type) of basis set used. This flaw was already pinpointed by Baker in 1985, where he evaluated

atomic charges and bond orders for a variety of systems using basis sets from the minimal (STO-3G) to

double-ζ (6-31G∗∗).56 As conclusion, the author propose the use of Löwdin partition (see below) instead of

Mulliken’s one. Note that the basis sets used at that time were rather small compared to the used nowadays.

More recently, similar studies has been performed for extended basis sets. As example, in 2005 Martin and
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Zipse studied the basis set effect on the atomic populations of the oxygen atom of the water molecule.57

The authors obtained very large differences (up to half electron) depending on the basis set used and small

differences with the method. Selected illustrative results are collected in Table 1.1.

Table 1.1: Partial charge (Mulliken’s) of the oxygen atom in the water molecule computed at different levels
of theory. Results extracted from Ref. 57.

Basis set HF B3LYP MP2 QCISD
STO-3G -0.3664 -0.3687 -0.3481 -0.3369

6-31G(d,p) -0.6736 -0.6100 -0.6415 -0.6319
6-311G(d,p) -0.4985 -0.4753 -0.4740 -0.4611

cc-pVTZ -0.4826 -0.4322 -0.4720 -0.4611
cc-pV5Z -0.5611 -0.5578 -0.5097 -
cc-pV6Z -0.3912 -0.4207 -0.3234 -

aug-cc-pV5Z -0.8239 -0.8752 -0.7835 -

- Unphysical behaviour for large basis sets which include diffuse-type AOs. Increasing the

basis set size, together with including AOs of different type benefits the construction of the MOs (much more

flexibility) and thus the wavefunction itself. However, the diffuse-type AOs, even being atom-centered, do

not present large atomic character. Thus, they are included within atomic Hilbert subspaces which formally

they should not contribute to. As consequence, the decomposition of any quantity will be contaminated,

presenting larger values than expected. As example, in 2003 Fonseca-Guerra et al. showed that for basis sets

including diffuse functions the overlap populations became larger and as consequence Mulliken’s partition

yielded totally unphysical atomic charges.58 One may (erratically) think that a plausible solution is directly

erase the diffuse-type functions from the basis set. However, their use is crucial for properly describing many

molecular systems such as anions.

It is important to mention that such flaws will be present to the decomposition of any quantity as are

rooted to the AIM definition itself. For this reason, several groups attempted to develop Hilbert-space

AIM definitions that surpass (at least) the two first drawbacks, originated by including in the atomic Hilbert

subspaces AOs (and thus MOs) that are not formally contributing to the belonging atom. The main problem

is not only the AO size, i.e. a 6p-type AO is probably too large (expanded) to consider that it entirely

contributes to its originator, but more importantly the shape of the AOs constituting the Hilbert subspace.

For the later, one may be able to find a transformation of the original AOs which provides satisfactory

results. Generally, one performs a unitary transformation to the original basis

|ϕT 〉 = U|χ〉, (1.60)

where U is a unitary matrix, U†U = I. In 1950 Löwdin proposed to use U = (S)−1/2 as transformation

matrix, being S the overlap matrix in the AO basis, constructing then a set of symmetrically orthogonalized

orbitals (ϕLow)

|ϕLow〉 = S−1/2|χ〉. (1.61)

This procedure is the so-called Löwdin symmetric orthogonalization of the original basis to the Löwdin

basis.59 A set of orthogonal orbitals fulfill that its overlap matrix is diagonal with terms, 〈ϕLowµ |ϕLowµ 〉 = δµν .

By using, for example, the Löwdin (or any orthogonal) basis to evaluate atomic electron populations, Eq.

1.54 simplifies to
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NA =

NAO∑

µ∈A
Dµµ, (1.62)

leading to Löwdin’s atomic populations. Note that in the orthogonal basis the overlap populations from Eq.

1.52 are zero and net and gross populations are equivalent.

Similarly, one can also express the bond order (Eq. 1.57) in an orthogonal basis

BAB =

NAO∑

µ∈A

NAO∑

µ∈B
|Dµν |2, (1.63)

being known as the Wiberg bond index (WBI).33

In general, the results obtained for both atomic charges and bond orders obtained using the Löwdin basis

give much satisfactory results than the Mulliken ones, being less (but still) basis set dependent.56

An extension of this method is the so-called weighted (or occupancy weighted) Löwdin family of schemes,

which rely on the use of a “weighting” matrix, W, to construct the transformation matrix as

U = W(WSW)−1/2. (1.64)

Then, each definition of W leads to a different set of transformed orbitals (and as consequence to a

different AIM). Among them, a famous (if not the most) basis is the natural atomic orbitals (NAO) intro-

duced by Weinhold and coworkers in 1985.60,61 Using the NAO basis to extract atomic charges give name

to the extensively used Natural Population Analysis (NPA),61 which presents much robust results regarding

to basis set dependency than the aforementioned schemes not only for atomic charges but also for spin

populations.58,62

Alternatively, other Hilbert-space methods rely on the use of a reference minimal basis set, which contains

for each atom as many basis functions as its number of core and valence electrons, to exactly span the

occupied (MOs) space.63–66 Among them, the Intrinsic Atomic Orbitals (IAO) from Knizia gained particular

interest.66,67 The IAO, ϕIAO, construction is a rather convoluted procedure based on projection to a reference

(and minimal) basis. Starting from a converged SCF solution, one projects the occupied MO coefficients,

Cocc = cµi, into the (small) reference minimal basis and back to the big basis as

C̃occ = ortho(RlsRslCocc), (1.65)

where the Rsl = s−1Ssl matrix is the projector from the large to the small basis, S and s are the overlap

matrices in the large and small basis, respectively, and Ssl corresponds to the overlap matrix between AOs

in the small and large basis sets. Rls = S−1Sls projects back from the small to the big basis and then

symmetric orthogonalization (ortho, Eq. 1.65) is required to restore the orthonormality and obtain the

so-called depolarized orbitals, C̃occ.

Then, the transformation matrix Als from the large basis, χµ, to the IAO basis, ϕIAOα =
∑
µ χµAµα, is

constructed by following a double projection step
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Als = ortho(PSP̃Sls + QSQ̃Sls). (1.66)

Here, P and P̃ are the density matrices of the occupied original and depolarized MOs, respectively, and

P and Q̃ their orthogonal complements

P = CoccC
T
occ; P̃ = C̃occC̃

T
occ; Q = S−1 −P; Q̃ = S−1 − P̃. (1.67)

It is important to remark that the IAO procedure forms a set of orthonormalized (and of minimal size)

basis which exactly express the MOs (and thus the density) in terms of the resulting IAOs. Regarding to

the minimal basis, this procedure make use of the so-called MinAO basis set, which is a manual truncation

of the cc-pVTZ basis to a minimal one. In case of requiring the use of effective core potentials (ECP) in the

calculation, the core AOs are also excluded from the truncated cc-pVTZ, leading to the so-called MinAO-PP

basis. The main limitation of this basis is that fails to be valid for ECPs of different sizes, i.e. smaller or

larger core, which is crucial for transition metal based complexes.

The IAO partition showed successful performance and robustness for population analysis, being to date

one of the best performing Hilbert-space AIMs.66–68

Let us remind that, even the new schemes provides chemically-satisfactory results, Hilbert-space analysis

presents one intrinsic drawback; its non-applicability if the MOs are not expanded using atom-centered AOs.

In that case, like in periodic systems where they commonly use plane waves as basis, the definition of atomic

Hilbert subspaces is not possible. As consequence, the property decomposition in atomic and interatomic

contributions is also non-possible. This drawback is not present in the real-space AIM definitions, introduced

in the following Section.

1.2.2 Real-space analysis

Alternatively to the Hilbert-space, one can divide the physical three-dimensional (3D) space into atomic re-

gions, commonly defined according to the electron density topology, and then define the atom as its nucleus

and the region of the real-space that belongs to it. This type of AIM definitions give name to the real-space

atomic partitioning methods, being the most important ones the Quantum Theory of Atoms in Molecules

(QTAIM) and the family of schemes known as fuzzy atoms.

In the real-space formalism, a given quantity (F ) expressed as a one-electron integral naturally decompose

into one-center (atomic) contributions by restricting the integration over the atomic domain, ΩA, or by

introducing an atomic weight function, wA(r1), once

FA =

∫

ΩA

f(r1)dr1 ≡
∫
wA(r1)f(r1)dr1;

F =

NAt∑

A

FA =

NAt∑

A

∫
wA(r1)f(r1)dr1.

(1.68)

The aforementioned weight function measures to which extent the r1 point contributes to a given atom

A, and must satisfy the following two conditions
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NAt∑

A

wA(r1) = 1; wA(r1) ≥ 0. (1.69)

As illustrative example, by inserting the one-electron density as one-electron function in Eq. 1.68, the

electron population of the atom A, NA, is obtained and the total number of electrons is then recovered by

simple summation

N =

NAt∑

A

NA =

NAt∑

A

∫
wA(r1)ρ(r1)dr1;

NA =

∫

ΩA

ρ(r1)dr1 =

∫
wA(r1)ρ(r1)dr1.

(1.70)

Similarly, two-electron integrals naturally decompose into both one- and two-center (diatomic) contribu-

tions, depending if both electrons lie on the same atomic domain or in different ones, respectively. By means

of the weight function, this is achieved by introducing it twice

FAA =

∫

ΩA

∫

ΩA

f(r1, r2)dr1dr2 ≡
∫∫

wA(r1)wA(r2)f(r1, r2)dr1dr2;

FAB =

∫

ΩA

∫

ΩB

f(r1, r2)dr1dr2 ≡
∫∫

wA(r1)wB(r2)f(r1, r2)dr1dr2,

(1.71)

and then the total quantity F is recovered by summation of both atomic and diatomic components

F =

NAt∑

A

FAA +

NAt∑

A

NAt∑

B

FAB . (1.72)

For instance, one can insert the single-determinant exchange density expression (Eq. 1.41) into Eq. 1.71,

obtaining

λA =

∫

ΩA

∫

ΩA

ρx(r1, r2)dr1dr2 ≡
∫∫

wA(r1)wB(r2)ρx(r1, r2)dr1dr2, (1.73)

that measures the number of electrons localized on atom A, and the MBO (BAB) generalization in the

real-space formalism

BAB =

∫

ΩA

∫

ΩB

ρx(r1, r2)dr1dr2 +

∫

ΩB

∫

ΩA

ρx(r1, r2)dr1dr2

≡
∫∫

(wA(r1)wB(r2) + wB(r1)wA(r2))ρx(r1, r2)dr1dr2,

(1.74)

which again quantifies the number of electron pairs covalently shared between a pair of atoms A and B.

Thus, if the bond of that particular atom pair is governed by electrostatic interactions, i.e. ionically bonded

systems, it will not be reflected in the BAB (low) value. In the context of QTAIM (see below), the number

of electron pairs localized in an atom A and delocalized between a pair of atoms A and B are known as the

localization and delocalization indices (LI and DI), respectively. Contrarily to the MBO, the DI is defined

from the exchange-correlation density, expressed from the RDM2 (Eq. 1.31) as
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ρxc(r1, r2) =
1

2
(ρ1(r1; r2)ρ1(r2; r1) + ρs1(r1; r2)ρs1(r2; r1))− Γ(r1, r2), (1.75)

decomposing also into one-

LIA =

∫

ΩA

∫

ΩA

ρxc(r1, r2)dr1dr2 ≡
∫∫

wA(r1)wA(r2)ρxc(r1, r2)dr1dr2, (1.76)

and two-center terms

DIAB =

∫

ΩA

∫

ΩB

ρxc(r1, r2)dr1dr2 +

∫

ΩB

∫

ΩA

ρxc(r1, r2)dr1dr2

≡
∫∫

(wA(r1)wB(r2) + wB(r1)wA(r2))ρxc(r1, r2)dr1dr2.

(1.77)

It can be easily seen that the MBO and DI expressions converge in the single-determinant case. For

correlated (multi-determinant) wavefunctions their expressions differ, but the obtained valued are used for

the same purpose.

Similarly, one can attempt to express the overlap populations in the real-space formalism upon inclusion

of the weight function twice

NAB = 2

NAO∑

µ,ν

Dµν

∫
wA(r1)wB(r1)χ∗ν(r1)χµ(r1)dr1, (1.78)

but note that this decomposition is unnatural according to Eq. 1.68 and in case of non-overlapping domains

(similarly to Hilbert-space analyses using orthogonal basis), NAB is always zero.

The difference between real-space AIMs arises from how one defines the atomic domains (or atomic weight

functions). In the QTAIM framework,69 the atomic regions and their boundaries are determined from the

zero-flux surface condition of the gradient of the electron density

∇ρ(r1) · ~n(r1) = ~0; ∀r1 ∈ S(r1), (1.79)

where ~n(r1) corresponds to the unit vector perpendicular to zero-flux surface S(r1), also known as separatrix.

Then, each point of the space solely belongs to a given atom, being the atomic regions non-overlapping. The

set of points from a particular atom conforms its atomic domain, ΩA. In terms of the aforementioned weight

function, w(r1) = 1 if r1 belongs to the atom and w(r1) = 0 otherwise. Contrarily, the fuzzy atom schemes

allow the atomic domains to overlap, being the w(r1) values within the [0, 1] range.

In the fuzzy atom framework, there is a plethora of schemes that differs on how they identify the atomic

w(r1) functions, including Hirshfeld,70 Iterative Hirshfeld (I-Hirshfeld),71,72 Becke,73 Becke-rho74 and Topo-

logical Fuzzy Voronoi Cells (TFVC),75 to name a few.

Starting by the Hirshfeld method,70 the atomic weight function is defined as the ratio between the isolated

(reference) atom density, ρ0
A(r1), and the promolecular density,

∑NAt
A ρ0

A(r1), typically evaluated using the

spherically average densities of the isolated atoms at their ground state, and superposed at the exactly same

geometry as the actual molecule
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wA(r1) =
ρ0
A(r1)

∑NAt
B ρ0

B(r1)
. (1.80)

Along the years, the Hirshfeld atomic definition has been applied to evaluate quantities such as partial

atomic charges, dipole moments and Fukui functions,39,40,76 and also to decompose the total HF energy into

atomic77 and also interatomic terms,46 to name a few. For instance, in 1985 Maslen and Spackman compared

the Hirshfeld atomic charges and atomic dipole moments against the, named at that moment, Bader charges

for a large set of organic compounds.39 The authors found that in the H-X case, where X corresponds to a

series of functional groups frequently found in organic molecules, the atomic charges correlates (R2 = 0.945)

with the electronegativity difference obtained using Pauling’s electronegativity scale after exclusion of the

fluorinated systems. Almost perfect correlation was also obtained when correlating the atomic dipole mo-

lents instead of the atomic charges (R2 = 0.939). Some years later, Rousseau et al. studied the basis set

dependency of the Hilshfeld atomic charges, obtaining very robust results independently of the basis set used

compared to Mulliken and CHELPG, among others.40 More recently, de Proft et al. also extracted atomic

charges, dipole moments and Fukui functions using Hirshfeld partition obtaining, for a large set of organic

systems, the expected bond polarities but smaller in magnitude compared to other real-space AIMs.76 As

last example, Mandado et al. decomposed the HF electronic energy into (only) atomic contributions and

found that the correlation between the H-atom electron population and its atomic energies is useful to study

the proton acidity.77

The main drawback of the Hirshfeld partition is that requires to arbitrarily choose the electronic structure

of the isolated fragments. This can highly affect (and influence) the results obtained, being an extreme case

that, depending on the isolated atoms electronic structure, the chemical bonding picture is one or another.

As plausible solution, Bultinck et a. introduced in 2009 the Iterative Hirshfeld procedure,72 in which they

impose the condition that the density of the isolated atoms must integrate to the same atomic population

within the actual molecule

NA =

∫
ρ0
A(r1)dr1 =

∫
wA(r1)ρ(r1)dr1. (1.81)

This condition is fulfilled iteratively by constructing the isolated atomic densities upon interpolation of

isolated atom densities evaluated considering different number of electrons as

ρ0,NA
A (r1) = (uint(NA)−NA)ρ

0,lint(NA)
A (r1)− (lint(NA)−NA)ρ

0,uint(NA)
A (r1), (1.82)

where lint(NA) and uint(NA) corresponds to the lower and upper integer values of the fractional population

of the atom (NA) in the actual molecule. The obtained interpolated isolated atomic densities, Eq. 1.82, at

a given step of the iterative procedure are used for building the new promolecular density and, by using it in

Eq. 1.80, the new atomic weights. This procedure is repeated until fulfilling (within a numerical threshold)

for each atom the condition from Eq. 1.81.

Among the extended list of applications of the Iterative Hishfeld AIM, in 2007 Bultinck and coworkers

numerically proved the basis set independence of the I-Hirshfeld atomic charges, together with the indepen-

dency of the Hirshfeld charges on the promolecule chosen.78 Later on, in 2009 Van Damme et al. showed the

remarkably good performance of them, compared to other AIMs, when computing electrostatic potentials.79

Furthermore, this methodology has been used as base to recently construct more sophisticated Hirshfeld-
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based AIMs.80

On the other hand, the Becke’s scheme relies on the use of the so-called Voronoi polyhedra to evaluate

the atomic weights.73 Considering first a molecular system consisting on only two atoms, the aforementioned

Voronoi polyhedra can be mathematically expressed using the two-center coordinate system known as con-

focal elliptical coordinates (λ, µ, φ). Coordinate φ corresponds to the angle of the internuclear axis, and λ

and µ are defined as

λ =
rA + rB
RAB

; µ =
rA − rB
RAB

, (1.83)

with ranges

0 ≤ φ ≤ 2π; 1 ≤ λ ≤ ∞; −1 ≤ µAB ≤ 1, (1.84)

where rA, rB and RAB from Eq. 1.83 note the distance between any point in the space and nucleus A and

nucleus B, and between the pair of nuclei AB.

The Voronoi polihedron on nucleus A is described by a function, s(µAB), known as the step function

s(µAB) =





1, −1 ≤ µAB ≤ 0

0, 0 < µAB ≤ 1
. (1.85)

By evaluating the step functions for each other atomic center in the system, B 6= A, one can construct a

“cell function” as

PA(r1) =
∏

B 6=A

s(µAB), (1.86)

where PA(r1) vanishes if the r1 point lies outside the Voronoi cell and equals to unity when r1 lies inside.

Then, these functions can be used to calculate the atomic weight functions for a Voronoi polyhedra as

wA(r1) =
PA(r1)

∑NAt
B PB(r1)

. (1.87)

Up to this point, the Voronoi polyhedra presents boundaries and conditions analogous to QTAIM, being

the atomic domains non-overlapping. To make these boundaries fuzzy, and thus allowing the Voronoi cells

to overlap, it is required to substitute the current step function (Eq. 1.85) for the appropriate continuous

analog f(µAB). In his original work, Becke imposed that f(µAB) must fulfill the following conditions

f(−1) = −1; f(1) = 1;

df(−1)

dµAB
=
df(1)

dµAB
= 0,

(1.88)

obtaining a new step (cutoff) function s(µAB) as

s(µAB) =
1

2
(1− f(µAB)) . (1.89)

The simplest possible f(µAB) that satisfy the imposed constrains (Eq. 1.88) is the two-term polynomial
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p(µAB) =
3

2
µAB −

1

2
µAB . (1.90)

Polynomial p(µAB) varies smoothly between the end points -1 and 1, but its sharpness can be controlled

upon iteration as

f1(µAB) = p(µAB), f2(µAB) = p [p(µAB)] , f3(µAB) = p [p [p(µAB)]] , . . . , (1.91)

where the iteration order k is known as stiffness parameter. Illustratively, one can depict the shape of the

cutoff function for different values of the stiffness parameter (Figure 1.2), and observe that the larger the k

value, the sharper the cutoff function.
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Figure 1.2: Shape of the cutoff function µAB for different stiffness parameter (k) values, extracted from Ref.
75.

This definition of the Fuzzy Voronoi Cells can lead to unsatisfactory results in heteronuclear systems

as does not account for the different atomic sizes and thus the cell faces exactly bisect the internuclear

axis between a pair of neighboring atoms. As solution, a shifted cutoff profile can be obtained by using as

argument the following transformed coordinate

µ′AB = µAB + αAB(1 + µ2
AB), (1.92)

where − 1
2 ≤ αAB ≤ 1

2 in order to ensure that −1 ≤ µAB ≤ 1. The αAB parameter allows to control the

position of the cell boundary, which in the new coordinates is given by the µ′AB = 0 condition. Then, at the

intersection between the cell boundary and the interatomic plane, one has

µ′AB =
rA − rB
rA + rB

. (1.93)

In Becke’s scheme, the rA/rB ratio is related with the relative size of atoms A and B, making use of a
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reference set of fixed atomic radii R0
A and R0

B , as

rA
rB

=
R0
A

R0
B

= χAB , (1.94)

thus successfully expanding the atomic definition for heteroatomic systems. Note that while using a set

of fixed atomic radii the atoms of the same type will be equally truncated independently of the chemical

environment. This is a relevant limitation of the model. As solution, one can use an internal criterion

to determine the cell boundaries between every pair of neighboring atoms, establishing thus a strategy to

determine a new set of χAB values which do not depend on a fixed set of atomic radii. In this direction,

in 2004 Salvador and Mayer explored using the position of the extremum (typically the minimum) of the

electron density along the internuclear axis between every pair of neighboring atoms to locate the cell

boundaries.36 The resulting scheme, termed as Becke-rho, was later introduced by Matito et al. in 2007.74

However, the shifting applied to the cell boundary has a maximum, when the ratio χAB = 1 +
√

2, that

cannot be surpassed. Then, when the atomic electronegativity or effective radii differences are very large,

the position of the boundary will not coincide with the extremum of the density, being an intrinsic limitation

of the method. To fully accommodate the criterion behind the original Becke and Becke-rho AIMs, in 2013

Salvador and Ramos-Cordoba introduced an alternative transformation to µAB (Eq. 1.92)

µ′AB =
1 + µAB − χAB(1− µAB)

1 + µAB + χAB(1− µAB)
, (1.95)

leading to the so-called Topological Fuzzy Voronoi Cells (TFVC) atomic definition.75 This transformation

fulfills that µ′AB = µAB at the limit values µAB = −1 and µAB = 1, and also if χAB = 1. Furthermore,

for any value of χAB the cutoff is monotonic, being applicable to shift the cell boundary to any position

along the internuclear axis. In their work, the authors found that by playing with the aforementioned

stiffness parameter very similar results to QTAIM can be obtained but at much lower computational cost.

In particular, atomic charges and delocalization indices obtained using both TFVC and QTAIM AIMs

correlate almost perfectly with k = 4 (see Figure 1.3).

Figure 1.3: Correlation between QTAIM and TFVC (k = 4) atomic charges (left) and delocalization indices
(right). Figure adapted from Ref. 75.

The TFVC AIM has been applied to decompose a wide range of molecular properties, including the eval-

uation of atomic charges,41 delocalization81 and aromaticity indices,53,54,82 atomic static polarizabilities,83

local spin84,85 and oxidation states,42,43 to name a few. In most cases, TFVC presented robust and very sim-
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ilar results compared to other state-of-the-art atomic partitioning methods such as QTAIM, or sophisticated

Hirshfeld-based methods.41,75 In fact, Martin and coworkers showed for an extensive and representative

number of systems (W4-17 benchmark set) that, as already pinpointed by Salvador et al.,75 QTAIM- and

TFVC-obtained atomic charges almost perfectly correlate (R2 = 0.97).41,86 However, the scheme struggles

to properly set the boundary between a pair of neighbouring atoms when the interatomic density is very

flat. Such scenario is found, for example, in the H-S bond in H2S, where planar cell boundaries of TFVC

versus the curved ones in QTAIM lead to somewhat different numerical results.75

The fact that the decomposition of any quantity requires the definition of the atom in a molecule means

that there are as many analysis methods as AIM definitions. In the case of the population analysis, the

atomic populations, and thus the partial atomic charges, are highly sensible to the chosen AIM and, as

Fonseca-Guerra et al. showed using QTAIM and Mulliken, evaluating them with different AIMs sometimes

yields results difficult to reconcile. There are AIMs more sophisticated and robust than anothers, and that

two AIMs provide contrarily results may be an artifact of one of the AIMs (or not). It is the responsability

of the chemist itself to do an unbiased selection of the AIM to use, based on the strong and weak points

of each one of them. It has been already pinpointed in the literature, starting from Baker almost 40 years

ago,56 and briefly commented in the current Thesis that the Mulliken and Löwdin decomposed quantities

are highly basis set dependent and overcount when diffuse-type functions are included (crucial for anions,

transition metal complexes, etc), providing unreliable results. However, they are still extensively used to

elucidate the electronic structure of molecular systems due to its simplicity.

1.3 Modern chemical bonding descriptors from first principles

1.3.1 Local spin analysis

The characterization of the local spin distribution in molecular systems such as organic diradicaloids, metallic

complexes ferro- or anti-ferromagnetically coupled or systems which present spin-polarized bonds has been

matter of interest to better understand the spin-spin interactions and also due to the properties and reactivity

they present. Commonly, its computational characterization is performed by means of the spin density, and

its decomposition into atoms/fragments. However, spin densities are globally and locally zero for singlet

spin-state systems at both closed-shell single-determinant or multireference level. A plausible solution is

to make use of broken-symmetry (BS) approaches, but this strategy presents two main drawbacks. First,

it is required to find a stable BS solution, which in most of the cases do not exist, and second its use is

less appealing than multireference approaches because, contrarily to BS, the later properly describe the

multiconfigurational nature of these systems. Alternatively, one can appeal to the computational tools that

decompose the total < S2 > value, namely the local spin analysis (LSA), into both atomic and diatomic

components

< S2 >=
∑

A

< S2 >A +
∑

A

∑

B 6=A

< S2 >AB . (1.96)

Many different expressions of the local spin, and its decomposition, has been proposed along the years.87–92

In 2001, Clark and Davidson proposed to define atomic spin operators (ŜA) obtained by projections of the

overall spin vector operator,87 construct spin-squared operators as product of atomic (Ŝ2
A) and diatomic
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operators (ŜAŜB) and consider its expectation value as atomic (< Ŝ2
A >) and diatomic (< ŜAŜB >) com-

ponents, respectively. However, this definition presents non-zero local-spin values for genuine closed-shell

diamagnetic systems, e.g. H2 at the RHF level of theory. In 2009, Alcoba et al. proposed to express for

a single-determinant wavefunction the components of < S2 > in terms of the spin density matrix, being

thus the decomposition non-satisfactory for singlet spin-state systems.88 Later on, Mayer proposed its for-

mulation for correlated wavefunctions based on some physical requirements, paving the way for subsequent

decompositions.89 Mayer stated that (1) all local spins terms, < S2 >A and < S2 >AB , must be zero for

closed-shell wavefunctions, (2) they should present proper asymptotic behaviour. Hence, upon dissociation

the atom/fragment values (< S2 >A) must lead to the < S2 > of the isolated atom/fragment and (3) the

expressions of < S2 >A and < S2 >AB for a general wavefunction must reduce to the single-determinant

ones if applied to a single-determinant wavefunction.

For a general wavefunction, < S2 > can be expressed from the spinless first- and second-order RDMs as

< S2 > =
3

4

∫
ρ1(r1; r1)dr1

− 1

4

∫∫
ρ2(r1, r2; r1, r2)dr1dr2 −

1

2

∫∫
ρ2(r1, r2; r2, r1)dr1dr2,

(1.97)

considering that they are normalized to N and N(N − 1), respectively. By using the expressions of the

RDM2 and the effective number of unpaired electrons function (Eqs. 1.33 and 1.25, respectively), one can

rewrite Eq. 1.97 as

< S2 >=
3

8

∫
u(r1)dr1 −

1

4

∫∫
Λ(r1, r2)dr1dr2 −

1

2

∫∫
Λ(r1, r2; r2, r1)dr1dr2, (1.98)

where Λ(r1, r2) ≡ Λ(r1, r2; r1, r2).

In 2011 Alcoba et al. proposed a similar general expression for < S2 >,91 being

< S2 > =
1

2

∫
u(r1)dr1 −

1

2

∫∫
Λ(r1, r2; r2, r1)dr1dr2. (1.99)

Both Eqs. 1.98 and 1.99 can be generally expressed by including a parameter a as

< S2 >= a

∫
u(r1)dr1 − (1− 2a)

∫∫
Λ(r1, r2)dr1dr2 −

1

2

∫∫
Λ(r1, r2; r2, r1)dr1dr2, (1.100)

reducing to Alcoba’s expression for a = 1/2 and to Eq. 1.98 when a = 3/8.

Independently of the selected a parameter, in the real-space the < S2 > expression (Eq. 1.100) decompose

into both one- and two-center terms by using the atomic weight functions (Eqs. 1.68 and 1.71) as
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< S2 >A = a

∫
wA(r1)u(r1)dr1 − (1− 2a)

∫∫
wA(r1)wA(r2)Λ(r1, r2)dr1dr2

− 1

2

∫∫
wA(r1)wA(r2)Λ(r1, r2; r2, r1)dr1dr2,

(1.101)

and

< S2 >AB = −(1− 2a)

∫∫
wA(r1)wB(r2)Λ(r1, r2)dr1dr2

− 1

2

∫∫
wA(r1)wB(r2)Λ(r1, r2; r2, r1)dr1dr2.

(1.102)

The most satisfactory decomposition of < S2 > is rooted to based on what one selects the value of

the a parameter. In 2012, Ramos-Cordoba et al. proposed to make use a value of a = 3/4 based on the

behaviour of Eqs. 1.100 and 1.101 for a one-electron system.92 In particular, the authors showed that in the

single-electron case most of the terms from Eq. 1.100 disappear, being reduced to

< S2 >= a

∫
ρ(r1)dr1, (1.103)

as u(r1) = ρ(r1) due to the idempotency of the RDM1. Then, and considering that a single spin (doublet)

should provide a total < S2 > value of 3/4, the selection of a seems straightforward (a = 3/4). This

definition of the local spin, together with its decomposition, showed promising results.92 In their original

work, the authors evaluated using different a values a set of representative molecular systems and the disso-

ciation curves of several diatomic molecules, obtaining for a = 3/4 the correct behaviour upon dissociation

and, compared to other methods, very low < S2
A > and < S2

AB > values for diamagnetic systems at the

correlated level. Later on, Ramos-Cordoba et al. applied it to measure how much the bond in main-group

diatomic molecules deviates from a perfect covalent bond.15 The authors showed that the C2 system in its

ground state present < S2 >C values of 0.81, higher than the value of 0.75 expected for a perfectly localized

unpaired spin, being thus categorized as diradical. The same year Ponec et al. shed light into the chemical

bonding picture of a model copper-sulfur complex present in multiple enzymes, [Cu3S2]3+, finding significant

local spin on both Cu and S centers but almost negligible diatomic terms, concluding thus that the Cu–S

bonding is not caused by the antiferromagnetic coupling of unpaired electrons.93 More recently, Salvador et

al. showed its usefulness to characterize the NaBH−3 system, which present diradical(oid) character between

spins antiferromagnetically coupled located on bonded atoms. The resulting chemical bonding scenario lead

to a new type of bond, namely the spin-polarized bond.94 Many applications of the LSA are present in the

literature, showing its usefulness in the characterization of unpaired spins and its coupling from multideter-

minant wavefunctions, i.e. characterization of di- and poli-radical character in molecular systems,84,85 the

definition of new constrains for the cumulant matrix95 to develop new natural orbital functionals (NOF)

and for the development of indicators of dynamic and non-dynamic electron correlation,96 among others.

However, in 2021 Pendas et al. showed their disagreement in using a one-electron system to fix conditions for

the expression of the < S2 > decomposition.97,98 The autors made use of the electron distribution functions

(EDF) to evaluate the local spins, reducing to Davidson’s decomposition.

For Thesis purposes, let us illustrate the expected behaviour of the local spin decomposition when de-
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composing the total < S2 > of a collinear system consisting on three fragments (Figure 1.4). In the singlet

spin-state case, and having one electron perfectly localized on each ligand (L), one expects a local spin

value of < S2 >E= 0 for the central moiety (E) and < S2 >L= 3/4 for each ligand. The nature of the

spin-coupling between unpaired electrons is captured by the sign of the inter-fragment contribution, being

negative and positive for anti- and ferro-magnetic couplings, respectively. The value of this term will depend

on the total < S2 > value being < S2 >L1−L2= −3/4 in this particular case. The same scenario but in

the triplet spin-state leads to the same fragment local spin values with an inter-fragment contribution of

< S2 >L1−L2= 1/4, indicating the parallel alignment of the spins (see Figure 1.4b).

Figure 1.4: Schematic representation of the E-L2 system local spin decomposition in an ideal singlet (a) and
triplet (b) state diradical(oid)s with unpaired spins localized on the L fragments.

The values of the local spin, both intra- and inter-fragment (or atomic), obtained with the Ramos-

Cordoba92 and Pendas97 definitions are clearly different in ideal cases, and thus may slightly differ numer-

ically for systems with less pronounced radical (or poliradical) character. In our opinion both schemes are

equally plausible to be applied to chemically-relevant (and more complex) molecular system, but a proper

comparison between them has not been realized yet.

1.3.2 Effective atomic/fragment orbitals

Within the computational chemistry community, the use of the chemical notion that atoms forms molecules

with their s-, p- and d-type orbitals of the appropriate symmetry is widely extended to understand the chem-

ical bonding picture of molecular systems. However, these traditional descriptions are difficult to acquire by

evaluating the shape of the molecular orbitals from a quantum mechanical calculation. One can apply orbital

localization a posteriori and evaluate the bonding, non-bonding, and symmetry of the resulting localized

molecular orbitals (LMO). However, even being more localized that the original MOs, they are still molecular.

In 1995, Mayer introduced a formalism that re-obtains the traditional AO-based description of the chem-

ical bond from ab initio calculations, producing distorted but with AO shape orbitals, namely the effective

atomic orbitals (eff-AO).99,100 The eff-AOs are constructed for each atom upon diagonalization of its corre-

sponding atom’s net density. Instead of atoms, one can define fragments within the system, i.e. the metal

center and each one of its ligands in case of a transition metal system, obtaining the so-called effective

fragment orbitals (EFO). The procedure for obtaining both is exactly the same, and for Thesis purposes we

will proceed tagging them as EFOs. In the real-space formalism, QAij is obtained using the intra-fragment

part of the MOs, φAi = wA(r)φi(r), as
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QAij =

∫
φ∗,Ai (r)φAj (r)dr =

∫
wA(r)wA(r)φ∗i (r)φj(r)dr, (1.104)

and the diagonalization of QA is performed by unitary matrix UA transformation

UAQAUA = diag{λAµ }, (1.105)

where λAµ is a diagonal matrix that contains the occupancies of the resulting EFOs. Let us remind that the

fragment net density does not integrate to an integer number of electrons, being thus the EFO occupancies

fractionary and within the [0, 2] range. The EFOs, ϕEFO,Aµ (r), are then constructed by linear combination

of the intra-fragment parts of the MOs

ϕEFO,Aµ (r) =
1√
λAµ

nA∑

i=1

UAi,µφ
A
i (r), (1.106)

being nA the number of EFOs with occupancy values larger than zero (usually, the zero is given by a numer-

ical threshold). The EFOs can be seen as the fragment natural hybrid orbitals within the molecular system

that originate from the one-electron density. In case of the fragment being an atom, their shape recover the

notions of core, valence and virtual atomic orbitals with the corresponding symmetry. If the fragment is a

ligand, they resemble the isolated ligand MOs. The core and lone pairs present occupancy values close to

2 while the EFOs involved in the bonding between fragments suffer an occupancy decrease due to electron

sharing. Interestingly, most of the EFOs have occupancies very close to zero, being thus irrelevant for the

chemical bonding analysis, and independently of the size of the basis set used in the calculation. Thus,

the EFOs can be considered an effective minimal basis, being very appealing for the construction of, for

example, reference minimal basis sets.100,101

In the open-shell case, the EFOs are constructed for each spin case, independently. From the σ = α, β

parts of the one-electron density, one first obtains

QA,σij =

∫
φ∗,A,σi (r)φσ,Aj (r)dr =

∫
wA(r)wA(r)φ∗,σi (r)φσj (r)dr, (1.107)

then perform its diagonalization

UAQA,σUA = diag{λA,σµ }, (1.108)

and finally reconstruct the spin-separated EFOs

ϕEFO,A,σµ (r) =
1√
λA,σµ

nA∑

i=1

UAi,µφ
A,σ
i (r). (1.109)

Here, the occupancy values obtained, λA,σµ , are within the [0, 1] range.

Interestingly, in 2013 Mayer demonstrated that the Hilbert-space analysis performed in the EFO basis

reproduces exactly the real-space obtained results.102 In particular, the author showed that the Mulliken

bond orders, and the net and overlap atomic populations, extracted in the EFO basis coincide with the

corresponding bond order, and net and overlap populations, from real-space.
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1.4 Oxidation states from wavefunction analysis

The oxidation state (OS) is one of the most fundamental chemical concepts due to its use for the ra-

tionalization, characterization, categorization and prediction of the properties and reactivity of inorganic

compounds.103–105 It reaches back to the early days of chemistry where the “oxydationsstufe” was intro-

duced to rationalize the products obtained after reacting with oxygen. The electron-gathering tendency of

oxygen is represented by its most common OS of -2 in compounds with ionic interactions, which is one of the

generally accepted counting rules to assign OSs in Oxygen-containing systems. Even it is universally taught

and used, a well-established definition for the OS concept is still lacking. Informally, the OS of an element

(typically a metal) is the net charge that results from an ionic division of the electrons and electron pairs

between the selected element and the rest of the molecule. For years, its assignment has been performed by

applying a set of “agreed upon” rules, but without having an explicit definition of the concept.

After thorough revision of the OS concept lead by Karen, in 2014 a new generic definition of OS entered

into the IUPAC’s Gold Book, reading as the atom’s charge after ionic approximation of its heteronuclear

bonds, while homonuclear bonds must be always equally divided, independently of the chemical environ-

ment.104 Together with the new definition, the authors also provided an algorithm to assign OSs, namely

IUPAC’s ionic approximation (IA).105 The algorithm proceeds as follows: One starts by establishing the

appropriate Lewis structure of the selected molecule to assign the OSs. Then, the electron pair from each

bond between a pair of bonded atoms is heterolytically assigned to the more electronegative one, accord-

ing to Allen’s electronegativity scale.106 Finally, as one knows the number of electrons assigned to each

atom, simple substraction to the corresponding atomic numbers gives the OSs. For illustrative purposes, we

depicted in Figure 1.5 the OS assignment according to IUPAC’s IA for some selected (and trivial) systems.

Figure 1.5: Example of application of the IUPAC IA for the H2O, OsO4 and BF−4 systems. LP = lone pair
and Core = Core electrons.

The new OSs definition is a large improvement compared to the previous set of rules and the rather simple

recipe to assign them works generally well. For this reason, it should be used as the first resort in assigning

the OSs of new compounds of interest. However, several authors already exposed some limitations.42,107,108

One example is the case of the π-adducted systems. In 2018, Postils et al. showed that in π-adducts the

spin state of the π-system is who determines its formal charge, and as consequence the OS of the transition

metal.42 For instance, the cycloheptatryenil (C7H7) moiety in the singlet spin-state fulfills the Hückel aro-

maticity rule when it is found on the +1 or -3 OSs, but the -1 OS is also plausible if it is a local triplet as
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fulfills Baird’s rule. Another example is the transition metal carbenes case, where the carbon atom from the

carbene unit exhibits formally a double bond with the metal center. Due to electronegativity differences,

the four electrons from both the σ- and π-type M-C interaction are assigned to C, leading to a formally

-2 carbene moiety. Hence, all transition metal-based carbenes are classified as Schrock-type.109 Alternative

assignments, and thus other types of carbenes,110 can not be reconciled using the IUPAC winner-takes-it-

all rule. For instance, the Fischer-type carbenes presents a neutral carbene unit, requiring to consider the

σ-type bond polarized towards the carbon and the π-type to the metal center, giving two electrons to each

one of them.111 This view requires approaches beyond IUPAC’s IA. As last example we include the systems

containing nitrosyl (NO) as ligand. The bonding of the nitrosyl to a transition metal relies on three different

interactions: one formally σ-type donor bond from the ligand to the metal M ← NO+ and two M-π∗(NO)

bonds with character that can vary between two limiting scenarios: M← NO− and M→ NO+.108 According

to the ionic approximation, the electron pair from the first interaction is assigned to the NO moiety, and

the two pairs from the other two M-π∗(NO) interactions can not be unambiguously assigned due to its high

covalency. Moreover, according to IUPAC’s algorithm the NO ligand will never present the 0 OS.

The majority of the ambiguities and caveats present in the IUPAC’s scheme are originated by the inability

of Allen’s (or any other) atomic electronegativity scale to account for the different chemical environment of

atoms of the same type within the molecule. A plausible solution is the definition of atom-types, similarly to

the classical force fields for molecular dynamics but with electronegativity values. However, the complexity

of the algorithm would rapidly increase, diminishing its practical utility. From our point of view, the

OS must be connected to the electron distribution around the atoms, being computational chemistry the

natural candidate to elucidate OSs, at least for the non-trivial cases. Electronic structure calculations

provides an accurate description of the electron density, offering an ideal starting point for probing the

borderline cases. Nowadays, there is still the misconception that partial atomic charges from population

analysis are a non-integer form of the OS. Vivid discussions in the literature on the basis of partial atomic

charges or atomic spin populations computed one way or another can still be found.112–115 An illustrative

example is the series of iron-based compounds compiled in Table 1.2.43,116 Focusing in the extreme cases, the

[Fe(PyTACN)(OH)2]+ system presents larger partial charge (qFe = +1.68) of the iron center at its +3 OS

than for [Fe(PyTACN)O(OH)]2+ (qFe = +1.50), where the OS is formally +5. For these systems, the partial

atomic charges do not even correlate with the OSs, and the atomic spin densities might be useful as far as

the system is not singlet or presents values very close between two local spin-states, e.g. a doublet system

with ρsTM ≈ 0.5. Thus, there is particular interest in going beyond the simple, but clearly unsatisfactory,

use of partial atomic charges or spin densities to extract OSs from quantum mechanical calculations. Let

us remark that, even we focus on molecular systems, the same issue exists for OS assignments in solid state

materials.115,117–119
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Table 1.2: Iron partial charges (qFe) and spin populations (ρsFe) from a series of [Fe(PyTACN)] com-
plexes obtained using the TFVC atomic definition. PyTACN = 1-(2’-pyridylmethyl)-4,7-dimethyl-1,4,7-
triazacyclononane. Results extracted from Ref. 43.

System OS qFe ρsFe ρsFe (ideal)
[Fe(PyTACN)(H2O)2]2+ +2 +1.28 - -

[Fe(PyTACN)(H2O)(OH)]+ +2 +1.24 - -
[Fe(PyTACN)(OH)2]+ +3 +1.68 4.10 5
[Fe(PyTACN)(OH)2]2+ +4 +1.51 1.88 2

[Fe(PyTACN)O(H2O)]2+ +4 +1.45 1.30 2
[Fe(PyTACN)O(OH)]+ +4 +1.52 3.14 4
[Fe(PyTACN)O(OH)]2+ +5 +1.50 2.10 3

Along the years, several research groups have been developing density-based approaches for OSs purposes

based on assigning each electron pair (or individual electrons in case of open-shell systems/wavefunctions)

to one atom or ligand within the system based on some strategy that generalizes simple counting approaches

such as the IUPAC definition. Alternatively, one may attempt to assign OSs based on the fragment elec-

tronic structure which minimizes a selected energetic criterion. Focusing on the density-based methods,

some schemes rely on the use of LMOs.120–122 The orbital localization procedure is not unique as, for sin-

gle determinant wavefunctions, one can perform unitary transformations to the occupied MOs and obtain

different LMOs, according to some criterion, without changing neither the wavefuntion nor the energy

φlocn =
nocc∑

i

Uinφi. (1.110)

This transformation usually involves the maximization or minimization of the expectation value of the

specific of each method localization operator L̂ as

< L̂ >=< φi|L̂|φi > . (1.111)

In the case of Pipek-Mezey (PM),123 one minimizes the spread functional Ω, which is evaluated as

Ω =
nocc∑

n

[< φlocn |r2|φlocn > − < φlocn |r|φlocn >2]. (1.112)

Other localization schemes exist, including Foster-Boys (FB),124,125 Edminston-Ruedenberg (ER)126 and

more recent improved formulations produce LMOs by minimizing some atomic spread functional.66,127,128 A

different strategy is used to obtain the so-called natural bond orbitals (NBO), based on sequentially finding

the one- and two-center LMOs which most closely represent the Lewis structure of the system.129 Differently

to the rest, the NBOs are not strictly doubly-occupied (i.e., do not span the occupied space) but the (exact)

double-occupancy can be restored, leading to the natural localized molecular orbitals (NLMOs).130 If the

system is properly described by a single Lewis structure, one expects LMOs of three types: core and fully

atomic LMOs, bonding orbitals shared (not equally, depending on their electronegativity difference and the

chemical environment) between a pair of atoms and nonbonding orbitals completely localized on the atoms

(e.g. lone pairs). More complex bonding patterns can be encountered, like delocalized molecular orbitals

shared between more than two atoms, being the task to assign the electrons from a LMO to an atomic

center/fragment complicated without coupling the orbital localization to another technique. Furthermore,

the arbitrary selection of the orbital localization procedure might affect the quality of orbitals obtained and

thus the resulting OSs. For these reasons, in 2009 Thom et al. proposed to combine orbital localization
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with atomic population analysis to extract the OSs of transition metal complexes, leading to the so-called

localized orbitals bonding analysis (LOBA) scheme.120 In the LOBA scheme, one first localized the occu-

pied MOs using the desired localization procedure. Then, atomic populations are evaluated for each LMO,

assigning the number of electrons from the LMO to the metal center if its population surpasses a given

threshold. After evaluating a battery of systems, the authors concluded that the threshold that better suit

is 60% by coupling Pipek-Mezey orbital localization with Löwdin population analysis. Thus, if the atomic

population from a given LMO of the metal center surpasses the 60%, the metal keeps its electrons, if not

the electrons are formally assigned to the “rest” of the system. If one desires to assign fragment (ligand)

oxidation states, it is required to evaluate the shape of the LMOs and their associated atomic populations.

To use this method there are some arbritrary choices that one must perform, i.e. selection of localization pro-

cedure and population analysis schemes. For this reason, together with that a rigid threshold for the electron

assignment is considered, it is recommended to check the important (bonding) localized molecular orbitals

to ensure both the quality of localization and of the electron assignment. The LOBA scheme represents a

nice computational mapping of IUPAC’s algorithm of assigning bonds, and even proved to be robust few use

has been made of it. To name a few of its applications, in 2012 Sundstrom et al. employed the LOBA to

analize the Molybdenum OS, and to assess to which extend the Mo electrons are delocalized, throughout the

catalytic cycle of hydrogen formation from water by means of a Molybdenum-Oxo electrocatalyst.131 Some

years later, Jurss et al. designed and characterized a Co-based compound with a ligand with non-innocence

character in multielectron processes.132 In 2016, Panetier et al. employed LOBA to probe the Co OS in a

cobalt-bis(diaryldithiolene)-catalyzed proton reduction in non-aqueous media,133 and more recently, Van der

Mynsbrugge et al. characterized the OS of the Pd ions absorbed inside a Pd/CHA-type zeolite depending

on how the Pd coordinates to the zeolite walls.134

In 2011, Sit et al. developed another strategy to assign OSs using maximally localized Wannier functions

(MLWF) as LOs in the framework of plane-waves, and its corresponding centroids (Wannier centers).121 In

their work, the authors make use of the centroids position to assign the electron pair of the LMO to the

closest atom. As the MLWF (plane-waves) reduce to the FB localized molecular orbitals (atom-centered

basis sets), atom-centered basis sets can be used. This motivated Vidossich et al. in 2014 to apply the same

strategy for molecular systems, but relying on the PM localized molecular orbitals as allow for σ and π sepa-

ration.122 The use of centroids to assign electrons is very appealing due to its simplicity and they can be used

for both molecular systems or solid state. Furthermore, by following the trajectory of the centroids along a

chemical reaction one recovers the curly arrow picture of Robinson,135 but from quantum-mechanical calcu-

lations. Its application for assigning OSs has not been fully tested yet, and many problems may arise when

assigning the electrons from assigning LMOs electrons to the closest atom if the atom sizes are very different.

In 2015, Ramos-cordoba et al. introduced an alternative and straightforward methodology to derive OSs

of atoms and/or molecular fragments (ligands) from the analysis of the first-order density matrix.43 The

scheme, named effective oxidation states (EOS) analysis, is applicable in equal footing to single- and multi-

determinant wavefunctions. EOS relies on the occupancies of the already introduced Mayer EFOs and aims

to provide the most appropriate integer electronic configuration of the atoms within the molecule.100,136 In

EOS, one first constructs a set of EFOs for each fragment defined and sort them by decreasing occupancy

number independently of the originating fragment. Then, individual electron (or pairs in closed-shell systems)

are assigned, following the aufbau principle, to the hybrids with highest occupancy until reaching the total

number of electrons. This procedure leads to an effective configuration of the atoms/fragments defined
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within the molecule and simple substraction of the assigned fragment electrons from the sum of nuclear

charges directly determines its corresponding OS. As there are more EFOs than electrons to assign, the

last occupied (LO) and first unoccupied (FU) EFOs (belonging to different fragments) make up the frontier

EFOs. From their corresponding occupancies, one can define a reliability index, R (%), that quantifies how

close the actual electron distribution is to the formal ionic picture given by the OS

R (%) = 100min(1,max(0, λσLO − λσFU + 0.5)). (1.113)

From its definition (Eq. 1.113), if the occupancy difference between frontier EFOs exceeds half electron

(one electron in the closed-shell case) the assignment is considered undisputable and R (%) = 100. The

worst-case scenario is when two (or more) frontier EFOs from different fragments are pseudodegenerated

(in occupancy). In this situation, there are two (or more) different and equally plausible OS distributions

with R (%) = 50 and the algorithm covalently assign the remaining electrons (homolitic splitting of the

electrons) between the involved EFOs. This pseudodegeneracy is controlled by a numerical threshold, being

5 · 10−3 the default value. However, and similarly to the LOBA scheme, in closed-call scenarios it is highly

recommended to evaluate the shape and the occupancies of the EFOs to not only assign the electrons but

also to enlight the chemical bonding picture of the system.

To date, the EOS scheme is the one (if not the only) methodology capable to assign OSs from both

single-determinant and multireference wavefunctions, but presents some conceptual problems when dealing

with spin-polarization at the correlated level. To enlight them, in Figure 1.6 we represented the EOS

behaviour for a diradical molecular system (AB) constituting of two non-symmetric fragments (A and B)

in its singlet spin-state using restricted single-determinant, unrestricted broken-symmetry and correlated

(CASSCF) wavefunctions.

Figure 1.6: EOS assignment for a singlet diradical(oid) system consisting on two fragments depending
on the wavefunction nature: (a) restricted single-determinant, (b) unrestricted broken-symmetry and (c)
multireference CASSCF wavefunctions.

In the restricted single-determinant case (Figure 1.6a), the electron pair which describes the A-B bonding

interaction is be entirely assigned to the one EFO from fragment A or another from fragment B that presents

the larger occupancy. Thus, the resulting chemical bonding picture from EOS is or either A+ B− or A− B+.

The unique scenario that leads into the A · ·B picture is if the frontier EFOs pseudodegenerated, being

very rare if fragment A and B are non-symmetric. Instead, in the broken-symmetry case (Figure 1.6b), the

A · ·B picture is naturally recovered as the α and β electrons are assigned independently. However, the

broken-symmetry wavefunctions are not very appealing for the aforementioned reasons and also due to spin-
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contamination. Finally, the most appropriate wavefunction is the multireference one (CASSCF for example,

Figure 1.6c), but faces the same scenario than the restricted single-determinant case as electrons are treated

by pairs. Thus, EOS cannot properly characterize non-symmetric singlet spin-state diradical(oid)s when

using the wavefunction that describes them best (correlated).

1.5 Energy decomposition schemes

1.5.1 Energy decomposition analysis

The accurate evaluation of the total energy of a molecular system is one of the most important challenges

in quantum chemistry. However, the value of the energy itself provides little immediate chemical bonding

information. To extract this information from the energy one can make use of computational tools which

operate on the energetics of the bond/interaction formation, in particular the schemes which decompose the

molecular/formation energy into chemically meaningful terms. One of the most typical energy decomposi-

tion schemes is the so-called Energy Decomposition Analysis (EDA) developed by Ziegler and Rauk137,138

as extension of the pioneering work of Kitaura and Morokuma.139

Generally, the energy of formation of a molecular system AB from the isolated fragments A and B in

their ground states, also known as stabilization energy, reads as

∆EStab = E(ABAB)− (E(AA) + E(BB)), (1.114)

where E(XY ) corresponds to the energy of the state X at the optimized geometry of Y and basis set super-

position error (BSSE) correction has not been included.

In EDA, the stabilization energy from Eq. 1.114 is further decomposed into the so-called interaction

(∆EInt) and preparation (∆EPrep) energy terms, defined as

∆EInt = E(ABAB)− (E(A0,AB) + E(B0,AB)) = −De;

∆EPrep = E(A0,AB) + E(B0,AB)− (E(AA) + E(BB)).
(1.115)

Here, E(A0,AB) corresponds to the energy of fragment A with the A0 electronic configuration evaluated

at the optimized geometry of the system AB. Let us remark that A0 does not necessarily corresponds

to the ground state electronic configuration of the isolated fragment. According to Eq. 1.115, ∆EInt is

the interaction between the unrelaxed fragments A and B while forming system AB. This term will be

negative/attractive if the interaction between fragments is favourable and its value changed of sign give

name to the dissociation energy (De). Regarding to ∆EPrep, it contains both the geometrical distortion of

the fragments upon formation of system AB, and the energy to promote the fragment A and B electronic

ground-states to the selected A0 and B0, respectively. By definition, the preparation energy will always be

positive as E(AA) and E(BB) are ground state energies both electronically and geometrically.

The interaction energy can be further decomposed by introducing additional intermediate states and

pseudostates constructed at the optimized geometry of system AB. In classical EDA, it decomposes into

classical electrostatics (∆EElec), Pauli repulsion (∆EPauli) and orbital interaction (∆EOrbint)
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∆EInt = ∆EElec + ∆EPauli + ∆EOrbint. (1.116)

In detail, first one constructs a pseudostate based on the superposition of the undeformed (frozen)

densities from the fragments in the A0 and B0 states at the AB geometry, namely A0,AB ∪ B0,AB , with

associate energy E(A0,AB ∪B0,AB). The energy difference between the created pseudostate, tagged as such

because it does not have a well-defined antisymmetric wavefunction associated to it, and the energies of the

deformed fragments reads as

∆Ẽ0,AB = E(A0,AB ∪B0,AB)− (E(A0,AB) + E(B0,AB)), (1.117)

which is formally constituted by the classical electrostatics energy plus an exchange-correlation contribution

∆Ẽ0,AB = ∆EElec + ∆Ẽ0,AB
xc . (1.118)

In practice, the classical electrostatics ∆EElec accounts for the electrostatic interaction of the unrelaxed

one-electron density of A with the nuclei of B, and viceversa, the electronic (Coulombic) repulsion between

both densities and the nuclear repulsion between atoms of A and B

∆EElec =−
∑

i∈B

∫
ρ0
A(r)

Zi
r−Ri

dr−
∑

i∈A

∫
ρ0
B(r)

Zi
r−Ri

dr+

∫∫
ρ0
A(r1)ρ0

B(r2)

|r1 − r2|
+
∑

i∈A

∑

j∈B

ZiZj
|Ri −Rj |

.

(1.119)

In a next step, an intermediate state, namely A0,ABB0,AB , is constructed via Löwdin orthogonalization

of the the occupied MOs of the A0 and B0 states. This leads into a proper antisymmetrized wavefunction

with associated energy E(A0,ABB0,AB). The energy difference between this and the previous pseudostate

reads as

∆ẼPauli = E(A0,ABB0,AB)− E(A0,AB ∪B0,AB), (1.120)

and by combining Eqs. 1.118 and 1.120 one obtains the so-called Pauli repulsion energy term

∆EPauli = ∆ẼPauli + ∆Ẽ0,AB
xc . (1.121)

Thus, the classical electrostatics together with the Pauli repulsion, known as the frozen energy term in

other energy decomposition schemes such as the absolutely localized molecular orbitals EDA (see below),

accounts for the energetic change of going from the geometrically and electronically prepared fragments to

a true intermediate state with a properly antisymmetrized wavefunction but unrelaxed MOs

∆EElec + ∆EPauli = E(A0,ABB0,AB)− (E(A0,AB) + E(B0,AB)). (1.122)

In a last step, the orthogonal MOs from the previous intermediate step are allowed to relax to the ground

state of the AB system. The energy lowering associated to the orbital relaxation is the so-called orbital

interaction ∆EOrbint, which is always negative/stabilizing

∆EOrbint = E(ABAB)− E(A0,ABB0,AB). (1.123)
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A graphical summary of all steps of the EDA procedure is depicted in Figure 1.7.

Figure 1.7: Illustrative representation of the EDA procedure with their corresponding states, pseudostates
and associated energies.

It is possible to make use of localized molecular orbitals in this type of energy decompositions. One

example was introduced by Head-Gordon’s group where they make use of the absolutely localized molecu-

lar orbitals (ALMOs), to decompose the interaction energy into chemically meaninful terms.140–144 In this

scheme, tagged as ALMO-EDA, the interaction energy is further decomposed into frozen, polarization and

charge-transfer energy terms by using the block-localized (and variationally optimized) orbitals. Interestingly,

the ALMO-EDA scheme avoids the definition and use of intermediate pseudostates. Another example is the

natural EDA (NEDA),145 which use the natural bond orbitals.129,146 In this Thesis we focus on the Ziegler-

Rauk EDA, and further details about other EDA-like schemes can be found in the following references.147,148

1.5.2 Interacting quantum atoms approaches

The EDA-like schemes are mainly developed to study a particular A-B interaction from the pair of fragments

A and B and requiring to define the fragment electronic configuration which presumably will better describe

the system. Alternatively to that, there are methods that decompose the total energy of a molecular system

into intra- and inter-atomic (or fragment) contributions solely using the wavefunction from the optimized

AB system

E =
∑

A

εA +
∑

A,B>A

εAB . (1.124)

They require to define the AIM, which as it has been previously mentioned it is not unique. In the

Hilbert-space, in 1983 Mayer introduced the chemical Hamiltonian approach (CHA),149 which make use of

atomic projector operators to decompose the Hamiltonian into one- and two-center terms, leading finally in

2000 into the chemical energy component analysis (CECA) method.150 Much more simple, but with some

associated numerical error, is to use real-space atomic definitions as one- and two-electron dependent energy

terms naturally decompose into one- and two-center contributions. The first complete real-space energy

decomposition scheme was introduced in 2001 by Mayer and Hamza44 and implemented by Salvador and

Mayer45 for the Hartree-Fock energy and using QTAIM, being later expanded to fuzzy atoms.46 Then, in
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2005 Blanco et al. proposed its decomposition from CASSCF/CI wavefunctions, giving name to the nowa-

days known as interacting quantum atoms (IQA) approach.47 More recently, the IQA-type decompositions

for the MP2,151,152 coupled cluster153–155 and some approximations for the KS-DFT (see below) wavefunc-

tions has been reported.48–51 The main problem with the IQA-type decompositions is that their definition

depends on the electronic structure method used to compute the energy to decompose, and curiously the

KS-DFT case is the most conflictive one due to the nature of the exchange-correlation energy (see below).

In wavefunction theory, the total energy of any molecular system can be expressed in terms of one- and

two-electron dependent energy functions (Eq. 1.35). Thus, IQA naturally affords its decomposition into one-

and two-center (energy) contributions. In particular, one-electron energy functions naturally decompose only

into one-center (atomic) terms while two-electron ones provides both intra- and inter-atomic contributions

(Eqs. 1.68 and 1.71). From the one-electron part of Eq. 1.35, the kinetic energy (Eq. 1.36) decompose in

atomic terms as

TA = −1

2

∫
wA(r1)∇2ρ1(r′1; r1)|r′1=r1dr1. (1.125)

The electron-nuclei attraction (Eq. 1.37), even formally being a one-electron quantity, provides both one-

and two-center terms as the nuclei and the electron are not constrained to belong to the same atomic basin

UA = −
∫

ZA

|r1 −RA|
wA(r1)ρ(r1)dr1;

UAB = −
∫

ZA

|r1 −RA|
wB(r1)ρ(r1)dr1 −

∫
ZB

|r1 −RB |
wA(r1)ρ(r1)dr1.

(1.126)

Regarding to the two-electron part of Eq. 1.35, all three energy quantities (Coulomb, exchange and

correlation, Eq. 1.38) decompose into both intra- and inter-atomic terms, leading to the following terms for

Coulomb

EAACoul =
1

2

∫∫
wA(r1)ρ(r1)wA(r2)ρ(r2)

|r1 − r2|
dr1dr2;

EABCoul =

∫∫
wA(r1)ρ(r1)wB(r2)ρ(r2)

|r1 − r2|
dr1dr2,

(1.127)

exchange

EAAx = −1

2

∫∫
wA(r1)ρx(r1, r2)wA(r2)

|r1 − r2|
dr1dr2;

EABx = −
∫∫

wA(r1)ρx(r1, r2)wB(r2)

|r1 − r2|
dr1dr2,

(1.128)

and correlation
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EAAc =
1

2

∫∫
wA(r1)Γ(r1, r2)wA(r2)

|r1 − r2|
dr1dr2;

EABc =

∫∫
wA(r1)Γ(r1, r2)wB(r2)

|r1 − r2|
dr1dr2.

(1.129)

The repulsion between nuclei (Eq. 1.7) is the unique energy term that solely provides two-center terms,

as the denominator of Eq. 1.130 cancels in the RA = RB case

V ABNN =

NAt∑

A,B>A

ZAZB

|RA −RB |
. (1.130)

With this, the general IQA decomposition of the total energy read as

E =
∑

A

TA +
∑

A

UA +
∑

A,B>A

UAB +
∑

A,B>A

V ABNN

+
∑

A

EAACoul +
∑

A,B>A

EABCoul +
∑

A

EAAx +
∑

A,B>A

EABx +
∑

A

EAAc +
∑

A,B>A

EABc .
(1.131)

Note that to compute the energy terms for multi-reference (i.e. CASSCF/CI) wavefunctions it is required

the use of the first- and second-order density matrices,13 which are internally used but not readily available

in most of the computational softwares. Considering the energy terms expressed as in Eqs. 1.125-1.129, the

unique difference present in Hartree-Fock theory is that the correlation term is missing and the exchange

density ρx(r1, r2) can be directly expressed from the MOs as in Eqs. 1.41 and 1.42.

The story changes when one tries to decompose the KS-DFT energy. Compared to the HF expression,

the exchange energy (two-electron) is substituted by the exchange-correlation energy, which essentially is a

one-electron quantity (Eq. 1.46) as solely depends on the one-electron density and its derivatives. Thus,

its natural real-space decomposition provides solely one-center (atomic) terms, which for chemical bonding

analysis is clearly unsatisfactory. Moreover, the chemical bonding picture obtained from IQA-type analysis

when using HF or KS-DFT (pure, or hybrid) will be completely different as for both HF and hybrid KS-

DFT functionals there is a non-local HF-type exchange part (Eq. 1.47), which naturally provides both

atomic and interatomic terms. Furthermore, the HF-like interatomic exchange between a pair of bonded

atoms is negative/attractive, and responsible to describe the covalent contribution to the bonding. Thus,

not considering it would make most of them positive (unphysical).

For these reasons, different approximations have been developed to recover the chemically meaningful

EAB,DFTxc terms. As first plausible solution, Tognetti et al. applied the HF-type exchange expression (Ex

from Eq. 1.128) using the KS-MOs49,50 for extracting both atomic and diatomic terms

EDFTxc
∼= EHF−likex =

∑

A

EAA,HF−likex +
∑

A,B>A

EAB,HF−likex

= −1

2

∑

A

∫∫
wA(r1)wA(r2)ρx,KS(r1, r2)r−1

12 dr1dr2

−
∑

A,B>A

∫∫
wA(r1)wB(r2)ρx,KS(r1, r2)r−1

12 dr1dr2,

(1.132)
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presenting as main drawback that the sum of all components does not recover the total KS-DFT exchange-

correlation energy (Eq. 1.124).

To the best of our knowledge, only the EDFTxc decomposition schemes introduced by Salvador and Mayer48

and by Francisco et al.51 ensure additivity

EDFTxc =
∑

A

EAA,DFTxc +
∑

A,B>A

EAB,DFTxc . (1.133)

In 2007, Salvador and Mayer introduced a local function associated to each pair of atoms A and B which,

upon integration, yields the corresponding real-space bond order.48 Such function, namely the bond order

density (BOD), βAB(r1), in the closed-shell single-determinant case reads as

βAB(r1) = 2
nocc∑

i,j

[wA(r1)SBij + wB(r1)SAij ]φ
∗,KS
i (r1)φKSj (r1). (1.134)

Formally, the BOD represents the part of the one-electron density used to build the A-B interaction

by means of the exchange. Thus, one could also exactly decompose the one-electron density into bonding

and non-bonding counterparts at the single-determinant level. In their original work, Salvador and Mayer

showed that the topology of βAB(r1) is very similar to that of the Hartree-Fock interatomic exchange energy

density, exhibiting peaks at the atomic positions and, for bonded atom pairs, extending into the interatomic

region. By using βAB(r1) (and its derivatives) instead of ρ(r1) in the local exchange-correlation expression,

the authors obtained an estimate of the diatomic local exchange

EAB,DFTxc =

∫
εxc[βAB(r1),∇βAB(r1), ...]dr1. (1.135)

Finally, the atomic exchange-correlation energy terms are obtained by substracting, for each atom A, half

of the diatomic exchange-correlation energy contributions where atom A is involved to its exact one-center

term obtained from the natural decomposition of Eq. 1.46 in the real-space (Eq. 1.68)

EAA,DFTxc = EA,DFTxc − 1

2

∑

B 6=A

EAB,DFTxc . (1.136)

Such decomposition showed robust performance, obtaining almost perfect linear regressions for both

atomic and diatomic terms when correlating the exchange-correlation energy terms obtained with a local

functional (e.g. BLYP) against the HF-type ones obtained at the same geometry and KS MOs.

In 2016, Francisco et al. proposed an alternative strategy based on using the exact HF-exchange formula

with the KS MOs, thus sharing Tognetti’s phylosophy, but incorporating properly defined atomic scal-

ing factors to ensure additivity.51 For a hybrid functional, the total KS-DFT exchange-correlation energy,

Ehyb−DFTxc , can be written as

Ehyb−DFTxc =
∑

A

EA,hyb−DFTxc =
∑

A

[EA,DFTxc + a0E
A,HF−like
x ], (1.137)

where

EA,HF−likex = −1

4

∫∫
wA(r1)ρ(r1; r2)ρ(r2; r1)r−1

12 dr1dr2. (1.138)
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Here, the EA,HF−likex component accounts for both atomic and interatomic contributions involving atom

A

EA,HF−likex = EAA,HF−likex +
1

2

∑

B 6=A

EAB,HF−likex . (1.139)

Then, the authors propose to scale both the atomic and diatomic terms by introducing the following

atomic scaling factors

λA =
EA,hyb−DFTxc

EA,HF−likex

, (1.140)

ensuring that add up to the total KS-DFT exchange-correlation energy simply expressed as

EAB,hyb−DFTxc =
1

2
[λA + λB ]EAB,HF−likex ∀A,B. (1.141)

Its decomposition is not limited to hybrid functionals, pure functionals just present an a0 = 0 value in

Eq. 1.137 and thus EA,hyb−DFTxc = EA,DFTxc . However, this method make always use of the exact HF ex-

change expression to determine scaling factors and thus the one- and two-center exchange-correlation terms,

independently of the functional nature.

To date, the KS-DFT IQA methodologies has been applied independently but proper comparison between

them is still missing. Similarly happens with the EDA- and IQA-type energy decompositions, they both have

been extensively applied in the literature to enlight about the nature of the chemical bond, characterizing

both intra- and intermolecular interactions. This allowed to understand and even improve chemical reactivity,

unveiling the chemical bonding picture of non-trivial systems and even suggesting a new types of bonds.

However, tackling the chemical bonding description using simultaneously both energy decompositions is not

common.

Some research groups have been trying to express some of the EDA descriptors in the IQA framework, and

thus avoiding the use of artificial intermediate pseudostates. In this direction, in 2006 Pendas et al. compared

the IQA behaviour to other energy decomposition schemes (e.g. EDA, NEDA and SAPT) for a series of

hydrogen-bonded dimers.156,157 The authors decomposed the interaction energy between the two monomers

A and B (∆EInt) into the sum of classical electrostatics and exchange-correlation. They observed that

the interaction was governed by exchange-correlation, showing thus the importance of the covalent picture.

Moreover, the deformation energy of the proton acceptor moieties correlated well with the intermolecular

charge transfer and classical electrostatic energy derived from IQA. Some years later, Pendas et al. also

analyzed the concept of steric repulsion, arguing that in EDA the Pauli repulsion by nature depends on the

fragment’s reference states.55 The authors decomposed the Hartree-Fock interaction energy into fragment’s

deformation and inter-fragment interactions, which further decompose into its classical electrostatics and

exchange contributions, and showed that the Pauli repulsion is captured in the increase of the fragment’s

deformation energies of the intermediate (properly antisymmetrized) states. Moreover, the hyperconjugative

effects in rotational barriers are captured by the inter-fragment exchange contribution, which is enhanced

due to electron delocalization.

Recently, Racioppi et al. applied the opposite phylosophy and rearranged the EDA constributions to

match IQA ones, instead of grouping IQA terms to recover EDA descriptors.158 In their pseudo-IQA method,

the Pauli, orbital interaction and electrostatic energies from EDA are regrouped into overall variations of

the kinetic, classical electrostatic and exchange-correlation contributions. One can obtain the same terms
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by considering the usual reference-state IQA, based on decomposing the binding energy between a pair of

fragments A and B upon substraction of the IQA terms from the fully relaxed wavefunction of the system

AB to the obtained for the isolated and geometrically unrelaxed fragments.





Chapter 2

General objectives

The main objective of the Thesis is the development and application of computational methodologies for

chemical bonding analysis. In particular, the computational tools devoted to elucidate OSs from wave-

function analysis and the strategies which decompose the total energy of a molecular system into one- and

two-center energy contributions. In this direction, we separated the main motivation of the Thesis in several

more acute objectives, which will hereafter be generally described.

The use of centroids of LOs is a simple strategy to assign the electrons from each LO, and as consequence

the OSs, in both solid state and molecular chemistry. To date, the electron assignment from each LO is

mainly performed according to a distance criterion; the electrons are assigned to the atom which is closer to

the LO centroid. Thus, it formally considers that all atoms are equal (in size), independently of the atom-

type. Therefore, many problems may arise if the atom sizes are very different. Nonetheless, the closest-atom

criterion is simple (by definition) and proved to be useful. However, it has also not been properly tested. For

these reasons, our first aim is to evaluate the performance of the closest-atom and an alternative

(electronic) criterion to assign OSs from LOs using an extended set of systems of increasing

complexity.

An alternative to the use of centroids to assign the electrons from a LO, and as consequence the formal

OSs, is by visual inspection or to couple orbital localization with another computational technique, i.e. pop-

ulation analysis. Most schemes perform appropriately when assigning the OSs of rather simple systems, but

might fail when the complexity of the system increases. A plausible reason is the inhability to introduce

the fragment definition priorly to perform the orbital localization. For this reason, our second aim is to

introduce a new fragment-based orbital localization procedure and explore its use to elucidate

the fragment OSs.

One of the state-of-the-art computational methods used to assign OSs is the EOS analysis. However,

it presents an intrinsict limitation: its inability to characterize non-symmetric singlet diradical(oid)s from

the analysis of the (proper) multireference wavefunction. Furthermore, within the unrestricted formulation,

the EFOs for the alpha and beta parts of the density might differ considerable, even for the formally paired

electrons, which prevents from the rationalization of the analysis in terms of electron pairs (see details in

Section 1.4). This might be particularly problematic when spin-contamination takes place. Thus, the third

aim is to propose and alternative procedure to extract the EFOs, and the electron assignment
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within EOS, which surpass the aforementioned limitation and unify the procedure indepen-

dently of the wavefunction used.

The decomposition of the total energy of a system into fragment and inter-fragment contributions is

a widely used technique to study its chemical bonding. Within this topic, there are two main families of

schemes, namely the EDA and IQA (see details in Section 1.5). Both have proved to be very useful, but

very few works extracting chemical information from both simultaneously are present in the literature. In

our opinion, exploring the performance of the EDA and IQA schemes when working together would be very

appealing for the computational chemistry community. For this reason, the fourth objective is to further

decompose each of the EDA terms, i.e. electrostatics, Pauli repulsion and orbital interaction,

into intra- and inter-fragment IQA contributions to enrich the conventional EDA approach

with the IQA perspective.

The Aquilles heel of the IQA-like schemes is the decomposition of the KS-DFT exchange-correlation

energy into both one- and two-center contributions, as it naturally decomposes solely into one-center terms

(see details in Section 1.5.2). Thus, the information regarding chemical bonds is lost. To date, there are only

two reported approximations that achieve an exact one- and two-center decomposition, and a comparison

between them is non-existent. Thus, the fifth objective is to perform a quantitative comparison of

the two IQA schemes that exactly decompose the total KS-DFT exchange-correlation energy

into one- and two-center terms. An exact IQA decomposition for both one- and two-center decompo-

sition should involve the use of a genuine two-electron dependent KS-DFT exchange-correlation expression.

Then, a sixth objective is to mathematically derive a two-electron dependent expression for the

KS-DFT exchange-correlation energy and use it within the IQA framework to naturally de-

compose this term into one- and two-center contributions.

The application of the OS elucidation techniques, together with the local spin analysis (see details in

Section 1.3.1) and other complementary chemical bonding tools, can be extremely useful to understand the

interaction between central elements (being TMs or main-group elements) and their ligands, allowing to

ideally explain their reactivity and properties (e.g. spectroscopic). One can argue that such tools are only

useful to tag a bottle inside a laboratory, but the proper categorization of any system has been useful for

the chemistry community along the years. To date, no proper comparison between state-of-the-art OSs elu-

cidation techniques has been performed, being thus the seventh aim to compare the chemical bonding

picture obtained with EOS and LOBA, against the IUPAC IA or experimentally reported.

Finally, the last objective of the Thesis is to make use of all the introduced chemical bonding tools

to computationally characterize the chemical bonding picture of molecular systems which are

of particular interest for both the experimental and computational chemistry community.
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Methodology

3.1 Numerical integration in real-space

The numerical integration requires of the definition of a set of points, namely the grid, with a particular

size and distribution along the real-space. Both the size and distribution of points used directly affects the

accuracy of such integrations, being crucial for an accurate integration. It is well established that the larger

the grid size, the more accurate the integration, but also the higher the computational cost. Thus, the use of

an strategy that achieves high accuracy at an affordable computational cost is mandatory. In this Section,

we discuss the basics about numerical integration for one- and two-electron functions as are used in, for

example, the IQA energy decomposition schemes.

Let us consider a system constituted of a single atom. In this case, the integration of a one-electron

function, f(r), in the real-space is numerically achieved, up to some numerical error but with good accuracy,

as

I =

∫
f(r)dr ≈

NPoints∑

k

f(rk)wgrid(rk), (3.1)

where wgrid(rk) is the integration weight from the quadrature (see below) of a given k point in the real-

space and NPoints is the number of points of the integration grid. Thus, one needs to define the position

of the points of the integration grid and its associated weights. For this aim, it is commonly used a spher-

ical atom-centered grid, which involves a radial part defined on the range from 0 to ∞, and an angular

part, fully covering the real-space. In APOST-3D, the radial distribution of points is obtained according

to a Gaussian-Legendre quadrature,159 coupled with the set of Lebedev-Laikov grids for the angular part.160

The Gaussian quadrature is an approximation to a defined integral of a single-coordinate function, f(x),

stated as a weighted sum of function values at specified points. In the Gauss-Legendre quadrature, the

integration domain ranges from -1 to 1. For our purpose, it is required to transform the corresponding

coordinates and its weight from [-1, 1] to [0, ∞), which can be achieved for instance as

I =

∫ ∞

0

f(r)dr ≡
∫ 1

−1

f(x)dx; r = r0

(
1 + x

1− x

)
dr =

2r0

(1− x)2
dx. (3.2)

The parameter r0 represents the distance from the nucleus that contains half of the radial points. The
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original integral (Eq. 3.2) can be thus rewritten as

I =

∫ 1

−1

(
2r0

(1− x)2

)
f

(
r0

(
1 + x

1− x

))
dx, (3.3)

and approximately integrated within the [0, ∞) range as a weighted sum of the values of the function

obtained at some pre-established points

I =

∫ ∞

0

f(r)dr ≈
NRad∑

l

f(rl)wrad(rl), (3.4)

where

f(rl) = f

(
r0

(
1 + xl
1− xl

))
; wrad(rl) =

(
2r0

(1− xl)2

)
wrad(xl). (3.5)

The point distribution is very relevant for the accuracy of the results. For instance, the points located

far away from the grid center (atomic position) may hardly contribute to the numerical integration, being

formally lost. It is important to use a radial distribution which maximizes the density of points relatively

close to the grid center, sparse them in intermediate distances and almost vanishes at large distances. This

can be controlled by the r0 value. In the default integration setup, APOST-3D uses r0 = 0.5 a.u.

The Lebedev-Laikov angular grid consists on a given set of points distributed on the surface of a sphere of

radius unity, with their associated weights. To achieve a mapping on the three-dimensional space, this angular

grid, formally in spherical coordinates, is first transformed to Cartesian coordinates and then combined with

the aforementioned radial quadrature

I =

∫
f(r)dr =

NRad∑

m

NAng∑

i

f(rmi)wrad(rm)wang(ri), (3.6)

where NRad and NAng corresponds to the number of radial and angular points, respectively, and rmi =

{rm, ri}. With this, the integration weight wgrid(rk) from Eq. 3.1 is obtained as a product of the radial and

angular weights (Eq. 3.6), wgrid(rk) = wrad(rm)wang(ri).

In case of integrating a two-electron function, which formally invokes a 6D integral, one requires two sets

of spherical grids; one integration set consisting on NPoints = NRad ×NAng for each electron coordinate

I =

∫∫
f(r1, r2)dr1dr2 =

NRad∑

m,n

NAng∑

i,j

f(rmi, rnj)wrad(rm)wang(ri)wrad(rn)wang(rj). (3.7)

By considering wgrid(rk) = wrad(rm)wang(ri) and wgrid(rl) = wrad(rn)wang(rj), expression 3.7 is rewrit-

ten as

I =

∫∫
f(r1, r2)dr1dr2 =

NPoints∑

k

NPoints∑

l

f(rk, rl)wgrid(rk)wgrid(rl), (3.8)

requiring thus the use of N2
Points points to integrate for the atom.

For a poliatomic system, Becke proposed to evaluate the numerical integrals using a combination of atom-

center center grids, giving rise to the so-called Becke multicenter scheme.73 In particular, the one-electron
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integrals are performed as

I =

∫
f(r)dr ≈

NAt∑

A

NPoints∑

k∈A

wBeckeA (rk)f(rk)wgrid(rk), (3.9)

where wBeckeA (rk) is the Becke weight of the spherical grid of atom A at the point rk. Similarly, the two-

electron integrals are evaluated including the Becke weight twice as

I =

∫∫
f(r1, r2)dr1dr2 ≈

NAt∑

A,B

NPoints∑

k∈A

NPoints∑

l∈B

wBeckeA wBeckeB f(rk, rl)wgrid(rk)wgrid(rl). (3.10)

Notice that by Becke’s scheme, the original multicenter integral is readily expressed as a sum of atom-

center contributions

I =

∫
f(r)dr ≈

NAt∑

A

NPoints∑

k∈A

wBeckeA (rk)f(rk)wgrid(rk) =

NAt∑

A

IA. (3.11)

In practice, one may identify the atomic weight function in the integrand of Eq. 1.70 with the Becke

weight above, and thus achieve the decomposition of I into atomic contributions, IA, using the desired AIM

as

IAIMA
∼=
NPoints∑

k∈A

wAIMA (rk)f(rk)wgrid(rk), (3.12)

using solely the grid points of atom A. Such technique is incorporated in other exiting software such as

ChemmTools, under the term local integration.161,162 In the case of two-electron integrations, this approach

is mandatory, as for each atomic or diatomic term one must run over the square of the number of grid points

IAIMAB ≈
NPoints∑

k∈A

NPoints∑

l∈B

wAIMA (rk)wAIMB (rl)f(rk, rl)wgrid(rk)wgrid(rl). (3.13)

The Becke multicenter scheme proved to be very efficient (and accurate), being nowadays extensively

used to compute properties or energies in the real-space, e.g. the KS-DFT exchange-correlation energy. In

his original work, this scheme provided up to 5 figures accuracy for the one-electron density and electron-

nuclei attraction of small diatomic and poliatomic systems, and with relatively small atomic grids.73 In the

IQA-type energy decomposition schemes, the two-electron dependent energy components (Eqs. 1.127-1.129)

are numerically evaluated as in Eq. 3.13. In that case, the one-center two-electron integration must discard

NAt × NPoints out of the (NAt × NPoints)2 integration points as cancel the denominator from Eqs. 1.127-

1.129. This directly impacts the accuracy of the numerical integration, lowering it (more error). For the

two-center two-electron integration, the number of points to discard is very small because as the two sets of

points are centered one in each atom, it is much more difficult that two points (one from each set) coincide

in the same position.

In general, one can improve the accuracy of the numerical integration by (i) increasing the number of

both radial and angular points or (ii) modifying the positions of the second electron grid points to maximize

the number of points used in the integral evaluation. The first option brings associated a large increase of

the computational cost, being not very appealing for large molecular systems. Alternatively, one can rotate
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the coordinates of the grid points corresponding to the second electron, avoiding the overlap between points

and thus maximizing the number of points used to integrate. One can rotate a set of grid points in both

spherical or Cartesian coordinates. In the Cartesian coordinates convention, the position of the grid points is

modified (without changing the value their the associated integration weights) by applying a rotation along

one or two axis, achieved when using the appropriated rotational matrices. For example, in case of applying

a rotation of α and β degrees along the z and y axis, respectively, the rotated coordinates (xrot, yrot, zrot)

respect to the original ones (x0, y0, z0) read as

xrot = (x0 cosα− y0 sinα) cosβ − z0 sinβ

yrot = x0 sinα+ y0 cosα

zrot = (x0 cosα− y0 sinα) sinβ + z0 cosβ.

(3.14)

Some of us studied the effect of these rotations on the accuracy of the one- and two-center two-electron

integrations by first using a simple analytical model that represents the two-electron repulsion found in

molecular systems, and then for several small molecules.163 The authors observed that the integrated two-

center two-electron terms are three orders of magnitude more accurate that the one-center two-electron ones,

when the atoms are distanced by more than 1.5 Bohr. Furthermore, a rotation angle that minimizes for

all real systems studied the error on the one-center two-electron integrals was not found. Currently, the

APOST-3D default setup uses α ≈ 9.3 and β = 0 degrees as rotation angles, which were the best performing

coupled with atomic grids with 40 radial and 146 angular points.

3.2 Speeding up the decomposition of the exchange-correlation

energy

As it was aforementioned, the bottleneck of the IQA methodologies is the decomposition of the two-electron

dependent energy terms, Coulomb and exchange-correlation. Between them, the exchange-correlation is the

most expensive, computationally, as not only required of formally 6D numerical integration but also 4 nested

loops runs over the number of occupied MOs (see below). This last part is not present in the Coulomb energy

term as it is written directly from the one-electron density (Eq. 1.127). Thus, one must apply strategies

to speed-up or approximate (accurately) the decomposition of this term in order to make the IQA method-

ology suitable to compute systems larger than a few atoms. In the next subsections, we describe the two

strategies used in the current thesis to faster the IQA decomposition of the exchange-correlation energy term.

3.2.1 Monadic diagonalization

In 2005, Pendas et al. introduced a computationally efficient method to evaluate the two-electron exchange-

correlation integrals in the real-space, by using the monadic factorization of the RDM2 proposed in 1995 by

Davidson,164 which achieves full separation of the interelectronic components into formally one-electron

terms.165,166 The authors showed that the final computational cost is equivalent to integrate a single-

determinant wavefunction with as many MOs as occupied functions in the correlated expansion.
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In detail, for both single- and multi-determinant wavefunctions, the exchange-correlation energy is eval-

uated upon integration of the exchange-correlation density (Eq. 1.75)

Exc =
1

2

∫∫
ρxc(r1, r2)r−1

12 dr1dr2, (3.15)

where r−1
12 is the two-electron operator (Eq. 1.6) and ρxc(r1, r2) can be written in the MO basis as

ρxc(r1, r2) =

Norb∑

ijkl

λijklφi(r1)φj(r1)φk(r2)φl(r2), (3.16)

being, Norb is the number of fully (or partially) occupied MOs. As the λijkl matrix is symmetric in the ij

and kl pairs, one can define a set of coefficients

λ′ijkl = λijkl + λjikl(1− δij) + λijlk(1− δkl) + λjilk(1− δij)(1− δkl), (3.17)

where δij is the Kronecker delta, and rewrite Eq. 3.16 much compactly as

ρxc(r1, r2) =

Norb∑

i≥j

Norb∑

k≥l

λ′ijklφi(r1)φj(r1)φk(r2)φl(r2). (3.18)

Finally, Eq. 3.18 is diagonalized using the basis of products of MOs, φi(r)φj(r) where i ≥ j, obtaining

ρxc(r1, r2) =

Norb∑

i≥j

ηijfij(r1)fij(r2), (3.19)

where the fij values are linear combinations of the MO products.

It can be easily seen that the exchange-correlation energy evaluation (Eq. 1.75), and thus its IQA de-

composition, is computationally much more efficient when using the exchange-correlation density obtained

with this procedure (Eq. 3.19) compared to the original one (Eq. 3.16). Let us mention that the aforemen-

tioned procedure does not limit the IQA decomposition to work with the exchange and correlation energy

components together. One can apply the procedure independently for the exchange- and correlation-energy

densities, being solely required to use the exchange- or correlation-only λijkl matrix in Eq. 3.16.

3.2.2 Multipolar approach

In 2017, Francisco et al. showed that the interatomic exchange-correlation energy (EABxc ) can be exactly

obtained from a multipolar expansion,167 inspired by the interatomic decomposition of the Coulomb en-

ergy terms proposed by Popelier and coworkers for atom pairs with non-overlapping domains.168–170 The

aforementioned multipolar expansion is expressed as

EABxc =
∑

i,j≥i

ηij

∞∑

l1m1

∞∑

l2m2

Cl1m1,l2m2
(R̂)

(
%A,ijl1m1

%B,ijl2m2

Rl1+l2+1

)
, (3.20)

where m1 and m2 run from −l1 to l1 and −l2 to −l2, respectively, the Cl1m1,l2m2(R̂) coefficients are defined

elsewhere (see appendix Ref.167), and %A,ijl1m1
are the spherical atomic multipoles. The later are defined as
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%A,ijl1m1
= Nl1

∫
wA(r1)Sl1m1

(R̂)fij(r1)dr1, (3.21)

being Nl1 =
√

4π/(2l1 + 1) and Sl1m1
(R̂) the real spherical harmonics (see also appendix Ref.167).

One can rewrite Eq. 3.20 from atomic monopoles, dipoles, quadrupoles and so forth, leading into an

homologous expression to Popelier’s et al. interatomic Coulomb energy terms (EABCoul) but for the exchange-

correlation. If one truncates the multipolar expansion, EABxc is approximated, henceforth named multipolar

approach. In the current implementation of the multipolar approach in the APOST-3D code, the expansion

is trucated to m1 = m2 = 2 and l1 = l2 = 2. In this case, the approximate EABxc term is obtained as the

sum of the charge-charge (EABxc,cc), charge-dipole (EABxc,cd), dipole-dipole (EABxc,dd), charge-quadrupole (EABxc,cq),

dipole-quadrupole (EABxc,dp) and quadrupole-quadrupole (EABxc,qq) energy components

EABxc ≈ EABxc,cc + EABxc,cd + EABxc,dd + EABxc,cq + EABxc,dq + EABxc,qq. (3.22)

Using the ingredients from subsection 3.2.1, the charge-charge (cc) term is expressed as

EABxc,cc =
∑

i,j≥i

ηij

(
qA,ijqB,ij

R

)
, (3.23)

the charge-dipole (cd) as

EABxc,cd =
∑

i,j≥i

ηij

(
(µA,ij ·R)qB,ij − (µB,ij ·R)qA,ij

R3

)
, (3.24)

and the dipole-dipole (dd) as

EABxc,dd =
∑

i,j≥i

ηij

[(
(µA,ij · µB,ij)

R3

)
−
(

3(µA,ij ·R)(µB,ij ·R)

R5

)]
, (3.25)

where qA,ij =
∫
wA(r1)fij(r1)dr1, µA,ij = R

∫
wA(r1)fij(r1)dr1, R = RB −RA and R = |RB −RA|.

For the remaining terms, the charge-quadrupole (cq) is expressed as

EABxc,cq =
∑

i,j≥i

ηij

(
(R ·QA,ij ·R)qB,ij + (R ·QB,ij ·R)qA,ij

R5

)
, (3.26)

the dipole-quadrupole (dq) as

EABxc,dq =
∑

i,j≥i

ηij

[


2
(

(R ·QA,ij · µB,ij)− (R ·QB,ij · µA,ij)
)

R5




−




5
(

(µB,ij ·R)(R ·QA,ij ·R)− (µA,ij ·R)(R ·QB,ij ·R)
)

R7



]
,

(3.27)

and the quadrupole-quadrupole (qq) as
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EABxc,qq =
∑

i,j≥i

ηij

[(
2tr(QA,ij ·QB,ij)

3R5

)
−
(

60(R ·QA,ij ·QB,ij ·R)

9R7

)

+

(
35(R ·QA,ij ·R)(R ·QB,ij ·R)

3R9

)]
,

(3.28)

where the matrix elements of the quadrupole matrix read

QA,ijµν =

∫
wA(r1)fij(r1)

(
3

2
RµRν −

1

2
||R||2δµν

)
dr1, µ, ν = x, y, z. (3.29)

One can easily evaluate the accuracy of the multipolar approach to compute EABxc depending on the

terms included in the expansion. As an illustrative example, we compiled in Table 3.1 the errors obtained

when evaluating EABxc with the multipolar approach for the water dimer system at different intermolecular

distances.

Figure 3.1: Molecular structure and atom tags of the illustrative water dimer.

Truncating the expansion to the quadrupole-quadrupole (qq) term provides satisfactory results when the

bond orders are relatively low, and a clear improvement in general. Currently the APOST-3D code applies

the multipolar approach to compute EABxc when the bond order between the pair of atoms is lower than 0.05.

This threshold can be modified depending on the accuracy desired on the two-center terms.
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Table 3.1: Bond orders and errors (in kcal/mol) on the interatomic HF exchange energy obtained with the
multipolar approach depending on the terms included. Unreported results produced at the HF/TZVP level
with a a modified version of the APOST-3D code for the water dimer at the ROH distances of 1.5Å (top)
and 2.0Å (bottom) (see Figure 3.1) using the TFVC atomic definition.
Atom pair Bond Order Ex (a.u.) Err. cc Err. +cd+dd Err. +cq+dq Err. +qq

1 - 2 0.693 -0.215 15.18 9.80 -5.76 -0.52
1 - 3 0.429 -0.147 18.93 3.85 -4.79 0.46
1 - 4 0.159 -0.029 7.24 2.32 0.17 -0.21
1 - 5 0.002 0.000 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.00
2 - 3 0.004 -0.001 -0.10 0.01 -0.01 -0.01
2 - 4 0.004 0.000 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00
2 - 5 0.000 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
3 - 4 0.125 -0.037 9.48 1.58 -1.19 -1.49
3 - 5 0.001 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
4 - 5 0.625 -0.195 14.83 9.87 -4.51 -0.15
5 - 6 0.006 -0.001 -0.18 0.02 -0.01 -0.01
1 - 2 0.678 -0.211 15.20 9.88 -5.50 -0.45
1 - 3 0.559 -0.180 17.39 6.03 -4.44 2.77
1 - 4 0.057 -0.008 2.12 0.73 0.12 0.04
1 - 5 0.000 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
2 - 3 0.006 -0.001 -0.16 0.02 -0.01 -0.01
2 - 4 0.001 0.000 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00
2 - 5 0.000 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
3 - 4 0.071 -0.016 4.37 1.13 -0.09 -0.25
3 - 5 0.001 0.000 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00
4 - 5 0.643 -0.200 14.97 9.85 -4.89 -0.24
5 - 6 0.007 -0.001 -0.20 0.03 -0.01 -0.01

3.3 General computational details

In this section, we summarize the computational methods, basis sets, softwares and some technicalities that

has been used in the works included in the Thesis. For further details (i.e. spin-contamination corrections)

from each work, and to find the corresponding references, we guide the reader to the section of computational

details provided in each manuscript included within Chapters 4-6.

In Section 4.1, all calculations were performed with the Gaussian16 package.171 The optimized geome-

tries and wavefunctions were obtained at the B3LYP/cc-pVTZ level of theory, except for the sets of XHn

and TM carbenes, where the BP86/def2-TZVP combination of functional and basis set was used. The PM

LOs were produced using the IOp(4/9) = 20212 keyword and the NLMOs with the NBO6 program.172 The

LO centroids position, steepest-ascent algorithm from the centroid to the corresponding attractor and EOS

analysis were performed with the APOST-3D code,173 using the TFVC75 AIM definition and a 40 × 146

atom-centered grid for numerical integrations.

In Section 4.2, all calculations were performed with the Q-Chem 5 software.174 The optimized geometries

and wavefunctions were obtained at the ωB97X-V/def2-TZVP level of theory. The results of applying the

OSLO algorithm were produced using the IAO-AutoSAD (analytically) and TFVC75 (numerically) AIM

definitions with the Q-Chem 5 and APOST-3D173 softwares, respectively. All numerical integrations were

performed using a 40 × 146 atom-centered grid.
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In Section 4.3, all KS-DFT calculations were performed with the Gaussian16 package.171 The ωB97x-

D/def2-TZVP level of theory was used on-top of the reported geometries, in exception of the [NaBH3]−

system which both geometry and level of theory used are the reported ones. The multireference CASSCF

wavefunctions were evaluated with the pySCF1.7 software,175 including the chemically-meaningful orbitals

in the active space. The number of orbitals and electrons included in the active spaces for each system are

specified in the main text (Section 4.3). OSs were extracted with the APOST-3D code,173 using the TFVC75

AIM definition and a 40 × 146 atom-centered grid for numerical integrations.

In Section 5.1, all KS-DFT calculations were performed with the Gaussian16 package.171 The optimized

geometries and wavefunctions were obtained at the BP86-D3BJ/def2-TZVPP level of theory. To build all

EDA states with Gaussian16, we evaluated the wavefunctions of each dimer and its isolated fragments at

the optimized and dimer geometries. The pseudostate (see details in Section 5.1) electronic structure was

reconstructed using the the isolated fragments’ MOs at the dimer geometry. This step was performed with a

modified version of APOST-3D,173 providing its electronic structure information in a formatted checkpoint

(.fchk) file. Transformation of the formatted into unformatted (.chk) checkpoint file was achieved by using

the unfchk tool from Gaussian16. Finally, its corresponding total energy was evaluated by reading with

Gaussian16 the MOs from the created .chk file and use them as starting guess but forcing to skip the SCF

procedure (SCF = (MAXCYCLE = -1) keyword in Gaussian16). Finally, the symmetry = none keyword

was included in these calculations to avoid any atomic basis set position difference. IQA decompositions

were also performed with APOST-3D, using the TFVC AIM definition.75 For the production results, a 150

× 974 atom-centered grid was used to evaluate the one-electron integrals and a a 150 × 590 atom-centered

grid for the two-electron ones. In all cases, the newly introduced zero-error scheme was applied to obtain

the one-center two-electron energy terms (Coulomb and HF-type exchange).

In Section 5.2, all calculations were performed with the Gaussian09 package.176 The optimized geometries

and wavefunctions were evaluated at the Hartree-Fock, and the BP86 and B3LYP KS-DFT levels of theory

coupled with the cc-pVTZ full electron basis set. IQA decompositions were performed with the APOST-3D

code,173 using the TFVC75 AIM definition and a 150 × 590 atom-centered grid for numerical integrations.

In all cases, the newly introduced zero-error scheme was applied to obtain the one-center two-electron energy

terms (Coulomb and HF-type exchange).

In Section 6.1, all calculations were performed with the Q-Chem 4 software.177 The optimized geome-

tries, wavefunctions and orbital localizations were obtained at the ωB97X-V/def2-TZVP level of theory. The

LOBA results were produced using PM LOs in conjunction with the Löwdin59 AIM definition for the atomic

populations. EOS analysis was performed with the APOST-3D code,173 using the TFVC75 AIM definition

and a 40 × 146 atom-centered grid for numerical integrations.

In Section 6.2, all calculations were performed with the Gaussian09 package.176 The geometries were

obtained at the BP86-D3BJ/TZVP level of theory, using the SDD pseudopotential for heavy atoms. Fre-

quency calculations at the same level was performed to calculate the unscaled zero-point energies (ZPEs) as

well as thermal corrections and entropy effects at 25˚C. On top of the optimized geometries, we performed

single-point energy calculations at the M06/cc-pVTZ level, and solvent effects were estimated with the polar-

izable continuum model (PCM), using dichloromethane as solvent. The reported Gibbs free energies include
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M06/cc-pVTZ SDD//BP86/TZVP SDD electronic energies with solvent effects obtained at the same level

of theory, corrected with zero-point energies, thermal corrections and entropy effects evaluated at 25˚C at

the BP86/TZVP SDD level. EOS analysis was performed with the APOST-3D code,173 using the TFVC75

AIM definition and a 40 × 146 atom-centered grid for numerical integrations.

In Section 6.3, all calculations were performed with the Gaussian16 package.171 The optimized geometries

and wavefunctions were obtained at the B3LYP-D3BJ/def2-TZVPP level of theory. Normal mode analysis

was computed to confirm minima on the potential energy surface, and to extract the unscaled ZPE as well

as thermal corrections and entropy effects using the standard statistical-mechanics relationships for an ideal

gas. EOS analysis was performed with the APOST-3D code,173 using the TFVC75 AIM definition and a 40

× 146 atom-centered grid for numerical integrations.

In Section 6.4, all KS-DFT calculations were performed with the Gaussian16 package.171 The geometries

and electronic energies of all species were obtained using a series of KS-DFT functionals, namely BP86,

B3LYP, PBE0, M06-2X, and ωB97x-D. The geometries were evaluated at the KS-DFT/def2-SVP level,

and the electronic energies were extracted using the (larger) def2-TZVPP basis set, including dispersion

corrections (D3BJ) when possible. For the singlet open-shell solutions, the spin-contaminated electronic

energies were corrected using the (vertical) triplet spin-state solutions and applying the spin-contamination

correction proposed by Yamaguchi.178 On top of the B3LYP-D3(BJ)/def2-SVP geometries, we performed

single-point multiconfigurational calculations at the CASSCF/cc-pVDZ level, and including within the active

space the chemically relevant orbitals. In particular, the active space size consists on 10 electrons distributed

within 10 active orbitals for the NHC-substituted compounds, or 10 electrons within 8 active orbitals for the

cAAC-substituted compounds, or 4 electrons within 8 active orbitals for the NacNac-substituted ones. The

CASSCF calculations were performed with the pySCF1.7 package.175 For the smallest systems (Mg-NHCMe,

Be-NHCMe, Mg-cAACMe and Be-cAACMe), we optimized their geometries at the SS-CASPT2/cc-pVDZ

level, using the cc-pVDZ-jkfit auxiliary basis set using the same active spaces. The SS-CASPT2 calculations

were carried out with the BAGEL program.179 Atom/fragment charges, bond orders, EOS and local spin

analysis was performed with the APOST-3D code,173 using the TFVC75 AIM definition and a 40 × 146

atom-centered grid for numerical integrations. EDA with the natural orbitals for chemical valence (NOCV)

were instead obtained with ADF 2019.103,180 using the B3LYP-D3(BJ)/TZ2P level of theory and including

scalar relativistic effects with the zeroth-order regular approximation (ZORA).

We implemented the developed chemical bonding methodologies, together with the monadic diagonaliza-

tion (Subsection 3.2.1) and multipolar approach (Subsection 3.2.2), within the inhouse developed APOST-3D

code,173 in exception of the OSLO algorithm that also was implemented within the Q-Chem 5 software.174
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On the development of methods to

elucidate oxidation states

4.1 Can we safely obtain formal oxidation states from centroids

of localized orbitals?
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Abstract: The use of centroids of localized orbitals as a method to derive oxidation states (OS) from

first-principles is critically analyzed. We explore the performance of the closest-atom distance criterion to

assign electrons for a number of challenging systems, including high-valent transition metal compounds,

π-adducts, and transition metal (TM) carbenes. Here, we also introduce a mixed approach that combines

the position of the centroids with Bader’s atomic basins as an alternative criterion for electron assignment.

The closest-atom criterion performs reasonably well for the challenging systems, but wrongly considers O-H

and N-H bonds as hydrides. The new criterion fixes this problem, but underperforms in the case of TM

carbenes. Moreover, the OS assignment in dubious cases exhibit undesirable dependence on the particular

choice for orbital localization.
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Abstract: The use of centroids of localized orbitals as a method to derive oxidation states (OS)
from first-principles is critically analyzed. We explore the performance of the closest-atom distance
criterion to assign electrons for a number of challenging systems, including high-valent transition
metal compounds, π-adducts, and transition metal (TM) carbenes. Here, we also introduce a mixed
approach that combines the position of the centroids with Bader’s atomic basins as an alternative
criterion for electron assignment. The closest-atom criterion performs reasonably well for the
challenging systems, but wrongly considers O-H and N-H bonds as hydrides. The new criterion
fixes this problem, but underperforms in the case of TM carbenes. Moreover, the OS assignment in
dubious cases exhibit undesirable dependence on the particular choice for orbital localization.

Keywords: oxidation states; localized orbitals; metal carbenes; wavefunction analysis

1. Introduction

Heuristic concepts play a key role in chemical knowledge. By the time quantum mechanics was
readily applicable to chemical systems, there was already a vast amount of chemical information that
had been gathered and systematized over decades according to some constructs. It should not be a
surprise that most of these chemical concepts are not observable in a strict quantum mechanical sense
(hence, they have no few detractors claiming its inherent arbitrariness). Still, they have undoubtedly
proven very useful for shedding light into chemical phenomena and more importantly, for achieving
true predictions (i.e., without actually performing an experiment or even a computational exercise).
Often, the problem of a chemical concept arises when it comes to its quantification as recently stressed
by Grunenberg [1]. For instance, there are a myriad of aromaticity indicators or different realizations to
compute bond orders that may sometimes lead to different interpretations emerging from the same
input. There is, however, a concept of utmost relevance in chemistry, whose flaw was actually the lack
of a well-established definition, namely the oxidation state (OS).

For years, the assignment of oxidation states was performed according to a set of “agreed upon”
rules, but no explicit definition of the concept was given. Recently, the entry of OS on IUPAC’s Gold
Book has been modified to include a new generic definition following the recommendations of a
task group lead by Prof. Karen [2,3]. The current OS definition reads “the atom’s charge after ionic
approximation of its heteronuclear bonds”, while bonds between atoms of the same element must
always be divided equally. In addition, back-of-the-envelope algorithms applicable to molecules
and solids were provided. For instance, in the case of molecular systems, the so-called algorithm of
assigning bonds starts by establishing the appropriate Lewis structure of the molecule. Then, the
electron pairs between two bonded atoms are assigned to the more electronegative one according to
Allen’s scale [4], which represents the easiest application of the ionic approximation. Such a simple
recipe works pretty well in most cases.
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The current definition of OS is much more satisfactory than the previous set of agreed upon rules,
and clearly represents an improvement. Moreover, a number of spectroscopic techniques and detailed
information about the geometrical arrangement of the atoms are indirect experimental probes of the
oxidation states (in the former case, referred as spectroscopic oxidation state). Yet, several recent works
have exposed some intrinsic limitations of the ionic approximation [5,6]. Postils et al. [5] concluded
that, in π-adducts, the local spin state of the π-system determines its formal charge, and concomitantly
that of the TM. The cycloheptatryenil (C7H7) moiety can be found on his π-system as formally (+1) or
(−3), fulfilling Hückel’s rule, but also (−1) if it appears in triplet state, following instead Baird’s rule.
The case of transition metal (TM) carbenes is also illustrative [7]. Since carbon is more electronegative
than the TM, the carbene moiety should keep all four electrons involved in the double-bond, reaching
a formal charge of (−2). Thus, the straight application of IUPAC’s rule naturally accounts for the
nucleophilic Schrock-type carbenes. On the contrary, Fischer-type carbenes are typically depicted by
a carbene unit keeping the σ electron pair and the TM keeping the π electron pair. Notice that such
view cannot be reconciled with IUPAC’s winner-takes-it-all rule, so that discerning Fischer or Schrock
character from an OS perspective calls for approaches beyond IUPAC’s ionic approximation.

Most of the ambiguities and caveats in IUPAC’s scheme originate from the inability of atomic
electronegativity scales to account for the different chemical environment of atoms within the molecule.
On the other hand, the OS must be connected to the electron distribution around the atoms, which can be
pretty well described with contemporary electronic structure methods. In our opinion, computational
chemistry can and should have a major role in establishing oxidation states, particularly in those
difficult cases where subtle details of the electronic structure are most relevant. While it is well-known
that partial atomic charges do not match with OS (particularly for high-valent species), there is a
generalized misconception that they still represent a sort of non-integer version of OS. One can still
find vivid discussions in the literature on the basis of partial atomic charges or atomic spin populations
computed one way or another [8–12].

When extracting chemical information from wavefunction analysis, one should clearly distinguish
the function that is scrutinized from the method chosen to perform the analysis. The latter, in most
analyses, refers to how atoms are identified within the molecule, which is essential in the assignation
of the OS. In the so-called Hilbert-space analyses, the linear combination of atomic orbital approach to
generate the molecular orbitals (LCAO-MO) framework is exploited to collect atomic contributions.
When the density function is the one-electron density ρ(r) and the atomic orbitals used are those of
the underlying one-electron basis set, the well-known Mulliken [13] population analysis is recovered.
Orthonormalized atomic orbitals such as those provided by Löwdin orthogonalization [14], Weinhold’s
natural orbitals [15], or Ruedenberg’s quasiatomic orbitals [16] lead to more robust atomic populations
(i.e., less dependent on the one-electron basis set choice). On the other hand, in real-space analyses
the atoms are identified by a region of the three-dimensional physical space, that may be disjoint like
in Bader’s quantum theory of atoms in molecules (QTAIM) [17], or overlapping, like in the different
flavors of Hirshfeld-type approaches [18]. Real-space analyses are very robust with respect to basis
set but still bear the burden of arbitrariness. We do not consider one approach conceptually better
than another. In fact, a link has been found between Hilbert-space and real-space analyses by means
of a particular set of atomic orbitals, the so-called Mayer’s effective atomic orbitals (eff-AOs) [19,20].
The recipe is simple: (i) Pick a real-space atomic definition such as Hirshfeld’s approach, and obtain the
corresponding numerical eff-AOs in that framework; (ii) Expand the original wave function in terms of
these eff-AOs and perform a Mulliken-type analysis of the electron density. The original Hirshfeld’s
atomic populations will be exactly recovered [20,21]. Such a numerical exercise evidences that there is
nothing fundamentally flawed with Mulliken’s approach, it all depends on the underlying basis set
used for the analysis. On the other hand, partial atomic charges account by definition for the average
number of electrons associated to each atom, while by its actual definition the OS is not any average
quantity. In our opinion, one does not need a more suitable or tailored atom-in-molecule definition for
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population analysis when it comes to OS prediction with computational methods, but to figure out a
scheme that overcomes population analysis and fits more faithfully with the concept of OS.

Oddly, little attention has been paid to the few computational schemes going beyond the use
of conventional population analyses [22–29], while most of them render a very good mapping with
the revised IUPAC definition of OS. These OS-oriented methods have in common the fact that they
treat electrons individually (or by pairs, in the case of pure singlet states), and then apply one or
another strategy to assign individual electrons to atoms, or directly to ligands/molecular fragments.
For instance, Ramos-Cordoba et al. [29] introduced some years ago a scheme that is formally applicable
on equal footing to any molecular system and wavefunction (e.g., singlet-determinant or correlated,
using atomic basis functions or plane-waves). The so-called effective oxidation state (EOS) analysis
relies on the abovementioned Mayer’s effective orbitals and their occupation numbers, obtained for
all fragments/ligands defined (EFOs). The spin-resolved EFOs are sorted by decreasing occupation
number and then individual electrons are assigned to those EFOs with higher occupations, leading
to an effective configuration of the atoms/ligands within the molecule, which directly determines
their OS. Moreover, the difference between the occupation number of the last occupied and the first
unoccupied EFOs is also a pointer of the reliability of the resulting analysis. They are used to derive
the index R, that ranges from 50% (worst case scenario, with frontier EFOs degenerated in occupancy)
to 100%. The larger its value the better the current electron distribution can be pictured into a discrete
ionic model.

Alternatively, there are other approaches that are rooted in the use of localized orbitals [23,24,28].
It is well-known that for single-determinant wavefunctions one can perform unitary transformations
to the canonical orbitals of the occupied space that leave the wavefunction unchanged (up to an
unimportant phase factor), in such a way that the resulting orbitals appear more localized according to
some criterion. Localization schemes are, of course, not unique. Boys [30], Edminston-Ruedenberg
(ER) [31], Pipek-Mezey (PM) [32], and most recent improved formulations [27] produce localized
orbitals by minimizing some atomic spread functional. A somewhat different strategy is used in
the natural bond orbital (NBO) framework [14], aiming at sequentially finding one- and two-center
localized orbitals that most closely represent the Lewis structure of the molecule. While the NBOs are
not strictly doubly-occupied (i.e., do not span the occupied space), the exact doubly-occupancy can be
restored leading to the so-called natural localized molecular orbitals (NLMOs) [33].

Thom et al. showed that combining orbital localization schemes with population analysis can
lead to an efficient assignment of OS [23]. In their localized orbital bonding analysis (LOBA) scheme,
the authors first apply an orbital localization (they seem to prefer ER but also use PM or even NBOs)
and then perform a population analysis (Mulliken or Löwdin) on each individual localized orbital to
determine in which atom the electron (pair) is localized above a given threshold. The LOBA scheme
represents a nice computational mapping of IUPAC’s algorithm of assigning bonds. The scheme
proved to be quite robust, but little use has been made of it. Moreover, there are too many choices to be
made (localization procedure, population scheme and cutoff threshold) in order to apply it.

Some of these degrees of freedom are eliminated in the strategy first put forward by Sit et al. [24]
and later applied by Vidossich et al. [28]. Sit et al. used maximally localized Wannier functions
(MLWFs) [34] as localized orbitals in the framework of plane-waves calculations and obtained the
corresponding centroids (Wannier centers). Then, they simply used the position of the centroid to
assign the associated electron (pair) to the closest atom. Since MLWFs reduce to the Boys localized
orbitals of isolated molecules [34], the same scheme can be applied with computational codes using
atomic basis sets. In that case, Vidossich et al. relied on PM localized orbitals, as they allow for σ and
π separation.

Using centroids of localized orbitals to assign OS is very appealing because of its simplicity
and, more importantly, because it represents a common framework that can be used indistinctly for
molecules and in solid-state. Their use is also gaining recent attention. It has been shown that following
the trajectory of the centroids along a chemical reaction allows to recover the curly arrow picture of
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Robinson [35] from first principles [36–39]. Previous results indicated that they can be readily used to
predict OS, but in our opinion this methodology has not yet been fully tested.

The aim of this work is to critically assess to which extent the centroids of localized orbitals
combined with a distance criterion can be used as an all-purpose scheme to derive OS in molecular
systems. We also introduce and test an alternative criterion to assign electrons to centers that makes use
of Bader’s topological atoms. atomic basins. We use both NLMO and PM for comparison in selected
cases. The performance of these two approaches is compared with that of EOS analysis.

2. Results and Discussion

Let us first consider the series XHn, where X = Li to Cl. The results obtained are gathered on
Table 1. In this case, there is only one localized orbital whose centroid lies between centers X and H,
which of course corresponds to a σ bond between X and H. The remaining localized orbitals correspond
to core or lone pairs of X. The position of the centroid determines the ratio CX = (RH − RX)/(RH + RX)
where RH and RX indicate the distance between the centroid and the corresponding center. Negative
values of the ratio indicate a hydride character and positive values indicate proton. On the other hand,
the ratio χX/χH of Allen’s electronegativity values also discriminate hydride (χX/χH < 1) from proton
(χX/χH > 1) character according to IUPAC’s ionic approximation.

One can immediately see that the simplest closest-atom (CA) criterion to assign the electron pair
leads in all cases to a formal (−1) charge on the H atom, the only exception being hydrogen fluoride.
That is, CX values are systematically negative. This result is clearly unsatisfactory, as the simplest
H2O would be described as a hydride. The same trends are observed using PM or NLMOs. The CX

values tend to increase (become less negative) along the period and decrease (more negative) along the
group, suggesting a relationship with the relative electronegativities of the atoms. In Figure 1, we plot
CX values obtained with both localization schemes vs. the ratio χX/χH. The correlation is excellent
(r2 = 0.97), but most of the data points associated with proton character according to electronegative
are predicted as hydride with the CA criterion. The excellent correlation does indicate that Allen’s
electronegativities could be used to correct for the relative atomic size when using the CA criterion.

Figure 1. Centroid position (see text) versus electronegativity ratio for the XHn set. OS assignment
using closest-atom criterion.
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Table 1. Structural and electronic parameters of the hydrides studied, including Allen’s electronegativity
(EN), bond distance, EFO occupancy, distance to the centroid (computed using the PM and NLMO
localized orbitals) and distance to the bond critical point (Rbcp-H).

Molecule Atom χX/χH EFO occ. λX RX (PM) RX (NLMO) Rbcp-H

LiH
Li

0.397
0.112 1.403 1.401

0.886H 0.824 0.205 0.206

BeH2
Be

0.685
0.178 1.074 1.072

0.766H 0.788 0.270 0.271

BH3
B

0.892
0.195 0.888 0.887

0.669H 0.710 0.312 0.312

CH4
C

1.106
0.391 0.727 0.727

0.395H 0.429 0.370 0.371

NH3
N

1.333
0.588 0.609 0.615

0.278H 0.278 0.416 0.408

H2O O
1.570

0.729 0.511 0.530
0.200H 0.179 0.462 0.442

HF
F

1.823
0.836 0.435 0.455

0.159H 0.122 0.498 0.478

NaH
Na

0.378
0.170 1.585 1.582

0.892H 0.760 0.313 0.316

MgH2
Mg

0.562
0.233 1.427 1.397

0.833H 0.760 0.287 0.318

AlH3
Al

0.701
0.249 1.284 1.281

0.792H 0.746 0.309 0.312

SiH4
Si

0.833
0.234 1.139 1.136

0.758H 0.713 0.353 0.356

PH3
P

0.980
0.183 0.977 0.998

0.720H 0.653 0.454 0.433

H2S S
1.126

0.427 0.845 0.871
0.479H 0.439 0.508 0.482

HCl
Cl

1.247
0.604 0.738 0.765

0.365H 0.307 0.553 0.526

However, we believe that introducing electronegativity values in the model would eventually
lead to the same problems observed when applying ionic approximation, namely all X-Y bonds would
be treated in equal fashion, disregarding their chemical environment. At this point, we decided to
explore a different avenue and abandon the CA criterion. Instead, we borrow a key ingredient of
Bader’s quantum theory of atoms in molecules (QTAIM), namely the atomic basin. Thus, rather than
relying in the distance to a given center, we simply determine which atomic basin the centroid of the
bond localized orbital belongs to. This alternative criterion would have some advantages. First of all,
the chemical environment of the atoms will be automatically considered, as QTAIM basins are not
determined by the nature of the atom but by the electron density, ρ(r). Moreover, the relative size of
the atomic basins is related to the ionicity of the bond. Secondly, in QTAIM, one should not refer to
atoms but to attractors—local maxima of ρ(r). There are systems, especially in condensed phase but
also in molecules, where an attractor of ρ(r) is found away from the nuclear positions. These so-called
non-nuclear attractors (NNAs) are a necessary but not sufficient indicator of electride character [40],
which could be confirmed by a location of a centroid in its basin (Care must be taken in the case
of spurious NNAs, observed for instance in acetylene with some basis sets). Thus, associating the
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centroid of the localized orbitals to attractor basins readily would incorporate the relative atomic size
and environmental effects in the scheme, while introducing little additional arbitrariness.

This new criterion, henceforth basin-allegiance (BA), is incorporated as follows. First of all, we
determine the atomic trust sphere for all atoms of the molecule, as described by Rodriguez et al. [41].
Any point inside a sphere is unambiguously assigned to the corresponding attractor. When a given
centroid of localized orbital lies outside the spheres (usually associated to a bond localized orbital),
the steepest-ascent path is followed until it reaches a trust sphere. We use both the gradient and the
Hessian of the density with a reduced step in all points along the iterative process to ensure a faithful
steepest-ascent path.

The results obtained using the BA criterion are also gathered in Table 1. Now, the hydrogen centers
in H2O, NH3, H2S, and HCl are predicted to have proton character as expected. In the case of H2S
the position of the centroid is extremely close to the bond critical point (bcp). It is worth mentioning
that we previously observed that the shape of the atomic basins in H2S can rather significantly
depend on the level of theory used to compute ρ(r). Thus, BA behaves essentially in agreement with
the electronegativity ratio, with the exception of CH4 for which OS have hardly any significance.
To further illustrate this point, we depict in Figure 2 the distance of the centroid to the bcp versus the
electronegativity ratio. In full analogy with Figure 1 for the CA criterion, negative values of the distance
indicate that the centroid lies within the H attractor, whereas positive values indicate it belongs to the
X atom basin. The correlation is again very good, and in this case all data points (except CH4) lie in the
right quadrants for hydride and proton character. Thus, introducing the BA criterion clearly improve
the results for these systems while adding little extra complexity to the scheme.

Figure 2. Centroid position relative to the bond critical point (see text) versus electronegativity ratio for
the XHn set. OS assignment using basin-allegiance criterion.

We have also applied EOS analysis to these systems for comparison. In this case, it is the
occupation number (λ) of the EFOs of H and X that originate from the formal breaking of the H-X
bond that lead to hydride (λH > λX) or proton (λH < λX) character. The ratio (λH − λX)/(λH + λX) also
correlates fairly well with χX/χH, as shown in Figure 3, but not as good as in the previous cases. One
can easily see that EOS analysis is also able to discriminate hydride and proton character according
to the electronegativity ratio, with the only exception of H2S and again CH4. The frontier EFOs are
almost degenerate in these two examples, indicating a very unpolarized bond, and hence a very poor
description of the electron distribution by any ionic model.
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Figure 3. Relative occupation of frontier EFOs versus electronegativity ratio for the XHn set and OS
assignment using EOS analysis.

Recently, Postils et al. [5] applied EOS analysis to a set of over a hundred molecular systems. Most of
them were included in the IUPAC reports for being either particularly challenging or ambiguous, but the
set also included a number of additional examples including π-adducts, high-valent compounds and
TM carbenes. The EOS method performed extremely well, even in really intricate bonding situations.
In this work, we decided the analyze the performance of the method based upon orbital localization,
using both the CA and the just introduced BA criteria for electron assignment, for some particularly
relevant examples. When dealing with TM complexes or relatively large systems, it is usually of
interest to determine the OS or formal charge of the ligands or molecular fragments as a whole. This is
a key point in EOS analysis, where ligands/fragments are defined beforehand. When using centroids
of localized orbitals this is not the case, as each individual atom accommodates a number of electrons
according to one or another criterion. The formal charge or OS of a given ligand is simply obtained as
the sum of the OS over all its atoms.

Let us consider first the rather simple (CH3)3NO molecule. In order to fulfill the octet rule for
N, a single bond between formal N(+) and O(−) is assumed as the dominant Lewis structure. Then,
applying the ionic approximation one assign the two electrons of the σ N-O bond to the O atom, and all
N-C bond electrons to the N atom, resulting in oxidation states of (−2) for O, (−1) for N and three CH3

units being formally (+1). Both PM and NLMOs point towards the aforementioned Lewis structure,
showing a single σ-type N-O localized orbital. No localized orbital corresponding to a N-O π bond
is found and, instead, the O moiety bears two p-type lone-pairs. However, as sketched in Figure 4,
the centroid of the σ orbital is closer to N than to O atom, and it lies within the atomic basin of N. Thus,
for both CA and BA criteria the electron pair corresponding to the N-O σ bond should be assigned to
N, leading to a final formal OS of (0) for O and (−3) for N. It is remarkable that the same alternative
assignment was obtained using EOS analysis for the same level of theory, and even for a multireference
wave function [5]. It appears that the actual electronic structure of this molecule is at odds with the
straightforward application of the ionic approximation.
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Figure 4. Pictorial representation of the zero-flux surface and position of the centroid of the NLMO σ

N-O orbital for (CH3)3NO. In the case of PM, the distances from the centroid to N and O are 0.660 and
0.692 (in Å).

We have also considered a series of highly-valent TM oxides, namely Ti(IV)O2, Fe(VI)O4
2−,

Re(VII)O4
−, Os(VIII)O4, Ir(IX)O4

+, and Pt(X)O4
2+. EOS analysis performed very well for these systems [5],

yielding OS in agreement with the formal values up to (+9) for Ir in IrO4
+ cation [42]. In the case of

Pt(X)O4
2+, the occupation of the EFO on Pt was too large to be considered empty, so EOS analysis

didn’t yield the presumed (+10) oxidation state for this metastable cation [43]. Hence, it is interesting
to test the performance of both CA and BA schemes. Since both PM and NLMOs were performing
very similarly and we encounter some technical difficulties converging PM localized orbitals for such
symmetric systems, we discuss only the results obtained with NLMOs. In all cases, the centroids
of localized orbitals corresponding to π bonding between O and the TM were very close to the O
atom, indicating almost lone-pair character. The electron pairs under dispute are those of the σ bonds
between TM and O.

In Figure 5 we depict these localized orbitals together with the position of the centroid and the
corresponding bcp of the density. It can be readily seen that, except for Pt(X)O4

2+ cation, the centroid of
the σ localized orbital is located between the O atom and the bcp. It is closer to the O than to the TM,
and therefore both CA and BA criteria yield the expected (−2) OS for the O atoms. This assignment
becomes less and less clear cut when going to higher valent compounds. In the case of Ir(IX)O4

+

(Figure 5e), while the centroid is still much closer to O (0.931 Å) than to Ir (0.757 Å), it lies very close to
the zero-flux surface, ca. 0.003 Å away from the bcp. Still, the centroid lies within the atomic basin of O,
but one cannot rule out than with a different localization scheme or level of theory the BA assignation
could be reversed.

In the case of Pt(X)O4
2+ cation, neither CA or BA criteria predict the presumed (+10) value. First of

all, it is worth to point out that the NLMO procedure yielded three very similar Pt-O localized orbitals
(Figure 5f) and a fourth one slightly different (Figure 5g). In the former, the centroids were still located
closer to O (ca. 0.815 Å) than to Pt (0.894 Å), but already within the basin of Ir, as indicated by the
position of the bcp in the Figure 5. Therefore, the CA and BA criteria differ in these bonds, yielding
different OS assignations. Finally, the last NLMO associated to a Pt-O σ bond is even more polarized
towards Pt and its centroid is closer to Pt (and well within Ir basin). All in all, the CA criterion assigns
(+8) to Pt, with one the O atoms as (0). With the BA criterion, all O atoms are neutral (0), so Pt is
assigned a rather unrealistic (+2) OS.

The OS assignment in π-adducts can be also problematic in some cases. In this case, the aromaticity
of the π-ligand plays a key role, and usually determines the formal charge on the TM. For instance,
the C5H5 moiety is considered as anionic with a formal charge of (−1), thus holding 6π electrons and
becoming a Hückel aromatic cyclopentadienyl. In the case of C7H7 the situation is ambiguous, as
both formal charges of (+1) and (−3), accommodating 6π and 10π electrons, are Hückel aromatic and
therefore both are plausible. Moreover, Postils et al. recognized that when the π-ligand exhibited some
local spin (e.g., triplet character), the OS assignment driven by aromaticity should be (−1), as in the
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excited-state 8π electron rings become Baird aromatic [44]. This was indeed nicely predicted by EOS
analysis [5].

1 
 

 

Figure 5. TM-O σ-type NLMO isocontour plot (0.1) for TiO2 (a), FeO4
2− (b), ReO4

− (c), OsO4 (d), IrO4
+

(e) and PtO4
2+ (f,g). bcp and centroid represented by black and green dots, respectively. (distances

in Å).

Let us see how the CA and BA schemes perform. We have carried out the analysis using NLMOs.
for the three π-adducts V(CO)3(C7H7), Mo(C7H7)(C5H5), and Mn(C7H7)2. In the first case, there are
four localized NLMOs that involve the π system of the ligand, as shown in Figure 6a. The centroids of
the localized orbitals lie below the plane, as there is some contribution from the d-orbitals of the TM.
In one of them, the contribution from the TM is so relevant that the centroid is pulled from the π-ligand
(1.317 Å) on to the V center (0.957 Å), that keeps the electron pair applying both CA and BA criteria.
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The remaining localized orbitals are associated to the ligand and the final OS assignment is neutral
CO ligands, (−1) V and (+1) for the π-ligand. It is worth mentioning that, while (+1) is a plausible
assignment for C7H7, this result differs from that obtained with EOS, leading to a (+3) V and a 10π
aromatic (−3) C7H7 [5].

Figure 6. Isocontour plot (0.1) of NLMO localized on the C7H7 π-ligand for V(CO)3(C7H7) (a) and
Mo(C7H7)(C5H5) (b). Orbital centroid represented by green dots.

In Mo(C7H7)(C5H5), the C5H5 moiety is readily considered as (−1) anionic for both CA and BA
criteria, as could be anticipated. There are up to five localized orbitals with significant contribution
from the C7H7 moiety, depicted in Figure 6b. Some of them exhibit significant contribution from the
metal and their centroids appear way below the ring plane. The distances from the centroids to Mo
center are 1.717Å, 1.712 Å, 1.264 Å, 1.248 Å, and 1.214 Å. In the last case (Figure 6b, bottom right),
the distance between the centroid and the closest C atom of the ring is 1.080 Å, while the zero-flux
surface is ca. 1.11Å from the C atom. Thus, all five centroids are closer to the C atoms of the π-ligand
and into their atomic basins, leading to 10π electron C7H7 moiety with a formal OS of (−3), and
consequently a Mo center with OS (+4). The same assignment is obtained with EOS analysis in this
case [5].

The third test system is even more challenging. Here, two nonequivalent C7H7 rings are bound to
a Mn atom. One of the C7H7 units exhibits noticeable deviation from planarity and its interaction with
the TM could be described as η3-type, as seen in Figure 7. The whole system is in a doublet state, but
there is significant local spin on both the Mn and the ligands. Postils et al. found that, at this level
of theory, the system is best described as two triplet C7H7 units antiferromagnetically coupled to a
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high-spin d5 Mn (+2) center. The EOS assignment of (−1) to the ligands was consistent with 8π Baird
aromatic [44] rings in a triplet state (i.e., each ring bears three alpha and five beta π electrons) [5].

Figure 7. Isocontour plot (0.1) of NLMO localized on top (a) and bottom (b) π-ligands for Mn(C7H7)2.
In each case, top three orbitals correspond to alpha spin, and bottom five to beta spin. Orbital centroid
represented by green dots.

The alpha and beta NLMOs involving the π-system of the ligands are sketched in Figure 7.
For both ligands, there are three alpha and five beta orbitals. In the case of the top C7H7 ring (Figure 7a),
all eight centroids lie much closer to the C atoms and also clearly within their atomic basins, so its
OS is (+1), in line with the results of EOS analysis. However, in the bottom ring (actually the one
that exhibits η7-type coordination with the metal), the centroid of one beta NLMO is closer to the Mn
(1.165 Å) than to the C (1.393 Å), and by virtue of the CA criterion is assigned to the metal. Careful
inspection shows that the centroid is far from the C atoms but in fact very close to the plane containing
the ligand (ca. 0.51 Å). So, considering the C7H7 ligand as a whole, the centroid could be associated to
it. However, careful steepest-ascent path from the centroid leads to the basin of the Mn, so in this case
both CA and BA criteria assign only seven π electrons to the second ligand, thus leading to a neutral
OS and in consequence a (+1) Mn unit.

The last set of systems studied are the set of sixteen TM carbenes compiled by Occhipinti et al. [45]
and depicted in Figure 8. The set includes four conventional W-based Fischer carbenes (1–4), five
Schrock W- and Mo-based catalysts (5–9) and six Ru- and Os-based first- and second generation
Grubbs catalysts (10–14) and precatalysts (15–16). We have applied both EOS analysis and CA and BA
centroid-based schemes using PM and NLMOs. The key issue is to check the location of the centroids
associated to the σ and π TM-carbene bonds (provided they are retrieved by the orbital localization
procedure).
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Figure 8. TM carbenes analyzed in this work. Abbreviation: Aryl = 2,6-diisopropylphenyl, Aryl* =

2,6-dimethylphenyl, Cy = cyclohexyl and Mes = mesityl.

In a Fischer carbene, the σ bond is expected to be polarized towards the carbene, while the π bond
should have a large contribution from the TM, leading to a neutral (0) OS of the carbene unit. Again,
it is worth remembering that such a picture cannot be derived from IUPAC’s ionic approximation,
which considers that all electrons of the bonds must be assigned to either one or another atom. This is
the case one would expect for the more nucleophilic Schrock carbenes, with ionic character and a OS
of (−2). On the other hand, Grubbs carbenes cannot be easily classified as Fischer or Schrock and, as
matter of fact, Occhipinti et al. suggested that a new category of electrophilic Schrock carbenes [45].

The OS assignments for the set of TM carbenes are gathered on Table 2. The frontier EFOs and
position of relevant orbital centroids and bcps can be found in Supplementary Tables S4–S10. First of
all, all three schemes assign the expected OS to the expectator ligands, namely neutral CO, NHC and
phosphine ligands and anionic Cl (−1), tert-butoxide (−1) and phenylimido (−3) ligands (the OS of the
TM is entirely determined by that of the ligands and will not be discussed). The only exception is for
Grubbs catalyst 10 using NMLO combined with the BA criterion. Here, the σ bond of the phosphine
ligand is assigned to the TM, leading to an unrealistic cationic (+2) phosphine.

According to EOS analysis, the OS of the carbene unit is either neutral (0) or anionic (−2) in all
cases. The expected result is obtained for all TM carbenes predefined as Fischer or Schrock, with only
one exception. In the case of Grubbs-type carbenes, the low R values, near 50% in some cases, indicate
that the occupation number of the frontier EFOs on the TM and the carbene are almost degenerate,
making the OS assignation uncertain. On the contrary, the OS assignment of the prototypical Schrock
carbenes is clearer. In this case, the carbene unit keeps all four electrons of the bonds and becomes
formally anionic (−2). These results can be easily visualized in Figure 9. Each molecule is represented
by a point in the graph, and its position is determined by the difference of the occupation number
of the σ (x-axis) and π (y-axis) EFOs of the TM and the carbene. Negative values indicate a larger
occupation on the carbene.
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Table 2. Formal OS for the carbene moiety (CR1R2) for the set of TM carbene compounds using
centroids of localized orbitals (PM and NLMO) combined with CA and BA criteria and EOS analysis.

Molecule
CA BA

EOS R (%)
PM NLMO PM NLMO

Fischer

1 0 0 0 0 0 67.8
2 0 0 0 0 0 61.2
3 0 0 0 0 0 59.2
4 0 0 0 0 −2 56.9

Schrock

5 −2 −2 −2 −2 −2 72.0
6 −2 −2 −2 −2 −2 74.1
7 −2 −2 −2 −2 −2 64.1
8 −2 −2 −2 0 −2 66.9
9 −2 −2 −2 −2 −2 65.7

Grubbs

10 −2 +2 +2 +2 a −2 51.5
11 0 0 +2 +2 0 50.4
12 0 +2 +2 +2 0 55.5
13 0 +2 +2 +2 0 58.1
14 0 +2 +2 +2 0 55.9
15 0 0 +2 +2 0 62.4
16 0 0 +2 +2 0 63.3

a Formal (+2) OS for the phosphine ligand was obtained.

Figure 9. Classification of the TM carbenes according to the relative occupation number of the σ and
π EFOs on the TM and the carbene moiety. Data points corresponding to 1–4 (green circle) and 5–9
(orange circle).

The occupation number of the EFOs associated to the σ bond is always larger for the carbene
(negative values along x-axis), which keeps the σ electron pair. It is the relative occupation numbers
of the EFOs associated to the π bonding that ultimately determines the OS. EFO occupation larger
for the TM leads to positive values along the y-axis. This case corresponds to the typical picture of
a Fischer carbene, with a neutral (0) OS. Negative values along the y-axis lead to the nucleophilic
Schrock character. One can immediately see that the set of Grubbs carbenes are better described as
Fisher carbenes (at least from the formal OS point of view), although some of them are right on the
frontier. The first- and second-generation Grubbs precatalysts (molecules 15 and 16, respectively) are
those with more pronounced Fisher character.

When using the centroids of localized orbitals, the relative occupation number of the EFOs can be
replaced by appropriate distances (see Figure 10a) in order to obtain a graphical representation like
that of Figure 9. When using the CA criterion, the σ and π bond distance indices used in Figure 10b
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are given by the distance between the σ (red dot) and π (green dot) centroids to the midpoint of the
TM-carbene bond. In the case of the BA criterion, the reference point becomes roughly the position
of the bcp. Again, negative distances indicate that the electrons are assigned to the carbene moiety.
For instance, Figure 10a illustrates the situation where both CA and BA criteria would be consistent
with a Fischer-type neutral carbene. The green dot should be located to the right of the bcp in order
for both approaches to predict a Schrock-type carbene. Having to consider two centroids at a time
increases the risk of getting a different answer from CA and BA criteria, as is indeed the case.

Figure 10. (a) Pictorial representation of a Fischer-type carbene, including the centroids of localized σ

(red dot) and π (green dot) bond orbitals and relevant distances for CA (midpoint of the bond) and
BA (bcp) criteria. (b) Classification of the TM carbenes according to the distance from the σ and π

centroids to bond midpoint (CA) or bcp (BA). Data points corresponding to 1–4 (green circle) and 5–9
(orange circle).

Unfortunately, the results obtained using centroids of localized orbitals are not satisfactory
for several reasons. First of all, one can see in Figure 10b that there are a number of data points
corresponding to the Grubbs carbenes for which the σ bond distance index is positive, meaning that the
σ electron pair is assigned to the TM rather than to the carbene. At the same time, the π bond distance
index is also positive, leading to a hardly acceptable cationic (+2) carbene ligand. This wrong behavior
is systematically observed when using the BA criterion, no matter the localized orbitals are PM or
NLMO. The CA criterion does a better job for these systems, but the results are somewhat dependent
on the orbital localization procedure used, particularly for Grubbs carbenes. With PM localization all
data points can be associated to either Fischer or Schrock character, unlike with NLMOs. The behavior
of both CA and BA criteria is nevertheless quite good for the prototypical Fischer and Schrock carbenes.
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3. Materials and Methods

All calculations were performed with the Gaussian16 package (www.gaussian.com) [46].
Optimized structures and wave functions were determined at the B3LYP/cc-pVTZ level of theory, except
for the sets of XHn and TM carbenes, where BP86/def2-TZVP was used instead. PM localized orbitals
were obtained using IOp(4/9) = 20212. NLMOs were produced using the NBO6 version [47]. The
centroids of localized orbitals were determined by conventional multicenter numerical integration [48]
using a 40 × 146 grid per atom with the in-house developed APOST-3D code [49]. The steepest-ascent
algorithm from the centroid position to the corresponding attractor was implemented in APOST-3D.
EOS analysis was also performed with APOST-3D, using the topological fuzzy Voronoi cells [50]
real-space partitioning for the atomic definitions.

4. Conclusions

Finding robust schemes to assign OS from first principles is not a trivial task. The possibility of
using centroids of localized orbitals is very attractive, as one could apply the same strategy for molecules
and solids on equal footing. Our results, however, indicate that there is no straightforward general use
of the centroids to obtain reliable OS. The simplest closest-atom criterion does a good job discriminating
Fischer and Schrock carbenes and identifying high-valent species, but fails for the simplest case of
H2O. An alternative avenue introduced here for the first time consists on determining on which atomic
basin each centroid is placed, and distribute the electrons among atoms/attractors accordingly. Such an
approach would probably be able to identify electrides and fix the abovementioned hydride/proton
issue. However, it does a poor job describing TM carbenes and some metal–ligand interactions. In
addition, we have observed that the choice of orbital localization method can have a non-innocent role
in the procedure. We have only partially explored the use of PM and NLMO schemes, and it would
certainly be necessary to scrutinize more robust alternatives before turning down the use of centroids
for OS assignation. In fact, for the present purpose, and in analogy to how EOS analysis is designed,
one should probably incorporate the definition of fragments before applying the localization procedure,
i.e., on the definition of the orbital spread functional. This work is beyond the scope of this paper.
In the meantime, EOS analysis still represents a better approach to obtain OS from first principles.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online, Oxidation state assignation of all evaluated species
compiled in Tables S1 and S4. Structural and electronic parameters of the hydride species, and electronegativity
ratios, relative distances and EFOs occupancies, compiled in Tables S2 and S3. Carbene σ and π EFO and relative
EFO occupancies in Tables S5 and S6, structural parameters in Tables S7 and S8 and relative distances in Tables S9
and S10. Structural parameters for the π-adduct species depicted in Figures S1–S5.
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ABSTRACT: Oxidation states represent the ionic distribution of
charge in a molecule and are significant in tracking redox reactions
and understanding chemical bonding. While effective algorithms
already exist based on formal Lewis structures as well as using
localized orbitals, they exhibit differences in challenging cases
where effects such as redox noninnocence are at play. Given a
density functional theory (DFT) calculation with chosen total
charge and spin multiplicity, this work reports a new approach to
obtaining fragment-localized orbitals that is termed oxidation state
localized orbitals (OSLO), together with an algorithm for assigning
the oxidation state using the OSLOs and an associated fragment
orbital localization index (FOLI). Evaluating the FOLI requires
fragment populations, and for this purpose a new version of the
intrinsic atomic orbital (IAO) scheme is introduced in which the IAOs are evaluated using a reference minimal basis formed from
on-the-fly superposition of atomic density (IAO-AutoSAD) calculations in the target basis set and at the target level of theory. The
OSLO algorithm is applied to a range of challenging cases including high valent metal oxide complexes, redox noninnocent NO and
dithiolate transition metal complexes, a range of carbene-containing TM complexes, and other examples including the potentially
inverted ligand field in [Cu(CF3)4]

−. Across this range of cases, OSLO produces generally satisfactory results. Furthermore, in
borderline cases, the OSLOs and associated FOLI values provide direct evidence of the emergence of covalent interactions between
fragments that nicely complements existing approaches.

■ INTRODUCTION

The oxidation state (OS)1 is a venerable concept reaching back
to the early days of chemistry where the “oxydationsstufe” was
introduced to rationalize the products obtained from reactions
with oxygen. The electron-gathering tendency of oxygen is
captured via its normal OS of −2 in compounds with ionic
interactions, which is but one of the generally accepted
counting rules to assign the OS. After a thorough revision of
the concept, the IUPAC defines the OS of an atom as the
charge of this atom after ionic approximation of its
heteronuclear bonds.2 They further recommend that this is
accomplished by writing the Lewis structure of the compound
of interest and partitioning the electron pairs such that each
shared electron pair is given to the more electronegative of the
two associated atoms.3 The IUPAC procedure is simple and
generally effective, and for these reasons should be the first
resort in assigning OSs in new compounds of interest.
While the OS is a chemical concept of enduring value, it

must be stressed that nevertheless, the OS of an atom is not
itself a precisely defined observable. It may correlate with
observables such as X-ray absorption spectral shifts, but this
requires calibration. Ultimately, the validity of the OS depends

on the extent of ionicity in the bonding. Thus, the OS becomes
less well-defined as the chemical bonding approaches the
covalent limit of electron pair sharing. Other situations such as
ligand noninnocence4 also can defeat normal OS conventions.
Indeed the IUPAC report on OSs in chemistry states that there
are “limits, beyond which OS ceases to be well-defined or
becomes ambiguous”. This situation is no different than other
valuable chemical concepts such as aromaticity5−7 and should
not be viewed as a reason to discard the OS as something that
cannot be measured. Instead, it is a reason to have tools that go
beyond electron counting to assess the electron distribution in
interesting and challenging borderline cases.
Electronic structure calculations directly yield the electron

density and therefore offer an ideal starting point for probing
the borderline cases. Thus, the assignment of OSs in molecular
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systems has drawn continuing attention in recent years.8−16

Beyond the electron density itself, there is particular interest in
the development and application of specific schemes to extract
OSs from electronic structure calculations, going beyond the
(simple but clearly not satisfactory) use of partial atomic
charges or atomic spin densities.17−20 Most electronic structure
approaches to OS assignment are predicated on assigning each
electron pair (or individual electrons in case of open-shell
systems) to one atom or ligand within the system based on
some strategy that generalizes simple counting approaches
such as the IUPAC definition. While we will concentrate on
molecular systems in this work, it must be mentioned that
precisely the same issue exists for oxidation state assignments
in solid state materials.21−23

Some years ago, Ramos-Cordoba et al. introduced a general
OS elucidation method applicable to any molecular system and
wave function (single-determinant or correlated)19 that relies
on Mayer’s effective fragment orbitals (EFOs) and their
occupations.24,25 The EFOs are obtained by diagonalization of
the fragment’s density matrix, according to some atom-in-
molecule definition. For instance, in the case of QTAIM, they
lie spatially within the fragment’s boundary so they represent
natural domain orbitals. The spin-resolved EFOs are obtained
independently for each user-defined fragment (typically the
transition metal (TM) and its ligands). They are sorted by
decreasing occupation number, and electrons (or electron pairs
for closed-shell systems) are assigned to them until one reaches
the total number of electrons. The fragment OS is then
obtained by subtraction from the corresponding nuclear
charges. This effective oxidation states (EOS) analysis also
provides a measure to quantify the extent to which the OS
assignment is clear-cut, based on the difference in occupation
between the last occupied and first unoccupied EFOs. EOS
analysis has been successfully applied to a wide range of
systems.26 The method notably deviates from the IUPAC
approach2,3 because individual bonds are never explicitly
considered. That permits EOS analysis to formally consider
more than one Lewis structure at a time (i.e., treat
multireference wave functions) on an equal footing.
Single-determinant wave functions are invariant to unitary

transformations within the occupied molecular orbitals. While
the canonical orbitals are typically delocalized (because they
are appropriate for ionization), this invariance can be exploited
to generate a set of localized orbitals (LO) based on some
criterion.27 This is directly possible within Kohn−Sham
density functional theory (DFT), which is the dominant
electronic structure approach.28 The LO representation often
produces orbitals that resemble the individual bonds in the
dominant Lewis structure, and it is then natural to apply the
ionic approximation to each LO individually, following the
IUPAC definition more closely. However, since there is no
unique way to define localization, there is a slew of different
localization schemes to produce localized orbitals, namely,
Boys29 Pipek−Mezey (PM),30 Edminston−Ruedenberg
(ER),31 or more recent realizations based on Cholesky
decomposition of the density matrix32 and the fourth
moment33 or Knizia’s intrinsic bond orbitals (IBOs),34 to
name a few.
This avenue has been explored by a number of

methods.17,18,20 Thom et al.17 first coupled orbital localization
with population analysis in the localized orbitals bonding
analysis (LOBA) to assign the electrons associated with each
LO. The LOBA method starts with orbital localization by a

chosen scheme and then obtains the atomic populations from
each localized orbital. Using either PM or ER localization
together with Löwdin population analysis produced quite
robust results.10,17 In the original paper, the OS assignment
focused on the TM of the complex. A threshold of 60% in the
atomic population was used to decide whether the electron
pair is assigned to the TM or not. Recently, some of us35

described an extension to the method, loosening the weight of
the aforementioned threshold in the OS determination, to
allow the possibility of covalent assignment (split between two
atoms/fragments) and introducing a confidence measure for
the assignment (either ionic or covalent) of each electron pair.
In that work,35 we observed that for some of the most

challenging systems such as TM-carbenes, the LOBA method
struggled to reach the accepted OS. Careful inspection of the
localized orbitals indicated that the first step of the procedure,
namely, the orbital localization, was not always producing
orbitals one could easily relate to a Lewis structure. The LOs
often involve several atomic centers with appreciable
contributions, which hinder the process of OS assignment.
Moreover, using a different localization scheme could also lead
to different OS assignments in some controversial cases. We
concluded that a different orbital localization scheme, tailored
for the purpose of OS assignment, was necessary to make
progress in such cases.
A maximally robust procedure to assign OSs should rely on

separating the localized orbitals into fragments, for which the
degree of locality of core or valence orbitals within each
fragment has no special relevance. Indeed there has been much
development of specialized methods that aim to specifically
localize orbitals onto fragments36−44 rather than maximizing a
global measure of localization. Such methods have consid-
erable value in energy decomposition analysis of intermolecular
interactions45,46 as well as for fragment methods and
embedding.41,44,47 In our context there is a different need for
fragment localization. For instance, if two fragments A and B,
each formally bearing nA and nB electron pairs, are linked via a
single bond with ionic character, then the OS should solely
depend on a single localized orbital involving both A and B,
leading either to A+−B− or A−−B+. On the other hand, since
standard system-optimal orbital localization schemes do not
make a distinction between the contact atoms of the A−B
bond and the remaining atoms of A and B, a potentially better
localization of the critical A−B bonding orbital may be
sacrificed for better overall localization of all nA + nB orbitals.
In light of the above considerations, there are several new

components that are presented here to enable assignment of
OSs. First, we put forward a robust fragment-based orbital
localization scheme. For a given fragment, the resulting
oxidation state localized orbitals (OSLOs) comprise a full set
of orbitals spanning the occupied space that are ordered by
spatial locality in the fragment. Second, to further characterize
each orbital, given a set of fragment populations, we introduce
a fragment orbital localization index (FOLI) which measures
the population of each OSLO on a per-fragment basis. Third,
to obtain the fragment populations, a more robust Hilbert-
space based population analysis based on Knizia’s intrinsic
atomic orbitals (IAOs)34 is also introduced. Fourth, we use the
above components to develop an iterative algorithm to best
select a subset of the OSLOs for each fragment to span the full
occupied space. The oxidation state of a given fragment is then
determined by its number of assigned OSLOs relative to its
total nuclear charge. Finally, with the new procedure in hand,
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we turn to exploration of a variety of interesting borderline
cases, with focus on examples where LOBA was previously
demonstrated to have some issues.35

■ METHODS
Oxidation States from Localized Orbitals (OSLO).

Starting with a single-determinant wave function built of nocc
spin orbitals, the fragment localization procedure is based on
minimizing the radial spread functional from a given reference
point for fragment F, RF. For a TM atom, RF will be the atomic
position; for a ligand, RF will be its center of charge. The

minimization can be easily achieved in the molecular orbital

(MO) basis by building a spread matrix, LF, with elements

∫ ψ ψ= −L r r R r r( )( ) ( ) dij
F

i F j
2

(1)

where ψi is the ith occupied MO. Equation 1 simplifies to

∫ ∫ψ ψ ψ ψ δ= − · + RL r r r r R r r r r( ) ( ) d 2 ( ) ( ) dij
F

i j F i j F
2

ij
2

(2)

Figure 1. Flowchart of the iterative OSLO algorithm, where the most strongly fragment-localized orbitals (core and valence spectator orbitals) are
projected out from the occupied space before the least fragment-localized orbitals that are most relevant to OS assignment are generated and
inspected. This procedure has the desirable side-effect of improving the fragment-localization of orbitals that are not selected in later iterations.
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where the first term contains the isotropic quadrupole moment
matrix elements, the second term involves the dipole matrix
elements, and the third term is merely a constant diagonal
offset. The required matrix elements are readily available in
many quantum chemistry software packages. Diagonalization
of the matrix LF

Λ=L U UF F F F (3)

yields eigenvalues λi
F = Λii

F and a corresponding set of nocc
localized orbitals centered around RF

∑ϕ ψ= Ur r( ) ( )i
F

k
ki
F

k
loc,

(4)

with their (squared) spreads given by the λi
X values. When RF

corresponds to an atomic position, the localized orbitals
obtained by this procedure reproduce the shell structure of the
atom, with core orbitals having the smaller spread values.
The target is to define the OS of M user-defined fragments

of a molecular system, such as the metal(s) and ligands of a
TM complex. We localize around each fragment’s center of
nuclear charge and get nocc OSLOs for each of them (Mnocc
altogether). Note that in cases like polydentate or hapto
ligands, the ligand’s centroid may be far from the ligand’s
nuclei or even coincide with that of the metal (e.g., TM−
porphyrin compounds). Minimizing the spread function is
simple, noniterative (no multiple minimum problem48),
independent of any population assignment, and appealing.
However, the OSLOs most strongly associated with a fragment
cannot always be chosen based on the smallest spread. For
instance, in the case of a TM center with some coordination
sphere, OSLOs dominated by ligand contributions can exhibit
lower orbital spreads than the most diffuse TM orbitals (e.g., a
4s-type orbital for a 3d metal). Similarly, when RF is the center
of a ligand, some compact ligand-centered OSLOs have a
significant contribution from the neighboring TM center.
We therefore need a complementary measure to identify

those OSLOs that are most localized on a fragment. Using
Pipek’s delocalization measure,49 defined in terms of fragment
populations, NF

i = ∑A∈FnA
i , rather than atomic populations, nA

i

is a suitable starting point:

∑=
−

D N( )i
F

F
i 2

1l
m
oo
n
oo

|
}
oo
~
oo (5)

When an orbital is localized on a single fragment, then Di = 1.
If the ith orbital is perfectly delocalized across two fragments, F
and F′, then NF

i = NF′
i = 1/2 and Di = 2, and so on.

Out of the OSLOs generated from fragment F with low
delocalization measure, we are interested in those that are also
highly localized on fragment F. For this purpose, we introduce
the fragment orbital localization index (FOLI)

=D
D
Ni

F i

F
i

(6)

The FOLI, Di
F, is 1 when orbital i is perfectly localized on

that fragment (Di = NF
i = 1). The FOLI Di

F → 2 when the
orbital is perfectly delocalized over two fragments (Di = 2,NF

i =
NF′

i = 0.5). The FOLI gradually increases for OSLOs that are
more delocalized and less centered on fragment F. Note that
while a FOLI value of Di

F = 1 means perfect fragment
localization, higher FOLI values can result from different
instances of delocalization. For example, a FOLI value of 2 can

also arise from three fragments with Di = 2.339 via NF = 0.584,
NF′ = NF″ = 0.208.
How should one select the n most fragment-localized

OSLOs from among the redundant set of M · n candidates?
One could select the nocc OSLOs with the smallest FOLI
values and assign them to their parent fragments. However, we
have observed that this procedure sometimes leads to linear
dependencies among the selected OSLOs. We instead prefer
the iterative scheme depicted in Figure 1. On the first iteration,
the best localized orbital (in the sense of smallest FOLI value)
is selected and projected out from the occupied space for the
next iteration. The second iteration begins by constructing a
new set of M · (nocc − 1) localized orbitals, followed by
selecting and removing the best localized orbital. Iterations
continue until a total of nocc optimal fragment-localized orbitals
are selected. In the case of an unrestricted Slater determinant,
the procedure is carried out for the α and β occupied spaces
separately, and individual α and β OSLOs are thus produced
and assigned to each fragment.
The basic algorithm is modified by introducing a tolerance

(typically 10−3) associated with the lowest FOLI values so that
all OSLOs with Di

F values within the tolerance are selected in a
given iteration. These orbitals are symmetrically orthogonal-
ized and then projected out from the occupied space for the
next iteration. This strategy avoids the problem that for
symmetric systems, projecting out individual localized orbitals
may result in a symmetry-broken density-matrix for the next
iteration.
There are a number of aspects of the procedure that are

worth discussing in some detail. The localized orbitals
obtained in the first few iterations are basically the atomic
core orbitals of the fragment’s atoms. As the iterative process
advances, on-fragment localized valence orbitals are produced.
They correspond to orbitals not particularly involved in the
bonding between fragments, i.e., spectator orbitals. In the later
iterations, the least-fragment localized valence orbitals are
eventually selected. They correspond to bonds (or dative
bonds) between fragments (e.g., TM-ligand orbitals). A nice
side effect of the iterative procedure is that, by first removing
the more fragment-localized orbitals from the occupied space,
the relevant across-fragment orbitals are better localized on
fragments (i.e., their FOLI values are smaller than those
obtained in the first iteration using the whole occupied space).
The final result thus depends to some extent on the order in
which OSLOs are selected.
In borderline cases (where the FOLI-based selection is a

close call), this may affect the OS assignment. The algorithm
allows the user to explore alternative outcomes in borderline
cases by flagging when the OSLO selection procedure could
branch into 2 (or more) paths. Consider a simple case with a
single bond between fragments F and G. At some point in the
iterative procedure, the corresponding bond localized orbital
centered on F will be produced. At the same time, a similar
bond localized orbital will be produced in the OSLOs
associated with fragment G. The one with the smaller FOLI
value is selected and projected out from the remaining
occupied space. In the following iteration, this bond orbital will
be absent from the new set of OSLOs obtained for both
fragment F and G. If the F−G bond is very nonpolar (rare in
TM complexes), the Di

F and Di
G values would be very similar,

and one can argue that instead choosing the OSLO associated
with G would produce a plausible alternative solution to
selecting the one associated with F.
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Our iterative algorithm automatically detects these (border-
line) cases as follows. At each iteration, linear dependencies are
checked between the OSLO that is selected and that with the
second smallest FOLI value that is not selected (there may be
multiple selected and nonselected localized orbitals if their
FOLI values are within the tolerance). If near linear
dependencies are indeed found and the difference in Di

F values
is small enough, our algorithm will print a diagnostic message.
This allows the user to rerun the calculation, toggling a
branching flag that selects the OSLO with the somewhat larger
FOLI value and proceed to obtain a second distinct solution.
To turn to the OS assignment, we recall that each of the

selected localized orbitals was generated from a fragment
center with a low FOLI value. This makes it natural to assign
the fragments’ oxidation states based on the originator
fragment. That is the procedure followed in the results
reported here and represents a “winner-takes-all” approach to
the OS, similar to the IUPAC rules. However, once the optimal
set of orthogonal fragment-localized orbitals are obtained, each
orbital’s allegiance may be reassigned according to the
fragments’ populations, either in a “winner-takes-all” fashion
again or alternatively by allowing covalent assignments in
nonpolar cases, as described elsewhere.35

An atomic partitioning scheme is necessary to evaluate the
FOLI values. In this work, we use two very different
partitioning approaches to demonstrate that different reason-
able choices in fact work very similarly. First, we use the so-
called topological fuzzy Voronoi cells (TFVC) atomic
definition,50 a real-space scheme that is used in the effective
oxidation states (EOS) approach.19 Second, we introduce a
Hilbert-space based procedure based on Knizia’s intrinsic
atomic orbitals (IAOs),34 where the reference minimal basis is
obtained on-the-fly at the chosen level of theory. This IAO-
AutoSAD procedure is described below.
IAO-AutoSAD Reference Minimal Basis. Hilbert-space

methods to assign atomic or fragment populations so that the
results do not artificially depend on the underlying AO basis
set often rely on using a minimal basis to exactly span the
occupied space.51−53 Among many such possibilities, intrinsic

atomic orbitals (IAOs) are perhaps the simplest and have been
shown to be robust for population analysis.34,44,54 The basic
idea of IAOs is to rely on a projection onto a reference
minimal basis to facilitate atom-tagging.
Starting from a converged SCF solution, one projects the

occupied MO coefficients, Cocc, into the small reference
minimal basis set and back to the big one as follows:

̃ =C R R Cortho( )occ ls sl occ (7)

Rsl = s−1Ssl projects from the big basis into the small basis,
given that S and s are the overlap matrices in the large and
small basis sets, and Ssl is the matrix of overlaps between
functions in the small and large basis sets. In the same
notation, Rls = S−1Sls projects from the small basis into the big
basis. After symmetric orthogonalization to restore orthonor-
mality, the so-called depolarized orbitals are gathered in the
matrix C̃occ.
The rectangular transformation matrix, A, from the large

basis, {ωμ}, to the minimal IAO basis, χα
IAO = ∑μωμAμα, is

produced by the following double projection step:

= ̃ + ̃A PSPS QSQ Sortho( ) )ls ls ls (8)

P = CoccCocc
† and P̃ = C̃occ C̃occ

† are the density matrices (i.e.,
occupied projectors) associated with the original occupied
MOs and the depolarized occupied MOs, respectively. Their
orthogonal complements are Q = S−1 − P and Q̃ = S−1 − P̃.
Once the orthogonal IAOs are available, the IAO atomic
population of atom B is obtained as

∑ ∑= =
β

ββ
β

ββ
∈ ∈

†N P A SPSA( ) ( )B
B B

IAO

(9)

The reference minimal basis originally used34 for con-
struction of the IAOs is the so-called “MinAO” set, which is
the standard cc-pVTZ AO basis manually truncated to a
minimal basis. When the molecular calculation uses effective
core potentials (ECPs), “MinAO-PP” was employed, which is
cc-pVTZ-PP truncated to a minimal basis (i.e., excluding core
AOs). However, this reference minimal basis fails to be valid

Figure 2. IAO atomic charges for H2O, CH4, and HCN where the crosses are charges from calculations using the AutoSAD reference minimal
basis, while the circles used the MinAO basis.34 All calculations are done with Hartree−Fock wave functions, and it is evident that the two sets of
results are nearly indistinguishable.
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for ECPs of other sizes (i.e., larger or smaller core). These
limitations that result from the MinAO reference minimal basis
are particularly relevant when dealing with transition metals
and heavier elements.
A universally applicable reference minimal basis is made on-

the-fly from appropriate free atom density matrices obtained
with the same functional and basis sets as the molecular
calculation. This is done using Q-Chem’s55 so-called AutoSAD
functionality, which is normally employed to construct
superposition of atomic density (SAD) initial guesses for
DFT calculations at the target level of theory. Sphericalization
is necessary to ensure proper shell structure in the reference
minimal basis, since many atoms have partly occupied
degenerate orbitals. For simplicity as well as to avoid
ambiguity, we use the ground state of the neutral atom,
although for some atoms, a case can be made for using
different spin or charge states. For open shell atoms, the
unrestricted SCF equations are solved, and the resulting α and
β density matrices are spin-averaged as well as sphericalized.

The IAO-AutoSAD procedure first solves the following
generalized eigenvalue problem separately for each free atom,
A:

λ=α α αP c S cA A A A
(10)

Each matrix is defined in the full basis of the free atom (rank
nA), and PA is the sphericalized and spin-averaged density
matrix. The reference minimal basis set (MBS) on atom A is
defined by choosing mA orbitals, corresponding to the fully and
fractionally occupied atomic orbitals (with λ ≥α

1
14
, such that

the f shell is selected even for a cerium atom with a single f
electron). The set of selected column vectors {cα

A} defines an
nA × mA transformation to the MBS, CMBS

A . The reference
minimal basis has rank M = ∑AmA with functions defined by
the direct sum of the atomic transformations:

= ⊕T C
A

A
MBS (11)

Table 1. Summary of the OSLO Results for the Molecular Systems Studied, Obtained with the IAO-AutoSAD and TFVC (in
Parentheses) Population Analysesa

complex M OS L OS Δ-FOLI last FOLI

[TiO2] +4 (+4) −2 (−2) 3.453 (3.367) 1.321 (1.372)
[VO4]

3− +5 (+5) −2 (−2) 1.548 (1.748) 1.466 (1.461)
[FeO4]

2− +6 (+6) −2 (−2) 1.598 (1.682) 1.569 (1.623)
[ReO4]

− +7 (+7) −2 (−2) 1.806 (1.829) 1.470 (1.480)
[OsO4] +8 (+8) −2 (−2) 1.415 (1.363) 1.592 (1.609)
[IrO4]

+ +9 (+9) −2 (−2) 1.529 (1.084) 1.705 (1.742)
[PtO4]

2+b +10 (+10) −2 (−2) 1.023 (0.707) 1.859 (1.904)
FeCp2 +2 (+2) −1 (−1) 1.800 (2.343) 1.313 (1.437)
Zn(porphyrin) +2 (+2) −2 (−2) 0.958 (1.470) 1.509 (1.319)
[Ni(S2C2Me2)2]

0 +2 (+2) −1 (−1) 0.000 (0.000) 2.000 (2.245)
[Ni(S2C2Me2)2]

1− α +2 (+3) −1.5 (−2) 0.603 (0.913) 1.634 (1.656)
[Ni(S2C2Me2)2]

1− β 0.000 (0.110) 2.000 (1.901)
[Ni(S2C2Me2)2]

2− +2 (+2) −2 (−2) 1.085 (1.374) 1.482 (1.509)
[Cu(CF3)4]

1− +3 (+3) −1 (−1) 0.373 (0.728) 1.516 (1.531)
[Cu(CF3)4]

2− α +2 (+2) −1 (−1) 4.823 (4.845) 1.075 (1.152)
[Cu(CF3)4]

2− β −1 (−1) 2.528 (2.867) 1.267 (1.270)
[Cu(CF3)4]

3− +1 (+1) −1 (−1) 4.383 (4.581) 1.084 (1.145)
Rh(SO2)Cl(PH3)2 (L-type) +1 (+1) 0 (0) 1.421 (1.209) 1.402 (1.509)
Rh(SO2)Cl(CO)(PH3)2 (Z-type) +1 (+1) 0 (0) 1.064 (1.688) 1.606 (1.516)
Ru(SO2)Cl(NO)(PH3)2 (π-type)

c 0 (0) 0 (0) 0.514 (0.339) 2.432 (2.550)
[Fe(CN)5NO]2− +2 (+2) +1 (+1) 0.981 (0.802) 1.573 (1.827)
[Fe(CN)5NO]3− α +2 (+2) 0 (0) 0.839 (0.674) 1.688 (1.987)
[Fe(CN)5NO]3− β 2.638 (2.162) 1.375 (1.436)
(CO)5WCHN(CH3)2 (1) (Fischer) 0 (0) 0 (0) 3.069 (2.205) 1.920 (3.196)
(CO)5WCHOCH3 (2) (Fischer) 0 (0) 0 (0) 1.860 (1.148) 2.037 (3.311)
(CO)5WCF2 (3) (Fischer) 0 (0) 0 (0) 1.567 (0.893) 2.017 (3.232)
(CO)5WCH2 (4) (Fischer) 0 (+2) 0 (−2) 0.612 (0.194) 2.279 (3.142)
NAr(OtBu)2WCHtBu (5) (Schrock) +6 (+6) −2 (−2) 0.283 (0.659) 1.924 (1.933)
NAr(OtBu)2WCH2 (6) (Schrock) +6 (+6) −2 (−2) 0.455 (0.806) 1.845 (1.908)
NAr1(OtBu)2MoCHCMe2Ph (7) (Schrock) +6 (+6) −2 (−2) 0.253 (0.565) 1.916 (1.917)
NAr1(OtBu)2MoCH2 (8) (Schrock) +6 (+6) −2 (−2) 0.203 (0.487) 1.956 (2.018)
NAr1(OtBu)2MoCHPh (9) (Schrock) +6 (+6) −2 (−2) 0.153 (0.430) 1.986 (2.042)
PCy3Cl2OsCH2 (10) (Grubbs) +2 (+4) 0 (−2) 0.048 (0.044) 2.089 (2.278)
H2IMesCl2OsCH2 (11) (Grubbs) +4 (+4) −2 (−2) 0.192 (0.259) 2.375 (2.709)
PCy3Cl2RuCH2 (12) (Grubbs) +2 (+2) 0 (0) 0.222 (0.150) 1.964 (2.199)
H2IMesCl2RuCH2 (13) (Grubbs) +2 (+2) 0 (0) 0.276 (0.306) 2.013 (2.149)
(PH3)2Cl2RuCH2 (14) (Grubbs) +2 (+2) 0 (0) 0.241 (0.090) 1.961 (2.153)

aOS for TM and selected ligand (L) in bold. tBu = tert-butyl, Cp = cyclopentadienyl, Ar = 2,6-diisopropylphenyl, Ar1 = 2,6-dimethylphenyl, Cy =
cyclohexyl, IMes = 1,3-Dimesitylimidazol-2-ylidene. bIAO-AutoSAD alternative solution. cTFVC results using a tolerance value of 10−4.
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Given the N × M transformation from the AO basis to the
reference minimal basis, T, all quantities needed to evaluate
the IAOs with this MBS are available. For instance, referring
back to eqs 7 and 8, we see that s = T†ST and Ssl = T†S.
One must be aware that IAO orbitals and atomic charges do

depend on the underlying choice of the reference minimal
basis. Fortunately, our IAO-AutoSAD procedure shows results
that are generally very similar to using MinAO for problems
where the latter can be applied (i.e., no pseudopotentials).
Some examples are shown in Figure 2, for a wide range of AO
basis sets. This is encouraging and sets the stage for the results
we report for the OSLO procedure in the following section.
However, IAO charges do exhibit some dependence on the
reference minimal basis. For instance, the O atomic charge in
H2O changes by 0.25e− when using STO-3G as the reference
minimal basis instead of MinAO or AutoSAD. For IAO-
AutoSAD applied to transition metals, the choice of atomic
state also has an impact. These issues may deserve further
study in the future, as IAOs become more widely used.
Implementation and Computational Details. We have

completed two independent implementations of the OSLO
method, which serves as validation that both are correct and
also provides the opportunity to employ two different
approaches to evaluate the fragment populations. Adopting
the IAO-AutoSAD Hilbert-space approach to charges
described above, one of our implementations of the OSLO
method is within the Q-Chem program55 and consequently
uses OSLO fragment populations and FOLI values that are
obtained analytically. Our second implementation uses the
topological fuzzy Voronoi cells (TFVC) real-space atomic
definition,50 within the APOST-3D56 package. The numerical
evaluation of the TFVC charges used the atom-centered Becke
multicenter quadrature scheme57 with 40 × 146 grid points
(per atom).
Geometry optimizations were performed by using the

ωB97X-V density functional58 with the def2-TZVP basis set
(all electron for light atoms (through Kr) and with def2-ECP
for heavier atoms).59 The ωB97X-V functional performs very
well for both main group28,60 and transition metal com-
pounds.61,62 Vibrational frequency calculations, to confirm
minima on the potential energy surface, were computed at the
same level of theory. Wave functions, energies, and orbital
localizations were also evaluated at the same level. All DFT
calculations were performed with the Q-Chem package,55

while the OSLO analysis was performed with both the Hilbert-
and real-space implementations described above.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We evaluate the performance of the OSLO approach for a
number of challenging systems, including high-valent oxides,
TMs with noninnocent ligands, sulfur dioxide adducts with
different bonding patterns, a Zn-based porphyrinic system, and
TM carbenes of different types (Schrock, Fischer, and Grubbs
first and second generation). We apply both IAO-AutoSAD
and TFVC atomic population schemes to test the robustness
of the OSLO procedure to the definition of fragment charges.
The full set of results obtained are summarized in Table 1. The
OS of the TM and the relevant ligand are reported, together
with the FOLI values of the last selected OSLO, which is the
least localized one (i.e., largest FOLI value among all selected
OSLOs). In fact, once nocc − 1 localized orbitals have been
projected out from the density matrix, there is only one

(localized) orbital left. This last OSLO is associated with the
fragment with the smallest FOLI value.
In many cases the last FOLI value is close to its smallest

value of 1, indicating very good orbital localization and,
consequently, a clear-cut OS assignment. In cases where the
last FOLI value is larger than 1, it is very instructive to examine
the Δ-FOLI value (the difference between the smallest and
second smallest FOLI values) to see how clear-cut the OS
assignment is, the larger the better. Cases with Δ-FOLI > 1
suggest clear-cut ionic character. Overall, the formal OS
assignments using both fragment charge schemes agree in
almost all cases (30 out of 33). The very few discordant cases
have associated Δ-FOLI values below 0.2, which is probably
smaller than can be meaningfully associated with application of
the ionic approximation (this will be discussed more later).
We will discuss a few of the more clear-cut cases only briefly.

For the high-valent oxides ranging from TiO2 to IrO4
+, the OS

obtained with OSLO are in full agreement with LOBA, EOS,
and also with IUPAC’s ionic approximation.35 Clear-cut formal
oxo (O2−) ligands are obtained in all cases, resulting in an OS
as high as Ir (+9).
The PtO4

2+ system deserves particular attention. We treat
the case of the spin-restricted solution, which is stable in
orbital space, and leads to the optimized Td geometry. There
are lower energy spin-polarized solutions, but we do not
consider them here. The valence MO diagram can be found
elsewhere;63 there are eight π and four σ-type doubly occupied
MOs. In a Td environment, the 5d orbitals of Pt split into E
and T2 symmetries, while the 6s orbital is A1. The four
symmetry-equivalent O atoms lead to σ- and π-type symmetry-
adapted orbitals, with symmetries Γσ = A1 + T2 and Γπ = E +
T1 + T2. Toward the end of the iterative procedure, the E type
OSLOs on Pt are very close in FOLI with the eight Γπ of the O
centers, due to the significant covalent character of the Pt−O
bonds. When using TFVC, the FOLI value of O atoms (1.67)
is smaller than that of Pt’s E OSLOs (1.84), so they are
selected and projected out of the P matrix for the next
iteration. Since there is only one set of E orbitals in the
occupied space, the aforementioned E-type OSLOs on Pt are
now absent, and the OSLOs with smaller FOLI value become
those corresponding to the Γσ of the O centers, leading to a
fairly clear Pt (+10) assignment (see Table 1).
When using IAO-AutoSAD, however, at the same step of the

process the situation is reversed. The FOLI value of the Pt E
OSLOs is smaller (1.50) than that of the eight Γπ (1.69).
When the former are selected and projected out from the P-
matrix, the eight π-type OSLOs of the O centers become rank
deficient for the next iterations. This leads to two undesirable
outcomes. First, the localized orbitals on the O are mixed-up
by the canonical orthogonalization process. Second, a last
OSLO of A1 symmetry delocalized over the four O centers
remains left in the last iteration, leading to a huge FOLI value
(4.63) and a split of the electron pair among the four
equivalent O centers. By applying the branching option on the
IAO-AutoSAD calculation, the Pt (+10) picture obtained with
TFVC is recovered, with a similar Δ-FOLI value. Selecting
OSLOs with a higher FOLI value at a given step of the iterative
process ends up providing a final solution where the sum of the
FOLI values of the selected OSLOs is smaller (36.34 vs 33.22).
The Zn-porphyrin system is potentially challenging for

OSLO because, due to its symmetry, the center of charge of
the porphyrin ligand exactly coincides with the position of the
Zn nucleus. Nevertheless, as a result of using the FOLI values,
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the OSLO procedure performs smoothly, yielding the expected
Zn (+2) OS with a Δ-FOLI value close to or even larger
(TFVC) than 1. The OSLO results for the nitroprusside anion
([Fe(CN)5NO]

2−) and its reduced form are also very clear,
leading to a formal Fe (+2) species and a ligand-based
reduction, in line with the well-known noninnocent nature of
the nitrosyl ligand. The IAO-AutoSAD population yields larger
Δ-FOLI values as compared to TFVC.
Ferrocene (see Figure 3) is a nice example because it shows

the utility of the OSLOs themselves. The cyclopentadienyl
anion OSLOs are shown in panels a−c, and the fragment
localized π orbitals are particularly pleasing because they
resemble the delocalized π orbitals of the isolated anion. In
other words, this shows the advantage of f ragment localization
over global localization (see also the recent treatment via
intrinsic fragment orbitals44). The three occupied Fe (3d)
orbitals emerge as expected, and the OS assignment is very
clear based on the small FOLI value of the last orbital as well as
the large Δ-FOLI gap.
The redox series of nickel diothiolate complexes, [Ni-

(S2C2Me2)2]
n− with n = 0, 1, 2, is particularly interesting. The

n = 0 complex is a closed shell singlet. Figure 4 gathers the
most relevant OSLOs and the corresponding FOLI values. For

Ni, four well-localized d-type orbitals (Figure 4a) are obtained,
leading to a Ni (+2) OS. Then, for each thiolate ligand, one
finds two S lone pairs and two σ-type orbitals associated with
the two S−Ni σ bonds (see Figure 4b). Since each thiolate is a
fragment, these two sets of orbitals are not localized into
individual S lone pair and S−Ni bonds but form two in-phase
(+,+) and out-of-phase (+,−) localized orbitals within the
fragment. The σ (+,−) OSLO exhibits a relatively large FOLI
value (∼1.7), indicating some partial contribution from the Ni
center. The σ (+,+) orbital shows a minor Ni contribution,
leading to a smaller FOLI value (∼1.3). In addition, each
thiolate exhibits a well localized π-type orbital on the two sp2

carbon atoms, with FOLI ∼1. The last OSLO, in Figure 4b
(bottom right), corresponds to a π-type orbital delocalized
over the two thiolate ligands, consistent with the FOLI value
(∼2). Moreover, the Δ-FOLI value is exactly zero for both
population schemes. This indicates a formal split of the
electron pair between the two ligands (in other words, a
covalent assignment), leading to two thiolate (−1) moieties to
accompany the Ni (+2) center. We can envisage similar
situations with the OSLO procedure when dealing with mixed-
valence compounds. Visual inspection of the critical localized

Figure 3. Valence OSLOs for the FeCp2 complex as produced by the algorithm shown in Figure 1. The lower cyclopentadienyl ligand’s σC−H
OSLOs are shown in panel a, its σC−C OSLOs are shown in panel b, and its π OSLOs in panel c. The 3d-type OSLOs on Fe are shown in panel d.
The isosurface value is 0.075 au.
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orbital(s) will confirm or deny mixed valence or covalent
character suggested by very small Δ-FOLI values.
The two-electron reduction of [Ni(S2C2Me2)2] leads to the

S = 0 closed-shell species [Ni(S2C2Me2)2]
2−. The OSLO

procedure yields essentially the same valence localized orbitals
as in the previously discussed oxidized form (i.e., four d-type
localized orbitals on Ni, two lone pairs, and two σ type S−Ni
orbitals), except that the last delocalized orbital is replaced by
two well-localized π-type orbitals, one on each thiolate ligand,
as shown in Figure 4c. The Δ-FOLI value is larger than 1,
clearly pointing to ligand-based reduction, and in turn, Ni (+2)
and two thiolate (−2) moieties.
One-electron reduction to [Ni(S2C2Me2)2]

1− is more tricky.

The system is an open-shell doublet ( =S 1
2
), and the α and β

parts are treated separately. The α part is rather clear-cut,

yielding similar localized orbitals as in the fully reduced n = 2
species, with Δ-FOLI > 0.6. For the β part, using IAO-
AutoSAD populations leads to localized orbitals comparable to
those of the oxidized form (n = 0): four d orbitals on Ni and a
last π orbital delocalized over the two thiolate moieties, with
FOLI ∼2 and Δ-FOLI = 0. These OLSOs suggest a mixed-
valence situation with Ni (+2) and two partially reduced
thiolates (−1.5), from equal sharing of the last beta electron
between the thiolates. This result, as well as those for the
closed-shell species, agrees with the experimental evidence64,65

and with the EOS scheme.35

However, the results for the β part of the =S 1
2
species are

somewhat different when using TFVC populations. In the
iterative process, two equivalent π-type orbitals centered on
each thiolate with significant contribution from the Ni center

Figure 4. Valence LOs of the [Ni(S2C2Me2)2]
0 system with IAO-AutoSAD and TFVC (in parentheses) FOLI values. d-Type orbitals on Ni (a),

ligand’s σ, lone pair (LP), and π orbitals (b). Last localized ligand π orbital for [Ni(S2C2Me2)2]
2− (c). Last localized ligand π orbital from the beta

density of [Ni(S2C2Me2)2]
− using TFVC (d). The isosurface value is 0.075 au.
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(see Figure 4d) are selected over the d-type orbital centered on
Ni (which also exhibits significant mixing with the ligands).
The FOLI values are 1.901 and 2.011, respectively, indicating a
large degree of delocalization of these last orbitals. As a
consequence, the picture obtained is a Ni (+3) with two fully
reduced thiolate (−2) ligands, with a Δ-FOLI value of merely
0.11. This very small Δ-FOLI value argues for equal sharing of
the last electron pair.
In Naumann’s ion,66 [Cu(CF3)4]

−, Cu OS and the role of
the CF3 ligands have been debated for more than 25
years.67−72 Based on the DFT frontier molecular orbitals,
Snyder considered that the metal center is best described as Cu
(+1) (i.e., d10), instead of a d8 Cu (+3) as would follow if all
CF3 ligands were formally anionic (−1).67 According to
Snyder, the anion features an “inverted” ligand field,72 where
the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) exhibits
dominant ligand character. This assignment has been
questioned by others, who support the latter, more conven-
tional, view of four CF3

− ligands.68,69 Most recently, the
Lancaster group have put forward further experimental and
computational arguments in favor of d10.70,71 Other arguments
supporting the Cu (+1) and Cu (+3) picture have also been
given.72

These conflicting views are rooted in the relatively nonpolar
character of the Cu−C bond. In recent work, some of us
showed that both the LOBA and EOS schemes give OS
assignments consistent with a formal Cu (+3) species.35 While
the LOBA results were rather clear, the R(%) = 51.7 value of
the EOS assignment indicated a very close call. The OSLO
procedure (with either population analysis) points toward
formal anionic CF3 (−1) ligands and hence a Cu (+3) species,
as shown in Table 1. One can identify four well-localized d-
type orbitals centered on Cu (Figure 5a), while the σ-type
interaction between Cu and each CF3 is captured by four
equivalent ligand-centered orbitals with non-negligible con-
tribution from the Cu (Figure 5b). Notice also the mixing of p-
type orbitals from the F atoms of the CF3 moiety. These
localized orbitals provide a much clearer picture as compared
to those obtained with PM localization for the same wave
function.35 Encouragingly, the FOLI values of the last orbitals
are virtually the same with both atomic population schemes
(∼1.5). The Δ-FOLI value for the assignment is somewhat
smaller using IAO-AutoSAD (0.373) as compared to TFVC
(0.728), but the same picture emerges in both cases. Finally,
OSLO results for the one- and two-electron reduction of
[Cu(CF3)4]

− indicate that both processes are metal based, as
expected given the Cu (+3) assignment of the anion.
In TM carbenes, a double bond is formed between the TM

and the carbene. The σ bond is understood as originating from
σ-donation of a sp2 lone pair on the carbon atom to the TM.
The nature of the π-type interaction is much more system-
dependent, leading to two well-established situations. In the
so-called Fischer carbenes, the π electrons formally sit on the
TM d-type orbital, which back-donates to a formally neutral
carbene moiety. In Schrock-type carbenes, the π electrons are
formally associated with the carbene moiety, which becomes
anionic (−2). Previous experience indicated that the OS
assignment in TM-carbene complexes is challenging. Often,
EOS analysis yields low R(%) values rather close to 50, driven
by nearly equal populations of the π-type EFOs on the TM and
the carbene moiety. With LOBA, Pipek−Mezey localized
orbitals do not readily correspond with the σ and π bonds.35

We studied a set of 14 TM carbenes.73 The set includes four

conventional W-based Fischer carbenes (1−4), five Schrock
W- and Mo-based catalysts (5−9), and five Ru- and Os-based
first and second generation Grubbs catalysts (10−14).
Referring again to Table 1, the OSLO procedure combined

with IAO-AutoSAD populations correctly identifies all
prototypical Fischer and Schrock carbenes, while all Grubbs
catalysts but 11 are pictured as formal neutral Fisher-type
carbenes. Notice the Δ-FOLI values are mostly below 0.3
(especially for nominal Schrock and Grubbs carbenes), with
FOLI values around 2.0, indicating significant delocalization of
the last orbital. Such values could support a covalent division
of charge and, at the very least, call for inspection of the
relevant σ-type and π-type TM-carbene OSLOs. To this end,
Figure 6 shows two examples of OSLOs involving the TM and
the carbene unit. The FOLI values of the σ-type bonds (left)
are noticeably smaller than those of the π-type bonds (right),
which exhibit a very similar contribution from both fragments.
Yet, one can see that the OSLO procedure produces nice,
chemically interpretable localized orbitals for the σ and π
bonding.
For the two cases shown in Figure 6, the IAO-AutoSAD and

TFVC fragment charges lead to different OS assignments,
despite yielding almost identical sets of localized orbitals. The
σ-type OSLO belongs to the carbene, with FOLI values of
∼1.5 and ∼1.8 for the Fischer-type (CO)5WCH2 complex
(4) and the Grubbs-type PCy3Cl2OsCH2 complex (10),
respectively. The π-type OSLO is the origin of the discrepancy.

Figure 5. Selected LOs of [Cu(CF3)4]
− with IAO-AutoSAD and

TFVC (in parentheses) FOLI values for Cu (a) and the CF3 ligand
(b). The relatively nonpolar character of the σ Cu-CF3 interaction is
clearly evident. However, the FOLI value (∼1.5) as well as visual
inspection indicates that this orbital has greater CF3

− character than
Cu (3d) character so that in a winner-take-all assignment, the ligands
emerge as CF3

− and the metal adopts a Cu (+3) OS. The isosurface
value for the plots is 0.075 au.
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Since this is the last selected orbital in the OSLO procedure, its
allegiance is based on the FOLI values for each fragment. In
the case of 10, TFVC provides FOLI values of 2.28 for the
carbene and 2.32 for the TM, while for IAO-AutoSAD the
values are 2.14 and 2.09, respectively. Consequently, ionic
assignment leads to a neutral CH2 according to IAO-AutoSAD
and to an anionic CH2 (−2) according to TFVC. Notice that
Δ-FOLI values are below 0.05 in both cases, the smallest seen
in this study. The genuinely covalent nature of this π bond
precludes meaningful classification of this system as Fischer or
Schrock: instead the electron pair is shared.
On the other hand, the different OS assignment for 4 is

rather unexpected, as both population methods produce
virtually the same set of OSLOs. With IAO-AutoSAD, 4 is
quite clearly a neutral Fischer-type carbene with a Δ-FOLI
value of 0.61. However, when using TFVC, the assignment is
not only reversed, with a small Δ-FOLI (0.19), but also the
FOLI values of the last π-type OSLO are significantly higher
(3.14 and 3.34 for the carbene and TM metal, respectively).
The fragment TFVC populations on the carbene and the W
atom are 0.76 e− and 0.66 e−, respectively. Hence, the
remaining 0.58 e− belongs to the spectator CO ligands, which
explains the large FOLI value obtained. By contrast, with IAO-
AutoSAD, the population of the carbene and W are 0.64 and
1.03 e−, so the electron pair is more clearly on W (although
covalent character is visually evident in Figure 6).
As a last example, let us consider the species described in

IUPAC’s technical report illustrating three different bonding
modes of the SO2 ligand.

2,3 Karen showed that when acting as
a Z-type ligand (i.e., as a Lewis acid), the electronegative-
acceptor caveat had to be applied to the ionic approximation
so that the SO2 ligand remains neutral. With EOS analysis, the
expected neutral SO2 ligand was recovered in all three cases.26

The OSLO results of Table 1 also clearly identify a neutral SO2
moiety for both the L-type and Z-type configurations, with

large Δ-FOLI values of over 1.0. In the case of the π-type
bonding configuration, the SO2 is once again clearly identified
as neutral, but there is a close-call situation involving Ru and a
noninnocent nitrosyl ligand trans to the SO2, which calls for
visual inspection of the OSLOs. The last three OSLOs (from
IAO-AutoSAD results) belong to Ru, with FOLI values of 1.44,
1.88 and 2.43 and are depicted in Figure 7. The admixture of

contributions from the SO2 and NO ligands is indeed
significant for the last OLSO (Figure 7b), but the Δ-FOLI
value of 0.51 suggests that an ionic assignment to Ru remains
justified. Overall, this results in a Ru (0), SO2 (0), and NO
(+1) OS assignment.
When using TFVC populations with the default tolerance of

10−2, the last two localized orbitals, one centered on Ru and
another on NO, have FOLI values within the tolerance and are
therefore selected together in the last step of the iterative
procedure, leading to a different OS assignment. However, the
linear-dependency check indicates significant overlap between
these two orbitals. As a consequence, their shape substantially
changes after orthogonalization, leading to a pair of localized
orbitals very similar to those of Figure 7. In this case, being a
nonsymmetric system, a tighter tolerance of 10−4 affords the
selection of the last orbitals in the iterative process one by one,
readily producing the same results obtained with IAO-
AutoSAD.

■ CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this work was to report a new oxidation state
localized orbital (OSLO) scheme that performs orbital
localization based on molecular f ragments after a DFT

Figure 6. σ and π TM-carbene OSLOs for (a) the Fischer-type
(CO)5WCH2 complex (species 4) and (b) the Grubbs-type
PCy3Cl2OsCH2 complex (species 10). The FOLI values for each
orbital are shown using IAO-AutoSAD (with the corresponding
TFVC values in parentheses). The large FOLI values (>2) for the π-
type TM−carbene interaction as well as visual inspection show the
shared electron character of this interaction. The isosurface value is
0.075.

Figure 7. Selected Ru-centered OSLOs for Ru(SO2)Cl(NO)(PH3)2
(π-type), with IAO-AutoSAD and TFVC (in parentheses) FOLI
values. The isosurface is 0.075 au for panel a, which shows the third
and second last OSLOs to be selected. In panel b, which shows the
last OSLO selected, there are also significant ligand contributions as
evident from the larger FOLI value and visual inspection of the orbital
isosurface of 0.075 au (left), which can be clarified by choosing a
larger value of 0.125 au for the isosurface (right).
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calculation with a chosen total charge and spin state. The user
should select a fragmentation of the target complex, such as
separation into one (or more) metal centers and individual
ligands. After an iterative process to select the most strongly
fragment-localized OSLOs, each molecular fragment is
associated with a set of localized orbitals derived from a
simple orbital spread criterion. This association, in turn,
determines the fragment’s formal charge or oxidation state
(OS) in a natural manner.
We introduced a new index, namely, the fragment orbital

localization index (FOLI), to quantify the degree of locality of
each OSLO (or any input orbital) on each fragment. As
examples, the lowest possible FOLI value of 1 corresponds to
complete localization on that fragment, while perfect
delocalization between two fragments yields a FOLI value of
2. Evaluation of FOLIs requires fragment populations. Two
distinct population schemes have been tested for this purpose,
namely, a real-space approach (TFVC) and a new version of
the intrinsic atomic orbitals (IAO-AutoSAD) that uses on-the-
fly evaluation of the reference minimal basis based on
superposition of atomic densities (SAD).
The OSLO iterative procedure selects the orbital with lowest

FOLI value on each iteration, so that the last OSLO produced
has the largest FOLI value (and is least strongly fragment-
localized) among the whole set. The Δ-FOLI value for the last
localized orbital measures the gap with the second smallest
FOLI value among the fragments. Δ-FOLI measures the
reliability of the OS assignment, such that a Δ-FOLI value
larger than 0.5 usually indicates a clear OS assignment. Smaller
values suggest increasingly covalent character in the least
localized OSLO.
Numerical tests of the new scheme shows that the OSLOs

are in much better agreement with the expected Lewis
structure than those obtained with other global localization
schemes such as Pipek−Mezey (apart from straightforward
cases). As a result, previously identified limitations of the
localized orbital bonding analysis (LOBA) procedure for OS
assignment that originate in the use of global orbital
localization methods are overcome with the OSLO approach.
Transition metal carbenes are one such class of examples.
The OSLOs themselves carry significant chemical informa-

tion, and their visualization helps to clarify borderline OS
assignments. One such example discussed here is the
Cu(CF3)4

− anion, where the OSLO corresponding to the σ
(Cu−CF3) interaction exhibits some covalent character but
supports a conventional d8 Cu configuration rather than d10.
Another example is the Grubbs catalyst, PCy3Cl2OsCH2,
where the OSLO corresponding to the Os−carbene π bond is
almost perfectly covalent, thus rendering the conventional
Fischer and Schrock classifications inapplicable.
We find the IAO-AutoSAD population scheme performs

well in combination with OSLO, outperforming the TFVC
scheme that is conventionally used in the framework of
effective oxidation state (EOS) analysis. IAO-AutoSAD
represents a promising all-round general, fast, analytical,
basis-set independent Hilbert-space based atomic population
scheme.
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Abstract: Current wavefunction analysis techniques treat the alpha 
and beta electrons separately, in particular those designed to extract 
oxidation states (OS). With this strategy the classical electron pair 
picture can be sometimes blurred by spin contamination or spin 
polarization. We propose a change of paradigm by replacing the alpha 
and beta electron densities by paired and unpaired densities, in 
particular in the framework of the effective oxidation states (EOS). The 
new approach, henceforth uEOS, yields exactly the same results as 
EOS for restricted single-determinant WF in singlet state, but affords 
a unified treatment of spin-polarization. That is, treats on equal footing 
broken-symmetry and truly correlated wavefunctions, providing 
rationale for the formal homolytic split of the electron pair in the OS 
assignment of spin polarized or diradicaloid systems.  

Introduction 

After two centuries, the oxidation state (OS) has survived as 
chemical concept of utmost significance in different areas of 
Chemistry. When it comes to chemical bonding, OSs are essential 
for electron counting.[1] Wavefunction (WF) analysis techniques 
specially devoted to extract OS explicitly avoid considering atomic 
average quantities such as partial atomic charges or spin 
densities, which are far from a non-integer version of the atom’s 
OS.[2] Instead, the key of success of these approaches is that the 
electrons pairs are treated individually, much more in line with 
current IUPAC’s definition.[3] Then, one or another strategy is 
used to assign each electron pair to a given atom or molecular 
fragment (ligand). For instance, in the localized orbital bonding 
analysis (LOBA) the molecular orbitals are first localized and then 
population analysis is applied on each of them to determine 
whether the electron pair is assigned to the transition metal (TM) 
center or not.[4] Recently, we developed a scheme (OSLO) to 
obtain optimal fragment-localized orbitals that also results in OS 
assignation for single-determinant wavefunctions[5] Alternatively, 
in the scheme first introduced by Sit,[6] the position of the centroid 
of each localized orbital is used, following either a simple 
geometric or a more involved criterion,[7] to assign the electron 
pair to the TM or to a ligand.  

Among these rather recent approaches, only the so-called 
effective oxidation state (EOS) analysis was developed with the 
aim of being applied on equal footing for single-determinant or 
correlated WFs.[8] This is so because EOS does not rely on 
molecular localized orbitals but on the occupation of Mayer’s 
effective fragment orbitals (EFOs),[9] i.e. the natural orbitals of the 
net’s fragment density. In the case of atomic fragments (the 
original effective atomic orbitals), the EFOs recover the notion of 
minimal basis (i.e. atomic hybrids for core/lone pair and valence 
orbitals). When applied to molecular fragments (e.g. ligands), the 
EFOs resemble the molecular orbitals of the free fragment, 
polarized by the environment and exhibiting fractional 
occupations, even for the virtual space.[10] The EFOs are simply 
obtained by diagonalization of the PSA matrix, where P is the first-
order density matrix and SA is the fragment’s net overlap matrix, 
both in an atomic orbital basis (see the supporting information for 
technical details). Since the P matrix is readily available for most 
electronic structure methods, EOS analysis is of most general 
applicability. The scheme also requires an underlying atom-in-
molecule (AIM) scheme that ultimately defines the shape of the 
SA matrices. The AIM schemes that better capture the partial ionic 
character of the bonds, both Hilbert-space or real-space, perform 
better in the context of OS.[8] 
In the original EOS scheme (see the supporting information for 
further details), the alpha and beta EFOs are obtained for each 
molecular fragment and then are sorted by decreasing occupation 
number. Electrons are given to those with higher occupancies 
until the total number of alpha and beta electrons have been 
assigned.[8] Then, the last occupied (LO) and the first unoccupied 
(FU) EFOs (belonging to different fragments) make up the frontier 
EFOs. From their non-integer occupations for each spin case () 
one can define a reliability index 
 

),((%))21,1(100(%) 


  RRminRminR FULO  (1) 

that quantifies how close the actual electron distribution is to the 
formal ionic picture given by the OS. When the difference in 
occupation of the frontier EFOs exceeds half electron the OS 
assignment is considered as undisputable (R (%) = 100). Two (or 
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more) frontier EFOs from different fragments being degenerate in 
occupation number represents the worst-case scenario, leading 
to two different equally plausible OS distributions and R (%) = 50.  
Moreover, EOS analysis does more than the mere OS assignation, 
which could be regarded as immaterial beyond the realm of 
chemical concepts and categorization. The shape of the EFOs is 
also a valuable tool to visualize where individual electrons of each 
metal/ligand are assigned. They also afford the separate 
quantification of -donation, -donation and -backdonation of 
ligands from ground-state properties (i.e. without any additional 
fragment reference calculation),[10] or the quantification of Lewis 
acid/base character.[11] 
Current methods designed for OS assignation have in common 
that, in the case of open-shell systems, the alpha and beta 
electrons are treated separately, either by diagonalizing the spin-
resolved P and P matrices in the case of EOS analysis or by 
obtaining the corresponding localized orbitals of each spin 
channel separately. Thus, when formally distributing the electrons 
over the molecular fragments, the number of both alpha and beta 
electrons is conserved, as it should. However, this strategy 
precludes the coveted straightforward interpretation into genuine 
chemical terms, namely electron pairs. Dealing with separate 
alpha and beta EFOs or localized orbitals with unequal shapes (in 
particular with spin contaminated WFs) is clearly not satisfactory. 
Indeed, albeit in a different context, the so-called quasi-restricted 
orbitals have also been introduced for similar reasons.[12] 
In a single-determinant restricted-open-shell description, an easy 
way out is to deal first with the doubly-occupied space to assign 
electron pairs, and then the singly-occupied space to assign the 
remaining (alpha) electrons. But single-determinant description of 
open-shell systems typically involves unrestricted molecular 
orbitals, where the spatial distribution of the alpha and beta 
electrons differs. For instance, a recent study showed strong spin-
polarization in the Fe-NO -type interaction of a high spin S = 3/2 
complex, which accumulated -density on the metal and -
density on the nitrosyl ligand.[13] The authors pinpointed 
conceptual difficulties reconciling IUPAC’s ionic approximation of 
electron pairs with the / separation in such spin polarized bonds. 
In their study the authors used both Kohn-Sham Density 
Functional Theory (KS-DFT) and Complete Active Space Self-
Consistent Field (CASSCF) methods, and applied EOS analysis 
leading to quite consistent results. However, if the molecular 
system had been in the singlet state the situation could have been 
different. 
Unrestricted KS-DFT methods can readily capture spin-
polarization in singlet states by recurring to the so-called broken 
symmetry approach (BS-DFT).[14] BS-DFT calculations are 
routinely used when studying magnetic interactions in e.g. 
dinuclear TM compounds as a way to describe their 
antiferromagnetic states.[14a, 14b] BS-DFT can also describe 
diradicals, an extreme case of spin polarization. All these cases 
result in a spurious non-zero spin density for singlet states. On 
the contrary, when turning to a proper description of these singlet 
states, namely a multireference WF, there is no spin density. In 
this case, the spin polarization is introduced by populating the 
antibonding orbitals, while keeping the restricted framework. 
Consequently, the alpha and beta parts of the density are exactly 
equivalent (as it should be for a singlet state), so the fate of the 

alpha electrons and beta electrons resulting from any analysis 
should be the same.  
For instance, let us consider an A-B system with marked diradical 
character. With the less theoretically sound BS-DFT description, 
the spin-density will clearly indicate the spin polarization, and 
allocate e.g. the alpha electron on A and the beta electron on B. 
EOS analysis does not rely on the spin density but will also lead 
to the same result, because of the separate treatment of both spin 
channels. The same situation is expected for other localization-
based OS approaches like LOBA or OSLO. However, if the same 
system is properly described with a multireference WF, the 
application of EOS would not yield a formal homolytic split of the 
electron pair, no matter how large the diradical character is. This 
supposes a more serious conceptual concern for the 
aforementioned schemes for OS elucidation. 
On the other hand, the density of effectively unpaired electrons 
introduced by Takatsuka as 
 

 '),'()',()(2)( rrrrrrr du 
,   (2) 

accounts for the deviation of the first-order density matrix, (r,r’), 
from idempotency.[15] Such unpaired density plays the role of the 
spin density, s(r), when the latter vanishes. For that reason it has 
been recently used as ingredient in density functional theory for 
multiconfigurational WFs.[16] It was also utilized by Mayer in his 
improved bond order formulation, in place of the exchange density 
of the alpha and beta electrons (i.e. explicit use of P and P 
matrices).[17] In fact, it can be readily seen that in the case of a 
restricted open-shell WF, u(r) s(r). In a more general case, u(r) 
is conveniently expressed in terms of the natural orbitals of the 
first-order density matrix and their occupation numbers as[15] 
 

.)()()2()( * rrr ii

i

ii nnu      (3) 

Contrary to the spin density, u(r) is positive definite so that it 
accounts for local excess of either alpha or beta electrons. 
Integrated over the whole space gives the number of effectively 
unpaired electrons (Nd),[18] used in the past to quantify diradical 
character.[15] The effectively paired density can be simply 
obtained by subtracting u(r) from the total first-order density 
 

).()()( rrr up        (5) 

The main idea of this work is to obtain the EFOs and their 
occupations from the paired and unpaired densities, and use them 
into the EOS scheme, instead of those from the alpha and beta 
densities, as it is commonly used. We will show that the new 
approach, henceforth uEOS, fixes the problems described above 
while keeping the essential ingredients of the EOS scheme for OS 
assignation. In fact, uEOS and EOS produce exactly the same 
results for restricted single-determinant WF in singlet state. The 
new scheme can be applied on equal footing for any single-
determinant or correlated WFs, thus affording a unified treatment 
of spin-polarization. 
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Results and Discussion 

Let us start by considering the dissociation of singlet LiH, 
described with a full configuration interaction WF. The evolution 
of the occupation number of the EFOs for Li and H from the paired 
and unpaired density along the dissociation profile are shown in 
Figure 1 (top). They both correspond to polarized 2s and 1s 
effective orbitals, respectively (there is an additional 1s-type EFO 
on Li from the paired density, not shown). Notice that the 
occupations of the paired EFOs have been halved, to allow a 
better comparison between the relevance of the paired and 
unpaired densities.  
 

 

 
Figure 1. Occupation number of the EFOs and Mayer bond orders (MBO) along 

the Li-H bond dissociation. FCI (top) and BS-DFT (bottom). 

 
At large interatomic distances the unpaired density clearly 
dominates. The occupation of both EFOs (dashed curve) is close 
to 1, clearly pointing towards a homolytic Li· + H· situation, with 
the unpaired electrons on each atom coupled as a singlet. As the 
atoms get closer, the occupation of the unpaired EFOs 
monotonically decrease, while the occupation of the EFOs from 
the paired density increase, particularly that of the H moiety (solid 
lines). At ca. 3 Å, the dominating paired and unpaired curves 
cross, very close to the maximum of the covalent bond order 
(black curve).[19] At shorter distances, the occupation of the 
unpaired EFOs is very small, and also that of the Li 2s EFO from 
the paired density, clearly indicating that the formal heterolytic 
assignment of the electron pair as Li(+1) + H(-1) is preferred. 
Table S1 and Figure S1 of the supporting material shows the 
deviation of the actual occupation numbers of the EFOs from 
those of the ideal formal homolytic and heterolytic situations. The 
best picture at each point is that with lower deviation, and the 
worst scenario from a formal point of view is precisely at the 

crossing point near 3.2 Å, where the uncertainty of the fate of the 
two electrons is maximal. The deviation of the preferred 
heterolytic assignment of the electrons at equilibrium distance is 
not zero, due to the partial covalent character of the LiH bond. 
Figure 1 (bottom) gathers the same type of analysis performed 
from a KS-DFT density obtained with the B97XD functional. The 
picture is qualitatively similar, even though the structure of the 
underlying WF is completely different. At short interatomic 
distances one has a closed-shell solution, and the unpaired 
density vanishes. The occupation of the paired EFOs clearly 
indicates the hydride character of the species. Again, at around 
3.2 Å, a BS solution is found and the occupation of the paired 
EFOs drastically drop, in favor of the unpaired counterpart. It also 
coincides with a maximum of the covalent bond order. At long 
distances the unpaired density fully dominates, and each atom 
bear one electron, the spin which is revealed by the sign of the 
respective atomic spin densities.  
 
This type of paired/unpaired information can be readily 
incorporated into a general scheme for OS assignation from WF, 
namely uEOS analysis. In the same way as conventional EOS, 
one starts by defining the molecular fragments (i.e. metals and 
ligands). Then, the EFOs are obtained for each fragment using 
the paired and unpaired densities. For that, one just needs to 
diagonalize PpSA and PuSA, where Pp and Pu are the matrix 
representation of the paired and unpaired densities in the AO 
basis, respectively. The EFOs are then sorted by decreasing 
occupation number and electron pairs are assigned to those 
EFOs from the paired density with higher occupation, and 
individual electrons (usually of unknown spin) are assigned to 
EFOs of the unpaired density. However, while in EOS analysis 
the number of alpha and beta electrons is predefined, in uEOS 
the total (integer) number of paired and unpaired electrons is in 
general not known and must be inferred by comparing the 
occupations of the respective EFOs. 
Let us discuss in detail the different situations one may encounter 
for a molecular system holding N electrons, depending on the 
nature of the WF. In the case of a restricted single-determinant 
WF, the unpaired density trivially vanishes, so Pu = 0. Accordingly, 
the uEOS procedure is applied using solely the total P matrix, 
from which N/2 pairs of electrons are assigned to the most 
populated EFOs, just like the original EOS scheme. This leads 
naturally to the formal heterolytic cleavage of the bonds, in 
agreement with the winner-takes-it-all principle of the ionic 
approximation.[3] 
In the restricted open-shell case, since u(r) =s(r), the unpaired 
density holds exactly N - N electrons. As the number of unpaired 
electrons is known, the number of electron pairs is also 
predetermined. The uEOS procedure is performed independently 
for the unpaired density (where N - N electrons are individually 
assigned to fragments), and for the paired density (where N pairs 
of electrons are distributed among fragments). However, for 
open-shell systems the use of unrestricted single-determinant 
WFs is much more common. In that case, the unpaired density no 
longer coincides with the spin density due to spin contamination 
and therefore 

 nndu  rr)( . Consequently, the total (integer) 
number of unpaired electrons is no longer predetermined. 
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We will illustrate the new procedure by considering the complex 
[Fe(CN)5NO]3- in its S = 1/2 ground-state. The occupation number 
of the relevant EFOs of the paired and unpaired densities for the 
restricted open-shell and unrestricted WFs are compiled in Table 
1. Notice that the occupations of the paired EFOs have been 
halved throughout this manuscript. In the restricted case, a 
doublet leads to exactly one unpaired electron. The occupation 
number of the unpaired EFOs are 0.143, 0.816 and 0.010 for Fe, 
NO and each CN fragment, respectively. The unpaired electron is 
thus clearly assigned to the NO moiety. Afterwards, the uEOS 
procedure is safely applied to the paired density and the 
remaining N pairs of electrons are assigned. The last electron 
pair is assigned to a 3d hybrid EFO on Fe, with an occupation of 
0.690. The first unoccupied EFO sits on the NO moiety, with an 
occupation of 0.233. The procedure finally results in a formal d6 

Fe(+2), NO(0) and CN(-1) picture. As far as the reliability of the 
uEOS assignation is concerned, one can simply replace in Eq. 1 
the frontier occupations of the alpha and beta parts by those of 
the paired and unpaired densities. This results in a clear cut 
assignation, with Rp (%) = 95.7 and Ru (%) = 100. 

Table 1. Occupation numbers of selected paired and unpaired EFOs for the 
[Fe(CN)5NO]3- anion with restricted open-shell and unrestricted WFs. 

Fe NO CN 

Rest. Unrest. Rest. Unrest. Rest. Unrest. 

paired 

3d   0.851 0.854     0.994 0.993     0.989 0.989 

3d   0.770 0.755     0.993 0.992     0.988 0.988 

3d   0.690 0.602 3  0.880 0.876 3  0.790 0.788 

3d   0.282 0.287 *   0.233 0.210 *   0.050 0.049 

4s   0.254 0.253 *   0.151 0.138 *   0.044 0.041 

Unpaired 

0.143 0.175 *   0.816 0.813 0.010 0.012 

 0.115  0.120  0.004 

 0.031  0.004   

 
The occupation numbers obtained with the unrestricted WF are 
quite similar to the restricted ones, even though the spin 
contamination is significant (<S2> = 0.93). Noticeably, the spin 
contamination induces a number of additional EFOs of the 
unpaired density with small but non-zero occupation. If one 
assumes that there is only one unpaired electron, the occupation 
number of the last possible electron pair is 0.602, much larger 
than the second highest occupation from the unpaired density 
(0.175). This indicates that the assumption is valid and hence the 
OS assignation coincides with that of the RO-DFT case, with Rp 
(%) = 89.2 and Ru (%) = 100. 
The conventional EOS analysis of the unrestricted WF also leads 
to the same OS assignation by considering the alpha and beta 
electrons separately, albeit with lower reliability index (R(%) = 

62.3 and R(%) = 99.6). The shape of the relevant EFOs is shown 
in Figure 2. Here, the spin polarization induces a significant 
mismatch not only on the occupation but also on the shape of the 
alpha and beta EFOs (top). The 3 and * EFOs of the alpha part 
are mixed so that it is not clear the nature of the EFO holding the 
unpaired alpha electron. 
With uEOS, however, the picture obtained is much easier to 
interpret in terms of electron pairs. A single set of either singly or 
doubly occupied EFOs is obtained (Figure 2, bottom). The two * 
EFOs of the NO moiety are clearly identified in the paired part, 
together with the matching 3d EFOs on Fe that account for the 
Fe-NO bonds, polarized towards the Fe, as indicated by the 
respective occupation numbers. In the unpaired density, the only 
EFO significantly populated (0.813) is a clear * on the NO moiety, 
similar to the (unoccupied) EFO of the paired part with occupation 
0.138, altogether pointing to a rather clear neutral NO moiety. It is 
also interesting to note that the shape of the paired and unpaired 
EFOs is strikingly similar, differing only by the occupation 
numbers. This appears to be a common feature of all systems 
studied thus far.  
 

 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Alpha/beta (top) vs paired/unpaired (bottom) EFOs for the 
[Fe(CN)5NO]3- anion from an unrestricted WF, including occupation numbers of 
occupied (bold) and unoccupied (italic) EFOs. 

One may foresee situations where more than N - N EFOs of the 
unpaired density have occupation numbers larger than (half) the 
occupation of the N pairs from the paired density. In the new 
scheme uEOS this is an indication that one (or more) formal 
electron pairs must be homolytically split, leading to a larger 
number of formally unpaired electrons than those expected from 
N - N. This is indeed the case polynuclear compounds exhibiting 
magnetic interactions, complexes having one or more redox-
active ligands that can be found in different OS,[20] or mixed-
valence compounds in general.  
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Let us analyze in some detail the simple complex Ni(S2C2Me2)2 in 
singlet state, described at closed-shell DFT, BS-DFT and 
CASSCF(2,2) levels of theory. The uEOS analysis of the closed-
shell WF assigns 13 electron pairs to the metal for a Ni(+2), but 
ultimately leads to the undesired situation where two EFOs of the 
paired density (one on each thiolate ligand, see Figure 3 top) are 
degenerate in occupation (0.531), and there is only one electron 
pair left to assign. In the past, we had assumed a formal homolytic 
split of the electron pair on the basis of the degeneracy of the 
frontier EFOs. However, any asymmetry of the ligands would 
break that degeneracy and forbid the formal homolytic split, 
unless artificially introduced.  
On the other hand, the BS-DFT WF has significant diradical 
character (<S2> = 0.63). The immediate effect is a decrease of 
the occupation number of the (previously) last paired EFO on 
each ligand, down to 0.250. At the same time, a very similar EFO 
from the unpaired density on each ligand raises its occupation to 
0.554 (see Figure 3 bottom-left). The uEOS procedure 
automatically assigns one unpaired electron to each ligand 
without any additional external input. 
The picture is even clearer at the CASSCF(2,2) level. The 
occupation of the paired frontier EFO of the closed-shell WF (2 × 
0.531) appears roughly decomposed in the uEOS CASSCF 
treatment into an unpaired (0.725) and a paired (2 × 0.132) 
contribution (see Figure 3). Thus, uEOS naturally affords the 
homolytic split that had to be externally imposed in the closed-
shell case.  
 

 
0.531 

 

 
0.725 (0.554) 

 
0.132 (0.250) 

Figure 3. Frontier EFO of the thiolate ligand in [Ni(S2C2Me2)2]. (top) paired EFO 
from a closed-shell WF; unpaired (bottom-left) and paired (bottom-right) EFO 
from a CASSCF(2,2) WF. Occupations from the BS-DFT WF in parenthesis. 

The complexes [Fe2S2(SCH3)4]2-/3- are synthetic bimetallic 
rhomboidal iron-sulfur clusters present in metalloproteins like 
ferredoxins. In the oxidized form, two high-spin Fe(+3) are 
antiferromagnetically coupled to a S = 0 state. In the asymmetric 
reduced form one has a high-spin Fe(+3) and a high-spin Fe(+2) 
coupled as an overall S = 1/2 doublet state. These model have 
been long studied in the past,[21] mostly at the BS-DFT level, but 
also with remarkable exceptions from WF theory.[21b, 21c]  
The electronic distribution of the BS-DFT description of both the 
oxidized and reduced forms is rather straightforward (see Table 
S4 and Figures S2 and S3). However, the singlet ground-state of 
the oxidized form described by a CASSCF(10,10) WF, with 
vanishing spin density, is not so simple. Here is where the new 

uEOS scheme clearly supersedes conventional EOS analysis 
and in fact any other method for OS assignation. The analysis of 
the paired density reveals only nine highly occupied EFOs on 
each iron center, corresponding to the 1s2s2p3s3p shells. The 
occupation of the first paired EFO of the d-shell is only 0.169. At 
the same time, the unpaired density yields five d-type EFOs on 
each iron center with very large occupations (> 0.8), thus clearly 
pointing towards a high-spin antiferromagnetically coupled state. 
The local spin[22] value of the iron centers is 7.37, close to the ideal 
<S2> = 8.75 for a high-spin sextet, in line with this interpretation.  
Upon one-electron reduction of the system, uEOS yields now for 
one of the iron centers, one d-type EFO from the paired density 
with high occupation (0.958), accompanied by four highly 
occupied d-type EFOs from the unpaired density (0.961-0.934). 
The other iron center exhibits again five highly occupied d-type 
EFOs from the unpaired density (0.955-0.864) and very low 
occupation of the d-shell from the paired density. This clearly 
leads to the asymmetric Fe(+2)/Fe(+3) assignment, with R(%) = 
100. On the other hand, the occupation number of the unpaired 
EFOs on the ligands is smaller than 0.1 in all cases, making them 
clear sulfide and thiolate formal species.  
 
Another paradigmatic example that has drawn some attention is 
the [Fe(CO)3NO]- anion, studied in detail by several authors.[23] By 
combining spectroscopic features with theoretical considerations 
Klein et al. concluded that the most appropriate picture was a 
neutral Fe center with an anionic NO(-1) ligand, who exhibits two 
-type and no -type bonds with the metal.[23d] Conventional EOS 
analysis of the closed-shell KS-DFT description struggles with this 
system, partly due to its C3v symmetry. At the point of the 
procedure when there are two pairs of electrons left to assign, the 
NO ligand still has available two degenerate * EFOs with an 
occupation extremely close to that of a pair of degenerate d-type 
EFOs on the Fe, already indicating a strong covalent character of 
the Fe-NO bonds. Since the homolytic splitting is not allowed 
(unless a pseudo-degeneracy occurs in the frontier EFOs), one 
necessarily ends with either formal Fe(-2)/NO(+1), if the last four 
electrons are formally assigned to the d-type EFOs of Fe, or 
Fe(+2)/NO(-3) if these four electrons are assigned to the * EFOs 
of the NO ligand. Switching from a closed-shell KS-DFT 
description to a multireference WF does not make a significant 
difference with conventional EOS, for the reasons explained 
above. With uEOS, however, if the unpaired density becomes 
dominant, the homolytic splitting of the two electron pairs can still 
be achieved, leading to the Fe(0)/NO(-1) picture suggested by 
Klein et al.[23d] This is exactly what happens when analyzing the 
CASSCF(4,4) WF used by Klein et al (see Table S3 for further 
details). First, the total number of effectively unpaired electrons, 
ND, is 1.50 (0.71 on both Fe and NO), indicating significant static 
correlation (see also Table S3). The frontier EFOs of the paired 
and unpaired densities are strikingly similar in shape (see Figure 
4), and correspond to the aforementioned d-type on Fe and *-
type on NO. The symmetry of the EFOs on each moiety also 
indicate that these are involved in two π-bonds. The key aspect 
for OS assignation are the corresponding occupation numbers 
obtained from the unpaired (0.337 and 0.342) and paired (0.321 
and 0.301) densities. The larger value of the former calls for the 
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formal homolytic splitting of the two Fe-NO bonds, and the 
consideration of the anion as a double diradicaloid.  
It is interesting to assess the effect of increasing the active space, 
by using e.g. a CASSCF(10,10) WF. First off, the number of 
effectively unpaired electrons increases up to ND = 2.15. However, 
the occupation number of the relevant frontier unpaired EFOs 
actually decreases to 0.269 and 0.245 for Fe and NO, respectively. 
The increase in ND originates from a number of additional EFOs 
on Fe with smaller but non-negligible occupation, a signature of 
the additional correlation introduced by enlarging the active space. 
At the same time, the occupation of the EFOs from the paired 
density increases to 0.381 and 0.330 for Fe and NO, respectively. 
The picture originating from the uEOS procedure is now closer to 
a formal Fe(-2)/NO(+1) closed-shell scenario. Further increasing 
the active space to (10,14) leads to an intermediate situation 
between the (4,4) and (10,10) description, with still dominant 
character of the paired density (see Figure 4). This seems to 
indicate that using small active spaces tends to overestimate the 
static correlation of the Fe-NO bonds. The diradicaloid character 
of the molecule decreases using a (10,14) active space according 
to uEOS analysis, while at the same time, the number of 
effectively unpaired electrons increases up to 1.22 for Fe and 0.63 
for NO (see supporting material). This shows again that relying on 
average quantities can be misleading when it comes to settle the 
fate of individual electrons.  
 

 
      0.321   0.381   0.355                0.301   0.330   0.302 
 

 
      0.337   0.269   0.295                0.342   0.245   0.293 

Figure 4. Frontier EFO of the Fe (left) and NO (right) fragments of [Fe(CO)3NO]- 
anion. (top) paired and (bottom) unpaired EFOs from a CASSCF(4,4), 
CASSCF(10,10) and CASSCF(10,14) WFs. 

The OS assignment of a family of di-coordinated compounds ML2 
(M = Be, Mg) with ligands of cyclic (alkyl)(amino) carbene (cAAC) 
and N-heterocyclic carbene (NHC) type has been recently 
discussed. The synthetic Be(cAACDip)2 complex (Dip = 2,6-
diisopropylphenyl), was originally described as zero valent Be(0) 
compound bound by two donor-acceptor interactions between the 
ligands and the central atom, with the concomitant 2s →  2p 
promotion of the valence electrons of Be. We have recently shown 
that the singlet diradicaloid L(-1)→Be(+2)←L(-1) situation better 
represents this compound, due to the extremely low population of 
the 2p orbital of Be and the static correlation effects that make 
some closed-shell KS-DFT WFs unstable.[24] In our previous work 
we considered both BS-DFT and CASSCF(10,8) WFs to describe 

the complex and applied EOS analysis. In the case of the 
restricted KS or CASSCF WFs, the occupation of the 2p -type 
EFO on Be is extremely low. The frontier EFOs are two 
degenerate (in occupation) -type EFOs on each cAAC ligand, 
that forced the homolytic splitting of the 3c-2e  bond. However, 
similarly to the [Ni(S2C2Me2)2] complex, this OS assignation was 
performed in an ad hoc manner on the basis of the degeneracy of 
the frontier EFOs due to symmetry.  
The new uEOS scheme affords the same OS assignation but in a 
clearer and more robust way. The relevant EFOs of the paired 
and unpaired density are shown on Figure 5. At this point of the 
uEOS procedure there is only one electron pair left to assign. One 
can see that the occupation of the EFOs of the paired density on 
all fragments is very small, while a -type EFO from the unpaired 
density on each cAAC ligand has the largest occupation of all 
(0.531). The uEOS scheme thus clearly points towards the 
aforementioned diradicaloid Be(+2) picture. Notice the irrelevant 
role of the Be atom, with both paired and unpaired occupations 
far too small to consider a Be(0) situation. 
 

 
            0.167                            0.182                           0.181 

 
            0.083                            0.531                           0.529 

Figure 5. Frontier EFOs of the Be (left) and cAAC (middle and right) fragments 
of Be(cAACDip)2. (top) paired EFOs and (bottom) unpaired EFOs from a 
CASSCF(10,8) WF. Hydrogen atoms omitted for clarity. 

As a final illustrative example we will discuss the situation of the 
[NaBH3]- anion, which has generated strong debate in the recent 
literature about the nature of the Na-B bond.[25] The ground state 
is singlet, but the closed-shell WF is not stable. The lowest energy 
solution at the single-determinant level is a broken-symmetry 
open-shell singlet. The corresponding <S2> values are strongly 
dependent on the choice of the DFT functional, and in particular 
to the admixture of exact exchange. Consequently, the results 
obtained applying the uEOS procedure are also functional-
dependent to some extent, as shown in Tables S5 and S6.  
The CASSCF(8,8) wavefunction, a much more appropriate 
description, exhibits diradicaloid character, due to the significant 
population of the * Na-B bond orbital.[25b] If the diradical 
character is large enough, the appropriate picture from a OS 
perspective should be Na(0)/BH3(-1), in agreement with a formal 
homolytic cleavage of the Na-B bond. The shape and 
occupancies of the relevant frontier EFOs obtained with uEOS 
scheme on the CASSCF(8,8) WF are depicted in Figure 6.  
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At the point of the uEOS procedure when there is only one 
electron pair to assign, the occupation of the available unpaired 
EFO on Na (0.508) and BH3 (0.459) is much larger than that of 
the corresponding paired EFOs (0.316 and 0.189, respectively). 
Consequently, uEOS results in the aforementioned formal 
homolytic split of the electron pair of the Na-B bond.  

 
0.189 

 
0.316 

 
0.459 

 
0.508 

Figure 6. Frontier EFO of the BH3 (left) and Na (right) fragments of [NaBH3]- 
anion. (top) paired EFOs and (bottom) unpaired EFOs from a CASSCF(8,8) WF.  

Remarkably, the shape of the singly occupied unpaired EFOs 
(Figure 6, bottom) is in striking agreement with the valence active 
orbitals of the covalent valence-bond WF (i.e. Figure 2 left of Ref. 
[25c]). The unpaired EFOs thus provide a picture fully consistent 
with the one put forward by Radenkovic et al.[25c]: a dominant 
diradical character but at the same time an enhanced electrostatic 
interaction induced by the charge-separation on the two 
fragments. It does not support the interpretation of Pino-Rios et 
al.,[25d] who considered both unpaired electrons on a formal      
Na(-1) fragment. 

Conclusion 

We have shown that analyzing the effectively paired and unpaired 
densities, rather than the spin-separated alpha and beta electron 
densities, leads to much more consistent OS assignation in 
systems exhibiting strong static correlation and spin-polarization. 
The new scheme applied in the framework of EOS analysis not 
only accounts for the formal homolytic splitting of electron pairs in 
singlet diradical(oid) species, but it also affords a better picture of 
spin-contaminated unrestricted wavefunctions in terms of electron 
pairs. Similar strategies based on the paired and unpaired 
densities could be also incorporated in other schemes for OS 
assignation based on orbital localization, or in more general 
wavefunction analysis tools deriving from the first-order density 
matrix. 
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Chapter 5

On the development of energy

decomposition schemes

5.1 Merging the energy decomposition analysis and the interact-

ing quantum atoms approaches

Gimferrer, M.; Danés, S.; Andrada, D. M.; Salvador, P. 2023, Submitted (manuscript under revision).

Abstract: The Energy decomposition analysis (EDA) has established itself as one of most widely used

approaches for the decomposition of the interaction energy into chemically sound components. The inherent

requirement of reference states for EDA (and its dependence on their nature) has been a matter of recent

debate. Alternative molecular energy decomposition schemes that decompose the total energy into atomic

and diatomic contributions, such as the Interacting Quantum Atoms (IQA), offer an interesting alternative,

since no external references are required and also the intra and intermolecular interactions are treated on

equal footing. It has been argued that they possess limited predictive power. Despite a number of efforts

to reconcile the chemical picture obtained by both methodologies, none has been particularly devoted to

actually combine them. In this work we present the IQA decomposition of the individual terms arising from

the EDA in the context of intermolecular interactions, henceforth EDA-IQA. The method is applied to a

molecular set covering a wide range of interaction types, including hydrogen bonding, charge-dipole, π-π and

halogen interactions. We find that the electrostatic energy from EDA, entirely seen as intermolecular, leads

to meaningful and non-negligible intra-fragment contributions upon IQA decomposition, originated from

charge penetration. EDA-IQA also affords the decomposition of the Pauli repulsion term into intra- and

inter-fragment contributions. The intra-fragment term is destabilizing, particularly for the moieties that are

net acceptors of charge, while the inter-fragment Pauli term is actually stabilizing. In the case of the orbital

interaction term, the sign and magnitude of the intra-fragment contribution at equilibrium geometries is

largely driven by the amount of charge transfer, while the inter-fragment contribution is clearly stabilizing.

EDA-IQA terms show a smooth behaviour along the intermolecular dissociation path of selected systems.

The new EDA-IQA methodology provides a richer energy decomposition scheme that aims at bridging the

gap between the two main distinct real-space and Hilbert-space methodologies.
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ABSTRACT 

The Energy decomposition analysis (EDA) has established itself as one of most widely used 

approaches for the decomposition of the interaction energy into chemically sound components. 

The inherent requirement of reference states for EDA (and its dependence on their nature) has been 

a matter of recent debate. Alternative molecular energy decomposition schemes that decompose 

the total energy into atomic and diatomic contributions, such as the Interacting Quantum Atoms 

(IQA), offer an interesting alternative, since no external reference are required and also the intra- 

and intermolecular interactions are treated on equal footing. It has been argued that they possess 

limited predictive power. Despite a number of efforts to reconcile the chemical picture obtained 
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by both methodologies, none has been particularly devoted to actually combine them. In this work 

we present the IQA decomposition of the individual terms arising from the EDA in the context of 

intermolecular interactions, henceforth EDA-IQA. The method is applied to a molecular set 

covering a wide range of interaction types, including hydrogen bonding, charge-dipole, π–π and 

halogen interactions. We find that the electrostatic energy from EDA, entirely seen as 

intermolecular, leads to meaningful and non-negligible intra-fragment contributions upon IQA 

decomposition, originated from charge penetration. EDA-IQA also affords the decomposition of 

the Pauli repulsion term into intra- and inter-fragment contributions. The intra-fragment term is 

destabilizing, particularly for the moieties that are net acceptors of charge, while the inter-fragment 

Pauli term is actually stabilizing. In the case of the orbital interaction term, the sign and magnitude 

of the intra-fragment contribution at equilibrium geometries is largely driven by the amount of 

charge transfer, while the inter-fragment contribution is clearly stabilizing. EDA-IQA terms show 

a smooth behaviour along the intermolecular dissociation path of selected systems. The new EDA-

IQA methodology provides a richer energy decomposition scheme that aims at bridging the gap 

between the two main distinct real-space and Hilbert-space methodologies. 

INTRODUCTION 

Understanding and accurately assessing intra- and intermolecular interactions is one of the main 

challenges in chemistry, representing the key to the rational design of molecular systems. 

Unravelling the physical origin of a particular chemical interaction/bond is often inaccessible 

directly from experiments. Computationally, however, there is no exact quantum-mechanical 

operator that directly describes the chemical bond and thus different approaches have been 

developed over the years. 
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A number of methods focus on the analysis of the electron density in a system (AB) by 

comparing it with that from the composing fragments (A and B). The concept of deformation 

density1 is invoked in some analyses, such as Voronoi deformation density (VDD) charges2 or 

charge displacement analysis.3,4 The electron density of the AB system is also the main ingredient 

of the Quantum Theory of Atoms in Molecules5 (QTAIM), from whose topological analysis leads 

to a plethora of descriptors that can be used to categorize different types of intra- and 

intermolecular interactions. 

An alternative is wavefunction analysis tools that operate directly on the energetics of bond 

formation and intermolecular interactions, in particular those schemes that decompose the 

molecular (or formation) energy into chemically meaningful terms. One of the most widely used 

is the Ziegler-Rauk Energy Decomposition Analysis (EDA),6 derived from the pioneering work of 

Kitaura and Morokuma7.  

Let us consider the formal formation of molecule AB (henceforth complex) from fragmentsA 

and B. The overall stabilization energy (without basis set superposition error correction) reads as 

 

),()()( BAAB

stab BEAEABEE        (1) 

where E(XY) refers to the energy of the subsystem X at the optimized geometry of Y. Thus, Estab 

is the energy of formation of the system from the isolated fragments in their ground states.  

In the EDA formalism, Estab (Eq. 1) is decomposed as follows 

],,[],[ 0000
int BAEBAEE prepstab 

    (2) 

being Eint and Eprep the so-called interaction and preparation energy terms, respectively, which 

are defined as 

)()()(],[ ,0,000
int

ABABAB BEAEABEBAE     (3) 
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BprepAprep

BABAAB

prep EEBEBEAEAEBAE ,,
,0,000 )()()()(],[ 

. (4) 

Here, E(A0,AB) represents the energy of fragment A computed at the optimized geometry of the 

complex (superindex AB) with a given electronic configuration (A0), which may not correspond to 

that of the ground state for the isolated fragment. Defined as such, the preparation energy accounts 

for both the geometrical distortion of the fragments upon formation of the complex and the 

promotion energy from the electronic ground state to the chosen electronic configurations A0 and 

B0. One often refers to strain energy when it only involves the geometrical deformation. 

Furthermore, it is necessarily positive (repulsive) because E(AA) and E(BB) are, by definition, the 

ground state energies of the isolated fragments from both the electronic and geometric perspective. 

Instead, Eint will be negative (attractive) if the interaction between the fragments A and B while 

forming complex AB is favorable. Importantly, both the interaction and preparation energies 

depend on the choice for the states A0 and B0 as indicated in Eqs. 3 and 4, being crucial its 

appropriate selection (see below for further details). 

By introducing additional intermediate (pseudo)states build up at the optimized geometry of the 

complex, the interaction energy is further decomposed. Firstly, one considers a pseudostate of 

complex AB formed by the superposition of the undeformed (frozen) densities associated to the 

fragments in states A0 and B0 , namely (A0B0), with its associated electronic energy E(A0B0). 

We refer to (A0B0) as a pseudostate because it does not have a well-defined antisymmetric 

wavefunction associated to it.6, 8 The energy difference with respect to the deformed fragments 

read as 

),()()()(~ 0000000 BEAEBAEBAE     (5) 

which can be further expressed as 

],[~],[)(~  00000000 BAEBAEBAE XCelec  ,   (6) 
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where the AB superindex has been omitted for clarity. The term Eelec[A0,B0] accounts for the 

electrostatic interaction of the frozen electron density of fragment A with the nuclei of fragment B 

and vice versa (attractive), the Coulombic repulsion of the frozen electron densities of A and B 

and the nuclear repulsion between A and B.  
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Equation 7 may be also rewritten as 
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where the molecular electrostatic potential (MEP) of fragment A in state A0, )(rAV , reads as 
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The potential originated from charge clouds is smaller than the one from point charges (nuclei) 

so that for neutral species the MEP of the fragments afford a favorable interaction that, at 

chemically relevant distances, overcomes the nuclear repulsion term.9 In Kohn-Sham density 

functional theory (KS-DFT) there is an additional contribution from the exchange-correlation 

functional,8, 9 which is absent in wavefunction theory. 

In a subsequent step, an intermediate state (A0B0) is formed by Löwdin orthogonalizing the 

occupied molecular orbitals (MOs) of the states (A0) and (B0), in order to build a proper 

antisymmetrized wavefunction. Orthogonalization is required as MOs belonging to different 

fragments were not orthogonal (in principle one could build a Slater determinant with non-
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orthogonal MOs but then the expectation value of the energy takes a much complicated form). The 

Löwdin orthogonalization procedure does not induce charge transfer between the fragments, as the 

Hilbert-space based electron numbers of the interacting fragments are conserved. This will not be 

the case when applying a real-space analysis, as will be discussed later. 

The energy difference between this intermediate step and that of the previous pseudostate reads 

as 

),()(],[~  000000 BAEBAEBAEPauli      (10) 

which upon combination of Eqs. 6 and 10 leads to the so-called Pauli repulsion term (EPauli) 8 

].,[~],[~ ],[ 0000000 BAEBAEBAE XCPauliPauli     (11) 

Hence, the sum ],[ ],[ 0000 BAEBAE elecPauli   accounts for the energy change when going 

from the prepared fragments to the true intermediate state with orthogonalized but unrelaxed MOs, 

and it is a well-defined quantity in the sense that involves properly antisymmetrized states 

).()()(],[ ],[ 00000000 BEAEBAEBAEBAE elecPauli    (12) 

It is worth to note that )(~  000 BAE   is never considered, as the ],[~ 000 BAEXC  term is not 

evaluated explicitly. Once the electrostatic contribution is calculated using Eq. 7 or 8, the Pauli 

repulsion term is readily obtained from Eq. 12.  

In the last step, the MOs of the complex are allowed to relax to the ground state of the complex. 

The energy lowering accompanying this process leads to the so-called orbital interaction term 

(EOrb), that is necessarily negative (any intermediate state must be higher in energy than the 

ground state) 

).()(],[ 0000 BAEABEBAEorb      (13) 

All the steps along the EDA process are illustrated in Scheme 1. 
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Scheme 1. Energy components of the EDA process with the corresponding intermediate states and 

pseudo-states for the formation of complex AB from the isolated fragments A and B. E(XY) refers 

to the energy of subsystem X at the optimized geometry of Y 

Localized orbitals can also be introduced in this type energy decomposition schemes. In the 

Absolutely Localized Molecular Orbitals EDA10-13 (ALMO-EDA), the interaction energy is 

further decomposed into a frozen-density, polarization and charge-transfer terms by making use 

of (variationaly optimized) block-localized orbitals, and explicitly avoiding any reference to 

intermediate pseudo-states. Natural EDA14 (NEDA) makes use of the well-known Natural Bond 

Orbitals (NBO).15-18 In the Symmetry Adapted Pertubation Theory (SAPT) schemes the interaction 

energy is perturbationally computed, thus avoiding the supermolecular approach, and decomposed 

into physically meaningful terms.19 For further details about these EDA-like methodologies we 

guide the reader to references 20 and 21. 

 

On the other hand, the total energy of any molecular system can also be decomposed into intra- 

and inter-atomic contributions. Such decomposition does not require external references or 

predefined fragments, and treat intra and intermolecular interactions (covalent and non-covalent) 
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on equal footing. Grouping the one- and two-center terms into intra-fragment and inter-fragment 

contributions is only optional, but helpful in the case of dealing with intermolecular interactions 

between well-defined subsystems. In Mayer’s Chemical Hamiltonian Approach (CHA), atomic 

projector operators were used to decompose the Hamiltonian into one- and two-center terms.22 

Further developments in the Hilbert-space ultimately lead to the Chemical Energy Component 

Analysis (CECA).23 Considering instead a decomposition of the real-space, the one- and two-

electron contributions to the total energy readily afford one- and two-center terms that exactly 

decompose (up to numerical accuracy) the molecular energy. Such methodologies rely on the 

identification of the atom within the molecule (AIM). Salvador and Mayer first decomposed the 

Hartree-Fock energy in the framework of QTAIM,19 paving the way for the nowadays known as 

the Interacting Quantum Atoms (IQA) approaches.24-26,27-31 

In real-space analysis, a given quantity, F1, expressed in terms of a one-electron density function, 

f(r1), is readily decomposed into one-center (atomic or fragment) contributions  

  
 A

A

A

FdfdfF

A

111111 )()( rrrr ,    (14) 

by integrating over the respective domains. Similarly, two-electron quantities decompose into both 

one- and two-center components 
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It is worth noting that real-space analysis is not restricted to non-overlapping disjoint domains 

such as those of QTAIM, where each atom is identified by its nucleus and its atomic basin. The 

AIM may be more generally represented by continuous atomic weight functions wA(r) ≥ 0 

fulfilling wA(r) = 1 so that the integration of molecular density functions over the atomic 
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domains are effectively replaced by integrations over the whole real-space of atomic/diatomic 

effective density functions  
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Such atomic weight functions can be derived from a variety of Hirshfeld-type approaches32 or 

even mathematical constructs borrowing elements of QTAIM theory.33 Whether the AIM are 

allowed to overlap or not might be to some extent matter of taste. Using one or another AIM only 

has an effect on the actual numerical values obtained for the terms obtained by the IQA 

decomposition, but not on their definition and physical meaning. 

Since the Born-Oppenheimer energy is entirely written in terms of one- and two-electron energy 

density functions, IQA naturally affords the decomposition of the molecular energy of a complex 

AB into atomic and diatomic contributions as 

,)(
,
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ij
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iABE       (17) 

where the i and ij terms account for the static net atomic and pairwise atomic interaction energies, 

respectively. The atomic and diatomic terms can be further grouped according to the composing 

fragments A and B, so that the total energy of the complex can be simply expressed as 

 

ABBAABE  )( ,    (18) 
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and  
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Each of the intra- and inter-fragment energy term is built upon the physical components of the 

electronic energy, i.e. kinetic, electron nuclear attraction, nuclear repulsion and electronic 

repulsion. The latter may be further decomposed into the usual Coulomb, exchange and correlation 

contributions. One peculiarity of the IQA-type approaches is that the actual formulation depends 

upon the particular electronic structure method that is used to compute the molecular energies in 

the first place. Appropriate formulations have been developed for Hartree-Fock34,24,26 and 

correlated methods (including CASSCF and CI,27 MP235,28 and Coupled Cluster29,36,30). Non-

perturbative approaches explicitly require the second order reduced density matrix, which is not 

available in most electronic structure codes. Curiously, the KS-DFT case is the most problematic 

one because of the exchange-correlation energy nature. Within wavefunction theory framework, 

the exchange energy is expressed as a two-electron non-local contribution, that naturally 

decomposes into both one- and two-center terms. The later are essential to account for the stability 

of the diatomic bonding interactions.21 In KS-DFT, the exchange-correlation energy is essentially 

written in terms of the exchange energy density as 

,)...](),([ 111  drrrV xcxc      (21) 

so that the straightforward real-space decomposition only affords one-center (atomic) terms 

Different approaches have been introduced  to (approximately) recover the chemically meaningful 

diatomic components from 
xcV .25, 31 

Both EDA and IQA methodologies independently have been extensively used in the literature 

to gain deeper insight into the nature of the chemical bond and to characterize intra- and 
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intermolecular interactions, allowing to understand and improve chemical reactivity, shelling light 

to the chemical-bonding picture of non-trivial systems and even most recently suggesting a new 

type of bond.37-42  

Recent efforts have been made trying to express some of the EDA-derived descriptors in the 

framework of real-space analysis, i.e. without recurring to any artificial intermediate 

(pseudo)states. In this direction, in 2006 Pendas et al. compared the behavior of IQA to that of 

other decomposition schemes ( e.g. EDA, NEDA and SAPT) for a series of hydrogen-bonded 

dimers.43, 44 The authors decomposed the interaction energy between the two monomers A and B 

( ABEint ) into the sum of classical electrostatics ( AB

clV ) and exchange-correlation ( AB

xcV ) contributions. 

They observed that the interaction was governed by the exchange-correlation, thus highlighting 

the importance of the covalent picture. On the other hand, the deformation energy of the proton 

acceptor moieties correlated well with the intermolecular charge transfer and classical electrostatic 

energy derived from IQA. Furthermore, by making use of the fragment’s promolecular, polarized 

(by locating point charges) and fully relaxed densities, they observed that in weakly-bonded 

(almost non-overlapping) systems the quantities defined by other energy decomposition schemes, 

i.e. SAPT, KM, EDA and specially NEDA, can be obtained to a good approximation from the 

inter-fragment (AB) IQA terms. For instance, the electrostatic energy from NEDA was found to 

be roughly equivalent to the total inter-fragment interaction from IQA.44 

Pendas et al. also critically analyzed the concept of steric repulsion from an IQA perspective.45 

The authors argued that Pauli repulsion is inherently dependent on the fragment’s reference states 

in EDA. They applied IQA to decompose the Hartree-Fock interaction energy into fragment’s 

deformation and inter-fragment interactions 
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where the latter is further decomposed into its classical electrostatic and exchange-(correlation) 

contributions. The authors concluded that the Pauli repulsion is readily captured in the increase of 

the fragment’s deformation energies of the intermediate (properly antisymmetrized) states. In the 

case of rotational barriers, the hyperconjugative effects are captured by the inter-fragment 

exchange contribution, enhanced due to electron delocalization. All in all, they show a certain 

degree of correspondence between EDA or NBO descriptors and those steaming from IQA.  

More recently, Racioppi et al. walked a reverse path. Instead of recovering EDA descriptors 

from IQA, they rearranged the EDA contributions to match those of IQA analysis.46 In particular, 

in their pseudo-IQA energy decomposition the EDA contributions of Pauli repulsion, orbital 

interaction and electrostatic to the interaction energy are regrouped into overall variations of the 

kinetic, classical electrostatic and exchange-correlation contributions 

.int xcclKin

EDA

bind EEEEE      (23) 

The same terms can be obtained by considering the usual reference-state IQA, which is based 

on decomposing the binding energy between two fragments A and B ( IQA

bindE ) by subtracting the 

IQA terms from the fully relaxed complex’s state from those obtained for the isolated fragments 

at the complex geometry. The authors showed excellent agreement between the like terms of both 

schemes in illustrative hydrogen bond and donor-acceptor interactions.46 

In this work we pursue a different path, namely to enrich the conventional EDA approach by 

applying a fragment-based IQA decomposition to each of the EDA terms of the interaction energy. 

Thus, in the EDA-IQA scheme we introduce here, the electrostatic, Pauli repulsion and orbital 

interaction energy terms are further decomposed into intra- and inter-fragment contributions.  

 

THEORY 
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Let us consider again the formation of the complex AB from fragmentsA and B. The application 

of Eqs. 14-16 to the complex’s final ground state (AB) readily affords the real-space decomposition 

of the interaction energy into intra- and inter-fragment terms, namely 

,int,int,int,int ABBAE       (24) 

where 
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    (25) 

For clarity, in the previous equation and henceforth we omit the explicit dependence of the EDA 

term on the reference states (A0 and B0). The int,A and int,B account for the energy gain/loss by 

the fragments when going from their isolated reference state to their effective state within the final 

complex. It is worth to note that in the context of real-space analysis, these contributions do not 

only originate from changes in the MOs upon complex formation, but also by the fact that the 

fragments share the physical space once the complex is formed (in intermolecular interactions the 

second effect should be dominant). In Ref. 44 the authors refer to these terms as fragment’s 

electronic deformation energies. We will adopt here this nomenclature, so that int,A  def.el,A 

and int,B  def.el,B. 

On the other hand, the term int,AB describes the energy gain upon complex formation that can 

be purely ascribed to inter-fragment interactions. The net interaction energy is thus seen as a 

balance between the prize the fragments must pay to share the physical space and be electronically 

prepared, and the gain originating from the new interactions that were absent before the complex’s 

formation. 

In a similar fashion, by applying again Eqs. 14-16 to the complex’s intermediate state (A0B0) one 

can also obtain an analogous decomposition of the orbital interaction EDA term, namely 
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,,,, ABorbBorbAorborbE       (26) 

where 
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    (27) 

The intra-fragment terms account for the net energy gain/loss upon relaxing the wavefunction 

from the intermediate state to the ground state of the AB complex. This relaxation comes with a 

change in the electron density. If the underlying AIM definition depends upon this scalar (e.g. 

QTAIM, TFVC or iterative Hirshfeld approaches), these terms contain also a contribution from 

the change on the boundaries of physical space going from AB to A0B0. The latter could be removed 

by using the same AIM definition for states AB and A0B0. In the QTAIM context that means 

integrating the density functions of state A0B0 on the atomic basins obtained from the AB state. In 

the case of overlapping AIM schemes, it implies using the same atomic weight functions 

throughout. Such strategies have been already used in the context of QTAIM and fuzzy atoms in 

similar contexts.44,47,48 In the present case, since it is actually impossible by construction to use the 

same AIM definition for the complex and the isolated fragments, we opt for using the AIM 

definition derived from each state. 

The IQA decomposition of state (A0B0) readily affords an analogous decomposition of EPauli + 

Eelec, by taking the isolated fragment states A0 and B0 as reference. On the other hand, since each 

term in Eelec involves the electron density and/or potential from different fragments (see Eq. 7), 

one may argue that this term is entirely of intermolecular nature. In that case, Eelec would 

contribute solely to the inter-fragment term, and consequently one would have the following 

decomposition for EPauli : 
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However, such scheme is not satisfactory neither numerically nor conceptually. The main 

concern is that Pauli,AB thus defined mixes up real-space and Hilbert-space quantities, while in 

this case they behave quite differently. Indeed, as mentioned above, there is no net charge-transfer 

between fragments A and B when building the intermediate state A0B0 according to Hilbert-space 

analysis (e.g. Mulliken and Löwdin populations add up to the number of electrons of each 

fragment). This is not the case when performing a real-space analysis (using disjoint or fuzzy 

domains), again because the fragments within the complex share the physical space:  

0000 )()(
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NdNd

BA

 


rrrr  .    (29) 

Hence, the frozen density of isolated fragment A when brought to the complex’s geometry does 

not entirely belong to fragment A, and similarly for fragment B. This influences the numerical 

values obtained using Eq. 27 and, for consistency, this effect should be also taken into account 

when applying the real-space analysis to the other EDA terms, and in particular to Eelec. One 

should essentially ignore the original allegiance of the fragment’s frozen densities and treat the 

integrand in the exactly same manner as one does it with the electron-nuclear and the Coulombic 

contributions to the energy in the conventional IQA scheme, namely 
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(30) 

Here, we introduce the fragment’s net electrostatic potentials VA
net(r) and VB

net(r). They are 

different from the electrostatic potentials VA(r) and VB(r) of Eq. 9, because in the electronic term 
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the integration is carried out within the fragment’s domain. Since only part of the fragment density 

is used, VA
net(r) > VA(r). Figure 1 depicts the topology of the net electrostatic potentials and 

fragment’s densities along the inter-fragment distance for NaCl and water dimer. In the vicinity of 

the nuclei, the electrostatic potential is large and positive, as the electronic part cannot compensate 

for the nuclear term. At longer distances from the nucleus, the net potential slowly decays to zero. 

However, in the case of a strong acceptor or an anionic fragment, since there is an excess of 

electron charge compared to the nuclear one, the net potential becomes negative, and tends to zero 

from below (see light orange curves in Figure 1). This effect is much more pronounced when the 

donor of charge is anionic (Cl- vs H2O). On the other hand, there is a fraction of electron density 

of B that penetrates into A (i.e. wA(r)B
0(r)) and vice versa. They correspond to the dark orange 

and dark blue curves in Figure 1. As expected, the density of the donor of charge penetrates more 

and deeper into the acceptor region than the other way around. The interaction of that density from 

B with the net potential of the acceptor A results in the electrostatic contribution assigned to A, 

elec,A. It corresponds to the integration of the grey curve in Figure 1b. This term is negative for 

the acceptor (notice the negative sign on the r.h.s. of Eq. 30) and can be significant if the density 

of the donor is able to penetrate deep into the acceptor’s domain. However, in the case of the donor, 

the net potential can be negative in the region where it interacts with the density penetrating from 

the acceptor A, so it might result in a (small) positive elec,B  contribution, as shown by the yellow 

curve in Figure 1b in the case of Cl-. Of note, these contributions are expected to be somewhat 

larger when using overlapping atomic domains as compared to disjoint ones such as QTAIM. The 

shadowed area indicated in Figure 1b roughly indicates the contribution that would not be included 

in that case.  
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Figure 1. Potential and electron density profiles for NaCl and water dimer along the Na-Cl and 

the intermolecular H···O bonds, respectively. (a) Topology of )(0 r
net

A
V (light blue), )(0 r

net

B
V (light 

orange), )()( 0 rr
ABw   (dark blue) and )()( 0 rr

BAw   (dark orange). (b) Topology of 

)()()( 00 rrr
net

ABA Vw   (grey) and )()()( 00 rrr
net

BAB Vw   (yellow). Atomic (fuzzy) domains 

depicted as surface, yellow for A and green for B. Bond critical point depicted as red vertical line. 

Geometries and wavefunctions evaluated at the BP86/def2-TZVPP level of theory. Fragment 

definition: A = Na+, B = Cl- (NaCl) and A = HO-H, B = OH2 (H2O···H2O).  
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In the case of the inter-fragment contribution one obtains 
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The numerical value of this contribution will account to which extent the net potential of 

fragment A penetrates into fragment B and vice versa, compensated by the point charge nuclear 

repulsions. As we will see, this term can be positive of negative. In any case, one can readily see 

that  

ABelecBelecAelecelecE ,,,   .    (32) 

 

It is fair to note that Jiménez-Grávalos and Suárez recently achieved a similar decomposition of 

the electrostatic interaction in the QTAIM framework for a different purpose.49 They did not 

explicitly considered fragment’s electrostatic potentials, but it can be seen that their Eele
A(A

0,B
0) 

and Eele
B(A

0,B
0) terms correspond to our elec,A and elec,B, respectively. Jiménez-Grávalos and 

Suárez further decompose the inter-fragment electrostatic contribution into a dominant term 

Eele
AB(A

0,B
0) that tends to the overall Eelec at long distances, and a residual one Eele

BA(A
0,B

0) 

which, together with the intra-fragment contributions, accounts for the charge-penetration energy. 

We shall see that elec,AB from Eq. 31 also converges smoothly to Eelec at long inter-fragment 

distances, so for the present purpose we do not consider such additional decomposition.  
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Subtracting the contributions of Eq. 32 from those originating from the IQA decomposition of 

EPauli + Eelec finally yield the appropriate real-space decomposition of the Pauli repulsion term 
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    (33) 

Fulfilling again the sum rule 

.,,, ABPauliBPauliAPauliPauliE  
    (34) 

 

The final EDA picture is completed by the inclusion of the preparation energies from Eq. 4 and, 

if required, a dispersion correction. In the case of the semiempirical dipole-dipole model of 

Grimme, the dispersion correction is added to the interaction energy and has no influence in the 

intermediate steps, being trivially decomposed by construction as 
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This will not be the case if one uses more sophisticated density-dependent dispersion corrections 

such as VV10.50 Finally, the basis set superposition error (BSSE) correction can be estimated a 

posteriori via the counterpoise formula51, 52, which is also additive 

.)()()()( ,, BBSSEABSSE

ABBABA

BSSE EEBEBEAEAEE 
  (36) 

 

Summarizing, the present approach affords a real-space fully additive decomposition into intra- 

(A or B) and inter-fragment (AB) contributions of all terms occurring in the EDA scheme  
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COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS 

All KS-DFT calculations were performed with the Gaussian16 A03 software53, using the 

gradient corrected BP86 functional from Becke and Perdew54, 55, including dispersion correction 

to the electronic energy by means of Grimme D356 with Becke-Johnson (BJ) damping function57, 

and the Ahlrichs def2-TZVPP full electron basis set.58 Geometry optimizations were performed 

without symmetry constrains for all systems. Stationary points were characterized by computing 

analytical Hessians, obtaining zero imaginary frequencies in all cases (minima).  

To construct all EDA states, the wavefunctions of the dimer and the isolated fragments at the 

optimized and dimer geometries were evaluated with Gaussian16. The pseudo-state (A0B0) 

electronic structure was constructed using the MOs of the isolated fragments at the dimer 

geometry. This step was performed with the local program APOST-3D,59 providing its electronic 

structure information in a formatted checkpoint (.fchk). Transformation of the formatted into 

unformatted (.chk) checkpoint file was realized with the unfchk tool from Gaussian. Finally, its 

associated total energy was extracted using the created .chk file as starting guess and forcing to 

skip the SCF procedure (e.g. SCF = (MAXCYCLE = -1) keyword in Gaussian16). In these 

calculations the symmetry use was fully disabled to prevent any atomic basis set position 

difference. 

Energy decomposition calculations were also performed with the APOST-3D code using the 

Topological Fuzzy Voronoi Cells (TFVC) atomic definition.33 For the production results, one-

electron numerical integrals were realized using 150 radial (Gauss-Legendre quadrature60) and 974 
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angular Lebedev-Laikov61 grid points per atom, while two-electron numerical integrals have been 

performed using 150 radial and 590 angular grid mesh. Numerical error minimization of the one-

center two-electron contributions was performed using the zero-error strategy (ZES).62  

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

We have considered the set of intermolecular complexes from Ref. 20, that essentially includes 

hydrogen bonded species, cation-dipole, cation-π halogen-π and π-π interactions between dimers. 

In addition, we have also considered several anion-π complexes from Quiñonero et al.63 Except 

for the π-π interactions, one can identify electron donor and acceptor moieties, which entails 

certain charge-transfer upon complex formation. We will henceforth refer to fragment A as the net 

acceptor of charge and fragment B as the donor of charge. 

Let us start by analyzing the electrostatic contribution of EDA. Table 1 gathers the IQA 

decomposition of the electrostatic contributions for the whole set of systems at equilibrium. Note 

how cation- and anion- interactions result in similar values of Eelec, but their IQA 

decomposition reveals a completely different mechanism. In the former, the cation is largely 

stabilized (large and negative elec,A values) upon complex formation because of its interaction 

with the frozen density of the donor. This is largely compensated by a positive inter-fragment 

electrostatic term elec,AB, that becomes more repulsive as the equilibrium inter-fragment distance 

shortens from K+ to Li+. In the case of anion- interactions, the elec,B contribution is positive, in 

line with the situation of Cl- in NaCl previously depicted in Figure 1, and the inter-fragment term 

is positive. In dispersion bound systems, both the overall electrostatic and their IQA components 

are very small, and in most cases within numerical accuracy. In the hydrogen bonded and cation-
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dipole systems, one can not see a clear trend neither for the intra-fragment contributions (in almost 

all cases negative) nor for the elec,AB values.  

Table 1. Fragment (IQA) decomposition of the Eelec term from EDA of the systems studied. All 

the energies are given in kcal/mol. DMA = dimethylacetamide. 

A=Acceptor B=Donor 
A

d
B

rr)(0  

B

d
A

rr)(0  
elec,A elec,B elec,AB Eelec 

H2O H2O 0.050 0.043 -6.1 -0.6 -2.2 -8.9 

H2O MeOH 0.055 0.050 -6.8 -0.9 -1.6 -9.4 

MeOH MeOH 0.058 0.052 -7.2 -1.1 -1.3 -9.7 

H2O NH3 0.080 0.045 -10.2 -0.4 -2.3 -12.9 

NH4
+ H2O 0.077 0.060 -26.7 -2.3 1.9 -27.2 

Li+ H2O 0.062 0.012 -26.7 0.1 -7.3 -33.9 

Na+ H2O 0.051 0.022 -17.5 0.2 -8.1 -25.4 

K+ H2O 0.039 0.042 -11.0 0.6 -8.5 -19.0 

NH4
+ C4H4S 0.139 0.041 -32.9 -2.5 22.0 -13.4 

NH4
+ C6H6 0.122 0.044 -29.3 -1.9 17.4 -13.8 

NH4
+ C4H4O 0.108 0.041 -27.1 -2.3 17.2 -12.1 

NH4
+ C4H4NH 0.124 0.046 -32.6 -2.4 15.8 -19.2 

Li+ C6H6 0.069 0.014 -28.7 -0.3 12.7 -16.4 

Na+ C6H6 0.042 0.021 -13.2 -0.1 0.0 -13.3 

K+ C6H6 0.047 0.049 -12.8 -0.2 1.4 -11.5 

C6H6 C6H6 0.080 0.080 -1.8 -1.8 1.2 -2.4 

C5H5N C6H6 0.082 0.078 -2.5 -1.8 1.3 -3.0 

C4H4N2 C6H6 0.083 0.078 -3.4 -1.7 2.0 -3.1 

DMA C6H6 0.089 0.073 -3.8 -1.7 1.5 -4.0 

C6H6 C6H6 (T) 0.054 0.044 -1.9 -0.9 0.9 -1.9 

C6H6 C6H5F 0.021 0.015 0.0 0.1 0.5 0.7 

C6H6 C6H5Cl 0.028 0.060 -0.9 0.1 0.3 -0.5 

C6H6 C6H5Br 0.099 0.074 -1.2 -0.1 0.2 -1.1 

C6F6 F- 0.145 0.046 -6.1 13.2 -21.8 -14.7 

C6F6 Cl- 0.187 0.038 -6.5 5.6 -10.3 -11.2 

C6F6 Br- 0.099 0.074 -8.0 3.7 -7.2 -11.5 
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To shed light into the origin of these numerical values we have also considered the evolution of 

Eelec as well as its IQA-decomposed terms along the dissociation pathway of representative 

intermolecular complexes. The results are depicted in Figure 2. As it is well-known, when the 

frozen densities of the two fragments are brought at the complex’s optimized geometry, Eelec is 

favorable9 and the shorter the inter-fragment distance, the more negative the total Eelec
 

contribution. The real-space decomposition of Eelec yields further insight on this interaction. As 

previously discussed, the intra-fragment contributions originate from the net electrostatic potential 

of one fragment interacting with the density of the other fragment that is able to penetrate into its 

domain. These terms are strongly attractive, particularly in the case of the acceptor A (blue curves 

in Figure 2), as the more B
0(r) is able to penetrate into the A domain, the more negative the 

elec,A contribution becomes. Thus, elec,A is enhanced as the interacting fragments come closer 

in all cases. Furthermore, this contribution is much larger for cationic acceptor species than for 

neutral ones (notice the different scales in the examples of Figure 2). 

In the case of elec,B (donor of charge), the trend is similar but the magnitude is much smaller, 

as the amount of density from the acceptor A able to penetrate into the donor is much reduced. In 

the case of a donor interacting with a hard cation like Li+, this term is essentially zero at all 

interatomic distances (see Li+···H2O and Li+···C6H6 curves in Figure 2). However, when the donor 

is anionic, the trend for elec,B is completely reversed. Since NB
0 > ZB its net electrostatic potential 

on B can be negative, and thus any A
0(r) able to penetrate into B leads to positive elec,B 

values. This effect is clearly seen in the C6F6···F
- case of Figure 2.  
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Figure 2. Energy evolution (in kcal/mol, y-axis) of Eelec (yellow) and its IQA-decomposed 

terms, i.e. elec,A (blue),elec,B (orange) and elec,AB (grey), along the dissociation pathway (in 

Å, x-axis) of H2O···H2O, Li+···H2O, NH4
+···H2O, Li+···C6H6, Na+···C6H6 and C6F6···F

- 

molecular systems. Equilibrium distance marked with a vertical line. 
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The usefulness of the IQA decomposition of Eelec is most clearly seen in the case of Li+···C6H6. 

As shown in Figure 2, the yellow curve is surprisingly flat, and even becomes less attractive at 

very short distances, totally at odds with the expected behavior. Yet, the overall picture of the 

intra- and inter-fragment contributions for this system is strikingly similar to that of Li+···H2O or 

Na+···C6H6. Close inspection to Figure 2 indicates that the behavior of Eelec in Li+···C6H6 can be 

explained by an insufficient enhancement of the intra-fragment contribution of Li+ at short 

distances.  

It is worth to note that both elec,A  and elec,B tend asymptotically to zero as the inter-fragment 

distance increases. This is the expected behavior since at large distances the fragments are 

essentially in their reference state. Consequently, the inter-fragment elec,AB contribution tends to 

the overall Eelec value. As the distance decreases, however, elec,AB becomes less favorable and 

even repulsive at very short distances. Thus, the elec,AB value for a given complex at equilibrium 

geometry may be slightly positive (e.g. Li+···C6H6) or negative (Li+···H2O), but the behavior of 

the components is analogous in both cases.  

Still, the elec,AB contribution at equilibrium distance is very sensitive to the nature of fragments 

A and B. When both A and B are neutral, the electron-nuclear attraction compensate the nuclear-

nuclear repulsion and the elec,AB values are very small (ca.  2 kcal/mol). However, when the 

donor B is anionic the picture is reversed and at equilibriumelec,AB is negative. The case of 

C6F6···F
- behaves opposite to the other systems (i.e. it becomes more negative as the inter-

fragment distance decreases). The second term on the r.h.s. of Eq. 31 is key to explain this 

behavior. Since B is an anion,B
0(r) holds an excess of electrons with respect to ZB. In addition, 

the net potential of A in B is governed by the nuclear contribution (hence positive). In that 
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scenario, the closer the fragments, the larger the potential and consequently, even if part of B
0(r) 

smears into A, the more dominant the negative term becomes.  

Let us proceed by analyzing the Pauli repulsion EDA term, EPauli, whose contribution originates 

from the intermediate state A0B0. Bickelhaupt and Baerends showed that the antisymmetrization 

of the frozen fragment densities to build A0B0 induces an electron density flow from the 

intermolecular region to the atomic regions.9 By decomposing EPauli
 into kinetic (T0)  and 

potential (VPauli) terms, they showed that the contraction effect translates into an increase of the 

kinetic energy, and a concomitant decrease (more negative) of the potential energy. The latter is 

due to the fact that more density is accumulated at regions (e.g. close to nuclei) where the 

Coulombic potential is larger.  

The IQA decomposition of EPauli recovers this picture from a real-space perspective. By 

definition, kinetic energy contributions only have intra-fragment character upon IQA 

decomposition and, consequently, they are captured by the Pauli,A  and Pauli,B terms. The kinetic 

energy increase is so dominant that these terms are expected to be positive and increase along the 

shortening of the inter-fragment distance. This is exactly the behavior depicted in Figure 3. 

Furthermore, the corresponding values at equilibrium distance (Table 2) indicate positive 

contributions for both the donor and the acceptor fragments with very few exceptions.  

On the other hand, the Pauli,AB  contributions are large and negative in all cases, and also 

become more favorable at shorter distances. The origin of this behavior is that, according to Eq. 

33, this term does not explicitly contain energy differences between the intermediate and isolated 

fragment’s states, as there is no inter-fragment term associate to the latter. Deeper analysis 

indicates that the classical part of the potential energy differences cancels (particularly in the 
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neutral complexes), so the inter-fragment exchange-correlation contribution becomes the 

dominant term. 

 

Figure 3. Energy evolution (in kcal/mol, y-axis) of EPauli (yellow) and its IQA-decomposed 

terms, i.e. Pauli,A (blue),Pauli,B (orange) and Pauli,AB (grey), along the dissociation pathway (in 

Å, x-axis) of H2O···H2O, Li+···H2O, NH4
+···H2O, Li+···C6H6, Na+···C6H6 and C6F6···F

- 

molecular systems. Equilibrium distance marked with a vertical line. 
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Notice that the aforementioned contraction effect also increases (makes it more negative) the 

overall exchange-correlation energy of A0B0 with respect to that of A0 and B0. The dominant 

exchange contribution is governed by the density close to the nuclei, by virtue of its (r)4/3 

dependence. It might appear counterintuitive that a depletion of charge in the inter-atomic region 

leads nevertheless to a negative inter-fragment exchange-correlation. As pointed out by Salvador 

and Mayer, neither the bond order nor the Hartree-Fock exchange energy components are directly 

related to overlap populations, but to part of the density localized on the atoms that leads to a 

correlation between the fluctuations of the atomic populations, even in the absence of overlap.25 

Indeed, inter-atomic exchange energy contribution in the Salvador-Mayer KS-DFT IQA 

formulation originates on the bond order density between a pair of atoms, which is actually large 

in the vicinity of the nuclei.25 An even simpler explanation is that part of the exchange-correlation 

energy of the A0B0 state is assigned to inter-fragment character by the IQA decomposition, while, 

once again, there is no inter-fragment contribution from the isolated fragments to compensate for 

it, as shown in Eq. 33.  

The net result (see Table 2) is that the Pauli,AB  contributions are systematically large and 

negative. On the contrary, the intra-fragment Pauli,A  and Pauli,B terms are positive, mimicking 

the behavior of T0
, but bearing not just kinetic but also intra-fragment electrostatic and exchange-

correlation contributions. Beyond the overall trend, it is not easy to compare the values of the inter- 

and intra-fragment contributions from one system to another, especially among different 

interaction types. Again, even though the behavior of the IQA components is analogous for all 

interaction types, the actual numerical values are largely dictated by the respective equilibrium 

distances.  
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Table 2. Fragment (IQA) decomposition of the EPauli term from EDA of the systems studied. All 

the energies are given in kcal/mol. DMA = dimethylacetamide. 

A=Acceptor B=Donor  Pauli,A  Pauli,B  Pauli,AB EPauli 

H2O H2O 12.0 11.5 -15.5 8.0 
H2O MeOH 14.2 12.5 -17.2 9.5 
MeOH MeOH 14.3 14.0 -18.0 10.2 
H2O NH3 15.6 15.1 -18.5 12.2 
NH4

+ H2O 32.8 21.7 -32.7 21.8 
Li+ H2O 20.6 10.5 -18.4 12.6 
Na+ H2O 22.4 5.6 -19.7 8.3 
K+ H2O 27.7 1.3 -22.2 6.7 
NH4

+ C4H4S 16.2 26.4 -27.2 15.4 
NH4

+ C6H6 17.5 23.6 -26.5 14.6 
NH4

+ C4H4O 17.0 22.3 -24.8 14.4 
NH4

+ C4H4NH 21.9 24.6 -27.7 18.8 
Li+ C6H6 22.7 6.5 -16.5 12.7 
Na+ C6H6 18.0 1.1 -13.5 5.6 
K+ C6H6 30.5 -1.8 -21.7 7.0 
C6H6 C6H6 10.5 10.5 -13.9 7.1 
C5H5N C6H6 11.8 10.0 -14.4 7.4 
C4H4N2 C6H6 12.4 9.6 -14.9 7.1 
DMA C6H6 11.5 12.0 -16.3 7.2 
C6H6 C6H6 (T) 5.8 7.8 -9.6 4.1 
C6H6 C6H5F 2.1 2.5 -3.5 1.2 
C6H6 C6H5Cl 13.8 -2.0 -9.2 2.7 
C6H6 C6H5Br 18.0 -2.9 -11.8 3.3 
C6F6 F- 17.2 1.4 -9.0 9.6 
C6F6 Cl- 6.3 7.0 -5.1 8.3 
C6F6 Br- 3.8 11.0 -5.5 9.2 
 

The orbital interaction from EDA, Eorb, originates from the relaxation of the MOs of the 

complex’s intermediate state A0B0 to the final complex’s AB ground state. It is by definition a 
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negative contribution (if the final state of AB is the ground state), that compensates for the repulsive 

Pauli term. At short intermolecular distances the intermediate state A0B0 is higher in energy, so 

that the relaxation energy to the state AB becomes more negative. This behavior can be observed 

in Figure 4 (yellow curve) for all systems. The orbital relaxation induces an increase of electron 

density in the inter-atomic (and thus intermolecular) region, making the inter-fragment exchange-

correlation contributions of the AB ground state larger (in absolute value) compared to the ones 

from the intermediate state A0B0. This is captured by the orb,AB term (grey curve in Figure 4), 

that closely follows the trend of the global Eorb value, with the exception of the C6F6···F
- system 

but for reasons that will be disclosed later. The trends observed for the intra-fragment terms (blue 

and orange curves) vary according to the nature of the donor and acceptor moieties. The intra-

fragment contribution of the electron donor, orb,B, vanishes at long distances but as the fragments 

approach it becomes destabilizing. At distances much shorter than the equilibrium the term 

becomes less repulsive and can even be stabilizing in the case of the water dimer. On the contrary, 

the intra-fragment contribution for the acceptor, orb,A, is very small (particularly at equilibrium 

distances) but usually stabilizing along the dissociation profile.  

The decomposition of Eorb at the equilibrium geometries can be found in Table 3. It is well-

known that the Eorb contribution accounts for both polarization and charge-transfer effects from 

the intermediate to the final state. It is precisely the amount of charge-transfer that largely 

dominates these intra-fragment contributions to Eorb. The more charge is transferred to the 

acceptor A going from the intermediate A0B0 state to the final state, the more stabilizing the orb,A 

contribution, as shown in Figure S1 of the Supporting Material. In the case of the donor moieties 

the correlation is not as good, but the contributions follow the same trend: the more charge is 

transferred to the acceptor, the more destabilizing the orb,B values are.  
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Figure 4. Energy evolution (in kcal/mol, y-axis) of Eorb (yellow) and its IQA-decomposed 

terms, i.e. orb,A (blue),orb,B (orange) and orb,AB (grey), along the dissociation pathway (in Å, 

x-axis) of H2O···H2O, Li+···H2O, NH4
+···H2O, Li+···C6H6, Na+···C6H6 and C6F6···F

- molecular 

systems. Equilibrium distance marked with a vertical line. 

 

Remarkably, the anion- systems exhibit a completely opposite trend. The anion donates charge 

upon interaction, yet the orb,B contribution is stabilizing. It is in fact along the whole dissociation 
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profile, as shown in Figure 4. At the same time, the acceptor gains charge but its orb,A 

contribution is destabilizing. One can also notice in Figure 4 the wrong asymptotics of the intra- 

and inter-fragment contributions for C6F6···F
- at long distances. This is in fact a clear fingerprint 

of delocalization error in the KS density, coming from the BP86 functional. First, the dissociation 

profile could not be further extended at longer distances due to sever SCF convergence problems 

but, most importantly, the partial charge on F- actually increases from a value of -0.841 at 3.79Å 

distance to -0.865 at equilibrium distance, which might explain the aforementioned opposite trend 

of these systems. It is beyond the scope of the present work to examine the dependence of the 

decomposed terms on the underlying density functional approximation, but it appears the chosen 

level of theory is not particularly appropriate to describe these anion- interactions. 

Of course, since the present EDA-IQA decomposition is fully additive, one can obtain the intra- 

and inter-fragment decomposition of the total interaction energy, Eint, by adding the 

corresponding electrostatic, Pauli repulsion and orbital interaction terms (and dispersion, if 

included). Numerically, this is not necessary as one can simply perform a conventional IQA 

decomposition of the final AB state of the complex and subtract the isolated fragment’s energies 

of A0 and B0 to obtain the intra-fragment or deformation contributions. 
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Table 3. Fragment (IQA) decomposition of the Eorb term from EDA of the systems studied. All 

the energies are given in kcal/mol. DMA = dimethylacetamide. 

A=Acceptor B=Donor  orb,A  orb,B  orb,AB Eorb 

H2O H2O 0.1 2.1 -6.4 -4.2 

H2O MeOH 0.5 2.1 -7.8 -5.3 

MeOH MeOH 0.3 2.1 -8.0 -5.6 

H2O NH3 -0.2 2.5 -8.5 -6.1 

NH4
+ H2O -9.3 9.4 -17.9 -17.7 

Li+ H2O -1.6 8.9 -20.0 -12.7 

Na+ H2O -0.7 5.6 -11.4 -6.5 

K+ H2O -1.5 4.4 -7.9 -5.0 

NH4
+ C4H4S -16.4 21.4 -23.9 -18.9 

NH4
+ C6H6 -14.7 17.2 -20.1 -17.6 

NH4
+ C4H4O -15.2 16.5 -19.1 -17.7 

NH4
+ C4H4NH -18.1 18.0 -21.8 -22.0 

Li+ C6H6 -5.8 23.1 -49.6 -32.3 

Na+ C6H6 -2.1 13.2 -25.5 -14.4 

K+ C6H6 -2.0 9.9 -18.8 -10.9 

C6H6 C6H6 0.4 0.4 -2.1 -1.3 

C5H5N C6H6 0.2 0.8 -2.5 -1.5 

C4H4N2 C6H6 -0.1 1.4 -3.0 -1.7 

DMA C6H6 0.2 1.2 -3.4 -2.0 

C6H6 C6H6 (T) -0.1 0.8 -1.8 -1.2 

C6H6 C6H5F 0.0 0.0 -0.5 -0.4 

C6H6 C6H5Cl 0.0 0.5 -1.2 -0.7 

C6H6 C6H5Br 0.1 0.6 -1.5 -0.8 

C6F6 F- 12.0 -14.2 -17.9 -20.1 

C6F6 Cl- 4.4 -4.2 -10.7 -10.5 

C6F6 Br- 2.3 -1.2 -9.1 -8.0 
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For completeness, the IQA decomposition of Eint along the dissociation profile of the 

representative systems is shown in Figure 5, while the corresponding values at equilibrium 

geometries are gathered on Table 4. Similarly to the orbital interaction contribution, the electronic 

deformation energiesdef.el,A and def.el,B) at equilibrium are governed by the amount of charge 

transfer, in this case between the final state and the that of the isolated free fragments. Note that 

this charge-transfer is different from the one accounted for in the orbital interaction term because, 

in real-space analysis, there is already some charge-transfer when forming the intermediate A0B0 

state. Since the charge transfer from the isolated fragments to the final state is larger, the electronic 

deformation energies on Table 4 are larger (in absolute value) as well. The correlation between the 

electronic deformation energies of both the donor and acceptor moieties and the respective amount 

of charge-transfer is excellent (r2 = 0.95, see Figure S2 of the SI). However, the correlation curve 

does not cross the (0,0) point but slightly above. That is, even though the acceptor A can eventually 

gain a small amount of charge (e.g. 0.05e for Na+ in Na+···C6H6), the corresponding electronic 

deformation energy is still slightly positive (+2.7 kcal/mol), due to the accompanying polarization 

of the fragment’s density within the complex. Finally, as usual in the conventional IQA analysis, 

the int,AB contributions are largely stabilizing along the dissociation profile and also at 

equilibrium, even for the dispersion-bound complexes (notice that the interaction energies in Table 

4 do not contain the dispersion correction). There is also a decent correlation (r2 = 0.82, see Figure 

S3 of the SI) between the int,AB  and Eint values at equilibrium, even considering the unreliable 

anion- complexes. 
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Figure 5. Energy evolution (in kcal/mol, y-axis) of Eint (yellow) and its IQA-decomposed 

terms, i.e. def.el,A (blue) and def.el,A (orange) and int,AB (grey), along the dissociation pathway 

(in Å, x-axis) of H2O···H2O, Li+···H2O, NH4
+···H2O, Li+···C6H6, Na+···C6H6 and C6F6···F

- 

molecular systems. Equilibrium distance marked with a vertical line. 
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Table 4. Fragment (IQA) decomposition of the Eint term from EDA of the systems studied. All 

the energies are given in kcal/mol. DMA = dimethylacetamide. 

A=Acceptor B=Donor def.el,A def.el,A  int,AB E int 

H2O H2O 6.0 13.1 -24.1 -5.0 

H2O MeOH 7.8 13.7 -26.7 -5.2 

MeOH MeOH 7.3 15.0 -27.4 -5.1 

H2O NH3 5.2 17.2 -29.3 -6.8 

NH4
+ H2O -3.2 28.8 -48.8 -23.1 

Li+ H2O -7.7 19.5 -45.8 -34.0 

Na+ H2O 4.2 11.5 -39.2 -23.6 

K+ H2O 15.1 6.3 -38.6 -17.2 

NH4
+ C4H4S -33.1 45.4 -29.2 -16.9 

NH4
+ C6H6 -26.5 38.8 -29.2 -16.8 

NH4
+ C4H4O -25.2 36.5 -26.7 -15.4 

NH4
+ C4H4NH -28.8 40.2 -33.7 -22.4 

Li+ C6H6 -11.9 29.2 -53.4 -36.1 

Na+ C6H6 2.7 14.2 -39.1 -22.2 

K+ C6H6 15.8 7.8 -39.1 -15.5 

C6H6 C6H6 9.1 9.1 -14.8 7.0 

C5H5N C6H6 9.4 9.0 -15.6 7.2 

C4H4N2 C6H6 8.9 9.4 -16.0 7.3 

DMA C6H6 7.9 11.5 -18.2 6.7 

C6H6 C6H6 (T) 3.8 7.7 -10.5 3.7 

C6H6 C6H5F 2.1 2.7 -3.4 1.4 

C6H6 C6H5Cl 12.9 -1.4 -10.1 1.4 

C6H6 C6H5Br 16.8 -2.4 -13.1 1.3 

C6F6 F- 23.1 0.3 -48.7 -25.2 

C6F6 Cl- 4.2 8.4 -26.1 -13.5 

C6F6 Br- -1.9 13.5 -21.9 -10.2 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The IQA decomposition of the individual terms arising from the EDA, namely electrostatic, Pauli 

repulsion and orbital interaction, has been implemented. The performance of the EDA-IQA 

approach has been illustrated for a set of complexes, covering different types of intermolecular 

interactions. In this context of intermolecular interactions, the atomic and diatomic contributions 

obtained for each EDA term have been conveniently grouped into intra-fragment and inter-

fragment terms. Through the lens of real-space analysis such as IQA, the electrostatic interaction 

from EDA can no longer be seen as intermolecular in nature, but also results into meaningful and 

non-negligible intra-fragment contributions, because the interacting fragments share the physical 

space once the complex is formed. The EDA-IQA decomposition of the Pauli repulsion shows 

destabilizing intra-fragment contributions, particularly in the case of fragments that are net 

acceptors of charge. On the contrary, the inter-fragment Pauli contribution is strongly stabilizing. 

The intra- and inter-fragment EPauli
 contributions closely mimic the behavior of the classical 

decomposition of Pauli repulsion into kinetic and potential terms, respectively. In the case of the 

orbital interaction term, the sign and magnitude of the intra-fragment contribution at equilibrium 

geometries is largely driven by the amount of charge transfer: the net acceptors of charge stabilize 

and the donor moieties destabilize. The proper asymptotics of all EDA-IQA terms is also 

confirmed along the intermolecular dissociation path of selected molecular complexes. In this 

work we have focused in intermolecular interactions but the EDA-IQA methodology is of general 

applicability. It might be useful for instance to gain deeper insight into the effect (or reliability) of 

choosing one or another fragmentation pattern for chemical bonding analysis with conventional 

EDA. This work is in progress in our laboratory. 
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In the so-called Interacting Quantum Atoms (IQA) approach, the molecular energy is numerically decomposed as a sum
of atomic and diatomic contributions. While proper formulations have been put forward for both Hartree-Fock and post-
Hartree-Fock wavefunctions, this is not the case for Kohn-Sham density functional theory (KS-DFT). In this work, we
critically analyze the performance of two fully additive approaches for the IQA decomposition of the KS-DFT energy,
namely the one from Francisco et al., that uses atomic scaling factors (F-IQA), and that from Salvador and Mayer,
based upon the bond order density (SM-IQA). Atomic and diatomic exchange-correlation (xc) energy components are
obtained for a molecular test set comprising different bond types and multiplicities and along the reaction coordinate
of a Diels-Alder reaction. Both methodologies behave similarly for all systems considered. In general, the SM-IQA
diatomic xc components are less negative than the Hartree-Fock ones, which is in good agreement with the known effect
of electron correlation upon (most) covalent bonds. In addition, a new general scheme to minimize the numerical error
of the sum of two-electron energy contributions (i.e. Coulomb and exact exchange) in the framework of overlapping
atoms is described in detail.

INTRODUCTION

Molecular energy decomposition schemes are rou-
tinely used to shed light into a wide variety of chemical
phenomena.1–9 With these approaches the total energy of a
quantum system, either a molecule or a complex, is decom-
posed into different contributions. In the case of the so-called
interacting quantum atoms (IQA) approaches, the total energy
is exactly (up to numerical integration error) decomposed
into one- and two-center contributions.10 The centers can
be the individual atoms composing the system or groups of
atoms, permitting the identification of energetic interactions
between functional groups in the case of a molecular system,
or individual monomers in a complex. This type of molecular
energy decomposition schemes relies on the identification of
the atom within the molecule (AIM), which in the case of
IQA is typically chosen to be that from the quantum theory
of atoms in molecules (QTAIM).11 It is important to stress
that the real-space decomposition of properties such as the
energy is not restricted to that particular atomic model. An
atom A within the molecule may be more generally identified
by continuous atomic weight functions wA(r)≤ 0 centered in
the nucleus of the atom. Such atomic weight functions can be
derived from a variety of approaches, including a number of
Hirshfeld-type variants12–14 or schemes that borrow elements
of QTAIM model such as the topological fuzzy Voronoi cells
(TFVC) approach.15

In real-space analysis, any one-electron density function,
namely f (r), naturally decomposes into one-center contribu-
tions either upon integration on their respective domains or
introducing the respective atomic weight function, wA(r), as

follows

F1 =
∫

f (r)dr = ∑
A

∫

ΩA

f (r)dr

= ∑
A

∫
wA(r) f (r)dr = ∑

A
FA

1 .
(1)

Note that one may consider wA(r) f (r) as the atomic ef-
fective density function of the property F1, which upon inte-
gration over the whole space yields the corresponding aver-
age atomic contribution. Similarly, two-electron density func-
tions, namely f (r1,r2), naturally yield both one- and two-
center terms

F2 =
∫∫

f (r1,r2)dr1dr2 = ∑
A,B

FAB
2 , (2)

where

FAA
2 =

∫∫
wA(r1)wA(r2) f (r1,r2)dr1dr2

FAB
2 =

∫∫
wA(r1)wB(r2) f (r1,r2)dr1dr2.

(3)

Since the total energy can be expressed in terms of one- and
two-electron density functions, it quite naturally decomposes
into one- (atomic) and two-center (diatomic) contributions
by applying equations above. However, contrary to electron
distribution analyses (e.g. atomic populations, bond orders
or local spins), the formulation of the molecular energy
decomposition scheme depends upon how the total energy
is obtained for each particular electronic structure method.
Popelier et al. first considered two-electron integrations over
different QTAIM domains.16 Salvador et al. introduced the
IQA scheme for the Hartree-Fock energy both for QTAIM
and fuzzy-atom AIMs.17,18 Later, Blanco et al. extended
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it to correlated wavefunctions19 (e.g. CISD or CASSCF)
and introduced an efficient numerical quadrature algorithm
for the two-center integrations.20,21 More recently, proper
formulations for MP222,23 and CCSD24–26 energies have
also been successfully introduced. Curiously enough, the
extension of the method to Kohn-Sham density functional
theory (KS-DFT) has proven to be the most challenging,
being the origin of the problem the local contribution of the
exchange-correlation functional.

In the Hartree-Fock model, the non-local exchange energy
(henceforth exact exchange) is expressed for the simplest case
of a restricted closed-shell single-determinant wavefunction
as

EHF
x =−1

4

∫∫
ρ(r1;r2)ρ(r2;r1)r−1

12 dr1dr2

=−
Nocc

∑
i, j

∫
φ ∗i (r1)φ ∗j (r2)φi(r2)φ j(r1)r−1

12 dr1dr2

=
∫∫

ρx(r1;r2)r−1
12 dr1dr2,

(4)

where we have introduced the spinless non-local HF-
exchange density, ρx(r1;r2).

Upon introduction of the atomic weight functions, the exact
exchange can be trivially decomposed into one-center

EAA,HF
x =

∫∫
wA(r1)ρx(r1;r2)wA(r2)r−1

12 dr1dr2, (5)

and two-center contributions

EAB,HF
x = 2

∫∫
wA(r1)ρx(r1;r2)wB(r2)r−1

12 dr1dr2, (6)

which are fully additive (up to the numerical accuracy of the
numerical integrations)

EHF
x = ∑

A
EAA;HF

x + ∑
A,B>A

EAB;HF
x . (7)

On the other hand, in KS-DFT the exchange-correlation
energy is expressed through the exchange-correlation func-
tional, which in turn is typically expressed as an additive con-
tribution of the exchange and the correlation functionals. The
exchange-correlation energy can be written in the most gen-
eral form as

EDFT
xc = a0Enl,HF

x + E local
x + acEnl

c + E local
c . (8)

The first term is the non-local exchange, which has
the form of Eq. 4 but using the Kohn-Sham molecular
orbitals (KS-MOs). It is modulated by the parameter a0,
ranging from zero (pure local exchange) to 1 (HF-like). The
correlation part also can be expressed through non-local
and local contributions. In double-hybrid functionals, the
former borrows the form of the Moller-Plesset second-order
energy correction formula, again using the KS-MOs. In the
case of range-separated functionals, the non-local and local
parts of the exchange functional are modified according to

the range-separation parameter, but the essence of the two
contributions is kept.

Going back to Eq. 4, the second and fourth term corre-
spond to the local exchange and correlation energy, respec-
tively. Their particular form depends on the one-electron den-
sity and its derivatives. Usually, both terms are grouped,
E local

xc , and evaluated upon integration of the corresponding
exchange-correlation energy functional εxc

E local
xc =

∫
εxc [ρ(r1),∇ρ(r1), . . .]dr1 = ∑

A
EA,local

xc . (9)

According to Eq. 1, E local
xc naturally decomposes into

one-center (atomic) contributions. This fact has been recently
used by some of us to develop an origin-independent decom-
position of the electronic polarizability into atomic/fragment
contributions.27 However, for chemical bonding analysis
this situation is clearly unsatisfactory. First of all, since
the HF-like non-local part of EDFT

xc does decompose into
both one- and two-center terms, an IQA-type analysis
would render a completely different picture of the atomic
and diatomic interactions within the molecule when using
a pure KS-DFT functional as compared to Hartree-Fock
(with KS-DFT hybrids somewhat in between). Moreover,
it has been repeatedly shown that the HF-like inter-atomic
exchange contribution between bonded atoms is attractive,
and essentially responsible for the bonding. Ignoring this
term would make most IQA inter-atomic energies of bonded
atoms positive.

A first and plausible solution to the problem was intro-
duced by Tognetti et al., where the authors applied the exact-
exchange expression for the atomic and inter-atomic terms but
with the KS-MOs obtained by the given functional.28,29 Thus,
introducing the approximated Kohn-Sham exchange density

ρKS
x (r1;r2) =−

Nocc

∑
i, j

φ KS,∗
i (r1)φ KS,∗

j (r2)φ KS
i (r2)φ KS

j (r1),

(10)
and performing the decomposition analogously to the Hartree-
Fock energy

EDFT
xc
∼= EHF−like

x = ∑
A

EAA,HF−like
x + ∑

A,B>A
EAB,HF−like

x

=−1
2 ∑

A

∫∫
wA(r1)wA(r2)ρKS

x (r1,r2)r−1
12 dr1dr2

− ∑
A,B>A

∫∫
wA(r1)wB(r2)ρKS

x (r1,r2)r−1
12 dr1dr2.

(11)

An obvious drawback of this strategy is that the total KS-
DFT exchange-correlation energy is not recovered by the sum
of all atomic and inter-atomic terms, i.e. the decomposition is
not fully additive.

To date, only the strategies devised by Salvador and
Mayer30 and by Francisco et al.31 ensure the proper additiv-
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ity (Eq. 12) of EDFT
xc upon decomposition into one- and two-

center terms, namely

EDFT
xc = ∑

A
EAA,DFT

xc + ∑
A,B>A

EAB,DFT
xc . (12)

In 2007, Salvador and Mayer (henceforth SM-IQA) intro-
duced a bond order density (BOD), i.e. a local function asso-
ciated to each atomic pair A and B which, upon integration,
yields the corresponding real-space bond order.30 For the sim-
plest case of a closed-shell single-determinant wavefunction,
the BOD βAB(r1) reads as

βAB(r1) = 2
Nocc

∑
i, j

[
wA(r1)SB

i j + wB(r1)SA
i j
]

φ ∗,KS
i (r1)φ KS

j (r1),

(13)
where SA

i j corresponds to the atomic overlap matrix elements
in the MO basis

SA
i j =

∫
wA(r1)φ ∗,KS

i (r1)φ KS
j (r1)dr1. (14)

The BOD represents the part of the one-electron density
used to build the A-B interaction through the exchange. As
such, it also affords an exact decomposition of the single-
determinant molecular first-order density into bonding and
non-bonding counterparts. Salvador and Mayer showed that
the topology of βAB(r1) is very similar to that of the Hartree-
Fock inter-atomic exchange energy density. In particular, the
BOD exhibits peaks at the atomic positions and also extends
into the inter-atomic region (for bonded atoms) resembling a
bonding MO. Then, in a rather heuristic manner, the authors
obtained an estimate of the inter-atomic local exchange en-
ergy, EAB,local

xc , using βAB(r1) (and its derivatives) instead of
ρ(r1) in the local exchange-correlation expression:

EAB,local
xc =

∫
εxc [βAB(r1),∇βAB(r1), . . .]dr1. (15)

The atomic (A = B) exchange contributions were defined
such that the sum rule in Eq. 12 is conserved. The authors
used the readily available (exact) one-center terms obtained
from the decomposition of the exchange-correlation energy
of Eq. 9, EA,local

xc , and subtracted half of the inter-atomic ex-
change energy terms where the center A is involved, namely

EAA,local
xc = EA,local

xc − 1
2 ∑

B6=A
EAB,local

xc . (16)

This strategy performed extremely well from a numerical
point of view. Both the atomic and diatomic exchange energy
components obtained with a local exchange functional (e.g.
from a BLYP calculation) exhibited almost perfect correlation
with the values obtained with the exact exchange formula
(using the same KS-MOs and geometries).30

In 2016, Francisco et al. introduced an alternative strat-
egy (henceforth F-IQA) to decompose the KS-DFT exchange-
correlation energy fulfilling Eq. 12.31 The idea was again to

use the exact exchange formula using the KS-MOs, but in-
corporating properly defined atomic scaling factors to ensure
additivity.

For a hybrid functional, the total KS-DFT exchange-
correlation energy can be written as

EDFT
xc = ∑

A
EA,DFT

xc = ∑
A

[
EA,local

xc + a0EA,HF−like
x

]
, (17)

where

EA,HF−like
x =−1

4

∫∫
wA(r1)ρKS

x (r1,r2)r−1
12 dr1dr2. (18)

By introducing the following atomic scaling factors

λA =
EA,DFT

xc

EA,HF−like
x

, (19)

properly scaled atomic and inter-atomic contributions that add
up to the total KS-DFT exchange-correlation energy are sim-
ply expressed as

EAB,DFT
xc =

1
2

[λA + λB]EAB,HF−like
x ∀ A,B. (20)

Hence, in the F-IQA method, the exact HF-exchange
expression is always used to determine the atomic and
inter-atomic exchange-correlation energies, even in the case
of purely local KS-DFT functionals.

The main purpose of this work is to assess the performance
of the aforementioned KS-DFT IQA schemes. The atomic
and inter-atomic exchange-correlation terms obtained for
a molecular set using a local (GGA) functional, a hybrid
(GGA) functional and Hartree-Fock are compared. In
addition, we also describe in detail a numerical procedure
to improve the accuracy of the decomposition of the two-
electron energy terms, which are the bottleneck of the IQA
approaches. We show that, in the context of overlapping
atomic definitions, it is possible that the sum of all atomic
and diatomic contributions to the two-electron energy (i.e.
Coulomb and exact exchange if needed) exactly reproduce
the analytical molecular value. We refer to this strategy as the
(two-electron) zero-error scheme (ZES).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. A two-electron zero-error scheme

The two-electron contributions to the molecular energy,
namely Coulomb, Hartree-Fock exchange and correlation, in
the case of wavefunction methods, are both the bottleneck
and the major source of numerical error in the IQA energy
decomposition schemes. They formally scale N6, being N
the number of grid points, albeit efficient algorithms achiev-
ing N4 scaling have also been introduced in the QTAIM
framework.19 In general, the numerical integration of one- or
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two-electron density functions over disjoint (e.g. QTAIM)
atomic domains is more challenging than for fuzzy-atom
(e.g. TFVC) domains. In the latter case, the atomic weight
functions (Eq. 1) tailor the molecular density functions.
Then, the integrals are formally carried out over the entire
space, for which conventional and well-tested numerical
integration schemes can be safely applied. Among them, the
multicenter integration scheme introduced by Becke, which
merges atom-centered spherical grids, is by far the most
widely used.32

In the first realization of the Hartree-Fock IQA decomposi-
tion in the general framework of fuzzy atoms, the numerical
two-electron integrations required to decompose the Coulomb
and exchange energy terms were carried out by using two sets
of atom-centered grid points, associated to the electron co-
ordinates of electron 1 (r1) and 2 (r2).18 It was shown that,
because of the r−1

12 operator in the denominator, if exactly the
same grid was used for both electron coordinates, all points
where r1 = r2 (in fact, N grid points) had to be discarded to
avoid the singularity. Thus, the overall accuracy of the inte-
gration is compromised, i.e. the sum of the one- and two-
center terms compared to the corresponding molecular (ana-
lytical) value. In order to avoid this situation, the authors used
two identical grids for both electrons but one of them rotated
along the φ angle of the spherical coordinates to obtain the
one-center terms. In this manner, sufficiently good accuracy
was achieved using atom-centered grids consisting on 40 ra-
dial and 146 angular points. For the angular mesh, the grid
associated to electron 2 was rotated 0.229 rad along φ .

We have observed that appropriate rotation angles depend
mostly on the size of the angular grid. Also, in a preliminary
analysis, we explored the possibility of introducing a second
rotation (with respect to the θ angle) to the grid for electron
2. No significant improvement was observed for a small set
of molecular systems as compared to that obtained with a
single rotation. Another observation was that the two-center
two-electron terms are contributing to the numerical error
several orders of magnitude less than the one-center ones,
while being rather unaffected by the rotation of the second
grid.33

Yet, the most relevant observation is depicted in Figure
1. Here, the integration error in the two-electron B3LYP/cc-
pVTZ energy of N2 is shown with respect to the rotation angle
of the second grid. The error is just defined as the difference
between the sum of all one- and two-center contributions of
the molecular two-electron energy and the exact (analytical)
value, Vee. One can see that, if the atomic grid provided is
sufficiently large, there is always a rotation angle for which
the overall two-electron integration error vanishes. Thus, a
30×74 (radial and angular points, respectively) atomic grid is
clearly insufficient, and with the optimum rotation angle the
error is still of ca. 15 kcal/mol. However, using a 40×146
atomic grid the integration error first crosses the zero-error at
around 0.18 rad and then again at 0.217 rad, close to the de-
fault rotation angle used in Ref.18. By using larger atomic
grids the zero-error line is crossed at smaller rotation angles.

FIG. 1. Two-electron integration error (kcal/mol) versus angular ro-
tation of the electron 2 grid for N2 at the B3LYP/cc-pVTZ level of
theory.

In addition, several poles are observed in the curves due to
near singularities in r−1

12 . Noteworthy, using sufficiently large
atomic grids such as 70×434 or 150×590, the shape of the
curves is strikingly similar irrespective of the molecule. That
is, the rotation angle that produces a zero-error in the two-
electron energy lies within an extremely narrow range. This is
illustrated in Figure 2, where a 150×590 atomic grid for a set
of ten small molecules was used. With this, we observed that
the optimum rotation angle is within the 0.169-0.170 (in rad)
range in all cases.

FIG. 2. Two-electron integration error (kcal/mol) versus angular
rotation of the electron 2 grid for a set of small molecules at the
B3LYP/cc-pVTZ level of theory.

With these findings in mind, we propose a rather simple
strategy to minimize the two-electron integration error in IQA
schemes with overlapping atomic domains, solely requiring
Vee, i.e. the exact two-electron energy of the molecular sys-
tem. In the Hartree-Fock case, it comprises the Coulomb and
exact-exchange terms. In correlated wavefunction methods,
an additional correlation contribution coming from the cu-
mulant of the second-order reduced density matrix (RDM2)
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is also included. In KS-DFT, it contains the Coulomb and
the amount of exact-exchange that is actually used in the ex-
change functional definition. The strategy proceed as follows.
In a first step, the total two-electron energy is decomposed
into one and two-center terms, as usual in the IQA framework,
with an associated (numerical) integration error of

δV (1)
ee = ∑

A
E(1),A + ∑

A,B>A
EAB−Vee, (21)

where an appropriate rotation of the grid for r2 has been ap-
plied to compute the one-center terms. For instance, using a
150×590 atomic grid, a rotation of 0.169 rad performs very
well (vide infra). Then, the process is repeated using a second
rotation angle, but now only the one-center terms are recom-
puted. This leads to another estimation of the two-electron
energy, using the two-center terms evaluated in the previous
step

δV (2)
ee = ∑

A
E(2),A + ∑

A,B>A
EAB−Vee. (22)

We proceed by introducing a damping between both esti-
mates to impose the error on the two-electron energy to be
zero

(1− γ)δV (1)
ee + γδV (2)

ee = 0. (23)

Substituting Eqs. 21 and 22 into 23 and rearranging, we
obtain the following expression for the damping parameter γ

γ =
δV (1)

ee

∑A
(
E(1),A−E(2),A

) , (24)

and the corrected one-center terms

EA ≡ E(1),A + γ
(

E(2),A−E(1),A
)
. (25)

It can be readily seen that the one- and two-center terms
thus defined exactly reproduce the total two-electron energy.

Ideally, the applied rotation angles in steps 1 and 2 should
be previously optimized to provide small deviations with re-
spect to the exact two-electron energy and, most importantly,
of opposite sign. In that case, the γ value lies within the [0,1]
range and an actual damping (interpolation) is performed be-
tween the two estimates of Vee. As such, a linear behaviour
of Vee with the rotation angle of the second grid is implicitly
assumed. As mentioned before, we have found that a combi-
nation of 150×590 atomic grids and a rotation of 0.169 rad
typically overestimates Vee by 1-5 kcal/mol, while using a ro-
tation of 0.170 rad in the second step leads to a somewhat
larger underestimation of Vee. In Table I we gathered the in-
tegration errors in Vee for a set of 31 molecules obtained at
B3LYP/cc-pVTZ level of theory (for further details see Com-
putational Details section). It can be seen that the two-electron
integration errors in step 1 are already rather small and neg-
ative, with the only exception of H2 for which the error is
merely 0.1 kcal/mol. For most applications these errors might

TABLE I. Two-electron energy integration error for the first and sec-
ond rotation (in kcal/mol) and optimal γ values at B3LYP/cc-pVTZ
level of theory.

System δV (1)
ee δV (2)

ee γ
C2H2 0.0 3.7 0.996
C2H4 -0.6 3.2 0.835
C6H6 -0.4 11.8 0.965
C2H6 -0.9 3.3 0.777

HCONH2 -1.8 7.8 0.812
HCNO -2.0 6.2 0.757
B2H6 -0.5 2.3 0.824
CO -2.4 2.7 0.524
CO2 -3.6 5.5 0.604
SO2 -6.5 17.1 0.725
SO3 -6.0 22.5 0.790
H2 0.1 0.2 1.619
N2 -1.1 3.8 0.769

NO+ -2.6 2.8 0.515
CN− -2.0 2.3 0.533
LiF -1.7 3.8 0.697
F2 -1.0 9.9 0.909

LiH -0.2 0.3 0.677
BeH2 -0.2 0.6 0.779
BH3 -0.2 1.2 0.838
CH4 -0.2 2.0 0.903
NH3 -1.0 2.2 0.686
H2O -1.1 3.2 0.745
HF -1.5 3.8 0.724

NaH -2.0 5.7 0.735
MgH2 -2.6 6.5 0.713
AlH3 -2.8 7.9 0.736
SiH4 -2.7 9.7 0.780
PH3 -3.8 10.2 0.727
H2S -3.8 12.8 0.771
HCl -4.0 15.1 0.791

be acceptable. The errors associated to the second step are
somewhat larger but positive in all cases, so that the γ values
that afford the exact decomposition are within 0 and 1.

It is important to stress that with such (two-electron)
zero-error scheme the two-center terms are evaluated only
once, in the first step. We have observed that their value
is rather unaffected by a rotation of the second grid and
exhibit integration errors 2-3 orders of magnitude smaller
than those of the one-center terms.33 This is because there
are no near singularities caused by small r−1

12 values and also
because their contribution to the total two-electron energy is
much smaller than that of the one-center terms, specially if
heavy atoms are involved. Thus, it is only the much larger
one-center terms that are slightly modulated to yield an
overall exact decomposition of the two-electron energy.

Of course, the zero-error scheme could also be applied
independently to each of the contributions to Vee, namely
Coulomb and exact-exchange (and correlation in case of cor-
related wavefunction methods), provided their exact value is
known beforehand. However, we find that the behaviour of
Vee in the vicinity of the optimum rotation angles is very sim-
ilar for HF, B3LYP and BP86, as illustrated by Figure 3. Since
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the overall errors are very small anyway it is more efficient to
apply the zero-error scheme only once to reproduce the exact
Vee.

FIG. 3. Two-electron integration error (kcal/mol) versus angular ro-
tation of the second grid for N2 at different levels of theory.

In this vein, Table S1 of the Supporting material gathers
the γ values for the molecular test set at the HF, B3LYP and
BP86 levels of theory. The integration errors have been omit-
ted for clarity, being all of them lower than 0.5 kcal/mol (in
absolute value), as proceeding from the one-electron integra-
tions. For the later, the same 150×590 atomic grid was used,
being the main source of numerical error the atomic kinetic
energy contributions due to the oscillatory character of the ki-
netic energy density near the nuclei. The C6H6 molecule is the
worst case, with errors of up to 0.4 kcal/mol. Of course, the
one-electron grid can still be further improved to decrease the
residual integration error if necessary. More importantly, us-
ing the aforementioned 0.169 and 0.170 rad rotation angles for
the two steps of the two-electron zero-error scheme resulted
in the desired interpolation in almost all cases, disregarding
whether Vee contains any exact-exchange contribution.

Summarizing this section, the two-electron zero-error
scheme smoothly worked for the molecular systems tested,
obtaining most of the γ values within the [0,1] range using
a system-independent fixed setup. In very few cases the
corrected two-electron energy terms were obtained by extrap-
olation, but with γ values still close to 1. Alternatively, in the
case the γ value would be far off the [0,1] range, one could
consider performing second grid rotations iteratively until the
desired numerical conditions are fulfilled. It is worth to men-
tion that the robustness of the zero-error scheme had already
been put into stringent test. Some of us recently showed that
the elements of the α tensor can be expressed through the
second derivative of a zero-th order field-dependent energy,
so that an energy decomposition of the latter readily affords
the decomposition of α .27 Using very large atomic grids
for the one-electron energy terms and the zero-error scheme
for the two-electron part was absolutely critical to obtain
numerically converged atomic contributions to α . Overall,
the zero-error scheme appears to be a promising strategy for
obtaining accurate IQA energy decomposition terms for large

molecular systems while keeping an affordable computational
cost.

B. IQA decompositions of the exchange-correlation energy

The atomic and inter-atomic exchange-correlation energy
terms obtained using the aforementioned F-IQA and SM-IQA
schemes for the molecular set (see Computational details) are
compiled in Tables II-IV. We have considered the systems
described at the HF, B3LYP and BP86 levels of theory, at their
own geometry optimized structures. We focus exclusively on
the exchange-correlation (xc) terms, as the remaining ones
are exactly the same with both KS-DFT IQA approaches.
Regarding the one-center xc terms, we discuss separately
the results for the hydrogen atoms, as in our previous study
we observed significant differences between HF and pure
KS-DFT due to the absence of core electrons.30 Also, the
atomic xc energies for H are of the same order or magnitude
as the inter-atomic xc terms of bonded atoms, while the
corresponding values for heavier atoms are one or two orders
of magnitude larger.

Let us start with the analysis of the inter-atomic xc com-
ponents, with up to 43 values compiled in Table II. The first
observation is that all xc (exchange-only in case of HF) inter-
atomic contributions of chemically bonded atoms are nega-
tive, as it is well known for IQA decompositions. Their mag-
nitude (in absolute value) is deeply connected with the cova-
lent bond order, so that bonds with higher multiplicitly tend to
exhibit larger (more negative) inter-atomic xc contributions.
Thus, the larger values are obtained for N2, NO+ and the C-C
triple bond in C2H2.

The inter-atomic xc terms obtained with B3LYP and BP86
functionals correlate extremely well with the HF values, us-
ing either the F-IQA and SM-IQA formulations, as shown in
Figure S1 of the Supporting material (worst case exhibits R2

= 0.98). It is more interesting to focus on how the contribu-
tions differ from each other in each case. With the F-IQA
formulation, the inter-atomic xc components for B3LYP are
systematically more negative than the HF ones with only two
exceptions (F2 and H2S). In both cases, this discrepancy can
be attributed to significant differences in the wavefunction it-
self (F2 is poorly described at HF level and the shape of the
atomic boundaries in H2S was already found to change signif-
icantly from one method to another15). This observation is a
direct consequence of the scaling factors used in Eq. 20. The
total xc energy in B3LYP contains both exchange and corre-
lation contributions, whereas in HF it only contains exchange.
Since the total xc value is more negative, the scaling factors
are greater than 1 and hence all terms (both atomic and inter-
atomic) become more negative. Going to BP86 the picture
is very similar. In fact, the mean unsigned deviation (MUD)
between the BP86 and B3LYP xc components is merely 2.2
kcal/mol, whereas the respective MUD values with respect to
HF are 14.5 kcal/mol and 14.2 kcal/mol, respectively.

With the SM-IQA formulation the trends are different.
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Most of the B3LYP inter-atomic xc contributions (32 out
of 43) are less negative than the HF ones. The differences
are significant in the C-C and C-H bonds of the alkane
series. However, the opposite trend is observed mainly for
the systems with large (in absolute value) inter-atomic xc
contributions, namely triple bonds like in acetylene, CO,
N2 or NO+ (see Figure S1). Similarly to F-IQA, the MUD
between BP86 and B3LYP SM-IQA values is very small (3.5
kcal/mol).

It is worth to note that the general effect of electron cor-
relation in wavefunction theory is precisely the weakening
of the covalent bonds. This is readily observed in equilib-
rium geometries, where bond lengths tend to increase upon
inclusion of electron correlation. It is also well-known that
electronic bonding indicators such as bond orders also de-
crease. For instance, the bond order in N2 goes from 3.04
at the HF level to 2.83 for a CISD WF using Ángyán-Mayer
formulation, which only involves the first-order density ma-
trix (i.e. the exchange density). Including the contribution
from the cumulant of the second-order reduced density ma-
trix (the so-called delocalization index34), further decreases
the value to 2.20.35 In the seminal work of Blanco et al. about
the IQA approach for correlated wavefunctions, the authors
showed that the IQA decomposition of the cumulant of the
RDM2 (electron correlation contribution) results in positive
inter-atomic contributions for systems like H2, N2 or the O-
H bond in H2O. Popelier et al. performed a more system-
atic study of the role of electron correlation in the IQA-MP2
decomposition.36 The authors found that the inter-atomic cor-
relation energy contributions are usually positive for covalent
bonds. Also, the stronger the bond the larger the inter-atomic
correlation contribution. Exception to the rule where hydrides
and weak interactions, exhibiting much smaller and negative
contributions. Of course, the total electron correlation energy
contribution is negative, so the atomic correlation terms are
large and negative to compensate.37 In the F-IQA formulation
this effect should be captured by the the scaling factors. As
shown on Table III, the atomic xc energies from both B3LYP
and BP86 are systematically more negative than the HF ones,
which means that the net effect of correlation is as anticipated.
Table IV gathers the atomic xc energies for hydrogen atoms,
which are much smaller than for 2nd and 3rd period atoms
(in fact, they are of the same order of magnitude as the inter-
atomic terms for bonded atoms). The differences between the
HF and F-IQA values are very small. Except in the aforemen-
tioned case of H2S, where the shape of the atomic domains
changes significantly going from HF to a DFT density, the
MUD between between the HF and F-IQA atomic contribu-
tions for H atoms is merely 7-8 kcal/mol. More importantly,
the atomic xc values with BP86 are less negative than the HF
values in several cases. In contrast, with the SM-IQA for-
mulation the atomic xc contributions are systematically more
negative than the HF ones; in the case of the H atoms by ca.
20 kcal/mol on average. This means that the observed trends
of the atomic correlation contributions in IQA-MP237 are bet-
ter captured by the SM-IQA formulation, at least for the set of
studied systems.

It is fair to note that the numbers discussed so far have been
obtained at the corresponding stationary points on the poten-
tial energy surface of the given level of theory. Thus, sev-
eral factors influence the observed differences between HF
and BP86 or B3LYP one- and two-center xc contributions,
namely the way the total exchange (correlation) energy is ex-
pressed, the shape of the MOs and the geometry. To explore
the latter effect we have studied in more detail F2, for which
a deviation from the general trend was observed (i.e. the F-
IQA inter-atomic xc values are less negative, and the SM-
IQA values are more negative, than the HF ones). In Figure
4 we show the evolution of the inter-atomic xc values with
the inter-atomic distance for HF, BP86 and B3LYP wavefunc-
tions. Notice that the HF optimized geometry (1.328 Å) is
significantly shorter than the experimental value (1.412 Å),
while BP86 slightly overestimates the distance. The inter-
atomic xc energies for KS-DFT using either F-IQA or SM-
IQA formulations are more negative than the HF ones for all
inter-atomic distances. An important observation is that the
differences between all schemes is roughly constant along the
(rather short) inter-atomic distance profile, while the shorter
the inter-atomic distance, the more negative the inter-atomic
xc value. Consequently, the IQA-DFT xc values at their equi-
librium distances may lie above the HF values at the com-
pressed HF equilibrium distance, even if the IQA-DFT xc
values are systematically more negative than the HF along
the profile. What makes the bond in F2 different from the
other cases is that the SM-IQA values lie well below the F-
IQA ones. A plausible explanation might be the unexpectedly
large value of the bond order, around 1.4 for the considered
distances).

FIG. 4. Inter-atomic xc values along the F-F inter-atomic distance in
F2 for HF and IQA-DFT methods.

As a final illustrative example we applied the IQA decom-
position along the energy profile (i.e. intrinsic reaction coor-
dinate obtained at each level of theory) of the Diels-Alder re-
action between 1,3-butadiene and ethylene. As shown in Fig-
ure S2, Hartree-Fock largely overestimates the barrier height,
whereas pure GGA BP86 functional underestimates it. Hy-
brid functionals like B3LYP do a particularly good job in this
case, predicting a barrier height close to the experimental es-
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TABLE II. Total inter-atomic exchange-correlation energies (a.u.)
from the test set calculated with HF and the BP86 and B3LYP KS-
DFT functionals. a) F-IQA and b) SM-IQA.
Bond Mol. EHF Ea

BP86 Ea
B3LY P Eb

BP86 Eb
B3LY P

C-C C2H2 -0.813 -0.819 -0.829 -0.814 -0.822
C-H C2H2 -0.305 -0.316 -0.320 -0.276 -0.282
C-C C2H4 -0.544 -0.557 -0.561 -0.511 -0.519
C-H C2H4 -0.306 -0.313 -0.317 -0.270 -0.277
C-C C6H6 -0.437 -0.446 -0.450 -0.370 -0.384
C-H C6H6 -0.307 -0.313 -0.317 -0.268 -0.277
C-C C2H6 -0.300 -0.315 -0.314 -0.259 -0.262
C-H C2H6 -0.296 -0.306 -0.309 -0.262 -0.269
C-H HCONH2 -0.273 -0.279 -0.283 -0.234 -0.242
C-O HCONH2 -0.392 -0.444 -0.439 -0.380 -0.386
C-N HCONH2 -0.288 -0.345 -0.339 -0.272 -0.276
N-H HCONH2 -0.252 -0.276 -0.277 -0.243 -0.245
N-H HCONH2 -0.259 -0.282 -0.283 -0.248 -0.251
H-C HCNO -0.288 -0.307 -0.309 -0.264 -0.269
C-N HCNO -0.654 -0.644 -0.655 -0.586 -0.607
N-O HCNO -0.647 -0.674 -0.673 -0.611 -0.619
B-B B2H6 -0.009 -0.016 -0.015 -0.010 -0.009
B-Hb B2H6 -0.080 -0.102 -0.099 -0.061 -0.065
B-H B2H6 -0.139 -0.166 -0.164 -0.121 -0.123
C-O CO -0.549 -0.608 -0.603 -0.597 -0.590
C-O CO2 -0.449 -0.496 -0.493 -0.422 -0.430
S-O SO2 -0.426 -0.458 -0.454 -0.394 -0.392
S-O SO3 -0.372 -0.398 -0.395 -0.315 -0.320
H-H H2 -0.268 -0.282 -0.284 -0.266 -0.271
N-N N2 -1.007 -1.009 -1.020 -1.073 -1.069
N-O NO+ -0.817 -0.885 -0.880 -0.941 -0.916
C-N CN− -0.658 -0.709 -0.709 -0.701 -0.701
Li-F LiF -0.083 -0.097 -0.098 -0.078 -0.080
F-F F2 -0.450 -0.417 -0.426 -0.490 -0.474
Li-H LiH -0.075 -0.087 -0.088 -0.073 -0.075
Be-H BeH2 -0.118 -0.132 -0.132 -0.107 -0.108
B-H BH3 -0.154 -0.185 -0.182 -0.140 -0.143
C-H CH4 -0.296 -0.307 -0.310 -0.264 -0.271
N-H NH3 -0.279 -0.299 -0.300 -0.269 -0.272
O-H H2O -0.194 -0.236 -0.230 -0.216 -0.209
H-F HF -0.137 -0.172 -0.165 -0.158 -0.149

Na-H NaH -0.087 -0.108 -0.108 -0.100 -0.100
Mg-H MgH2 -0.110 -0.126 -0.125 -0.105 -0.105
Al-H AlH3 -0.123 -0.140 -0.138 -0.108 -0.108
Si-H SiH4 -0.140 -0.160 -0.158 -0.118 -0.117
P-H PH3 -0.210 -0.234 -0.231 -0.185 -0.183
S-H H2S -0.346 -0.325 -0.330 -0.294 -0.294
H-Cl HCl -0.291 -0.307 -0.309 -0.286 -0.282

timate of 27.5 kcal/mol.38 In any case, this reaction profile
poses a good example where the three methods considered in
this work exhibit quantitative different behaviour. To what
extent these differences are translated into the one- and two-
center terms from the respective IQA analyses is shown in
Figure 5. The IQA terms were grouped according to the two
molecular fragments along the profile, namely the dienophile
(F1) and the diene (F2). Hence, the total energy is decom-
posed into the two fragment’s deformation energies and the
inter-fragment F1-F2 interaction.

In line with the picture obtained with other schemes like
the activation strain model,39–41 the fragment deformation

TABLE III. Atomic exchange-correlation energies (in a.u.) calcu-
lated with HF and the BP86 and B3LYP KS-DFT functionals (hy-
drogen atoms excluded). a) F-IQA and b) SM-IQA.
Atom Mol. EHF Ea

BP86 Ea
B3LY P Eb

BP86 Eb
B3LY P

C C2H2 -4.627 -4.837 -4.835 -4.857 -4.856
C C2H4 -4.547 -4.782 -4.772 -4.847 -4.832
C C6H6 -4.558 -4.782 -4.776 -4.883 -4.865
C C2H6 -4.463 -4.728 -4.710 -4.821 -4.795
C HCONH2 -3.985 -4.233 -4.216 -4.320 -4.292
O HCONH2 -8.476 -8.740 -8.764 -8.771 -8.793
N HCONH2 -6.766 -6.900 -6.932 -6.969 -6.996
C HCNO -4.259 -4.495 -4.481 -4.517 -4.505
N HCNO -6.323 -6.540 -6.550 -6.601 -6.601
O HCNO -7.985 -8.322 -8.328 -8.326 -8.337
B B2H6 -3.023 -3.151 -3.153 -3.234 -3.225
C CO -4.361 -4.547 -4.549 -4.551 -4.555
O CO -8.450 -8.720 -8.742 -8.727 -8.750
C CO2 -3.825 -4.030 -4.018 -4.102 -4.079
O CO2 -8.462 -8.724 -8.746 -8.746 -8.768
S SO2 -23.653 -24.301 -24.261 -24.360 -24.317
O SO2 -8.508 -8.777 -8.805 -8.796 -8.829
S SO3 -23.149 -23.806 -23.752 -23.922 -23.857
O SO3 -8.503 -8.764 -8.792 -8.794 -8.826
N N2 -6.074 -6.342 -6.342 -6.310 -6.318
N NO+ -5.436 -5.761 -5.733 -5.732 -5.715
O NO+ -8.178 -8.350 -8.386 -8.322 -8.368
C CN− -4.428 -4.654 -4.654 -4.657 -4.657
N CN− -6.849 -7.077 -7.097 -7.082 -7.102
Li LiF -1.650 -1.681 -1.697 -1.691 -1.706
F LiF -10.270 -10.623 -10.640 -10.633 -10.650
F F2 -9.784 -10.168 -10.170 -10.132 -10.146
Li LiH -1.665 -1.700 -1.715 -1.705 -1.720
Be BeH2 -2.340 -2.393 -2.410 -2.415 -2.431
B BH3 -3.044 -3.168 -3.173 -3.229 -3.228
C CH4 -4.458 -4.735 -4.711 -4.814 -4.782
N NH3 -6.570 -6.784 -6.797 -6.823 -6.834
O H2O -8.515 -8.749 -8.782 -8.765 -8.799
F HF -10.295 -10.627 -10.650 -10.631 -10.656

Na NaH -13.913 -14.283 -14.303 -14.284 -14.304
Mg MgH2 -15.730 -16.121 -16.140 -16.137 -16.156
Al AlH3 -17.553 -17.992 -18.002 -18.033 -18.042
Si SiH4 -19.403 -19.892 -19.888 -19.968 -19.960
P PH3 -21.690 -22.311 -22.281 -22.373 -22.343
S H2S -24.233 -25.291 -25.241 -25.312 -25.268
Cl HCl -27.491 -28.177 -28.156 -28.182 -28.165

energy dominates the energy profile starting from the reactant
complex. The inter-fragment interaction is always negative
and monotonically increases (in absolute value) until the
formation of products (where the fragments are covalently
bound). Comparing the behaviour of both IQA-DFT formula-
tions, Figure 5 shows that the differences between the HF and
DFT values are much smaller in the F-IQA scheme. In most
of the points along the profile, specially at the beginning,
the energy components follow the energy ordering observed
for the underlying methods (HF > B3LYP > BP86). After
the transition state is reached, the curves corresponding to
the different methods cross, specially for the deformation
energies. With the SM-IQA scheme the difference between
the HF and both DFT methods is more notorious (perhaps
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TABLE IV. Atomic exchange-correlation energies (in a.u.) calcu-
lated with HF and the BP86 and B3LYP KS-DFT functionals (hy-
drogen atoms only). a) F-IQA and b) SM-IQA.
Atom Mol. EHF Ea

BP86 Ea
B3LY P Eb

BP86 Eb
B3LY P

H C2H2 -0.160 -0.169 -0.173 -0.191 -0.194
H C2H4 -0.212 -0.210 -0.216 -0.235 -0.240
H C6H6 -0.214 -0.211 -0.219 -0.238 -0.245
H C2H6 -0.233 -0.223 -0.231 -0.252 -0.258
Hb B2H6 -0.443 -0.435 -0.445 -0.514 -0.510
H B2H6 -0.431 -0.420 -0.432 -0.463 -0.469

HC HCONH2 -0.214 -0.211 -0.216 -0.238 -0.242
HN HCONH2 -0.071 -0.090 -0.088 -0.108 -0.106
HN HCONH2 -0.075 -0.093 -0.091 -0.111 -0.109
H HCNO -0.131 -0.149 -0.150 -0.172 -0.172
H LiH -0.405 -0.432 -0.435 -0.440 -0.443
H BeH2 -0.435 -0.450 -0.457 -0.464 -0.470
H BH3 -0.444 -0.433 -0.444 -0.467 -0.474
H CH4 -0.225 -0.217 -0.225 -0.245 -0.251
H NH3 -0.093 -0.110 -0.109 -0.127 -0.126
H H2O -0.036 -0.054 -0.051 -0.066 -0.063
H HF -0.017 -0.027 -0.024 -0.035 -0.034
H NaH -0.363 -0.377 -0.378 -0.383 -0.385
H MgH2 -0.391 -0.407 -0.413 -0.419 -0.424
H AlH3 -0.420 -0.428 -0.437 -0.448 -0.455
H SiH4 -0.428 -0.428 -0.439 -0.461 -0.469
H PH3 -0.418 -0.401 -0.415 -0.444 -0.454
H H2S -0.379 -0.230 -0.245 -0.253 -0.270
H HCl -0.116 -0.131 -0.132 -0.147 -0.151
H H2 -0.197 -0.209 -0.210 -0.217 -0.217

FIG. 5. Fragment deformation energies (a and b) and inter-fragment
energy values (c) in a.u. along the reaction coordinate of the Diels-
Alder reaction obtained at the HF (blue), B3LYP (grey) and BP86
(orange) levels of theory.

somewhat exaggerated taking into account the relatively small
overall energy differences between the methods in Figure
S2). In this case, the same ordering of energies is maintained
along the whole energy profile for both deformation and
inter-fragment interaction energies.

CONCLUSIONS

A new scheme to eliminate the numerical error of the sum
of two-electron energy contributions (i.e. Coulomb and exact
exchange) has been introduced. It is readily applicable in the
framework of overlapping atoms such as TFVC or Hirshfeld
approaches. Such two-electron zero-error scheme provided
robust numerical integrations for both equilibrium structures
and along the potential energy surface.

A critical comparison of the performance of two fully ad-
ditive approaches for the IQA decomposition of the KS-DFT
energy (F-IQA and SM-IQA) has also been performed for a
wide molecular test set and along the reaction coordinate of
a Diels-Alder reaction. The atomic and diatomic exchange-
correlation energy components obtained with both approaches
are in very good agreement and also exhibit excellent corre-
lation with the Hartree-Fock results. As a general trend, the
SM-IQA diatomic xc components tend to be less negative than
the Hartree-Fock ones, in accordance with the known effect of
electron correlation on covalent bonds.

COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

All ab-initio calculations have been performed using the
Gaussian09 package42 at the Hartree-Fock (HF) and at the
BP8643,44 and B3LYP45,46 Kohn-Sham DFT levels of theory
coupled with the cc-pVTZ full electron basis set.47 Molecu-
lar (equilibrium) structures have been obtained for each level
of theory and confirmed by vibrational frequency analysis (no
negative frequencies).

Real-space energy decompositions have been performed
with the APOST-3D program48, using the Topological Fuzzy
Voronoi Cells atomic definition15 for both the F-31 and
SM-IQA30 approximations of the inter-atomic exchange-
correlation energy term. For the production results, both
one- and two-electron numerical integrals were evaluated us-
ing 150 radial and 590 angular points distributed according to
Lebedev-Laikov.49 The zero-error scheme was applied in all
cases for the two-electron energy contributions.

The test set of 31 molecules consists of carbon and sulphur
oxides, particularly SO2, SO3, CO and CO2; the hydrocarbon
series of C2H6, C6H6, C2H4 and C2H2, a set of 2nd and 3r
row hydrides with general formula XHn, where X goes from
Li to Cl and other neutral and charged inter-atomic molecules
exhibiting different bond multiplicities, e.g. CN−, N2 or F2.

Geometries and wavefunctions of the prototypical Diels-
Alder reaction between 1,3-butadiene and ethylene were ob-
tained at the HF, BP86 and B3LYP levels by means of IRC
calculations starting from the optimized transition states. IRC
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step numbers were increased to ensure convergence to both re-
actants and products at each level of theory. The Hessian ma-
trix was recomputed at each step of the IRC to ensure smooth
potential energy curves.
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ABSTRACT: The oxidation state (OS) of metals and ligands in inorganic
complexes may be defined by carefully curated rules, such as from IUPAC, or by
computational procedures such as the effective oxidation state (EOS) or
localized orbital bonding analysis (LOBA). Such definitions typically agree for
systems with simple ionic bonding and innocent ligands but may disagree as the
boundary between ionic and covalent bonds is approached, or as the role of
ligand noninnocence becomes nontrivial, or high oxidation states of metals are
supported by heavy dative bonding, and so on. This work systematically
compares IUPAC, EOS, and LOBA across a series of complexes where OS
assignment is challenging. These systems include high-valent transition metal
oxides, transition metal complexes with noninnocent ligands such as dithiolate and nitrosyl, metal sulfur dioxide adducts, and two
transition metal carbene complexes. The differences in OS assignment by the three methods are carefully discussed, demonstrating
the synergy between EOS and LOBA. In addition, a clarity index for LOBA OS assignments is introduced that provides an indication
of whether or not its predictions are close to the ionic−covalent boundary.

■ INTRODUCTION
One of the most fundamental chemical concepts is the
oxidation state (OS), which is widely used for the ration-
alization, characterization, categorization, and prediction of
reactivity of inorganic compounds. However, despite being
universally taught and used, a well-established definition for
this concept is still lacking. Informally, the oxidation state of an
element (typically a metal) in a compound is the net charge
that results from an ionic division of electrons and electron
pairs between the selected element and the remainder of the
molecule.
For years, the OS assignment was performed following a set

of agreed upon rules, but without having an explicit definition
of the concept. Recently, a new generic definition of OS has
been entered into IUPAC’s Gold Book, which reads as the
atom’s charge af ter ionic approximation of its heteronuclear
bonds.1,2 For homonuclear bonds, its electrons must always be
divided equally, independently of the chemical environment.
For assigning OS in molecular systems, the IUPAC algorithm
starts by establishing the appropriate Lewis structure of the
molecule. Then, each electron pair between bonded atoms is
assigned to the more electronegative one, representing the
simplest application of the ionic approximation. The atomic
electronegativities are evaluated according to Allen’s scale.3

The new OS definition represents a large improvement
compared with the previous set of rules. However, some
limitations have already been exposed.4,5 One example is the
case of the transition metal (TM) carbenes.6 In these systems,
the carbene unit exhibits a double bond with the metal center.
Because the carbene carbon atom is more electronegative than

the metal, the four electrons of the CM double bond should
be assigned to the carbon atom, leading to a formal C (−2).
Thus, following IUPAC’s rule, all carbene systems are assigned
as Schrock-type. However, other carbene types exist, for
instance the Fischer-type, which presents a neutral carbene
moiety. One way to account for this OS assignment is to
consider the σ-type bond polarized toward the C and the π-
type to the metal center, giving two electrons to each moiety.
This view cannot be reconciled with IUPAC’s winner-takes-it-
all rule, so classifying a carbene as Fischer-type requires
approaches beyond IUPAC’s ionic approximation. Another
example is the nitrosyl-containing compounds.7 In this case the
nitrosyl−metal bonding relies on three interactions: one formal
M ← NO+ sigma donor bond of virtually pure ligand character
that the ionic approximation assigns to the NO and two
M−π*(NO) bonds whose character may vary between the
limiting M ← NO− and M → NO+ scenarios. These two
interactions are highly covalent, resulting in ambiguous OS
assignments.8 Furthermore, the NO0 picture is not supported
by the ionic approximation.
Arguably, the most important limitation of IUPAC’s

algorithm is the inability of the atomic electronegativity scale
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to account for differences in the local chemical environment. A
plausible solution is to define atom types, as commonly used in
force fields for molecular dynamics, with associated electro-
negativity values. However, the complexity of the algorithm
will increase rapidly, lowering its practical utility. From our
perspective, the OS must be connected to the electron
distribution around the atoms. Today, modern electronic
structure methods can accurately describe the electron density,
which makes computational chemistry a natural candidate to
aid in elucidating oxidation states.
A common misconception is that atomic charges from

population analysis are a noninteger form of the OS. While one
can still find atomic charges being used in the literature for OS
assignment,9−11 more appropriate computational methods for
OS assignment treat electrons by pairs (in the case of pure
singlet states) or individually (for open-shell systems). Then,
each scheme applies one or another strategy to assign the
electrons to atoms/fragments.
Some approaches are based on the use of localized occupied

orbitals,12−15 although the localization procedure is of course
not unique. For single-determinant wave functions, one can
perform unitary transformations on the occupied canonical
orbitals, obtaining different localized orbitals without changing
the wave function or energy. If a molecule is well-described by
a single Lewis structure, we would expect the localized orbitals
to fall into three categories: fully localized and atomic core
orbitals, bonding orbitals that are shared between a pair of
atoms (perhaps not equally, depending on their electro-
negativity difference), and nonbonding orbitals which are again
completely atom-localized (e.g., lone pairs). However, more
complex bonding patterns, like delocalized electrons shared
between more than two atoms, can be encountered.
Within this family of methods, Thom et al. proposed the

localized orbitals bonding analysis (LOBA), based on
combining orbital localization with atomic population analysis
to extract the OS from transition metal complexes.12

Concretely, first the electronic structure of the complex is
obtained at a single-determinant level. Then, the occupied
molecular orbitals (MOs) from the system are localized
following the desired localization procedure, e.g., Pipek−
Mezey16 or Edminston−Ruedenberg.17 Afterward, atomic
population analysis, e.g., Mulliken-,18 Löwdin-,19 or Hirsh-
feld-type,20 for each localized orbital is performed. Finally, the
integer number of electrons from the orbital (two in the case of
closed-shell and one for open-shell wave functions) is assigned
to the selected atom if its population surpasses a given
threshold. To date, the method aims to evaluate the OS of
metals within transition metal complexes, and the threshold is
set at 60%. If an orbital exhibits a population lower than 60%,
its electrons are strictly assigned to the rest of the molecular
system. Thus, LOBA directly provides the OS of the heavy (or
selected) atoms within the complex. To assign the OS of the
fragments, it is necessary to evaluate the shape of the localized
orbitals and their atomic populations.
Similar strategies have been developed by Sit et al.13 and

later applied by Vidossich et al.14 Sit et al. used maximally
localized Wannier functions21 as localized orbitals and
obtained the corresponding centroids. Then, they used the
position of the centroids to assign the electron pairs to the
closest atom (closest-atom strategy). Vidossich et al. applied
the same strategy, relying instead on the Pipek−Mezey (PM)
localized orbitals. Recently, an extension to this procedure was
explored by some of us,15 whereby the 3D-space was

partitioned into atomic domains, and the electron pair from
each localized orbital is assigned to the atomic basin where the
orbital centroid is situated (basin-allegiance strategy). Even
though the latter scheme performed better, it still failed on the
TM carbenes.
Alternatively, Ramos-Cordoba et al. introduced the effective

oxidation state (EOS) analysis, which is formally applicable to
any molecular system and wave function.22 The scheme relies
on Mayer’s effective fragment orbitals (EFOs) obtained for
each fragment/atom defined and their occupation number
(λ).23,24 Once the spin-resolved EFOs are obtained, they are
sorted by decreasing occupation number, and individual
electrons are assigned to them until reaching the total system
number of electrons. This procedure leads to an effective
configuration of the ligands/atom within the molecule and, as a
consequence, its OS. Furthermore, the difference between
occupation numbers from the last occupied (LO) and first
unoccupied (FU) EFOs is used to evaluate the reliability of the
assignment. The larger this difference, the better the current
electron distribution can be pictured as a discrete ionic model.
This reliability index, R (%) = min(Rα, Rβ), is defined for each
spin case σ as

λ λ= · − +σ
σ σR (%) 100 min(1, max(0, 1/2))LO FU (1)

By definition, if the difference between occupation numbers of
the frontier EFOs is larger than half an electron, the OS
assignment is considered as undisputable (R (%) = 100). The
worst-case scenario is in case that two or more frontier EFOs
from different fragments present the same occupancy. In this
case, two different equally plausible OS distributions are
present with R (%) = 50. Reliability index values lower than 50
are only possible if the electrons have not been assigned
following the aufbau principle. Such assignments can be used
to quantify to which extent the molecular system conforms to a
given set of predefined OSs.
Both EOS and LOBA methodologies have been successfully

applied by several authors to a broad range of chemical
systems, proving their usefulness.25−27 However, to date, there
has been no comparison between the two schemes. Such a
comparison with reference assignments (IUPAC, experimental
characterization and/or previous assignments using alternative
strategies) allows us not only to evaluate the synergy between
both but also to critically evaluate the reference OS.
In this work, we first reformulate the use of population

analysis within the LOBA scheme by including the definition
of an index which quantifies the clarity in our OS assignments.
Herein, we support the idea of assigning the electrons of
localized orbitals ionically when the atomic populations are
truly unbalanced, as observed by clarity index values larger
than e.g. 70. The remaining electrons to assign require
consideration of the localized orbital shape, based on chemical
intuition. Thus, we remove the dependencies on population
analysis method used (Mulliken, Löwdin, or Hirshfeld, among
others) and rigidity of using a single population value as
threshold, increasing the robustness of the method. Second, we
computationally assign using both schemes the OS of 20
molecular systems of varying chemical nature and complexity,
including high-valence transition metal oxides, transition metal
complexes with noninnocent ligands, metal sulfur dioxide
adducts, and transition metal carbene complexes. The majority
of these systems have been already characterized by means of
EOS by using the X-ray geometries when available.4,6 Here, we
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re-evaluate the EOS results using the wB97X-V/def2-TZVP
optimized geometries for robustness of the production results.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Reliability Index for the LOBA Method. As mentioned
above, LOBA requires the use of a population analysis
threshold to assign the electrons from a localized orbital to
either the metal center or the rest of the molecular system.
Prior studies have shown that setting the population threshold
to 60% yields satisfactory performance for the systems
tested.12,26 However, the chosen systems typically had well-
defined OS. By contrast, when facing compounds with
nontrivial bonding situations, the number of electrons from
localized orbitals with atomic populations close to the
borderline 50−70% region increases. In this regime, there
may be scope for different interpretations from the same
computational result, since a small geometric change can
interconvert two different OS by crossing the LOBA threshold.
To quantify the extent to which LOBA OS assignments are

clear-cut, we introduce a new clarity index, CIa. First, we define
the following quantity, x, from the population analysis
performed for every localized orbital

λ λ
λ λ

= −
+x

abs( )M X

M X (2)

where λM corresponds to the atomic population of the selected
atom (e.g., the metal center, for the case of transition metal
complexes) and λX is the population of the rest of the
molecular system. With this definition, the parameter x is
bounded within the [0, 1] range, independently of the wave
function being closed or open shell. As limits, the x = 1 case is
when the orbital population is completely on either the
selected atom M or on the rest of the molecular system X,
while x = 0 corresponds to the λM = λX scenario.
Next, we define a parameter P, which corresponds to a

threshold for ionicity, to separate the assignment of the
electrons of a given localized orbital into two ranges depending
on the x value obtained (Figure 1): covalent (0 < x < P) and
ionic (P < x < 1). In the ionic range, the electrons in the
localized orbital are entirely assigned to M if (λM − λX) > 0 or
to the rest of the molecular system X if (λM − λX) < 0. In the
covalent (or shared-pair) range, the electrons in the orbital are
split equally between the two moieties.

Finally, to quantify the extent to which the assignment is
clear, we introduce a second parameter, W, which corresponds
to the width for switching the electronic assignment from ionic
to covalent. Using x and the parameters P and W, we define
the new clarity index, CIa, where a = i for ionic and a = c for
covalent assignments, in three ranges: CIc = 100 for x ∈ [0, P
− W], CIi = 100 for x ∈ [P + W, 1], and CIa = CIa(x) within
the x ∈ [P − W, P + W] interval. With all conditions set, a
plausible form for CIa(x) is

π= + −i
k
jjjj

i
k
jjj

y
{
zzz
y
{
zzzzCI x

P W x
W

( ) 100 cos
2a

2

(3)

which is a smooth, continuous function with a symmetrical
shape (Figure 2) and a rather simple mathematical expression.

Herein, we use P = 0.2 and W = 0.1. This P choice
corresponds to the x value for the original population
threshold (60%), while the selected W value is based on the
population threshold calibration calculations performed in ref
12; it matches the region which minimizes the error on the OS
assignment.
By definition, a CIa value is obtained for each localized

orbital, reflecting the clarity in the assignment of the
electron(s) from that orbital. Evidently, the least clearly
assigned electrons in the molecular system will determine how
conclusive the final OS assignment will be. For this reason, we
ultimately select the lowest CIa value as the most conservative
indicator of our overall OS assignment clarity.

Illustrative Examples. To evaluate the strengths and
weaknesses of the EOS and LOBA methods, we have
considered a series of compounds that present challenges
when it comes to making OS assignments. The selected
compounds include high-valent transition metal oxides,
transition metal complexes with noninnocent ligands (thiolate,
nitrosyl, and (presumably) trifluoromethyl), transition metal
sulfur dioxide adducts, and transition metal carbene complexes.
We discuss in detail the OS assignments obtained from both
the EOS and LOBA methods and compare them with
reference values (typically given by IUPAC’s ionic approx-
imation). We also evaluate the performance of the newly
introduced LOBA clarity index CIa.

1,2

Trimethylamine N-Oxide. Before discussing various tran-
sition metal complexes, let us first discuss the relatively simple
molecule trimethylamine N-oxide, (CH3)3NO. The dominant
Lewis structure for this system presents a single bond between
formal N (+) and O (−), as N fulfills the octet rule. Applying

Figure 1. Plot of the assignment of the electrons in a localized orbital
for x ∈ [0, 1], where x is defined by eq 1. The covalent regime is 0 < x
< P while the ionic regime is P < x < 1.

Figure 2. CIa(x) index representation.
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IUPAC’s ionic approximation, all electrons (by pairs, as
(CH3)3NO is a closed-shell system) from the σ N−C bonds
are assigned to N, while the ones from the N−O bond are
assigned to the oxygen. Such an electron assignment leads to
formal oxidation states of (−1) for N, (−2) for O, and (+1) for
the three CH3 moieties.
From the EOS perspective, we obtained the OS assignment

of N (−3), O (0), and each CH3 (+1) with R (%) = 55.7. The
same result was previously reported,4 with small differences in
R (%) because of the different level of theory and geometry
used here versus in ref 4. We quantified the weight of IUPAC’s
N (−1) and O (−2) assignment by not following the aufbau
principle on the electron assignment, resulting in R (%) = 44.3.
When analyzing the shape of the PM localized orbitals, no

localized orbital corresponding to a π-type N−O bond is
found, but two lone pairs localized on O are present. This
points to the aforementioned Lewis structure. In this direction,
some of us assigned its OS using the position of the centroids
of the localized orbitals. They obtained the EOS assignment
from both the closest-atom and basin-allegiance strategies.15

This result is in contradiction with the IUPAC assignment, and
further analysis is warranted.
We performed LOBA calculations and depict the shape of

selected PM localized orbitals, together with their Löwdin
population analysis and CIa values in Figure 3. Each localized

orbital accounts for an electron pair as the system is closed-
shell. Visual inspection shows two lone pairs localized on O
and localized σ(NO) and σ(CN) bond orbitals. Evaluating the
orbital shape, both localized σ orbitals are characterized as
shared-pair, resulting in assigning one electron to each atom
involved (per orbital). Such an assignment leads to N (+1), O
(−1), and each CH3 (0). When evaluating the reliability of our
assignments, we obtain the covalent assignment for both σ(N−
C) and σ(N−O) orbitals with CIc = 100. This assignment is
different from both the IUPAC and EOS results. The LOBA
σ(N−O) assignment can only be supported by EOS in the case
of occupation degeneracy of the frontier EFOs. In this
situation, one electron is assigned into each EFO, mimicking
the covalent (shared-pair) assignment. Thus, the closer the
frontier EFOs occupancies, the more shared-pair “character”.
However, EOS clearly assigned each CH3 moiety as (+1).

High-Valent Transition Metal Oxides. Our first group of
transition metal complexes consists of a series of high-valent

transition metal oxides, including TiO2, FeO4
2−, ReO4

−, OsO4,
IrO4

+, and PtO4
2+.28,29 According to the IUPAC’s ionic

approximation, such species present a rich variety of metal
oxidation states ranging from (+4) to (+10). Prior studies
showed very good performance for this systems by EOS, as
compared to OS assignments following IUPAC’s rules,
resulting in formal OS values up to (+9) for Ir in IrO4

+.4 In
the case of PtO4

2+, the Pt atom presented several d-type EFOs
with occupations too large to be considered empty, compared
to those of the O atoms, and the EOS scheme assigned Pt (+2)
with R (%) = 50.8. By contrast, at the current level of theory,
EOS achieves the (+6) OS assignment for Pt, again with a very
small R (%) = 50.3 value. This method dependency makes the
system a matter of interest, particularly as we have previously
demonstrated the robustness of the EOS method for an
extensive combination of functionals and basis sets.6

Considering the ωB97X-V/def2-TZVP description at the
geometry reported in ref 4 leads to a Pt (+2) assignment,
with R (%) = 52.8. Thus, disagreement on the assignment is
mostly caused by geometrical differences. Nevertheless, it
appears that the use of more sophisticated long-range
corrected DFT functionals such as ωB97X-V, which include
a density-dependent dispersion correction, may increase the
ionic character of each bond by lowering the delocalization
error. The more ionic the bonds, the more oxidized is the
character of the metal center.
In Figure 4 we depict the valence PM orbitals corresponding

to one σ(M−O) bond for each complex. By symmetry, the

orbital picture and population analysis are equal for all σ(M−
O) bonds. Differences between atomic populations become
less clear when going to higher valent compounds, not only
from LOBA but also from the R (%) values close to 50 from
EOS. The electron pair from the σ(M−O) bonds is assigned to

Figure 3. Selected valence PM localized orbitals for the (CH3)3NO
molecular system, together with Löwdin population and CIa values.
The isocontour value is selected for clarity as 0.3 au.

Figure 4. Selected valence PM localized orbitals for TiO2, FeO4
2−,

ReO4
−, OsO4, IrO4

+, and PtO4
2+ molecular systems, together with

Löwdin population and CIa values. The isocontour value is 0.3 au.
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the O atom for all systems, as the atomic populations
differences are large enough, except for PtO4

2+. In PtO4
2+,

population analysis and localized orbital shape support a
covalent assignment for the Pt−O pairs. Thus, as by symmetry
there are four electron pairs in this situation, assigning one
electron to each moiety leads to a formal OS for Pt (+6) and
each O (−1). Covalent assignment is confirmed, with CIc =
100. Interestingly, the OS assignment for the Ir-based oxide is
at the frontier between covalent and ionic assignment, being
ionic with a pyrrhic CIi = 2. The Ir and Pt systems show the
way in which extremely high formal IUPAC oxidation states
play out via the orbital shape.
Transition Metal Complexes with Noninnocent Ligands.

Next, we consider OS assignments for different families of
transition metal complexes with noninnocent ligands such as
thiolate, nitrosyl, and trifluoromethyl. Our first set of
noninnocent ligand complexes consists of the redox series of
nickel dithiolates [Ni(S2C2Me2)2]

n−, with n = 0, 1, and 2.30

From experiments and DFT calculations, Lim et al. character-
ize the dianionic species as a Ni (+2) metal center with two
closed-shell thiolate (−2) ligands. Furthermore, the one-
electron oxidations on this species are ligand based, such that
the Ni OS remains constant throughout the redox process.31

Particularly, for n = 1, the reference OS for the thiolate ligands
can be either −1/−2 (asymmetric assignment) or −1.5/−1.5
(mixed valence). Finally, the neutral species presents two
formally (−1) thiolate ligands.
EOS analysis matches the reference OS with R (%) values of

55.7, 65.7, and 82.4 for the 0, 1, and 2 species, respectively.
The most interesting case is the lower R value neutral species.
Here, as the system is closed-shell, the only manner by which
the (−1) OS solution can be obtained is if the two last
occupied EFOs are degenerate in occupancy and are located
one on each ligand, thus splitting the electron pair between
both fragments. Wave function stability analysis confirmed that
the ground state solution is closed-shell. We obtained the
described scenario, with two degenerate EFOs (occupancy
0.51), one from each ligand, and a Ni EFO (occupancy 0.45).
An alternative, though unfaithful, assignment is a Ni (0) center
with two neutral ligands, resulting in a R (%) value of 44.3.
LOBA also assigns the Ni center as (+2) with CIi = 100, as

the Ni atom presents four d-type localized orbitals, two fewer
electrons than a formal Ni (0). With regard to the ligands, we
obtain two formal (−1) dithiolates. Obtaining this solution
from localized orbitals is more complicated than from EOS, as
a single doubly occupied orbital must be delocalized between
the two ligands. In particular, that orbital must present atomic
populations that are split between four atoms (at least). We
depict the aforementioned orbital in Figure 5, observing a
shared-pair character and thus leading to the (−1) OS for each

ligand. However, the localized orbital is not truly symmetric
between fragments, giving some weight to the asymmetric (0)/
(−2) assignment. Using the sum of carbon populations in the
right fragment against the total, the asymmetric assignment is
obtained with CIi = 18.1. As the complementary localized
orbital can be obtained by an alternative combination of MOs,
the asymmetric assignment in this case is caused by the
difficulty to localize the orbital, resulting in a broken symmetry
representation of a symmetric bonding situation.
For n = 2, LOBA shows a similar orbital pattern and the

same Ni OS assignment. Instead of one localized orbital split
between both ligands (as in Figure 5), we find a fully localized
one for each ligand. Thus, we obtain two formal (−2) ligands.
Finally, in the n = 1 case the ground state multiplicity is a
doublet. Consequently, alpha and beta localized orbitals are
treated independently. It is worth mentioning that at the
present level of theory the spin density is almost perfectly
shared among the Ni and each of the ligands (0.34, 0.33, and
0.33, respectively). In the LOBA approach, the σ Ni−S bond
electrons are assigned to S by both population analysis and
orbital shape (Figure 6). The Ni center presents 4α and 3β d

localized orbitals, leading to a formal Ni (+3) species with CIi
= 100. Such an assignment opposes both the reference results
and the EOS values, as LOBA instead hints at a metal-based
oxidation instead of ligand-based. It is important to note that
obtaining a nonsymmetric (or mixed-valence) OS assignment
from a geometrically symmetric system is a challenge for any
methodology. In the EOS case, there are two degenerate EFOs,
one per thiolate ligand, and only one electron left to assign.
Thus, the splitting of the last electron leads to the −1.5/−1.5
(mixed-valence) result. Alternatively, one may consider two
equivalent resonance structures with OS of −2/−1 and −1/−2
for the ligands. For this set of systems, limitations of the LOBA
scheme are observed, but these limitations derive from
challenges in orbital localization and not from the OS
assignment procedure or the CIa index definition.

Figure 5. PM localized orbital between both noninnocent ligands of
the [Ni(S2C2Me2)2]

0 system, together with the Löwdin population.
The isocontour value is 0.15 au.

Figure 6. Selected PM localized orbitals for [Ni(S2C2Me2)2]
n−

molecular systems, n = 0 (top), 1 (middle; alpha, left, and beta,
right), and 2 (bottom), together with Löwdin population and CIa
values. The isocontour value is 0.3 au.
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As a second set of transition metal complexes with
noninnocent ligands, we considered the redox couple of
nitroprusside anions [Fe(CN)5(NO)]

n−,32 where n = 2, 3. NO
is a simple noninnocent ligand that can present three different
oxidation states, −1, 0, or +1, depending on its interaction with
the metal center. For its OS assignment, IUPAC’s statement is
clear: the MNO segment should be linear for NO+ but bent for
NO−.7 For n = 2, the geometry of the complex indicates a
linear FeNO segment. Thus, according to IUPAC’s rule, the
NO is formally (+1). Then, from the ionic approximation each
CN ligand is (−1), leading to a formal Fe (+2) OS. Applying
the same rules, the bent geometry of the FeNO linkage in the n
= 3 system is characteristic of NO (−1). However, the last
system is properly characterized as neutral NO, which leads to
a formal Fe (+2).32

EOS analysis reproduced the reference OS for both species
with R (%) = 81.0 and 74.0. From LOBA, for both n = 2 and 3,
the σ(Fe−C) localized orbitals are ionically assigned to the CN
moiety with CIi = 100, thus leading to the CN (−1) OS
assignment. In the n = 2 system, the two localized orbitals from
the Fe−N interaction (Figure 7) are assigned to the iron

center with a clear CIi = 100. This together with a Fe-centered
d-type localized orbital leads to the formal Fe (+2) OS. As a
consequence, the NO moiety is then characterized as (+1).
For n = 3, with spin unrestricted localized orbitals depicted

in Figure 8, the Fe exhibits 2α and 3β d-type orbitals, which,
together with the nontrivial assignment of the Fe−N
interaction to the iron (CIi = 28.7 (alpha)), lead to the (+2)
OS for Fe. As a consequence, the NO ligand is characterized as
neutral. These results are in perfect agreement with both
reference values and EOS analysis.
A final set of systems within this category are the copper

trifluoromethyl complexes [Cu(CF3)4]
n−, with n = 1, 2, and 3.

For n = 1, Snyder characterized computationally the metal
center as a formal Cu (+1), leading to one CF3 (+1), one
(−1), and two formally (−0.5).33 Several authors argued
against this assignment, pointing instead to a formally Cu (+3)
species.34,35 Recent experimental evidence seems to point

toward a Cu (+1) metal center,36,37 casting doubts on the mere
existence of any Cu (+3) species. At any rate, the OS
assignment of this system has proved challenging because of
the significant covalency of the Cu−C bonds. One can even
find studies where authors opt for different interpretations/
assignments within the same work.38 According to the ionic
approximation, each CF3 ligand should present the (−1) OS in
all species, leading to Cu (+3) for the n = 1 system, which is
successively reduced to Cu (+1) for n = 3.
EOS analysis assigns the OS of Cu in the n = 1 species (+3)

with R (%) = 51.7, which is at odds with a recent combined
experimental−computational interpretation.36 It is particularly
striking to notice that the authors used virtually the same level
of theory as in this work but arrived at different conclusions.
On the other hand, the low R value obtained is indeed
indicative of the high covalency of the Cu−C bond. An
alternative assignment consists of assigning two electrons from
the four pseudo-degenerate LO EFOs, each one located on a
CF3 moiety, to Cu. This leads to a formal Cu (+1) and four
CF3 (−1/2) with R (%) = 48.3, supporting in some sense
Snyder’s original proposal and highlighting the delicate balance
in assigning the OSs. For the reduced species, metal-based
reduction is observed, leading to unambiguous EOS assign-
ments of Cu (+2) and Cu (+1) with R (%) = 78.5 and 100 for
n = 2 and 3, respectively.
According to LOBA, with selected localized orbitals

depicted in Figure 9, the n = 1 system is clearly characterized
as a Cu (+3) species with high clarity (CIa = 100). The
electron pair from each σ(Cu−C) bond is assigned to the CF3
moiety, each of which is formally (−1). This, together with the
four d-type localized orbitals sitting on the Cu atom, provides a
clear Cu (+3) assignment. For n = 3, we obtained the same
assignment for the σ(Cu−C) localized orbitals, but now five d-
type localized orbitals from Cu are occupied, leading to Cu
(+1) with four CF3 (−1) ligands. In the n = 2 system, the α
and β electrons from σ(Cu−C) localized orbitals are assigned
to the CF3 moiety, leading once again to a formal CF3 (−1).
Five α and four β localized orbitals are localized on Cu, giving
the formal (+2) OS with CIi = 100.

Figure 7. Selected valence PM localized orbitals for [Fe-
(CN)5(NO)]2− molecular system, together with its Löwdin
population and CIa values. The isocontour value is 0.30 au.

Figure 8. Selected valence PM localized orbitals for [Fe-
(CN)5(NO)]3− molecular systems (alpha spin), together with
Löwdin population and CIa values. The isocontour value is 0.30 au.
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In summary, both EOS and LOBA analysis characterize the
[Cu(CF3)4]

− system as a Cu (+3)-based species and the
subsequent reductions as metal-based. For n = 1, the EOS
assignment is less clear than for the LOBA, which
unambiguously assigned the Cu (+3) species. Clear assign-
ments are obtained for the reduced species by using both
schemes.
Metal Sulfur Dioxide Adducts. Another family of

compounds we investigated are transition metal adducts with
sulfur dioxide as a ligand. SO2 presents the ability to coordinate
in three different manners (Z-, L-, and π-type). According to
IUPAC, L-type ligands act as Lewis bases, donating the two
electrons to the metal center to form a dative bond. Then, the
ionic approximation assigns the electron pair to the S atom by
electronegativity difference, leading to a neutral SO2. For the
Z-type, the ligand acts as a Lewis acid, and the metal atom
sacrifices the electron pair for dative bond formation. Crude
ionic approximation should lead to a formal SO2 (−2) ligand,
which is at odds with the experimental observables. Thus, an
exception to the ionic approximation is introduced to address
such situations, which thereby leads to the expected neutral
SO2. Knowing when the exception should be invoked is
perhaps challenging.
To explore the role of SO2 as a ligand, we selected the

Rh(SO2)Cl(CO)(PH3)2 (Z-type), Rh(SO2)Cl(PH3)2 (L-
type), and Ru(SO2)Cl(NO)(PH3)2 (π-type) systems to assign
the OS of the metal and the SO2 ligands. Selected PM orbitals
for these systems are depicted in Figures 10, 11, and 12,
respectively.
For the Z-type ligand case of Rh(SO2)Cl(CO)(PH3)2

(Figure 10), LOBA provides clear Rh (+1) and SO2 (0)
assignments, with CIi = 100. Furthermore, there is no localized
orbital which, from population analysis, involves both Rh and S
from SO2. Rh presents four doubly occupied d-type localized
orbitals, while SO2 obtains the 24 electrons required for being
a neutral ligand. Clear-cut assignments are also obtained for all
PH3, CO, and Cl σ-like localized orbitals, which leads to these
normally innocent ligands being formally (0), (0), and (−1),
respectively, as expected.

Figure 9. Selected valence PM localized orbitals for [Cu(CF3)4]
n−

molecular systems, n = 1 (top left), 3 (top right), and 2 (middle;
alpha, left, and beta, right), together with Löwdin population and CIa
values. The isocontour value is 0.30 au.

Figure 10. Selected valence PM localized orbitals for Z-type Rh-based
compound, Rh(SO2)Cl(CO)(PH3)2, together with Löwdin popula-
tion and CIa values. The isocontour value is 0.30 au.

Figure 11. Selected valence PM localized orbitals for L-type Rh-based
compound, Rh(SO2)Cl(PH3)2, together with Löwdin population and
CIa value. The isocontour value is 0.30 au.
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For the L-type ligand case of Rh(SO2)Cl(PH3)2 (Figure 11),
Rh presents three d-type localized orbitals and one resulting
from the combination of a σ-type orbital from S and a d-type
from Rh, leading to the formal (+1) OS with CIi = 100. The
SO2 ligand is characterized as neutral, which is in nice
agreement with the reference values. The PH3 and Cl ligands
present the same conventional bonding situation as for the Z-
type ligand.
Finally, a more complicated bonding situation is observed

for the π-type case of Ru(SO2)Cl(NO)(PH3)2. Starting from
the SO2 ligand, a nonbonding orbital between the Ru and S
atoms is obtained (Figure 12), which is characterized as a
shared pair with CIc = 95.2. Decreasing the isocontour value
for this orbital, a weak σ-type interaction between the S of SO2
and the N of NO ligand is unveiled. Even though the localized
orbital is shared between three atoms, it is mainly localized
between the Ru and S, so that the NO is not involved in this
particular electron assignment process.
The localized orbital from the Ru−O interaction (Figure 13)

is ionically assigned to the O of SO2 with CIi = 100, meaning
that SO2 is assigned as (−1). With regard to the NO ligand,
the π(Ru−N) localized orbital is characterized as a shared pair
with CIc = 100, leading to a neutral NO moiety. Because the Cl

and PH3 ligands present their typical (−1) and (0) OS,
respectively, the Ru center OS is (+2).
EOS analysis matched the reference OS for the SO2 moiety

with R (%) = 85.2, 84.0, and 50.3 for the L-, Z-, and π-type,
respectively. EOS is in agreement also with the LOBA
assignments for the L- and Z-type compounds. In the π-type
case, EOS also indicates a covalent assignment for the σ(Ru−
N) localized orbital, as the frontier EFOs between both
fragments are almost degenerate in occupation number,
leading to a formal NO (0) ligand. Contrary to LOBA, a
clear SO2 (0) assignment, and consequently Ru (+1), has been
obtained for the π-type species by EOS.

Transition Metal Carbene Complexes. The last two
evaluated compounds are within the transition metal carbene
family. In particular, we examine the Schrock-type compound,
Mo(CH2)(NC8H10)(OtBu)2, and the Fischer-type complex,
W(CF2)(CO)5. As mentioned above, IUPAC’s ionic
approximation fails on elucidating the carbene moiety OS in
the Fischer-type carbenes, assigning a formal (−2) OS instead
of the accepted value of (0).
EOS analysis properly characterized the carbene moiety as

(−2) for the Schrock-type compound with R (%) = 63.0 and
as neutral for the Fischer-type species with R (%) = 96.6.
We depict the selected PM orbitals from the Fischer-type

carbene, W(CF2)(CO)5, in Figure 14. There are two

localized orbitals which describe the WC bond. From
LOBA, an ionic assignment with CIi = 100 is obtained for the
first, while the second has a covalent assignment with CIc =
74.1. These assignments lead to the carbene moiety having
(−1) formal OS, instead of the expected (0).
For the Schrock-type complex, Mo(CH2)(NC8H10)-

(OtBu)2, we depict the two localized orbitals that describe
the MoC bond in Figure 15. Both orbitals are associated
with a covalent assignment, with CIc = 33.1 and 91.4. This

Figure 12. A selected valence PM localized orbital for the π-type Ru-
based compound, Ru(SO2)Cl(NO)(PH3)2, together with Löwdin
population and CIa value. Two isocontour values are used: 0.30 au
(left) and 0.10 au (right).

Figure 13. Selected valence PM localized orbitals for π-type Ru-based
compound, Ru(SO2)Cl(NO)(PH3)2, together with Löwdin popula-
tion and CIa values. The isocontour value is 0.30 au.

Figure 14. Selected valence PM localized orbital for W(
CF2)(CO)5, together with Löwdin population and CIa values. The
isocontour value is 0.30 au.

Figure 15. Selected valence PM localized orbital for Mo(
CH2)(NC8H10)(OtBu)2, together with its Löwdin population and
CIa values. The isocontour value is 0.30 au.
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results in a carbene unit with a formal OS of (0), which was the
expected for a Fischer-type carbene. Here, the assignment of
the four electrons from the MoC bond to the carbene
moiety was expected.
EOS showed better performance for the carbene systems

than LOBA. For the latter, these systems showed its primary
challenge: the nonuniqueness of the localization procedure and
the difficulty to obtain cleanly localized orbitals. Thus, more
robust procedures need to be tested/developed before
discarding the LOBA utility for this particular type of
compound.

■ CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have examined the application of effective
oxidation state (EOS) analysis and localized orbital bonding
analysis (LOBA) to a series of compounds that present
challenges in oxidation state (OS) assignment. Table 1

summarizes the results obtained with both approaches for all
systems considered. The OS is a chemically useful concept
that, much like aromaticity, does not have a unique definition.
Ultimately, all approaches that aim to assign an integer OS will
become ambiguous in regimes where the results approach the
boundaries associated with a given assignment. This aspect is
reflected in the very useful reliability index (R) of the EOS
procedure. Here we have introduced a clarity index to quantify
the extent to which a LOBA OS is clear. The CIa index
approaches 100 away from the ionic/covalent boundary and
approaches 0 as the boundary is approached from above or
below.
We observed how both EOS and LOBA methods operate

synergistically for assigning OS. In the EOS approach, covalent
assignments are rare, as there is no EFO occupancy difference
range where the assignment is considered shared pair. In

contrast, the LOBA scheme opens a range of population
analysis differences (and orbital shape evaluation), where the
covalent assignment presents some weight. This is illustrated
by the ostensibly simple molecule (CH3)3NO, for which
IUPAC, EOS, and LOBA arrive at different results. Close
inspection of the localized orbitals reveals that the LOBA
assignment of CH3 (0), N (+1), and O (−1) relies strongly on
covalent character in the bonding, which is not available in
EOS.
For the high-valence transition metal oxides culminating

with IrO4
+ and PtO4

2+ which have IUPAC oxidation states of
(+9) and (+10), the latter assignment is neither supported by
EOS nor LOBA. LOBA illustrates how delicate these high
oxidation states are. With each M−O bond equivalent, LOBA
predicts Ir (+9) with low clarity (i.e., O (−2)) and Pt (+6)
with higher clarity (i.e., O (−1)) as these systems traverse the
ionic/covalent threshold.
Other challenging systems such as a Schrock and a Fisher

transition metal carbene complexes show impressive successes
for EOS and results that do not match conventional wisdom
for LOBA. Relatively low CIa values provide a warning that
one should carefully inspect the orbitals to assess the LOBA
results.
The primary challenge for the LOBA approach is the

nonuniqueness of the localization procedure, and the fact that
the orbitals in some systems do not localize cleanly. If the final
goal is to properly scrutinize the OS of both the ligands and
the TM, one should probably incorporate the definition of
fragments already when performing the orbital localization, for
instance by using fragment populations instead of atomic ones
in the localization functional.
Overall, our results cannot be taken as an overall

endorsement of any single approach to defining an OS, be it
IUPAC, EOS, or LOBA. All these methods will typically agree
in straightforward cases (which we have avoided here). In the
less straightforward cases, comparing the assignments of all
three methods is instructive as a guide to three complementary,
and often convergent ways to characterize complex bonding in
the simplest possible way. When they differ, it is typically a
signature of some interesting complexity or, otherwise, a
limitation of one of the approaches.

■ COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

Geometry optimizations were performed by using the ωB97X-
V density functional39 coupled with the def2-TZVP basis set
(all electron for light atoms and with def2-ECP pseudopoten-
tial for heavy atoms).40 Vibrational frequency calculations, to
confirm minima on the potential energy surface, were
computed at the same level of theory. Wave functions, orbital
localization, and energies were also evaluated at the same level.
All calculations were performed with the Q-Chem package.41

Localized orbitals bonding analysis (LOBA) calculations
were performed with the Q-Chem software, employing the
Pipek−Mezey16 localization procedure, which maximize the
locality of Mulliken populations, in conjunction with Löwdin
population analysis for each localized orbital, one by one.19

Spin-resolved effective fragment orbitals (EFOs) and
effective oxidation states (EOS) analysis have been obtained
with the APOST-3D program,42 using the Topological Fuzzy
Voronoi Cells (TFVC) 3D-space partitioning method43 and a
40 × 146 atomic grid for numerical integrations.

Table 1. OS Assignments of the Atom/Ligand Indicated in
Bold by EOS and LOBAa

molecule EOS LOBA
IUPAC/
other

(CH3)3NO
b −3 (55.7) +1 (100) −1

TiO2 +4 (92.6) +4 (65.5) +4
FeO4

2− +6 (68.9) +6 (100) +6
ReO4

− +7 (90.8) +7 (100) +7
OsO4 +8 (76.1) +8 (99.6) +8
IrO4

+ +9 (60.2) +9 (2) +9
PtO4

2+ +6 (50.3) +6 (100) +10
[Ni(S2C2Me2)2]

0 +2 (55.7) +2 (100) +2
[Ni(S2C2Me2)2]

1− +2 (65.7) +3 (100) +2
[Ni(S2C2Me2)2]

2− +2 (82.4) +2 (100) +2
[Fe(CN)5(NO)]2− +1 (80.9) +1 (100) +1
[Fe(CN)5(NO)]3− 0 (74.0) 0 (28.7) 0
[Cu(CF3)4]

1− +3 (51.7) +3 (100) +1/+3
[Cu(CF3)4]

2− +2 (78.5) +2 (100) +2
[Cu(CF3)4]

3− +1 (100) +1 (100) +1
Rh(SO2)Cl(CO)(PH3)2 (Z-type) 0 (84.0) 0 (100) 0
Rh(SO2)Cl(PH3)2 (L-type)

c 0 (85.2) 0 (100) 0
Ru(SO2)Cl(NO)(PH3)2 (π-type) 0 (50.3) −1 (95.2) 0
Mo(CH2)(OtBu)2(NC8H10)
(Schrock-type)

−2 (63.0) 0 (33.1) −2

W(CF2)(CO)5 (Fischer-type) 0 (96.6) −1 (74.1) −2/0
aThe values of R and CI indices are in parentheses. bOS of the O
atom: 0 (EOS), −1 (LOBA), and −2 (IUPAC). cOS of Ru atom: + 1
(EOS), + 2 (LOBA), and 0 (IUPAC).
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ABSTRACT: Ruthenium-based catalysts play a pivotal role
in the formation of carbon−carbon double bonds in olefin
metathesis. The reaction mechanism always involves the
formation of a four-membered metallacycle where the Ru
centers should exhibit a formal +4 oxidation state. The steric
and electronic properties of the so-called spectator N-
heterocyclic carbene (NHC) ligand of Ru-benzylidene
complexes are, presumably, responsible for the ability/
inability of the metal center to achieve the necessary formal
oxidation state for the catalytic process run on, and hence
should be an essential ingredient in the design of efficient
catalysts. In the present study we make use of density
functional theory (DFT) calculations combined with the so-
called effective oxidation state (EOS) analysis to examine the evolution of the metal oxidation state along the reaction
mechanism. In particular, we tackle the Ru2+ versus Ru4+ debate in Grubbs catalysts, deepening into details about the different
nature of the intermediates of the reaction pathway. We also analyze the picture of (cheaper and cleaner) iron- and osmium-
based catalysts. Moreover, the nature and occupation number of the frontier effective fragment orbitals of the ligands sheds light
into the subtle electronic differences between first- and second-generation Grubbs catalysts that nevertheless do not affect the
assignment of oxidation states.

■ INTRODUCTION

Transition metal (TM) catalyzed olefin metathesis has proved
a powerful tool for transforming carbon−carbon double
bonds,1 with remarkable performance in cross-metathesis
through the Shell higher olefin process (SHOP) method and
in polymerization by ring-opening metathesis polymerization
(ROMP).2 Among all TM catalysts, the development of
ruthenium-based ones, pioneered by Grubbs et al.,3 has led to
numerous applications in organic synthesis. For this reason,
there is a strong interest in understanding how these catalysts
work (see Scheme 1).4

Indeed, we have a very good picture of many mechanistic
details, both from the experimental5 and theoretical6 point of
view. The generally accepted mechanism incorporates the
pioneer work of Chauvin, who considered a four-membered
metallacycle as the central intermediate,7 as depicted in
Scheme 1. Here, one can distinguish the first-generation (L
= phosphine) and second-generation (L = N-heterocyclic
carbene (NHC)) olefin metathesis Grubbs catalysts.
Going into specific details in the olefin metathesis reaction,

first Chen and Grubbs8 had predicted that the hindered
rotation around the Ru−P bond in the metallacycle is the
cause of the slower reactivity for the first-generation catalysts.
Cavallo9 and Nolan reported that this order of binding energy
appears due to the stronger trans influence provided by the
NHC ligand.10 The σ-donation and π-acceptor properties of
the phosphine and the NHC ligands have been computation-

ally analyzed by Carbo ́ and Poblet,11 Cavallo,12 Eisenstein,13

and Frenking,14 among others.15 These properties have been
also probed electrochemically by Plenio.16 The transition states
for the second-generation catalysts exhibit higher energy
barriers to close and then open the metallacycle because of
the stronger σ-donating carbene capacity of the NHC ligand
that consequently was supposed to stabilize the +4 oxidation
state (OS) of the Ru moiety in the metallacycle.17 This

Received: August 29, 2019
Published: December 4, 2019

Scheme 1. Accepted Mechanism for Ruthenium-Based
Olefin Metathesis Catalysisa

aR = H, Ph; L = phosphine or NHC.7
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hypothesis was also latter proposed in the case of the P-
heterocyclic carbenes (PHC).18 On the contrary, Kennepohl19

found that the σ-donation ability of NHC ligand was lower
than that of phosphine. Electronically speaking, the TM holds
16 electrons throughout the catalytic cycle, except for a loss of
2 electrons in intermediate II. In 2005, Harvey17 showed that
the rate-limiting step for metathesis of ruthenium bisphosphine
and diaminocarbene/phosphine catalysts [L2RuCl2(CH2)],
where L = PCy3 or NHC, is either the ring-closing of alkene
complex III, to form a ruthenacyclobutane, or the ring-opening
of the latter to form isomeric alkene complex V. Again, the
higher efficiency of the diaminocarbene based catalysts8,20 was
attributed to the stabilization of the formal +4 OS of the
ruthenium center in the metallacycle17 and a larger phosphine
dissociation energy for the bisphosphine catalyst.21

Apart from the metallacycle, the formal characterization of
TM carbene species II, III, and V has also lead to some
controversy.22−24 TM carbenes are usually divided into two
classes, namely, Fischer and Schrock. Both the nature of the
TM and its chemical environment (π-donor/-acceptor ligands)
and the substituents on the carbene ligand are responsible for
the Fischer (electrophilic) or Schrock (nucleophilic) charac-
ter.25,26 The RuC moiety is often interpreted as a Fischer-
type carbene, leading to a formal oxidation state of +2 for the
Ru (that corresponds to a d6 configuration),26 whereas the
ylidene ligand (either CH2 or CHPh) is considered
neutral. In the case of Grubbs catalysts, this distinction is not
too clear, as the alkyl groups of the ylidene ligands should
furnish Schrock character to the carbene.27 Occhipinti et al.
found that Grubbs catalysts share some features of the Schrock
carbenes and even suggested a new subcategory of “electro-
philic Schrock carbenes” for the Grubbs catalysts.24 The formal
classification of these TM carbenes could be regarded as
immaterial except for the implications it may have in the
assignment of the formal OS of the TM moiety.
The oxidation state is a heuristic concept that plays a key

role in chemical knowledge when it comes to rationalization,
systematization, or classification of chemical phenomena,
which however has been lacking a proper, clear-cut definition
for many years. Consequently, vivid debates and controversy
can be found in the literature concerning OS assignments,
mainly in TM metal complexes with intricate bonding
situations. Last year, the oxidation state was given a refined
generic definition by the IUPAC, namely, the atom’s charge
after ionic approximation of its heteronuclear bonds.28

Practical algorithms were also provided, that essentially start
with the molecule’s Lewis structure, followed by a subsequent
assignment of the bond electrons to the most electronegative
atom, in a winner-takes-all fashion. As a corollary, bonds
between atoms of the same element are always divided equally.
While the current definition of OS represents a clear

improvement over the previous set of agreed upon rules, there
have been recent works that pinpoint the limitations of the so-
called ionic approximation. Monsch et al.29 have most recently
challenged the concept of oxidation state with an in-depth
analysis of the bonding situation in the apparently simple
[Fe(H2O)5(NO)]

2+ cation. Postils et al.30 have shown that
rather than the nature of the free atoms it is their chemical
environment that bears the chemical information that
ultimately can lead to proper a OS assignment. The authors
also highlighted inherent difficulties of the ionic approximation
when applied to TM carbenes, which is most relevant for the
present work. The fact that the same compound (Grubbs first-

generation catalyst, with CAS number 172222−30−9) still
appears with different nomenclatures in the Sigma-Aldrich
catalog (labeled as either Ru(II) or Ru(IV)) nicely illustrates
the issue.
In TM carbenes, a carbene unit exhibits a double bond with

the metal center. Since carbon is more electronegative than the
TM, the carbene moiety should keep all four electrons
involved in the double-bond, reaching a formal charge of (−2).
Hence, following IUPAC’s rule the carbene fragment in TM
carbenes is readily considered anionic, accounting for Schrock-
type carbenes and in line with their nucleophilic character.
Notably, while the bonding in Schrock carbenes is often
discussed in terms of a covalent interaction involving triplet
carbene and metal moieties, such alleged formal bond origin
may not necessarily be reflected on the corresponding OS, as
in the ionic approximation only the final allegiance of the bond
electrons must be considered, not their origin.28

In contrast, the carbene fragment is assumed formally
neutral in Fisher-type carbenes. One way to account for this
OS assignment is to consider the σ bond polarized toward the
carbene and the π bond polarized toward the TM, each moiety
keeping two electrons. This view, which is usually pictured in
textbooks, cannot be reconciled with IUPAC’s rule that all
electrons of the bonds between two atoms are assigned to the
most electronegative one. Thus, discriminating TM carbenes
(Fischer or Schrock) from an OS perspective necessarily
requires approaches that go beyond IUPAC’s ionic approx-
imation. At this point, computational chemistry methods can
come to the rescue, but establishing oxidation states from first-
principles is not a trivial task.
Unfortunately, the fact that oxidation states are written as a

charge (albeit an imaginary one) has contributed to the
misbelief that partial atomic charges represent a sort of
noninteger version of oxidation states. Atomic spin popula-
tions, used by many authors to assign OS to TM centers, also
represent averaged electron populations and moreover are
clearly futile for pure singlet state species. However, by treating
electrons individually, computational chemistry tools are able
to derive oxidation states from first principles. For instance,
Ramos-Cordoba31 introduced a scheme that is formally
applicable on equal footing to any molecular system and
wave function. The so-called effective oxidation state (EOS)
analysis relies on Mayer’s effective orbitals (EFOs) and their
occupation numbers, obtained for all atoms or fragments/
ligands defined. The spin-resolved EFOs are sorted by
decreasing occupation number and then individual electrons
are assigned to those EFOs with higher occupations, leading to
an effective configuration of the atoms/ligands within the
molecule, which directly determines their OS. Moreover, the
difference between the occupation number (λ) of the last
occupied (LO) and the first unoccupied (FU) EFOs is also a
pointer of the reliability of the resulting analysis. The larger
this difference, the better the current electron distribution can
be pictured into a discrete ionic model. So, together with the
OS, the EOS analysis yields an associated reliability index, R =
min(Rα, Rβ), defined for each spin case σ as

λ λ= · − +σ
σ σR (%) 100 min(1, max(0,

1
2

))LO FU (1)

When the difference between the occupation number of the
frontier EFOs exceeds half an electron, the overall assignment
of OS is considered as undisputable, and the R index reaches
100%. The worst-case scenario is when two or more frontier
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EFOs sitting on different fragments exhibit the same
occupation number. In that case, the EOS analysis provides
two different equally plausible OS distributions with R = 50%.
Note that R can take values formally from 0 to 100%, where
values below 50% indicate that the assignment of the electrons
has not followed an aufbau principle according to the
occupation numbers of the EFOs. This alternative approach
can be used to quantify to which extent the molecular system
conforms with a given set of oxidation states.
The EOS method has been successfully applied by several

authors29,32 to a broad spectrum of chemical systems, proving
its usefulness. The aim of this work is to tackle from the
oxidation state perspective the key steps of the olefin
metathesis reaction mechanism, characterizing the TM carbene
intermediates trying to go beyond the classical Fischer versus
Schrock dichotomy and actually quantifying the presumed
Ru(IV) character of the four-member metallacycle.33 For this
purpose, we have applied the EOS scheme to monitor
oxidation state changes of the involved species along the
olefin metathesis reaction pathway using DFT calculations.
The key role34 of the nature of the TM is scrutinized by in
silico replacing ruthenium by the potentially active osmium and
the cheap (but ineffective) iron. The subtle electronic
differences between first- and second-generation Grubb’s
catalysts are also analyzed in the light of the frontier EFOs
of the ligands.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For all Ru and Os complexes, a singlet (low-spin)
configuration has been considered throughout the reaction
pathway (test calculations on the triplet and the quintet states
found lie at higher energy than the singlet ones), except for
iron. In the case of Fe complexes, despite the strong field
character of the ligands,35 its natural tendency to show high-
spin configurations prompted us to analyze also triplet and
quintet states for all species involved,36 being the initial
precatalyst I triplet and the 14e species quintuplet.
The Gibbs free energy results (M06/cc-pVTZ ∼ sdd//

BP86/TZVP ∼ sdd) obtained for the catalytic olefin
metathesis cycle, using the first- and second-generation Grubbs
catalysts and ethylene as substrate, are compiled in Figure 1. As
it was aforementioned, the mechanism involving Ru and Os
follows the same pathway, maintaining the singlet ground state.

Significant differences are observed in the case of Fe, for which
14-electron intermediates II and VI exhibit a quintet state, and
coordination intermediates III and V are absent.
Energetically, it is worth mentioning that metallacycle IV is

1.7 kcal/mol more stable than I for osmium, whereas this
difference amounts to 31.1 kcal/mol for iron (see the structural
differences in Figure 2),37 an energy wall difficult to surpass

which would make the iron-based catalyst less active, as stated
previously.36,38 The upper barrier is the opening of the
metallacycle, i.e., transition state IV−V, even the release of the
styrene subproduct via the transition state V−VI has also been
considered since it is in competition, but with an extremely low
negative frequency associated with this transition state (see the
Supporting Information).39

The oxidation states of the TM center and ligands, as well as
the R index of the assignment along the pathway are gathered
in Table 1. It is worth mentioning that in all cases the EOS
analysis predicts phosphine ligands as neutral (0), chlorine
ligands as anionic (−1), and in the case of second-generation
Grubbs catalyst, the NHC ligand as neutral (0). Visual
inspection of the frontier EFOs associated with this fragment
shows that the last occupied has clear σ character toward the
TM and a high occupation (>0.60), while the first unoccupied
one has π character, with an occupation of just ca. 0.15. Upon
EOS analysis, the σ-type hybrid on the NHC is considered
occupied and the π hybrid is considered empty. The small
occupation of the π EFO on NHC indicates a residual π
contribution to the NHC−TM bond, which is mainly of σ
type. As a comparison, the occupation of the frontier π EFO of
the other carbenes (either CH2 or CHPh) is ca. 0.4.
Hence, the NHC−TM unit does not quite fit the textbook
picture of a Fischer carbene with a double bond between the
TM and the carbene. As a matter of fact, it is usually depicted
in chemical structures with a single bond. This is also the
picture derived from the ligand’s EFOs and EOS analysis.
In all cases studied, the EOS analysis assigns the last electron

pair to a d-type hybrid on the TM, whereas the unoccupied
EFO with the highest occupation lies on the (CHR1)
carbene moiety (see Table 1). That is, the OS of the TM is
(+2), with an increasing character of (+4) as the R value
decreases. A direct trend when going from Fe to Os can be

Figure 1. Gibbs free energies (kcal/mol) for the first catalytic olefin
metathesis cycle of the second-generation Grubbs catalyst, L = SIMes
with ethylene as substrate. The values for the first-generation Grubbs
catalyst are given in parentheses; L = PPh3. SIMes = 1,3-bis(2,4,6-
trimethylphenyl)-4,5-dihydroimidazol-2-ylidene.

Figure 2. Metallacycle IV for the second-generation Grubbs olefin
metathesis catalysts with (a) iron, (b) ruthenium, and (c) osmium as
metal center (main distances in Å) and (d) the first-generation
ruthenium one.
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established, which highlights the noninnocent role of the TM
in the mechanism. We observe that the R values for
intermediate IV decrease from Fe- to Os-based catalysts.
Actually, for intermediate IV, R values are close to 50%,
providing equally the M+4/L−2 and M+2/L0 combinations of
OS. In the case of the Os-based, the preference for the M+2/L0

is less favored. The latter combination is predominant along
the reaction pathway but sharing with a low contribution of
M+4/L−2, since no R of any intermediate is over 65%, except
for intermediates Fe-I and Ru-V, for which R is 65.9 and
67.0%, respectively. The general trend is that the +4 OS on the
metal is more favored for osmium than iron, with ruthenium in
between. For intermediate II, iron breaks this trend, which
might be due to the fact that the ground state switches from
singlet to triplet. We have explored a possible relationship
between the R values or the occupation of the frontier’s EFOs
or the TM/ligand and the relative stability of the species along
the reaction path, but we could not find a significant
correlation.
To deepen into the origin of the R values, the EFOs from

the EOS analysis were analyzed using first simple intermediate
II, to evaluate its formal double bond with the CHPh
carbene ligand, and then metallacycle IV. In II, the formal
oxidation state on the Ru atom is +2 with R = 60.5%. Thus,
according to EOS the TM carbene is in line with a Fischer type
carbene, where as frontier EFOs reveal in Figure 3, the
electrons of the σ-bond are associated with the carbene moiety
whereas the electrons of the π-bond are held by the Ru. More
precisely, the LO EFO (with occupation number 0.522)
corresponds to a σ-type orbital localized on the carbon atom of
the carbene moiety. One can see a clear correspondence with
the FU EFO (with occupation number 0.417), which
corresponds to a d-type orbital on the Ru atom associated
with the σ bond with the carbene (the sum of the occupation
numbers does not have to be exactly 1). Moreover, there is an
additional π-type EFO on the C atom of the carbene with a
much lower occupation number (0.395), which is considered
unoccupied in the EOS process. If this EFO was occupied,
then the carbene would be formally dianionic (−2) and hence
Schrock-type. This is clearly not the case.
In intermediate IV, the Ru atom is part of the four-

membered metallacycle, while conserving its spectator ligands.
According to the EOS analysis, there are again two Cl (−1)
ligands and a formal neutral NHC moiety. Thus, the formal OS
of the whole metallacycle is +2. In this case, there are three
EFOs with very similar occupation numbers, and there are two
pairs of electrons left to be assigned. These EFOs are depicted

in Figure 3b. Two of them are sitting on the (CH2)2CHPh
moiety and correspond to π-type hybrids on each of the C

Table 1. Oxidation States and Reliability Index along the Olefin Metathesis Reaction Pathway for Catalyst MCl2(L)(R2)(
CHR1)

a

first-gen. Grubbs second-gen. Grubbs

R1 R2 OS [M] OS R1 OS R2 RRu (%) RFe (%) RRu (%) ROs (%)

I Ph PPh3 +2 0 0 62.3 65.9 64.3 63.8
I−II Ph PPh3 +2 0 0 59.2 64.4 61.3 62.0
II Ph +2 0 59.0 50.0 60.5 57.1
III Ph Et +2 0 0 62.0 63.7 63.5
III−IV Ph Et +2 0 0 68.5 65.4 68.7 63.4
IV PhCH2CH2 +2 0 53.1 54.7 50.8 44.1
IV−V H Ph CH2 +2 0 0 66.8 68.0 66.8 60.6
V H Ph CH2 +2 0 0 58.7 67.0 57.1
VI H +2 0 0 55.0 50.0 58.1 51.4

aM = Fe, Ru, and Os; L = SIMes, PPh3.

Figure 3. EFOs of intermediates (a) II and (b) IV for second-
generation Grubbs olefin metathesis catalysts with ruthenium as a
metal (occupancies in electrons).
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atoms that are forming σ-type bonds with the TM, with
occupation numbers 0.487 and 0.470, respectively. If the two
pairs of σ electrons of the Ru−C bonds are assigned to the C
atom, then these EFOs must be occupied, and the
(CH2)2CHPh moiety will have a formal charge of (−2).
Consequently, we will have a formal Ru(+4). There is,
however, an EFO of d-type on the Ru atom with an occupation
number in between that of these two EFOs (0.478), which
avoids such a clear-cut assignment. There is also another d-
type hybrid on the Ru but with an occupation number
significantly smaller (0.437).
In the strict application of the EOS scheme, the EFO with

occupation number 0.470 is unoccupied, and the last electron
pair goes to the d-type orbital on the Ru with occupation
0.478. That leads to a formal Ru(+2) and neutral
(CH2)3CHPh moiety. Nonetheless, the occupation numbers
of the frontier EFOs are so close (pseudodegenerate in
occupation) that the alternate assignment (namely Ru(+4) and
(CH2)3CHPh (−2)) is just as plausible as the former. In fact,
there are two pairs of electrons that can be considered to be
almost equally distributed among three pseudodegenerate
EFOs. From the nine possible different distributions of these
four electrons among six orbitals, only one leads to a formal
Ru(+4); therefore, the picture obtained from EOS analysis is
probably closer to a formal Ru(+2) than a fully oxidized
Ru(+4). Another argument against the Ru(+4) assignment
comes from considering the (CH2)2CHPh moiety frozen at the
geometry of the complex and isolated in different electronic
states. Considering a neutral charge, the ground state is singlet
diradicaloid (triplet diradical is almost degenerate) and lies 21
kcal/mol below the closed-shell solution. The doubly anionic
state (−2) lies +65.7 kcal/mol above the energy of the neutral
diradical state. The lowest energy, however, corresponds to the
(−1) charge, with a doublet state that lies 24 kcal/mol below
the singlet diradical state. In this case, the additional electron is
located on the terminal CH2 unit, on a MO that essentially
coincides with the above-mentioned EFO with 0.487
occupation.
So, from an energetic perspective (of the (CH2)2CHPh

unit), the most favorable charge is −1, which is right in
between the formal (0) and (−2) OS. That means Ru could
also be regarded as a (+3) formal OS without unpaired
electrons, by considering the two resonant structures on
Scheme 2.
The robustness of the EOS approach has been tested by

using different functionals to obtain the electron distribution
namely GGA (BP86), hybrid-GGA (B3LYP), and meta-hybrid
GGA (M06-2X) functionals, combined with different basis sets
such as SVP, TZVP and cc-pVTZ (see the Supporting
Information). The results obtained for the EOS analysis were

very consistent in all cases. For instance, for the Ru-based
metallacycle IV, the R values obtained were 50.8% for SVP and
51.0% for cc-pVTZ basis sets, whereas the value was 50.0%
(SVP, TZVP and cc-pVTZ) for B3LYP. Increasing the
Hartree−Fock (HF) exchange contribution, from 0% for
BP86 to 60% of M06-2X, M06-2X confirmed again that the
EOS analysis is extremely robust, obtaining R values of 51.0%
(SVP), 51.1% (TZVP), and 51.3% (cc-pVTZ), despite the
overestimation of the Ru(+2) configuration that the HF-type
exchange might induce.40,41 Of course, empirical dispersion
correction does not affect the results (as long as it does not
affect the density).42 Apart from the similarity in results by all
tested functionals here, the BP86 functional was used based on
the multiplicity complexity of iron and the wonderful
performance for ruthenium-based catalysts, demonstrated
recently in agreement with Piers et al. results.43

Finally, direct comparison of first- and second-generation
Ru-based Grubbs catalysts indicates no changes on the OS,
and only a minor effect is observed on the R values that are
slightly smaller for the first-generation species. The only
exception is metallacycle intermediate IV previously discussed,
which has somewhat more Ru(IV) character in the case of the
second-generation catalyst. Energetically, the metallacycle IV
for the first-generation is 4.8 kcal/mol more kinetically
demanding, and the closure and opening transition states are
5.3 and 2.1 kcal/mol, respectively. Thus, a higher Ru(IV)
character might explain the better performance of the second-
generation Grubbs olefin metathesis catalysts, in agreement
with Harvey.17

We note that Kennepohl19 compared XAS spectra for both
families of catalysts and found that the charge on the metal was
larger (more positive) for NHC-bound complex than for the
analogous bisphosphine one, but the difference was smaller
than that expected for oxidation state changes. They also
concluded that the σ-donation of PCy3 ligand was larger than
that of NHC and the opposite trend for their π-acceptor
capacity, thereby explaining the difference in partial atomic
charge on the Ru ion.
We find that the experimental behavior is explained for all

species involved in the reaction mechanism.24 The real-space
partial atomic charge on Ru is systematically more positive by
ca. +0.2 for second-generation catalysts (Mulliken charges of
Ru are predicted negative). Moreover, the extent of σ-donation
and π-backdonation can also be compared by looking at the
occupation of the frontier EFOs of the respective ligands (see
the Supporting Information). The occupation of the σ-type
hybrid is systematically larger for the NHC ligand (0.67 vs
0.63, on average), indicating that it is keeping a larger share of
the electron pair associated to the σ bond with the metal, i.e., it
is donating less σ density. Similarly, the occupation of the π-
type EFO (which is considered unoccupied by EOS analysis) is
systematically larger for NHC (0.13 vs 0.07, on average),
indicating its better π-acceptor character.
Concomitantly, the occupation of the d-type hybrid of the

Ru involved in the aforementioned σ bond is systematically
smaller for the NHC-bound complexes. In all cases, it is the
fourth highest occupied d orbital, with occupations of ca. 0.40
on average. The EOS analysis always renders this EFO as
unoccupied (otherwise a Ru(0) would be obtained), and this
nicely explains why these differences in electronic effects
(including Ru partial charge) cannot affect the oxidation state,
as seen experimentally.24

Scheme 2. Schematic Representation of the Bonding
Situation in Intermediate IV Leading to a formal Ru(+3) OS
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■ CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we observed that the metallic center of
metallacycle species IV presents half character M+4 and M+2,
whereas for the rest of the reaction pathway the latter oxidation
state is mainly preferred. This is in agreement with the trend
proposed in the past by theoreticians.8 Even though
accordingly to the IUPAC’s rules the RuCHR1 bond is
formally described as a (+4) metal moiety and (−2) anionic
carbene (corresponding to a Schrock-type carbene), our results
indicate that the (+4) OS character on the metal is only
relevant for metallacycle IV. Actually, the (+2) OS is preferred
and better describes the nature of the metal within the
molecule. The higher Ru(IV) character of the second-
generation Grubbs catalysts might be responsible for their
better catalytic performance respect to the first-generation
ones. We also show how the occupation number of the EFOs
explain the neutral character of the NHC ligand, the electronic
differences between first- and second-generation Grubbs
catalysts in terms of σ-donation and π-backdonation effects,
and the reason OS of the Ru center is unaffected. Moreover, an
alternative bonding picture for the metallacycle IV involving a
formal Ru(III) species is also suggested, in the light of
electronic and energetic evidence.

■ COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
DFT calculations were performed with the Gausian 09 set of
programs,44 using the BP86 functional of Becke and Perdew,45,46

checking the Grimme D3BJ42 correction term to the electronic
energy. We described the electronic configuration of the molecular
systems with the triple-ζ basis set of Weigend and Ahlrichs for all
atoms (TZVP keyword in Gaussian),47 except for the metals for
which the quasirelativistic Stuttgart/Dresden effective core potential,
with an associated valence basis set contracted (standard SDD
keywords in Gaussian 09) was used.48 We performed the geometry
optimizations without symmetry constraints, and analytical frequency
calculations were carried out to characterize the located stationary
points. These frequencies were used to calculate unscaled zero-point
energies (ZPEs) as well as thermal corrections and entropy effects at
25 °C. Single-point energy calculations were performed on the
optimized geometries with the M06 functional40 and the cc-pVTZ
basis set for the main atoms.49 The same functional and basis set were
used to estimate solvent effects with the PCM model,50 using
dichloromethane as the solvent. The reported Gibbs energies in this
work include M06/cc-pVTZ ∼ sdd//BP86/TZVP ∼ sdd electronic
energies with solvent effects obtained at the same level of theory,
corrected with zero-point energies, thermal corrections and entropy
effects evaluated at 25 °C with the BP86/TZVP ∼ sdd method.
EOS analysis was performed with the in-house program APOST-

3D,31 using the Topological Fuzzy Voronoi Cells (TFVC) real-space
partitioning for the atomic definitions.51
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ABSTRACT: Low-valent group 15 compounds stabilized by
pincer ligands have gained particular interest, given their direct
access to fine-tune their reactivity by the coordination pattern.
Recently, bismuth has been employed in a variety of catalytic
transformations by taking advantage of the (+1/+3) redox couple.
In this work, we present a detailed quantum−chemical study on
the electronic structure of bismuth pincer complexes from two
different families, namely, bis(ketimine)phenyl (NCN) and
triamide bismuthinidene (NNN). The use of the so-called effective
oxidation state analysis allows the unambiguous assignation of the
bismuth oxidation state. In contrast to previous studies, our calculations suggest a Bi(+1) assignation for NCN pincer ligands, while
Bi(+3) character is found for NNN pincer complexes. Notably, regardless of its oxidation state, the central bismuth atom disposes of
up to two lone pairs for coordinating Lewis acids, as indicated by very high first and second proton affinity values. Besides, the Bi−
NNN systems can also accommodate two Lewis base ligands, indicating also ambiphilic behavior. The effective fragment orbital
analysis of Bi and the ligand allows monitoring of the intricate electron flow of these processes, revealing the noninnocent nature of
the NNN ligand, in contrast with the NCN one. By the dissection of the electron density into effective fragment orbitals, we are able
to quantify and rationalize the Lewis base/acid character.

■ INTRODUCTION
In recent years, there has been an increasing interest in using
heavier main group elements as a potential replacement of
transition metals (TMs) in catalytic reactions.1−3 The work on
heavier group 15 elements, “pnictogen(Pn)-based” species P,
As, Sb, and Bi, has showcased their capability to participate as
catalysts in a number of reaction transformations.4−8

It has been recognized that the activity sharply depends on
the nature of the ligand and the pnictogen center since special
combinations allow to fine-tune the geometry and the
oxidation state of the central pnictogen atom. Thus, a number
of complexes with different rigidities, steric protection, and
pnictogen centers have been experimentally accomplished.9−11

Bismuth has brought plenty of possibilities given its ability to
adopt all oxidized and reduced states from +5 to −3.12,13 Bi-
based complexes can act as catalysts in a wide variety of
chemical reactions, namely, in the activation of challenging
bonds,6,8 CO2 fixation,14,15 or as precursors in materials
science,16,17 among others. For a recent review on bismuth
catalysis, see ref 18.
Efforts are justified as nontoxic bismuth has potential

applications in medicinal chemistry, in contrast to its lighter
congeners (P, As, and Sb).19−21 The utilization of tridentate
rigid meridional pincer ligands has been the key to engineering
the energetic levels of frontier orbitals, encompassing similar
chemical bonding and reactivity patterns to transition metals
and, in some cases, exhibiting unprecedented reactivity.1 The

pyramidal C3v coordination mode has a lone pair in an a1
orbital, while the e degenerated orbitals are located high in
energy, resulting in typical Lewis base behavior (Figure 1A).
Pincer ligands enforce a C2v coordination mode (T-shape),

where the lone pair becomes an empty p-orbital (b1), and one
of the e antibonding orbitals reduces its energy, becoming a1
lone pair in the plane of the ligand. As a result, the HOMO−
LUMO gap is considerably reduced, resembling the electronic
situation of a transition metal. Such a bonding situation
engages reactivity as a Lewis base or acid.
Notably, the use of pincer ligands with π-conjugated systems

gives another channel to tailor the reactivity via conjugation
with the empty p-orbital interaction (Figure 1B). The p-orbital
(b1) of the bismuth atom can interact with b1-orbitals of the
pincer ligand on the π-system. The resulting π-bonding orbital
can be located either at the bismuth or at the ligand, depending
on the relative energy level of the constituting fragments,
leading to an oxidation state of +1 or +3, respectively.
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Soran et al. described the synthesis of organobismuth(+3)
dihalide containing (NCN)-pincer ligand I.22 The complexes
presented a T-shaped CBiCl2 core stabilized by two intra-
molecular dative N → Bi bonds. After that, Šimon et al.
characterized the first examples of a monomeric bismuthini-
dene 1.24 The use of 2,6-bis(ketimine)phenyl ligand ensured
steric protection of the orbitals at central bismuth. Similar
ligands were later used by Vrańova ́ et al. to access 2 and 3 via
reduction of the corresponding chelated bismuth chlorides.23,25

They demonstrated that the reduction outcomes are
influenced by the strength of the N → Bi interaction. This

led to the rational design of unprecedented two-coordinated
bismuthinidene II.23

The presence of the bismuth lone pair has been proven by
the ability to coordinate various transition-metal carbonyl
moieties.24 Recently, Cornella et al. demonstrated the capacity
of bismuth compounds to be engaged in catalytic redox
transformations by making use of the oxidation states +1 and
+3. Thus, complex 2 resulted useful for the transfer
hydrogenation of azoarenes and nitroarenes with ammonia-
borane as a transfer agent.5 Mechanistic investigations
suggested a Bi(+3) hydride as the key intermediate. The

Figure 1. (A) Qualitative frontier molecular orbital diagram of BiH3 in C3v and C2v symmetries. (B) Molecular orbital diagram of interaction
between bismuth and the conjugated pincer; weak (left) and strong (right) π-donors. (C) Bi-based complexes: I (ref 22), II (ref 23) 1 Ar = 2,6-
Me2C6H3 (ref 24) 2, 3 Ar = 4-Me2NC6H4 (refs 23, 25), 4 (ref 26), III, and IV (ref 27). Dip = 1,3-diisopropylphenyl; TMS = trimethylsilyl; tBu =
tert-butyl. (D) Possible resonance structures.
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same group showed that N2O activation is facilitated by low-
valent bismuth complexes through the formation of a Bi(+3) =
O intermediate.28

The first example of a planar geometry for bismuth triamides
4 has been recently described by Kindervater et al.26 The term
“redox-confused” was coined for this compound, as it has
significant Bi(+1) character but also exhibits reactivity similar
to Bi(+3) electrophiles. The coordination of either pyridine N-
oxide or W(CO)5 revealed either a vacant or a filled 6pz-orbital
at the Bi atom. Noteworthily, the assignation of 4 as a Bi(+1)
species was based on previous NCN-coordinated compounds.
Nonetheless, its preparation uses a Bi(+3) precursor to yield 4
without external reduction agents. This chemical behavior
points toward rather ambiguous oxidation state (OS) labeling.
Marczenko et al. studied the periodic trends in the structure,
bonding, and reactivity of E-NNN species, where E = P, As, Sb,
and Bi(4).29 Their experimental and computational findings
suggested a major tendency to adopt planar geometries the
heavier the central atom (i.e. going down the group), which
carries an evident increase in the acidity. In a subsequent study,
Marczenko et al.27 computationally explored the fine tuning of
the Lewis acidity character by substitution on the aryl ring.
Introducing electron-withdrawing groups such as −CF3 (5)
induced stronger Lewis acid character, while electron-donating
groups such as −OCH3 (6) lead to lower acidity, compared to
4 (see Scheme 1).

A redox couple involving closed-shell species in combination
with the absence of unpaired electrons/spin density makes the
oxidation state (OS) assignation particularly difficult with
traditional approaches.30,31 The OS is inherently connected to
the electron distribution around the atom. Several schemes
based on computational methods have been recently
developed to assist in the task of OS assignation in dubious
cases. Rather than relying on average quantities such as partial
atomic charges or spin populations, these schemes assign
individual (or pairs of) electrons to the atoms or fragments/
ligands of the compound. Many of these approaches take
advantage of the use of localized orbitals.32−36 We have
recently developed an automated method so-called effective
oxidation state (EOS) analysis.36 This method is based on
Mayer’s spin-resolved effective fragment orbitals (EFOs)37,38

and their occupations (λ) to perform the OS assignation. The
EFOs are the eigenvectors of the net fragment overlap matrix,
and the corresponding eigenvalues represent the occupation
numbers. Thus, the EFOs are the orbitals of the fragment’s net
density and, as such, they are normalized within the fragment
boundary. They are obtained for each atom/fragment
separately. In EOS assignation, rather than rounding the
occupation to the nearest integer, the total number of α and β
electrons are assigned to those EFOs with higher occupation
numbers. Thus, no occupation threshold is introduced. This
procedure leads to an effective configuration of each atom or
fragment and hence its OS. The difference in the occupation
between the last occupied (λLO) and first unoccupied (λFU)
EFO indicates to which extent the electron distribution can be
pictured as a discrete ionic model. In addition, a reliability
index, R (%) = min (Rα, Rβ), of the OS distribution can be
defined for each spin case σ (α or β) as

λ λ= · − +σ
σ σR (%) 100 min(1, max(0, 1/2))LO FU (1)

The OS assignment is considered as undisputable (R (%) =
100) when the difference in occupation of the frontier EFOs
exceeds half-electron. The worst-case scenario occurs when
two or more frontier EFOs from different fragments present
the same occupation. In this case, two different equally
plausible OS distributions would be present with R (%) = 50.
Experience indicates that undisputable OS assignments are
usually obtained for textbook examples of TM compounds,

Scheme 1. Molecular Systems of Bismuth Pincer Complexes
Considered in This Study

Figure 2. Optimized Bi-pincer complexes with selected bond distances (in Å) and bond angles (in deg) at B3LYP-D3(BJ)/def2-TZVPP,
experimental data (in parentheses) from refs 23, 24 and 26. The pyramidalization angle (∠p) has been taken as the dihedral angle N−C−N−Bi and
N−N−N−Bi. Hydrogen atoms were omitted for clarity.
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while R (%) values of around 65−70 are expected for systems
with more intricate electronic structures.39 The presence of
noninnocent or redox-active ligands such as nitrosyl may lead
to close-call situations with R (%) < 60 between NO(+)/
NO(−) due to the high covalent character of the sigma metal−
nitrosyl bond.40 Similar high covalent character was also
observed for the Ru−C bonds along the catalytic cycle of Ru-
based olefin metathesis.41

EOS analysis has already been successfully applied to a wide
variety of systems.39,40,42−44 Most of the systems studied so far
involved transition-metal compounds, but the EOS method is
of general applicability. Herein, we extend the EOS scope into
main group chemistry using this tool to tackle the intriguing
Bi(+1/+3) redox couple. The systems considered in this work
include monomeric bis(ketimine)phenyl (Bi−NCN) and
triamide bismuthinidene (Bi−NNN), given their rather
challenging and ambiguous bonding picture. Thus, the
description by different resonance structures (Figure 1D)
may lead to either oxidation state +1 or +3, which can be
reduced to the question: does bismuth possess one or two lone
pairs? To gain insight into the electronic structure of these
complexes, we examined the oxidation state involving a series
of structural variations where the size of the flanking groups R1
is increased, and the electronic nature of the π-conjugated
system is tuned by donor or electron-withdrawing groups.
Beyond the mere assignation of a formal OS, the visualization
of the frontier EFOs unambiguously shed light on the intricate
electronic structure of these compounds. Besides, EOS analysis
provides reliable and robust quantification of the Lewis acid/
base character from ground-state properties, without recurring
to intermediate states.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 2 shows the calculated optimized geometries at the
B3LYP-D3(BJ)/def2-TZVPP level of theory for the studied
bismuth complexes outlined in Scheme 1. The equilibrium
geometries are in very good agreement with the experimental
ones, when available, or with previous computational
studies.23,24 NCN-based systems 1−3 present a planar central
moiety with a general C2v symmetry. The pyramidalization
angles of bismuth (∠p), taken as the dihedral angles N−C−N−
Bi, are 0.0° for all computed species, while the experimentally
determined are lower than 4.0° (see Figure 2).
The computed Bi−C bond lengths slightly vary throughout

the series, i.e., 2.161 Å (1), 2.153 Å (2), and 2.154 Å (3), lying
within the expected bond length of a Bi−C (2.26 Å) single and
Bi=C (2.08 Å) double bond.45 In the case of Bi−N, the bond
lengths range from 2.457 Å (1) to 2.494 Å (2), which are
longer than the expected bond length of a Bi−N (2.22 Å)
single bond,45 pointing to a N → Bi donor−acceptor
interaction as suggested elsewhere.20 The reported average
experimental bond lengths are 2.150 Å (1), 2.138 Å (2), and
2.145 Å (3) for Bi−C and 2.463 Å (1), 2.496 Å (2), and 2.490
Å (3) for Bi−N. Although the crystal structures are not
completely symmetric, there is a very good agreement with the
computed ones.
The coordination of the NNN ligand in 4−6 is essentially

planar, but the H···H repulsion between the aryl moieties
induces a tilt of about 30°. This effect lowers the symmetry of
the systems from C2v to C2.

26 The experimental average Bi−
Next distance in 4 (2.292 Å) is in agreement with our DFT-
optimized value of 2.300 Å. These values are also longer than
the expected distance of a Bi−N single bond but shorter than

in 1−3 complexes. Besides, the central Bi−Nint displays a
shorter bond length (2.201/2.181 Å), suggesting a single bond
with a weak double bond character. Such structural changes
could imply a different oxidation state according to the ligand
nature.
Thus, we have applied EOS analysis (see the Computational

Details section for further technical details) to determine the
oxidation state of bismuth. All calculations have been
performed at the B3LYP-D3(BJ)/def2-TZVPP level of theory.
First, since EOS had been mostly applied to TM systems, we
have tested the method against a chemically diverse set of 19
Bi-based systems. The OS assignations are very clear in almost
all cases (R% > 75) and in perfect agreement with the expected
OS (see Table S7). The only significant exception is a
dibismuthene species, for which the rather low R (%) = 58
value emerges from the essentially unpolarized covalent nature
of the Bi−Bi bond. Table 1 gathers the predicted OS of

systems 1−6, where the fragments are the Bi atom and the
pincer ligands. The occupations of the relevant EFOs for the Bi
atom and the pincer ligand are also included, together with the
reliability index R (%).
Let us first consider the relatively simple Bi−NCN system 2

from Vrańova ́ et al.23 EOS analysis gives a picture of Bi(+1)
and NCN(−1) with R (%) = 68.1. Such values suggest a rather
clear OS assignation at the level of theory used. The inspection
of the shape and occupation number of the EFOs adds
valuable information about the OS assignation process. The
most relevant EFOs are depicted in Figure 3. Since the EFOs
maintain the σ−π separation, the respective electron
distributions separately can be easily visualized. The ligand
exhibits three EFOs with σ character toward the Bi center with
gross occupations of 0.97, 0.86, and 0.70, respectively. The
corresponding orbitals on the Bi atom are formally unoccupied
with gross occupations of 0.03 (not shown), 0.14, and 0.30.
Thus, with the EFOs’ partitioning, the ligand is considered to
have three σ lone pairs, which are coordinating a bismuth atom
via dative bonds. The smaller the occupation of the lone pair,
the larger the σ-donation from the ligand to the Bi center. The
fact that the EFO with a smaller occupation is at the C atom of
the ring is in line with the better σ-donating ability of C- than
N-ligands.
Concerning the π-bonding, the NCN ligand exhibits five π-

type EFOs with an occupation above 0.99, which essentially
describe the five π occupied molecular orbitals of the free
anionic ligand (see Figure S1 in the Supporting Information).
There is an additional π-type EFO that essentially corresponds
to the LUMO of the free anionic ligand (Figure 3). It exhibits a
gross occupation of 0.41, smaller than that of the p-type orbital
on Bi (0.59). Consequently, the EOS analysis considers the
latter as formally occupied, which results in a Bi(+1)

Table 1. Frontier EFO Occupations (in au) of Bi and Pincer
Ligand (NCN or NNN) and the Assigned Oxidation States
of 1−6 Complexes

6s Bi 6pz Bi π L OS Bi OS L R (%)

1 0.93 0.59 0.41 +1 −1 68.6
2 0.93 0.59 0.41 +1 −1 68.1
3 0.93 0.60 0.40 +1 −1 69.6
4 0.91 0.43 0.57 +3 −3 65.0
5 0.92 0.39 0.61 +3 −3 71.5
6 0.91 0.48 0.52 +3 −3 58.4
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assignation. Its partial Bi(+3) character originates in π-bonding
due to the non-negligible occupation of the ligand’s frontier π-
type EFO. Replacing the tBu group of 2 with phenyl
derivatives in 1 and 3 has a negligible effect on the EFOs
and their occupations, as shown in the Supporting Information
(Figures S2 and S3). All of these systems are consistently
described as Bi(+1) species.
The consistent NCN(−1) formal charge assignation should

not be surprising considering the nature of the ligand. From
the isolated ligand perspective, the more plausible formal
charge is the one that maintains the aromaticity of the six-
membered ring and that corresponds to the (−1) charge. In
the hypothetical case, the ligand would gain an electron pair
upon fragmentation, the fragment would become formally
(−3), but these extra electrons will be located at the π-system,
breaking its Hückel aromaticity.46−48 The same aromaticity
breaking would happen if the ligand would transfer electrons to
the metal (see below).
The triamide NNN ligand of compounds 4−6 presents an

intriguing situation. There are two plausible anionic states for
the NNN ligand, which are associated with the Lewis
structures depicted in Figure 1D. In the case of bismuth
with an oxidation state of +3, the ligand would carry (−3) of
the total charge, with each of the three N-coordinating atoms
exhibiting two lone pairs (with σ and π symmetries). In
addition, each of the phenyl rings formally bears six π-
electrons, as outlined in Figure 1D (A). With oxidation state
+1, the total charge on the ligand is (−1). This situation is best
represented by two resonant Lewis structures, where only one
of the coordinating N atoms bears two lone pairs and the
remaining N atoms have one lone pair with N→ Bi interaction
(Figure 1D (C and D)). The former N atoms are conjugated
with the aromatic rings and as a consequence their aromatic
character decreases. Nonetheless, there are up to 16 π-
electrons that can delocalize among the phenyl rings, which
could make the NNN(−1) state plausible.
Notably, EOS analysis for 4 indicates a Bi(+3) center and a

formal NNN(−3) ligand with R (%) = 65.0, in contrast with a
former OS assignment.26 The corresponding frontier EFOs are
depicted in Figure 3. The shape of the EFOs is very similar to

those obtained for the NCN-coordinated system 2. The σ
interaction is split, with the occupations of the ligand-centered
EFOs being much higher (0.79, 0.81, 0.96) than those of the
6p-type hybrids on Bi (0.21, 0.19, and 0.04). The higher
electronegativity of N (with respect to C) makes the ligand a
weaker σ donor, so the 6px occupation of Bi is 0.21 rather than
0.30 as in 2. The π system shows EFOs analogous to the Bi−
NCN system, but here, the occupation of the 6pz EFO on Bi
(0.43) is smaller than that of the frontier π EFO on the ligand
(0.57), which formally keeps the electron pair. There are eight
additional π-type EFOs occupied in the ligand, thus leading to
the NNN (−3) formal charge and consequently the Bi(+3)
assignation (Figure S4).
As mentioned above, Marczenko et al. have explored the

substituent effect on the NNN ligand.26 We consider here two
extreme systems, 5 and 6, where −CF3 and −OCH3
substituents, respectively, induce opposite effects on the
Lewis acid character of the Bi center. A higher Lewis acid
character of Bi should be accompanied by a decrease of its 6pz
occupation and hence a more marked Bi(+3) character. We
have performed EOS analysis on both systems and the
occupation of the 6pz EFO on Bi decreases from 0.43 for 4 to
0.39 for 5 and increases up to 0.48 for 6. An opposite trend is
observed for the occupation of the ligand’s frontier π EFO.
Note that the assignation of the oxidation state within the

EOS approach relies mainly on the dissection of the π-orbital
occupation (Figure 3, first column). In most of the cases, the
relative occupation of the π frontier EFOs on bismuth and
pincer ligand is quite similar. The extreme case is compound 6,
where the occupations are 0.48 for Bi and 0.52 for the NNN
fragment, which is translated in a rather small value of the R
(%) index (54.8). Despite these small differences, the EOS
analysis assigns the electron pairs to the ligand, leading into a
formal Bi(+3). Note, however, that for the oxidation state
assignation of Bi(+1), the occupation dissection is not
completely different from the one observed in 1, where the
occupation of the 6pz-orbital at bismuth is 0.59.
The closed-call OS situation in these systems prompted us

to further test the robustness of the assignments. On the one
hand, we have studied both basis set and DFT functional

Figure 3. Effective fragment orbitals (EFOs) at the B3LYP-D3(BJ)/def2-TZVPP level of theory for 2 and 4 complexes. The orbital symmetry,
gross occupation, and EOS analysis: occupied (occ) and unoccupied (unocc). The isocontour is 0.1 au. Hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity.
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dependence of the EOS results for prototypical systems 2 and
4. The results are gathered in Table S5 of the ESI. We obtain
the same OS assignations in all cases, with very small
differences in the frontier EFO occupations among the
different DFT functionals tested.
On the other hand, we have compared the EOS picture

against the one provided by the natural bond orbital
method,49−51 which has been applied in former studies.23,26

Table 2 summarizes the contributions of the most relevant
localized orbitals involving Bi. More details about the shape
and contribution of the NBOs are collected in Tables S8−S17
of the SI.
The orbital localization leads in all cases to a 6s-type

bismuth lone pair with an occupation of ca. 2 electrons, as
described by Vrańova ́ et al.23 In systems 1−3, the σ-type
interaction between Bi and the pincer ligand is represented by
one lone pair on each N atom and a two-electron Bi−C bond
polarized toward the ligand’s C atom. In addition, we obtain a
bonding Bi−C π-bond polarized toward Bi with an occupation
of ca. 1.8, and the corresponding antibonding NBO with the
reversed bond polarization and an occupation of ca. 0.60. This
clear Bi(+1) picture is in perfect agreement with our EOS
results.
It is worth pointing out that our results for 3 differ from

those obtained by Vrańova ́ et al. for the same system,23 where
instead of a Bi−C π-bond they obtain a fully localized 6pz

orbital on Bi with an occupation of 1.35. By enforcing in the
NBO analysis52,53 to include a Bi 6pz lone pair into the Lewis
structure, we essentially recovered Vrańova ́ results (see Table
S14), leading to a non-Lewis density value (2.35%) somewhat
larger than that of the default calculation (2.19%). Both
pictures reconcile by quantifying the population of the Bi 6pz
natural atomic orbital from the bonding and antibonding Bi−C
π-bonds, as gathered in Table 2. Nonetheless, in our opinion,
the two-electron bonding/antibonding NBO description
permits a much closer connection with IUPAC’s winner-
takes-all principle (in line with the LOBA32 approach for OS
assignation).
The 6pz lone-pair picture also emerged by default for system

4 with an occupation as low as 1.0 (Table S11), in perfect
agreement with the results reported by Kindervater et al.26

However, the default NBO analysis of complexes 5−6 lead
instead to a pair of bonding and antibonding Bi−N π-bonds
clearly polarized toward the ligand’s atom and to some minor
differences in the σ-bonding involving Bi (lone-pair vs strongly
polarized bond, see Tables S12 and S13).
According to Marczenko et al.27 and to EOS analysis, one

would expect the Bi(+3) character of 4 to lie somewhat in
between 5 and 6. This is precisely what could be inferred from
the population of the calculated Bi 6pz orbital in Table 2.
Moreover, the WBIN‑Bi values for 4−6 are very similar (the
same as among 1−3), which does not seem to indicate that a

Table 2. NBO Results for 1−6 Complexes: C/N−Bi Wiberg Bond Order, NBO Occupations, Orbital Contributions, and
Population of Bi’s 6pz from the Orbital Contributions of the Bonding and Antibonding πC/N−Bi NBOs

WBIC/N−Bi Pop. 6pz Bi σC/N−Bi σ*C/N−Bi πC/N−Bi π*C/N−Bi
1 1.09 1.43 1.95, Bi(30%)−C(70%) 0.05, Bi(70%)−C(30%) 1.83, Bi(67%)−C(33%) 0.62, Bi(33%)−C(67%)
2 1.11 1.40 1.95, Bi(30%)−C(70%) 0.05, Bi(70%)−C(30%) 1.82, Bi(65%)−C(35%) 0.62, Bi(35%)−C(65%)
3 1.12 1.40 1.95, Bi(31%)−C(69%) 0.05, Bi(69%)−C(31%) 1.82, Bi(65%)−C(35%) 0.61, Bi(35%)−C(65%)
4a 0.68 1.00 1.95, Bi(16%)−N(84%) 0.13, Bi(84%)−N(16%) 1.78, Bi(27%)−N(73%) 0.71, Bi(73%)−N(27%)
5a 0.70 0.89 1.95, Bi(16%)−N(84%) 0.11, Bi(84%)−N(16%) 1.78, Bi(24%)−N(76%) 0.62, Bi(76%)−N(24%)
6a 0.67 1.12 1.95, Bi(16%)−N(84%) 0.16, Bi(84%)−N(16%) 1.80, Bi(32%)−N(68%) 0.80, Bi(68%)−N(32%)

aEnforced Lewis structure with lower non-Lewis density % value.

Table 3. First and Second Proton Affinities (PAs)a and Bond Dissociation Energies Including ZPE Corrections of 1−6 with
One and Two W(CO)5 and HNMe2 (D0)

b,c,d,e

n = 1 n = 2

system PA/D0 6s Bi 6pz Bi π L OS Bi OS L R (%) PA/D0 6s Bi 6pz Bi π L OS Bi OS L R (%)

1-(H+)n 244.2 0.92 0.34 <0.05 +3 −1 75.8 103.1 0.69 0.33 <0.05 +3 −1 50.0
1-(W(CO)5)n 48.1 0.92 0.53 0.20 +1 −1 71.0 33.2 0.87 0.55 0.13 +1 −1 78.3
2-(H+)n 243.3 0.92 0.35 <0.05 +3 −1 75.4 94.4 0.69 0.33 <0.05 +3 −1 50.0
2-(W(CO)5)n 52.0 0.92 0.54 0.19 +1 −1 73.4 37.1 0.88 0.53 0.10 +1 −1 77.7
3-(H+)n 249.6 0.92 0.36 <0.05 +3 −1 75.5 114.5 0.70 0.34 <0.05 +3 +1 53.6
3-(W(CO)5)n 53.4 0.92 0.55 0.18 +1 −1 74.1 44.1 0.87 0.52 0.10 +1 −1 76.5
4-(H+)n 220.4 0.90 0.34 <0.05 +3 −1 75.9 98.4 0.68 0.33 <0.05 +3 −1 71.6
4-(W(CO)5)n 38.7 0.90 0.48 0.31 +1 −1 65.6 34.5 0.88 0.51 0.18 +1 −1 80.2
4-(HNMe2)n 12.1 0.90 0.28 0.74 +3 −3 97.4 16.4 0.88 0.18 0.87 +3 −3 100
5-(H+)n 188.0 0.91 0.36 <0.05 +3 −1 73.7 62.5 0.69 0.34 <0.05 +3 −1 67.6
5-(W(CO)5)n 27.8 0.91 0.46 0.38 +1 −1 56.1 30.7 0.88 0.51 0.20 +1 −1 77.0
5-(HNMe2)n 20.4 0.91 0.23 0.85 +3 −3 100 21.2 0.88 0.18 0.91 +3 −3 100
6-(H+)n 229.1 0.90 0.35 <0.05 +3 −1 76.4 100.5 0.69 0.33 <0.05 +3 −1 72.8
6-(W(CO)5)n 41.9 0.90 0.51 0.25 +1 −1 73.0 39.7 0.86 0.52 0.13 +1 −1 76.7
6-(HNMe2)n 8.0 0.90 0.36 0.63 +3 −3 77.3 11.3 0.88 0.21 0.83 +3 −3 100

aThe proton affinities are defined as PA1 = ΔH(1−6) + ΔH(H+) − ΔH(1−6-(H+)) and PA2 = ΔH(1−6-(H+)) + ΔH(H+) − ΔH(1−6-(H+)2) as
described in ref 54. Proton enthalpy +1.5 kcal/mol. bFrontier EFOs occupations (in au) of Bi and the pincer ligand (NCN or NNN) and assigned
oxidation states. cAll calculations were performed at the B3LYP-D3(BJ)/def2-TZVPP level of theory. dAll energies are in kcal/mol. eThree
pseudodegenerated EFOs (in occupation), one from the NCN pincer ligand and two from H atoms (one each).
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significantly different picture is expected for 4, 5, and 6. We
then opted for an enforced NBO analysis for 4−6 leading to a
picture analogous to that obtained for 1−3, that is, including a
pair of bonding and antibonding Bi−N π-bonds and the two
lone pairs on the N centers. To our surprise, the non-Lewis
density values were smaller than those obtained by the default
calculations in all cases (see Tables S15−S17).
So, it appears that different formal pictures (not necessarily

associated with the lowest non-Lewis density value) can be
obtained with NBO analysis by default, which hinders the
comparison of the bonding situation among Bi−NCN and Bi−
NNN systems. Considering the same NBO solution for all
systems (which is also the one with lower non-Lewis density
values) clearly confirms that the Bi−C π-bond polarity in 1−3
(toward Bi) is completely reversed in the case of 4−6 (toward
N), in full agreement with EOS. A clear advantage of EOS
analysis for these systems is that it readily permits a straight
comparison of the electronic structure of all systems on equal
footing, independently of the dominant Lewis structure.
To further corroborate the relationship between the

occupation of the EFOs and the Lewis base properties, we
have computed the first and the second proton affinities for
compounds 1−6. Previous studies have shown that the first
and second proton affinities (PAs) are sensitive probes for the
presence of chemically available lone pairs of a molecule.55−59

Thus, the values provide information about the location and
the ability of the lone pairs to coordinate Lewis acids.
Table 3 gathers the calculated PAs of 1−6 at the B3LYP-

D3(BJ)/def2-TZVPP level of theory. The first PAs of all
compounds, but 5, are higher than 220 kcal/mol, which
suggests a highly basic nature. Note that the calculated PA
values follow the trend of the occupation of the 6pz EFOs of

the Bi atom. The highest PA is for 3 (249.6 kcal/mol) with a
6pz occupation of 0.60. At the other extreme, compounds 5 has
a PA (188 kcal/mol) and an occupation of 0.39. The first PA
also closely follows the trends of the 6s and 6pz natural atomic
orbital (NAO) energies, in line with the findings of Chval et
al.60 for donor−acceptor adducts driven by electrostatic
interactions.
Applying EOS analysis on compounds 1−6-(H+) shows a

clear picture with Bi(+3), NCN/NNN(−1), and H(−1)
assignation. Such situation results from the different electro-
negativity of H and Bi, which implies formal oxidation of the Bi
center to Bi(+3), while the H moiety is pictured as a hydride
(−1). Bi(+3)-hydride 2-(H+) was postulated as an inter-
mediate in the catalytic dehydrogenation of ammonia-borane
with 2. This species was detected by high-resolution mass
spectrometry (MS), but all attempts for its isolation were
unsuccessful.5 Noteworthily, regardless of the formal nature of
the Bi center (+1 in 1−3 and +3 in 4−6), we observe in all
cases a full decay of the π-EFO occupation (<0.05) of the
ligand upon hydride formation. In 1−3, Bi is electronically rich
enough and readily provides the electron pair to form the
hydride, thereby formally oxidizing to +3. In 4−6, it is mainly
the NNN ligand that provides the electrons to form the
hydride.
Table 3 also gathers the calculated values for the second PA

of the molecules, which are particularly important for testing
the coordinating ability of the second lone pair and hence the
Bi(+1) character. The values are relatively high (ca. 100 kcal/
mol) and comparable to those reported for divalent ylidone
E(0) compounds.55−59 The reported values for the elusive
Pb(0) species are 273.8 and 114.9 kcal/mol for the first and
second proton affinities, respectively.55 The correlation with

Figure 4. Gross EFO occupations along the Bi−W bond distance for species 2-(W(CO)5), 4-(W(CO)5), 5-(W(CO)5), and 6-(W(CO)5). Bi 6pz
(grey line), NCN/NNN π-type (red line) and W σ-type (blue line).
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the Bi’s 6pz occupation of the deprotonated species is not as
good as for the first PA. In fact, the second PA should probe
the second available lone pair on Bi, which corresponds to a 6s-
type EFO exhibiting a large and constant occupation of ca.
0.90 for all species. This explains why the second PA is rather
constant among the systems studied, no matter their formal
OS is Bi(+1) or Bi(+3). Species 5 is the only exception, for
which both the first and second PAs are somewhat smaller than
for the rest of the systems, in line with its weakest Lewis basic
character. Noteworthily, the energies of the 6s and 6pz NAO of
the monoprotonated species do follow closely the trend of the
second PA.
Our calculations suggest that both formal Bi(+1) and Bi(+3)

are able to coordinate two strongly polarizing Lewis acids. The
second protonation is likely to be experimentally unachievable,
considering that already the single Bi(+3)-hydride has not yet
been isolated. EOS analysis of these species also indicate only
partial hydride character of the H moieties, as Bi remains with
the formal OS of (+3) in all cases.
We also considered the adducts with the electron-deficient

W(CO)5 species (1−6-(W(CO)5).
23 The successful synthesis

of tungsten complexes is typically used as an experimental
signature of Bi(+1) character, where the available 6pz electrons
of Bi are used to form a dative Bi → W bond. Hence, upon
reaction with the W(CO)5 Lewis acid, the Bi center should
formally remain Bi(+1). Indeed, the results of the EOS analysis
are in full agreement with these considerations. For instance,
for 2-(W(CO)5) EOS gives a clear Bi(+1), NCN(−1) and
W(CO)5(0) assignment, with R (%) = 73.4. The OS
assignation is driven by newly formed bond, as the σ
interaction between Bi and NCN ligand remains essentially
unchanged (see most relevant EFOs in Figure S5). However,
when bonded to the W(CO)5 unit, the occupation of the 6pz
EFO on Bi slightly decreases from 0.59 (2) to 0.54e (2-
W(CO)5). Also, the occupation of the frontier π EFO on the
ligand drops from 0.41 (2) to 0.19 (2-W(CO)5). These

electrons are used to populate the otherwise empty σ-type
EFO on the W(CO)5 moiety (0.29). Still, the large occupation
of the 6pz EFO of Bi indicates its predominant Bi(+1)
character. The π-density of the NCN ligand is significantly
altered, but still the ligands act formally as a spectator in both
species.
The aforementioned OS assignation of species 4−6 implies

that the 6pz lone pair on Bi is formally absent, so they could
potentially exhibit different reactivity toward Lewis acid and
protonation than 1−3. However, adduct 4-W(CO)5 was
observed and characterized by MS and NMR spectroscopy,28

which could be in an apparent contradiction to the Bi(+3)
assignment.
Notably, the dissociation energies of the adducts 1−6 exhibit

again an excellent correlation with the Bi 6pz occupation of the
precursor, no matter the formal OS of the Bi center. Thus, the
smaller the occupation, the smaller the D0 value, in line with a
more pronounced Bi(+3) character.
For further illustration, Figure 4 depicts the gross occupation

evolution of the relevant EFOs along the Bi−NCN/N···
W(CO)5 dissociation profile. For 2-(W(CO)5), when the
metal approaches Bi, the σ-EFO of the W(CO)5 moiety
pointing toward Bi steadily increases its occupation from
essentially zero (5.0 Å) to ca. 0.2 in equilibrium (3.011 Å).
This accounts for the modest donation from Bi to W. The
small value is consistent with a dative picture of the Bi−W
bond. However, the occupation of Bi’s 6pz EFO remains rather
constant along the profile (gray curve) and hence the Bi(+1)
character is kept. On the contrary, it is the occupation of the
ligand’s π EFO (red curve in Figure 4) that steadily decreases
as the Lewis acid W(CO)5 approaches.
The same mechanism occurs in 4−6-(W(CO)5) adducts.

However, since in 4−6 the NNN ligand has a formal (−3)
charge, the adduct formation implies formal oxidation of the
ligand and reduction to Bi(+1). Figure 4 shows the π EFO
occupation of NNN (red curve) steadily decreasing from its

Figure 5. AICD plot of 1−6 at B3LYP-D3(BJ)/def2-TZVPP isosurface values (0.03 au) together with NICS (in ppm) and PDI values of the
phenyl rings. For AICD, clockwise and counterclockwise circulations suggest diatropicity and paratropicity, respectively. Computed reference
values (benzene): NICS (|1|) = −10.1 ppm, NICS (0) = −8.2 ppm, PDI = 0.098.
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large value for the isolated Bi−NNN species (5.0 Å) to a value
below that of Bi’s 6pz (gray curve) upon adduct formation.
The crossing point corresponds to the formal change of OS
from Bi(+3) to Bi(+1) and the corresponding oxidation of
NNN. The occupation of the 6pz EFO of Bi slightly increases
upon adduct formation, but the electron pair of the new Bi →
W bond essentially comes from the ligand’s π system, which
again explains the fact that these adducts are stable regardless
of the formal OS of the Bi center of the precursor. The location
of the crossing point in Figure 4 is in line with Lewis basic
character of the latter. Thus, the formal change of OS upon
coordination occurs close to equilibrium distance for the least
Lewis basic species 5 (3.3 Å), followed by 4 (4.0 Å) and 6 (5.0
Å). Note that coordination to a second W(CO)5 is
thermodynamically plausible, despite no experimental evidence
has been reported. The data in Table 3 clearly indicates that
with the second W(CO)5 unit the occupation of the π EFO of
the ligand further halves, while that of Bi’s 6pz EFO remains
essentially constant.
We have also considered the coordination of species 4−6

with one and two units of dimethylamine (HNMe2). The low
D0 values obtained suggest a rather labile Lewis pair. The
release HNMe2 has been experimentally observed by Kinder-
vater et al. for the preparation of 4 from 4-(HNMe2)2.

26 The
authors argued that the deamination leads to a reduction of the
original Bi(+3) center to Bi(+1) by concomitant oxidation of
the pincer ligand that would provide the electron pair, but
according to our calculation, no change on the oxidation state
is observed. EOS analysis of the mono- and diaminated species
points to an undisputed Bi(+3) NNN(−3) character,
especially for the diaminated ones. The occupation of the π
EFO of the NNN ligand steadily increases going from 4 (0.57)
to 4-(HNMe2) (0.74) and to 4-(HNMe2)2 (0.87), indicating
that it is the π system of the ligand that collects the excess
electrons coming from the σ-donating amines. Such substantial
change in occupation is concomitant with a structural
deformation of NNN that points toward a certain dearoma-
tization of the phenyl rings upon deamination, as noted by
Kindervater et al.26 Comparing the results for species 4−6, we
observe a decrease of the D0 values with the occupation of the
6pz EFO on Bi, supporting the relationship between the EFO
occupations with the Lewis acid/base character.
Finally, Vrańova ́ et al.25 studied the aromaticity of 2 by

means of the magnetic indicator nucleus-independent chemical
shift (NICS(−1), NICS(0), and NICS(+1)), finding that the
phenyl ring was clearly aromatic. To assess the π-conjugation
and magnetic properties of 1−6, we performed anisotropy of
induced current density (AICD),61 NICS,62 and the electronic
para-delocalization index (PDI)63,64 analyses (see the
Computational Details section). Figure 5 shows the results
on the aromaticity indexes for compounds 1−6. We find NICS
rather inconvenient for these systems that involve rather bulky
ligands that can alter their numerical values, especially for the
nonplanar systems. Moreover, except for the very symmetric
species, the value of NICS (1, −1) depends upon the direction
from the geometric center of the ring (see Supporting
Information Table S6). Therefore, we report the average of
the two options as NICS (|1|). On the contrary, a much
simpler electronic descriptor such as PDI can better capture
the subtle changes in aromaticity.
Comparing the aromaticity indices obtained with reference

values for benzene, one can clearly identify the analyzed rings
as aromatic. The PDI values for species 1−3 are very similar, in

line with the almost constant occupation of ca. 0.40 of the π-
type EFO of the respective ligand. More significant changes are
observed upon adduct formation or protonation. For instance,
the PDI values for 2-(W(CO)5) and 2-(H+) species increase
up to 0.077 and 0.083, respectively (see SI Table S6). At the
same time, the occupation of the π-type EFO in 2-(W(CO)5)
and 2-(H+) decreases to 0.19 and <0.05, respectively. Thus,
the smaller the occupation of the ligand frontier π EFO, the
more the NCN(−1) character and, consequently, the larger
the aromaticity of the ring.
A similar trend is observed for species 4−6. In this case,

however, the larger the occupation of the ligand frontier π
EFO, the more the NNN(−3) character and the larger the
aromaticity. The PDI value of the rings in 6 is as low as 0.057,
in line with the smaller π EFO occupation (0.52) and its larger
share of partial NNN(−1) character. Also, protonation and
adduct formation induce a decrease of the ligand’s π EFO
occupation (and a formal reduction of the ligand), which
contrary to 1−3 leads to a decrease of the aromaticity.

■ CONCLUSIONS

The intriguing Bi(+1)/Bi(+3) redox couple on pincer
complexes represents a challenging example for traditional
oxidation state assignation based on the reactivity pattern. We
have shown that the effective fragment orbitals and the
effective oxidation states analysis affords a scrutiny of the
electronic structure of the complexes from ground-state
properties, i.e., without recurring to reference states. The
application of this method on bismuthinidene bis(ketimine)-
phenyl (NCN) and triamide bismuthinidene (NNN) pincer
complexes results in a different oxidation state for the central
bismuth atom, being Bi(+1) and Bi(+3), respectively.
However, regardless of the formal oxidation state, all
complexes are able to react with a series of Lewis bases and
acids. The ambiphilic behavior of these complexes is a direct
consequence of the strong π-conjugation between the bismuth
atom and the pincer ligand. Interestingly, such reactivity can be
quantitatively assessed by Bi’s 6pz effective fragment orbital
occupation.

■ COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

All geometry optimizations were performed using the B3LYP
density functional65,66 in combination with the def2-TZVPP
basis set for H, C, N, O, F, and Si atoms.67 For bismuth, a
def2-TZVPP basis was combined with the def-ECP pseudo-
potential.68 Normal mode analyses were computed to confirm
minima on the potential energy surface and to calculate
unscaled zero-point energies (ZPEs) as well as thermal
corrections and entropy effects using the standard statistical−
mechanical relationships for an ideal gas.69 All DFT
calculations were performed with the Gaussian16 package,70

including in all cases the empirical dispersion correction of
Grimme (D3),71 together with the Becke−Johnson (BJ)
damping function.72

Spin-resolved effective fragment orbitals (EFOs) and
subsequent EOS analyses have been performed with the
APOST-3D program.73 The topological fuzzy Voronoi cells
(TFVC)74 atomic definition, a fuzzy-atom efficient and robust
real-space alternative to QTAIM, has been used. The sum of
the occupations of the EFOs of each fragment equals the
fragment’s net population. Gross occupations adding up to the
total fragment population36,37 have been used throughout.
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Aromaticity has been evaluated by means of the (magnetic)
nuclear-independent chemical shift (NICS)63 and the
(electronic) para-delocalization index (PDI).64 NICS values
correspond to the negative value of the absolute shielding
computed at the geometric ring center (NICS(0)) or at a
distance above and below it and perpendicular to the ring
plane. An extensively used distance value is 1 Å above
(NICS(1)) and below (NICS(−1)). The larger (and negative)
the value, the more aromatic the ring. The PDI is defined as
the average of the bond order between atoms in the para
position of the ring. Thus, it can only be applied to evaluate the
aromaticity of six-membered rings. Large and positive values
are obtained for aromatic rings. The NICS results have been
obtained using the gauge-including atomic orbital method
(GIAO)75,76 from Gaussian16, while the PDI values were
obtained with APOST-3D.
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Low-valent group 2 (E ¼ Be and Mg) stabilized compounds have been long synthetically pursued. Here we

discuss the electronic structure of a series of Lewis base-stabilized Be and Mg compounds. Despite the

accepted zero(0) oxidation state nature of the group 2 elements of some recent experimentally

accomplished species, the analysis of multireference wavefunctions provides compelling evidence for

a strong diradical character with an oxidation state of +2. Thus, we elaborate on the distinction between

a description as a donor–acceptor interaction L(0) $ E(0) % L(0) and the internally oxidized situation,

better interpreted as a diradical L(�1) / E(+2) ) L(�1) species. The experimentally accomplished

examples rely on the strengthened bonds by increasing the p-acidity of the ligand; avoiding this

interaction could lead to an unprecedented low-oxidation state.

Introduction

The scope of the concept of oxidation states in main group
compounds has remarkably expanded in the last two decades.1–3

Stable singlet carbenes featuring non-oxidative electron-pair
donation such as N-heterocyclic carbenes (NHCs)4 and cycli-
c(alkyl)(amino) carbenes (cAACs)5,6 have been crucial to
preparatively access unique low oxidation states. For the
description of chemical bonding, donor–acceptor interactions
have been invoked, traditionally connected to transition
metals.7 Thus, the formal electron deciency of the central atom
is alleviated by s-donation from the ligand, which is counter-
balanced by a somewhat weaker p-backdonation.7,8 While the
chemistry of low-valent p-block compounds has substantially
benetted from this coordinative bonding concept, the s-block
chemistry has lagged behind.1

The Group 2 chemistry has been long dominated by the +2
oxidation state, given the strong propensity of these elements to
lose the valence electrons. Signicant progress in the obtention of

species with different oxidation states has been reported by Jones
and co-workers on the Mg(+1) dimer compound I (Scheme 1),
containing MgI–MgI bonds stabilized by guanidinate or b-dike-
timinate (NacNac) ligands.9 Over the years, the Jones compound
has evolved from curiosity into a highly selective reducing
agent.9,10 Although species with a BeI–BeI single bond have been
computationally predicted, stable molecules featuring this
bonding motif remain unrealized so far.11–14 Zero-valent Be(0) or
Mg(0) compounds II were also elusive until recently. In 2016,
Braunschweig and co-workers reported the seminal isolation of
dicoordinated neutral Be(0)(cAAC)2 complexes III.15 The unusual
bonding situation has been rationalized in terms of donor–
acceptor interactions between cAAC ligands acting as s-donors to
empty s-type orbitals of a Be(0) atom, which would have available
p-type electrons to furnish a signicantly strong p-backdonation
towards the ligands, cAAC ) Be / cAAC (Scheme 1B).

This bonding scheme provides access to a stable beryllium
radical cation V and a neutral species VI, with beryllium in the
formal oxidation state of +1.16,17 Attempts to prepare the Mg(0)
congener were unsuccessful, leading instead to the ligand
activation product IV.18 The reaction outcome has been ascribed
to the formation of the highly reactive Mg(0)(cAAC)2 species,
followed by ligand rearrangement. Only recently, large charge
transfer has been recognized from Mg to the cAAC ligands.19

The quest for Mg(0) compound has been recently fullled by
Harder and co-workers, using an extraordinarily bulky ligand
(BDI* ¼ HC{C(tBu)N[2,6-(3-pentyl)-phenyl]}2) to stabilize the
Mg(+2) precursor.20 The reduction with sodium powder fur-
nished a Mg(0) compound {[(BDI*)Mg�][Na+]}2, which upon
heating yielded a three-magnesium atom cluster VII (recall
Scheme 1). Notably, the bonding situation of the latter differs
from that of the previous species, as the stability is driven by two
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Mg–Mg electron-sharing bonds rather than a donor–acceptor
interaction.21

The oxidation state assessment of these species is connected
to the molecular orbital theory picture.22 The donor–acceptor
interaction in a closed-shell singlet conguration, similar to
that in the Dewar–Chatt–Duncanson (DCD) model, assumes an
electronic structure preorganization of E(0) from the ground
state 1S (ns2np0) into the doubly excited singlet state 1D (ns0np2)
to interact with the s-donor/p-acceptor ligands (Scheme 1B).
Within this description, applying the ionic approximation to
the s- and p-type bonds could indeed lead to the zero oxidation
state picture of the alkali earth metal. Note, however, that Be (ΧP

¼ 1.57) andMg (ΧP ¼ 1.31) are much less electronegative than C
(ΧP ¼ 2.55).23 Moreover, while the energy for such electron

promotion is accessible for transition metals, the experimental
gas-phase values for Be and Mg are as high as 178.3 and 399.9
kcal mol�1, respectively.24 A plausible alternative scenario can
be postulated, whereupon bonding of the ligands, the metal
centre oxidizes, and its electron pair ends up at the ligands,
forming a diradical(oid) species (Scheme 1C). The interaction
between the unpaired electrons would be signicant in a closed-
shell description, leading to the three-centre two-electron
system (3c-2e). However, a broken-symmetry solution would
suggest a diradical(oid) species, where the paring between the
electrons is lower than optimal. A relatively small singlet–triplet
gap (DES–T) is a key indicator for observing the diradical
character.25

However, distinguishing between these two pictures using
single-reference methods is not straightforward, if not impos-
sible, as the incomplete description of the spin polarization can
mislead the wavefunction analysis.26 Previous investigations
have pointed out the multi-reference character of related
systems such as germanium Ge(cAAC)2 and zinc Zn(cAAC)2
counterparts.27,28 Herein, we pinpoint the subtle features of
prominent low-valent Be- and Mg-based compounds through
quantum chemistry calculations.

Results and discussion

As an outset, we included NHC and cAAC ligands where the
anking groups have different stereoelectronic properties, i.e.
methyl (Me) and 2,6-diisopropyl-phenyl (Dip). Both the singlet
and triplet states of the systems were optimized at the B3LYP
level of theory. Broken symmetry (BS) solutions, such as the
open-shell singlet (OSS), lower in energy were found for the
systems stabilized by cAAC ligands. In fact, the closed-shell
B3LYP solution for Be-cAACDip is not stable. Thus, the ground
state is singlet in all cases, either closed-shell or open-shell. The
relative energies of the singlet and triplet states at the B3LYP-
D3(BJ)/def2-TZVPP level are relatively close, ranging from 7.9 to
2.6 kcal mol�1 for Be-NHCDip and Be-cAACMe, respectively and
from 13.3 to 2.4 kcal mol�1 for Mg-NHCDip and Mg-cAACMe,
respectively. The triplet state in Mg-cAACDip lies 9.1 kcal mol�1

below the closed-shell singlet, but the ground state is of OSS
nature. Similar observations have been obtained with different
functionals (Tables S1–S3†).

Fig. 1 displays the ground-state geometries of the studied
compounds, together with their dissociation energies (D0) and
singlet/triplet energy differences, and Table 1 shows the
numerical values of their main geometrical parameters. The Be–
C bond lengths vary slightly with the nature of the ligand, i.e.
from 1.634 to 1.648 Å, in good agreement with previous
studies.11–15,19 These values fall in the expected bond lengths of
single and double bonds (1.77 and 1.57 Å, respectively).29

Moreover, the bond angles are almost collinear for all cases
167.4–179.9�, favouring a strong delocalization on the C–Be–C
p-system. On the other hand, the Mg–C bond lengths are
shorter than those reported by Couchman et al. for Mg2(NHC)2
and Mg2(NHC)4 systems.12 Note, however, that the computed
values are, in fact, longer than expected for a single bond Mg–C
(2.14 Å). Only in the case of the Mg-cAACDip compound, the

Scheme 1 (A) Schematic view of the s-block low-valent main group
compounds experimentally achieved: Dip¼ 2,6-diisopropyl-phenyl; R
¼H,methyl, phenyl; Ar¼ 2,6-(3-pentyl)-phenyl. Schematic view of the
orbital interactions in E(0)L2 (L ¼ NHC and cAAC): (B) donor–acceptor
interaction in the singlet closed-shell electronic state, and (C) elec-
tron-sharing interaction in the open-shell singlet electronic state
(diradical). Notation “+,+” and “+,�” stand for the in-phase and out-of-
phase combination of lone-pair orbitals.

6584 | Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 6583–6591 © 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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coordination distance is within the single and double bond
(1.99 Å).29 The series of Mg shows an appreciable coordination
change, as Mg-cAACDip exhibits an almost collinear C–Mg–C
angle of 178.9�, while the others possess a rather acute angle
(from 90.1� to 119.3�). These structural features have already
been described for the Ga+(NHCDip)2 analogue.30 Similarly, the
tilted coordination mode of MgL2 (L ¼ NHCMe, NHCDip and
cAACMe) can be rationalized with a different bonding situation.

Here, the two electrons of Mg are not promoted from the s
orbital to the p orbital; instead the ligands donate into the p-
orbital of Mg, with a backdonation from the occupied s-orbital
into the carbene empty orbitals takes place.

Fig. 1 also summarizes the calculated homolytic dissociation
energies (D0) from the ground state EL2 into E(0) (1S ground
state) and two neutral ligands (EL2 / E(0) + 2L(0)). The
consistency at different levels of theory is presented in Tables

Fig. 1 Optimized ground state geometries (B3LYP-D3(BJ)/def2-SVP), dissociation energies (D0) (B3LYP-D3(BJ)/def2-TZVPP//B3LYP-D3(BJ)/
def2-SVP) considering the EL2/ E(0) + 2L(0) dissociation, relative electronic energy for the closed shell singlet (ERCSS), open-shell singlet (E

R
OSS)

and triplet (ERT) at the B3LYP/def2-TZVPP level. *Vertical ET values. Energies are in kcal mol�1. Hydrogen atoms were omitted for clarity.

Table 1 Geometrical parameters (B3LYP), adiabatic singlet-triplet gap (DES–T), partial atomic charges,Q(E), (E ¼Mg or Be), E-C/Mg bond orders
(BOE–L),

a fragment and inter-fragment local spin (<S2>f and <S2>f–f’), EOS results and global reliability index (R[%]) of the studied compounds in
their ground-state at the CASSCF/cc-pVDZ//B3LYP-D3(BJ)/def2-SVP level

E–L2 system Ground state DES–T dE–L [Å] BAL–E–L [�] Q(E) BOE-L <S2>E <S2>L <S2>L1–L2 Be/Mg OS L OS R (%)

Be–Hc CSS 145.7 1.331 180.0 1.39 0.52 0.04 0.02 0.00 +2 �1 100
Be-NHCMe CSS 5.3 1.639 179.9 1.10 0.56 0.06 0.14 �0.11 +2 �1 74.0
Be-NHCDip CSS 8.0 1.648 167.4 1.12 0.54 0.08 0.22 �0.18 +2 �1 73.8
Be-cAACMe OSS 8.3 1.634 176.4 1.17 0.56 0.07 0.30 �0.26 +2 �1 77.8
Be-cAACDip OSS 8.6 1.644 177.8 1.19 0.54 0.08 0.39 �0.35 +2 �1 78.9
Be-NacNacMec CSS 26.2 2.541 180.0 �0.90 0.61 0.07 0.06 �0.02 �2 +1 86.7
Be-BDI*bc CSS 35.7 2.489 177.9 �0.42 0.51 — — — �2 +1 73.0
Mg–Hc CSS 123.5 1.699 180.0 1.32 0.58 0.05 0.03 �0.01 +2 �1 100
Mg-NHCMe CSS 9.9 2.300 90.1 0.25 0.27 0.10 0.07 �0.02 0 0 100
Mg-NHCDip CSS 23.3 2.347 119.3 0.61 0.25 0.09 0.07 �0.02 0 0 82.7
Mg-cAACMe OSS 5.3 2.174 107.8 0.60 0.35 0.12 0.10 �0.04 0 0 80.0
Mg-cAACDip OSS 1.0 2.040 178.9 1.34 0.45 0.08 0.68 �0.64 +2 �1 82.4
Mg-NacNacMec CSS 33.6 2.917 180.0 0.06 0.76 0.12 0.10 �0.02 0 0 59.0
Mg-BDI*bc CSS 39.2 2.800 175.4 0.37 0.52 — — — 0 0 59.9

a Improved denition of bond orders for correlated wavefunctions from ref. 40. b Evaluated at the B3LYP-D3(BJ)/def2-SVP level. c Vertical singlet–
triplet gap.
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S5–S7 in the ESI.† The D0 values indicate that the Mg–NHCMe

complex (18.2 kcal mol�1) is much less stable than the Be–
NHCMe analogue (66.4 kcal mol�1). The Be-cAACDip is the most
stable of the series (107.4 kcal mol�1) and is about 60 kcal mol�1

more strongly bonded than Mg-cAACDip (42.7 kcal mol�1).
Comparing the homolytic with the heterolytic bond dissocia-
tion energies (EL2 / E(+2) + 2L(�1), Table S5†), the ionic
fragments are much less favoured than the neutral ones in all
cases, in agreement with the donor–acceptor picture shown in
Scheme 1B. Note that this holds true forMg-cAACDip even when
the OSS solution lies 11.4 kcal mol�1 below the closed-shell one.

Further insight into the bonding situation is oen obtained
by means of EDA31,32 calculations in conjunction with the NOCV
(Natural Orbitals for Chemical Valence) method on the ground
state (oen BS) KS-DFT descriptions.33–35 Details about the
method and recent examples have been reported elsewhere,36

with a discussion of the nature of the energy components.37,38

The method allows the preselection of the electronic structure
description outlined as donor–acceptor with E(0) (Scheme 1B)
or diradical(oid) with E(+2) (Scheme 1C), using fragment refer-
ence states. The best representation is assumed to be the one
that provides the lowest orbital relaxation, measured by using
the lowest absolute orbital term values. To illustrate this, we
have computed the EDAs for the Be-cAACDip and Mg-cAACDip

systems. The values are summarized in Table S8.† The principal
bonding picture that emerges from EDA analysis would feature
E(0) with two neutral cAAC ligands. The orbital energy terms are
�231.4 and�193.0 kcal mol�1, for Be-cAACDip andMg-cAACDip,
respectively. Compared with the E(+2) situation, the orbital
relaxation leads to higher orbital interactions, �443.8 and
�289.8 kcal mol�1, for Be-cAACDip and Mg-cAACDip,
respectively.

Such energy-based assignation is in contrast with the valence
state derived from the effective oxidation state analysis (vide
infra), and also from that previously suggested by Ponec et al.39

Both pictures can be reconciled by focusing on the electron ow
associated with the orbital interactions rather than focusing on
the energy costs. Indeed, the EDA-NOCV approach provides this
information as the eigenvalues of the deformation densities. In
the p interaction channel, using Be(0) in the 1D reference state
(Fig. S40†), 0.75a and 0.74b electrons are transferred from the
starting electron pair of the Be pz orbital to the p-type symmetry
ligand orbital. On the contrary, using the Be(+2) reference
(Fig. S41†), the electron ow from the ligands to the empty Be pz
orbital is just 0.20a and 0.22b electrons. Note that the nal
result is similar in both cases: one ends with 0.49e and the other
with 0.42e on the Be pz orbital. However, the latter fragmenta-
tion leads to an overall smaller electron ow. Thus, one may
argue that the reference state for which a smaller electron ow
among fragments is found, is the most appropriate reference
state. However, this is in contrast with the accepted criterion of
choosing the reference states according to the minimum
deformation energy required to form amolecule.2,13,41Hence the
dichotomy is: should we use the energy or density criterion? one
should recall that in the (revised) denition of the oxidation
state from the IUPAC there is no mention of energetics, but it is

essentially an electron counting problem based on “winner-
takes-it-all” principle.42

Then, why does a smaller electron ow associated with the
Be pz orbital have a more signicant energy cost? The reason
can be inferred again from the NOCV analysis. While the
aforementioned electron ow to the Be pz empty orbital is just
0.20a and 0.22b electrons, the total electron displacement of
this channel is ca. 1.8e. Therefore, over 75% of the electron ow
is associated with the internal reorganization of the fragment
density, which certainly has an important energetic impact, but
has no inuence on the oxidation state.

This conundrum adds up to another related issue of EDA
that some of us have recently exposed: EDA cannot distinguish
an electron-sharing interaction from a spin-polarized one (dir-
adicaloid).26 This problem pops out whenever the closed-shell
solution is unstable, which is precisely the case for most
systems considered here. For all these reasons, we do not
consider the combination of KS-DFT and the energy-based EDA
criterion as a reliable approach to ascertain the proper valence
state of Be and Mg in these systems.

Alternatively, we resort to multireference CASSCF wave
functions to tackle the electronic structure of these systems.
This permits to consider the bonding situation for all systems
on equal footing (i.e., including those with CSS and OSS ground-
states according to KS-DFT methods). The results obtained for
all species for their KS-DFT optimized structures are shown in
Table 1. Notably, CASSCF wave functions on SS-CASPT2 opti-
mized geometries for the smallest systems E-NHCMe and E-
cAACMe show no signicant differences from CASSCF wave
functions calculated on DFT geometries, validating the
CASSCF//DFT approach used for the largest compounds (see
details in the ESI†). The DES–T values obtained at CASSCF and
CASPT2 levels of theory are in rather good agreement with those
obtained with the B3LYP method (see Fig. 1). However, for Be–
NHCMe, CASPT2 predicts the triplet state to be more stable than
the singlet state, by �1.3 kcal mol�1, while DFT and CASSCF
estimate the triplet state about 5 kcal mol�1 above the singlet.

The CASSCF natural orbitals (NOs) and their occupations in
EL2 complexes already hint about the bonding situation
(Figures S1–S24). These complexes with an acute bond angle
present the HONO (Highest Occupied Natural Orbital) and
LUNO (Lowest Unoccupied Natural Orbital) localized at the E
atom with marked s-type and p-type character, respectively; in
agreement with its low partial charge (vide infra). Instead, the
frontier NOs of the linear complexes resemble the allyl p-
system. Thus, the HONO is described as a p-system with in-
phase combination p-(+,+,+), while the LUNO is the out-of-
phase combination of the extremes p*-(+,�,�) of the C–E–C p-
type orbital lobes. The NO corresponding to the p-(+,�,+)
combination has negligible occupation. Fig. 2 depicts the
orbitals of Be-cAACDip and Mg-cAACDip species. The occupan-
cies reveal that the HONO has signicantly less than two p-
electrons, namely 1.62e (Be-cAACDip) and 1.21e (Mg-cAACDip).
Note that Mg has a weak contribution in the HONO as
a consequence of the poor overlap, which also justies the
geometry change throughout the series. In addition, the LUNO
carries a signicant occupation, i.e. 0.38e (Be-cAACDip) and

6586 | Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 6583–6591 © 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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0.79e (Mg-cAACDip). The LUNO occupation varies in the range of
0.13e to 0.38e in the series of BeL2.

Different population analyses lead to contradictory results
for the partial charge of the E centre (see Tables S9 and S10†).
Classical Mulliken or Löwdin schemes yield a quite substantial
negative charge on E, which is rather odd considering that they
are less electronegative than the C atom. On the contrary, NPA
and real-space methods such as QTAIM or TFVC lead to positive
charges on E, over +1e in the case of Be. These results conrm
our above hypothesis that p electrons are much more localized
at the ligands than themetal centre. Note that themorep-acidic
the character of the ligand, the higher the (positive) partial
charge on E. As a consequence, the complexes can also exhibit
a different degree of diradical character.

On the other hand, the E–C bond orders (BO) for the NHC-
and cAAC-substituted systems indicate the binding degree of
the ligand to the central element. In particular, the obtained BO
values range from 0.25 (Mg-NHCDip) to 0.56 (Be-cAACMe). These
values are well complemented with the corresponding dissoci-
ation energies (especially for the Mg-based compounds) and
also with the occupation of the HONO (the more it deviates
from 2, the smaller the BO).

Noteworthily, Ponec et al. also analysed a small collinear
model Be-cAAC system in light of the domain-averaged Fermi
Hole (DAFH) analysis at the CASSCF level of theory.39 By dis-
secting the s and p bonding between the fragments, they found
evidence for a 3c-2e p bond involving both ligands and Be, with
contributions of 0.95e from each ligand and 0.14e from Be. That
is, the contribution of Be to the p bonding is residual, which
puts into question the alleged Be(0) valence state of these
systems according to the authors.

In this context, the cAAC-substituted compounds could be
better interpreted as diradical(oid)s species. The global dir-
adical(oid) character is typically quantied from the occupation
numbers of the NOs.43,44 However, in some systems several NOs

with signicant occupations are involved, so the usual under-
lying 2c-2e model is insufficient to describe the diradical
character.

Instead, we have used the local spin analysis (LSA), which
quanties the presence of local spin on atoms/fragments and
their couplings from correlated wavefunctions even in the
singlet state (i.e. with no spin density) (see Table 1). In LSA, the
<S2> value is dissected in atomic and diatomic contributions,
which can be further grouped into fragment contributions (i.e.
Mg/Be atom and each of the two ligands).45 For the NHC-coor-
dinated systems, both the <S2>NHC and <S2>E values are below
0.15 in all cases except Be-NHCDip (<S2>NHC ¼ 0.22). Interest-
ingly, in the cAAC-based compounds the <S2>cAAC values
increase from 0.10 (Mg-cAACMe) to 0.68 (Mg-cAACDip), and from
0.30 (Be-cAACMe) to 0.39 (Be-cAACDip). The < S2>E values also
remain below 0.12 in all cases, ruling out the presence of
unpaired electrons in the central atom. The bonding picture
thus points towards two antiferromagnetically coupled
unpaired spins, each one located at the p-system of the cAAC
ligand. This coupling is supported by the <S2>cAAC-cAAC values
(see the ESI† for details), being �0.64 (very close to the ideal
value �0.75, see the ESI†) for Mg-cAACDip. In the case of the
experimentally known Be-cAACDip, the <S2>cAAC and <S2>cAAC-
cAAC values are 0.39 and �0.35, respectively, indicating the
marked diradical character. In the diradical(oid) scenario, the
valence state of the E atom would be E(+2).

A more unambiguous look at the formal valence state or OS
of the E centre and the ligands is given by the effective oxidation
state (EOS) analysis,46 a wavefunction analysis tool specically
devised for this purpose. EOS analysis relies onMayer's effective
fragment orbitals (EFOs) and their occupations, obtained in
this case for the E atom and each of the two ligands.47,48 The
EFOs are sorted by decreasing occupation number and indi-
vidual electrons (electron pairs for closed-shell systems) are
assigned to them until the total number of electrons is reached.
The last occupied and rst unoccupied orbitals form the fron-
tier EFOs, and from their relative occupations a reliability index
(R) can be derived, measuring to which extent the formal OS
model matches the actual electron distribution (for further
details see the ESI†).

The results of EOS analysis applied to the ground-state
CASSCF wavefunctions are also shown in Table 1. For compar-
ison, we have included BeH2 (Be–H) and MgH2 (Mg–H) as
genuine E(+2) species. The real-space TFVC atomic denition
was used throughout. In the case of near collinear systems (C–E–
C angle >160�), the OS of the central E is +2, in line with the
discussion above and also in agreement with the study by Ponec
et al.39 Fig. 3 illustrates the situation. The last occupied EFOs of
Be-cAACDip and Mg-cAACDip correspond to p-type orbitals
located on the cAAC ligands with occupancies of 0.435 and 0.467,
respectively. When frontier EFOs are degenerated in occupation,
EOS analysis advocates for homolytic assignation of the last
electron pair, leading to the formal picture shown in Scheme 1C.
In any case, the occupation of the last unoccupied EFO on E is so
small (see Fig. 3) that the E(+2) assignation is unambiguous.

Fig. 2 Frontier natural orbitals and occupancies for the Be-cAACDip (A)
and Mg-cAACDip (B) systems at CASSCF/cc-pVDZ//B3LYP-D3(BJ)/
def2-SVP. Isocontour value of 0.05. Hydrogen atoms were omitted for
clarity.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 6583–6591 | 6587
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On the contrary, in the bent Mg system, the EOS scheme
clearly points towards a genuine Mg(0) compound, even for
a system like Mg-cAACMe with incipient diradical character.

It is fair to note that EOS analysis can be applied using
different underlying atomic denitions, which can impact the
occupations of the EFOs and therefore the OS assignation itself.
Indeed, using EOS in the framework of Mulliken or Löwdin
analyses leads to Be(0) assignment in Be–NHCMe and Be-
cAACMe systems (see Table S9†). However, more reliable NAO or
QTAIM schemes yield essentially the same results as those re-
ported in Table 1. Still, the EOS procedure is shown to be much
more robust than the partial atomic charges. Note, for instance,
the unambiguous Mg(0) picture obtained for Mg–NHCMe or Mg-
cAACMe systems across all atomic denitions, while the partial
atomic charge in Mg varies from�0.75e to +0.60e. We have also
applied EOS on the B3LYP ground-state description of these
systems (see Table S10†). Other than the particular case of Be–
NHCMe in combination with Löwdin analysis, which again
yields Be(0), the OS assignation is fully consistent with that
derived from CASSCF wavefunctions.

So far we have consistently shown that the equilibrium
structures of some of these systems exhibit diradical character
and are best described as E(+2). The dissociation energies,
however, clearly point towards the homolytic dissociation into
E(0) + 2L(0) (see Fig. 1). This situation is reminiscent of the
simplest LiH diatomic molecule, where at the equilibrium bond
distance the best description is Li(+1)/H(�1) but the dissocia-
tion is homolytic.

We have thus monitored the OS of representative EL2 species
along the symmetric E–L dissociation prole. Fig. 4 and 5 show
the gross occupation of the frontier EFOs of E and L with the
increase of the E–L distance. In the case of Be–NHCMe, the
coordination is essentially collinear at equilibrium. Therefore,
the EFO occupation of the ligand is higher than that of Be,
leading to a Be(+2) picture. As the Be–C distance increases, the

occupation of the ligand's EFO gradually decreases, while that
of Be increases. The lowest energy dissociation prole proceeds
rst in a collinear conguration until a Be–C distance of ca 1.7

Fig. 3 Frontier EFOs with their corresponding gross occupancies for
the Be-cAACDip (A) and Mg-cAACDip (B) systems (singlet spin state)
obtained at the CASSCF/cc-pVDZ//B3LYP-D3(BJ)/def2-SVP level.
Isocontour value: 0.1. Hydrogen atoms were omitted for clarity.

Fig. 4 Gross occupations of the frontier EFOs for Be-NHCMe (top) and
Be-cAACMe (bottom) along the Be–C distance at the B3LYP-D3(BJ)/
def2-TZVPP//B3LYP-D3(BJ)/def2-SVP level of theory. The dotted line
indicates the equilibrium structure.

Fig. 5 Gross occupations of the frontier EFOs for Mg-NHCMe (top)
and Mg-cAACMe (bottom) along the Mg–C distance at the B3LYP-
D3(BJ)/def2-TZVPP//B3LYP-D3(BJ)/def2-SVP level of theory. The
dotted line indicates the equilibrium structure.
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Å, when the C–Be–C angle bends so that the Be atom dissociates
perpendicularly to the interatomic C–C axis. From this point on,
the occupation of Be 2s-type EFO rapidly increases and the
change of formal OS from Be(+2) to Be(0) occurs at a Be–C
distance of ca. 1.85 Å.

In Be-cAACMe, the BS solution is lower in energy at the
equilibrium geometry. The spin polarization is mostly noto-
rious on the ligands' frontier EFOs, which have a and b occu-
pations much larger than those of the Be centre. The
dissociation starts in a collinear fashion. The diradical char-
acter increases with the Be–C distance, reaching its maximum
(<S2> ¼ 0.60) at ca. 1.95 Å, thus resulting in a much marked
Be(+2) character. Beyond this point, the C–Be–C angle bends so
that once again the Be atom dissociates perpendicularly to the
interatomic C–C axis. In the process the diradical character
rapidly decreases, inducing a charge transfer from the ligands
to Be's 2s-type EFO until the formal OS changes at around 2.1 Å,
where the open-shell solution merges into the closed-shell one.
This again shows that a stable angular geometry is a key to
achieving genuine low valent species.

In the case of the Mg-based species, the equilibrium struc-
ture already points towards a Mg(0) species, so that the increase
of the Mg–C distance further increases monotonically the gap in
the EFO occupations in favour of the Mg moiety in closed-shell
dissociation proles (see Fig. 5). Coincidentally, in Mg-cAACMe,
the ground state is still of OSS nature aer spin-contamination
correction, and the occupations of Mg and cAAC frontier EFOs
are almost equal. When using the CASSCF wavefunction at this
geometry, the situation is more clear, resulting in an Mg(0)
description with R(%) ¼ 80 as shown in Table 1.

Since the OS of the central E atom is clearly inuenced by the
C–E–C angle, we also analysed the EOS performance along the
C–E–C bond angle for Be-cAACMe and Mg-cAACMe species at the
B3LYP level of theory (Fig. 6). The occupation of the frontier
EFO on E monotonically increases as the C–E–C angle deviates
from collinearity. In the case of Be, the EFO occupation remains
always below 0.3 and that of the ligand remains always larger,
even for closed C–Be–C angles (up to ca. 130�) where the CS
solution prevails. However, in the case of Mg-cAACMe one can
observe a crossing point at around 110� where the occupation of
the Mg EFO becomes large enough to yield a Mg(0) picture. This
occurs even before the closed-shell regime is reached, and in
line with the CASSCF results.

At this point we can safely state that the +2 oxidation state is
a consequence of the strong electron p-accepting properties of
the ligands. It is interesting to contrast this analysis with the
strong s-donor and weak p-acceptor monoanionic b-diketimi-
nate magnesium ligands. Optimizing the experimentally
accomplished Mg-BDI* leads to an almost collinear structure
with an Mg–Mg–Mg angle of 175.4�. Structures resulting from
reducing the steric encumber hold the same structural features
with a bond angle of 180�. However, the bond lengths are
sharply increased from 2.800 Å (Mg-BDI*) to 2.917 Å (Mg-Nac-
Nac). No open-shell singlet solutions were found for these
compounds, and large vertical singlet–triplet gaps were ob-
tained at both DFT and CASSCF levels (>25 kcal mol�1). As ex-
pected, the ligand interaction with the central element is
explained by the s-type natural orbital (NO) with an occupancy
close to 1.90 (see Fig. S17 and S19†). The p- and p*-type natural
orbitals present occupancies lower than 0.1, a ngerprint of
dynamic correlation. In the triplet state, one electron from the
s-type NO needs to be transferred to a p-type NO from the
central element. Besides, the bond dissociation energies 49.0
and 63.9 kcal mol�1 suggest stable compounds for NacNac and
BDI* derivatives, respectively, in agreement with the large Mg–
Mg BOs (0.76 and 0.52). Note that Mg-BDI* has a lower BO
despite the higher dissociation energy, due to the dispersion
interaction between the ligands. In line with these ndings,
EOS analysis also yields a relatively straightforward Mg(0)
assignation (see Table S4 and Fig. S38†).

This concept can be used to take beryllium to even lower
oxidation states. Be-NacNac and Be-BDI* are predicted to be
stable towards the dissociation, with 70.0 and 83.9 kcal mol�1,
respectively. The description of the electronic structures shows
no appreciable diradical character, with singlet–triplet gaps of
30.2 and 35.7 kcal mol�1. Given the higher electronegativity of
Be with respect to Mg, the partial charges at Be are strongly
negative �0.90 and �0.42 au. Formally, these molecules bear
a beryllium atom with an oxidation state of �2, which is further
corroborated by EOS analysis (see Table S4 and Fig. S39†).

Conclusions

In summary, we re-examine the features of the structure,
chemical bonding, and stability of the low-valent group 2
compounds. In contrast to the accepted understanding, beryl-
lium still remains in the +2 oxidation state territory. The strong
s-donor stabilized approach produces an internal electronic
rearrangement furnishing diradical(oid) species with two
unpaired electrons on the ligands. Magnesium analogues might
present oxidation state zero when the ligands are not too p-
acidic, but the chemical bond is too weak to consider these
molecules thermally stable. Nonetheless, the effective oxidation
state analysis suggests that the strongly Mg-based ligands are
key to accessing genuine low-valent compounds. Our study does
not only give more insight into the peculiar features of the
molecules considered, but also suggest a promising novel type
of beryllium �2 oxidation state. The presented results indicate
that many more are yet to come to the fore from these
combinations.

Fig. 6 Gross occupations of the frontier EFOs for Be-cAACMe andMg-
cAACMe along the C–E–C angle at the B3LYP-D3(BJ)/def2-TZVPP//
B3LYP-D3(BJ)/def2-SVP level of theory. The dotted line indicates the
equilibrium structure.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 6583–6591 | 6589
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Chapter 7

Results and discussion

In this chapter, we provide a general perspective from the research works presented in Chapters 4-6. To

reduce redundancy, the most important results of each topic will be summarized, together with non-reported

(or compiled in the supplementary material) data and personal perspectives.

7.1 On the development of methods to elucidate oxidation states

7.1.1 Assigning oxidation states from centroids of localized orbitals

The use of centroids of LOs to assign OSs is very appealing due to its simplicity and, more importantly,

because it represents a common framework which can be used for molecular systems and in solid-state, indis-

tinctly. In the last years, the interest about their use by the chemistry community increased, as for example

one can recovers Robinson’s curly arrow picture135 from first principles just by following the trajectory of

the centroids along a chemical reaction. Previous results indicated that they can also be used to elucidate

OSs, by simply assigning the electrons from each LMO to the closest-atom. Such simple assignment criterion

has proved to be useful (see Section 1.4) but, in our opinion, it has not been fully tested yet. With these

precedents in hand, the aims of this project were:

1) To critically assess to which extend the centroids of LOs coupled with a distance criterion can be used to

elucidate OSs in molecular systems.

2) To introduce a new (electronic) criterion to assign the electrons from each LMO but using its centroid

position and the Bader atomic basins.

To accomplish these goals, we explored the performance of the closest-atom (distance) criterion for

assigning electrons for a variety of systems of increasing complexity, including hydrides, high-valent TM

compounds, π-adducts and TM carbenes, among others. Then, we introduced an approach that combines

the centroids position with the Bader atomic basins as alternative criterion for the electron assignment.

Finally, we evaluated the performance of both approaches by comparing the resulting OSs with the obtained

by means of the EOS analysis.

211



212 7.1. On the development of methods to elucidate oxidation states

Starting with the rather simple XHn series, where X goes from Li to Cl, the chemical bonding of these

systems is mainly explained by the σ LMO between X and H. Thus, its centroid lies between both X and

H centers, and its position determines the CX = (RH − RX)/(RH + RX) ratio where RH and RX are the

distances between the centroid and the corresponding centers. The sign of CX is indicative of the character

of the H atom, being hydride for CX < 0 and proton for CX > 0. Considering the IUPAC IA coupled

with the Allen electronegativity scale, the ratio χX/χH also discriminate hydride (χX/χH < 1) from proton

(χX/χH > 1) character. From the results obtained (Table 7.1), one can see that the closest-atom (CA)

criterion characterizes in all cases, in exception of HF, the H atom as hydride. Such characterization is

clearly unsatisfactory as the simplest H atom from H2O is formally described as hydride, when it is well

established its proton character.

A relationship between the CX values and the relative atomic electronegativities is present, becoming

CX less negative (increase) along the period and more negative (decrease) along the group. For consistency,

we evaluated how changing the orbital localization procedure affects the quality of the results, obtaining the

same trends by using both PM or NLMOs.

Table 7.1: Structural and electronic parameters of the hydrides studied including: Allen’s electronegativity
(EN), X-H bond distance, EFO occupancy, distance to the centroid (computed using both PM and NLMO
LOs) and distance to the bond critical point (Rbcp−H).

Molecule Atom χX/χH EFO occ. λX RX (PM) RX (NLMO) Rbcp−H

LiH
Li

0.397
0.112 1.403 1.401

0.886
H 0.824 0.205 0.206

BeH2
Be

0.685
0.178 1.074 1.072

0.766
H 0.788 0.270 0.271

BH3
B

0.892
0.195 0.888 0.887

0.669
H 0.710 0.312 0.312

CH4
C

1.106
0.391 0.727 0.727

0.395
H 0.429 0.370 0.371

NH3
N

1.333
0.588 0.609 0.615

0.278
H 0.278 0.416 0.408

H2O
O

1.570
0.729 0.511 0.530

0.200
H 0.179 0.462 0.442

HF
F

1.823
0.836 0.435 0.455

0.159
H 0.122 0.498 0.478

NaH
Na

0.378
0.170 1.585 1.582

0.892
H 0.760 0.313 0.316

MgH2
Mg

0.562
0.233 1.427 1.397

0.833
H 0.760 0.287 0.318

AlH3
Al

0.701
0.249 1.284 1.281

0.792
H 0.746 0.309 0.312

SiH4
Si

0.833
0.234 1.139 1.136

0.758
H 0.713 0.353 0.356

PH3
P

0.980
0.183 0.977 0.998

0.720
H 0.653 0.454 0.433

H2S
S

1.126
0.427 0.845 0.871

0.479
H 0.439 0.508 0.482

HCl
Cl

1.247
0.604 0.738 0.765

0.365
H 0.307 0.553 0.526

We found an excellent correlation (R2 = 0.97) between the CX values and the χX/χH ratio obtained

with both orbital localization procedures. However, most of the data points to be associated with proton
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character, according to the atomic electronegativities, are characterized as hydride by using the CA criterion

(Figure 7.1a). These results hint that the Allen electronegativities might be used to correct the relative

atomic size when assigning the LMO electrons according to the CA criterion. Nonetheless, in our opinion

introducing fixed electronegativity values in the model will lead to the same intrinsic problems of the IUPAC

IA; the differences between atoms of the same type arising from a different chemical environment are not

considered. As solution, we propose to determine which atomic basin the centroid belongs to, and abandon

the CA criterion. This alternative criterion present some advantages, being the most relevant one that the

chemical environment of the atoms is automatically considered, as the basins are determined by the topology

of the electron density, ρ(r1). This new criterion, namely the basin-allegiance (BA), has been implemented

as follows. First, we determine for all atoms in the system their associated atomic trust spheres, as described

by Rodŕıguez et al.181 Then, the LMO electrons are assigned to the corresponding atom if the centroid

resides inside the trust sphere. In case that the centroid lies outside any trust sphere, which is common for

bonding LOs, the steepest-ascent path is followed until reaching a trust sphere. For this aim, we use both

the gradient and the Hessian of the density with a reduced step in all points along the iterative procedure,

ensuring thus a faithful steepest-ascent path. The results obtained using the BA criterion are also compiled

in Table 7.1. Using the new criterion, one can see that the H atoms from H2O, NH3, HCl and H2S are

characterized as protons, as expected. Then, the BA is behaving as the electronegativity ratio, in exception

of CH4 for which the OS assignment is not trivial due to the high covalency of the C-H bond. For further

insight, we depicted in Figure 7.1b the distance from the centroid to the bond critical point (bcp) against the

electronegativity ratio. Analogously to Figure 7.1a, positive distance values are obtained when the centroid

is inside the X atom basin, whereas negative values indicate that the centroid lies inside the H atom basin.

Once again, the correlation is excellent (R2 = 0.93), being all points (again CH4 is the exception) lying in

the right quadrants for proton and hydride character. Therefore, the results obtained with the BA criterion

are more satisfactory compared to the CA one, at least for these systems, while the addition of complexity

is minor.

Figure 7.1: Correlations for the XH2 set of systems between (a) the centroid position versus electronega-
tivity ratio (OS assignment using the CA criterion) and (b) centroid position relative to the bcp against
electronegativity ratio (OS assignment using the BA criterion).

To critically analyze the performance of both CA and BA criteria to assign OSs from centroids of LOs,

we selected a variety of relevant examples including TM carbenes, π-adducts and high-valent TM oxides,

to name a few. Starting for the rather simple (CH3)3NO system, it is assumed that its dominant Lewis
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structure is a single bond between a formal N(+1) and O(-1) in order to fulfill the octet rule of N. By

applying the IUPAC IA, the electron pair of the σ N-O bond is assigned to the O atom, and all N-C bond

electrons to N. These results in formal OSs of -2 for O, -1 for N and +1 for the three CH3 units. The LOs

from both PM and NLMO procedures points towards the aforementioned Lewis structure, showing a single

σ N-O LO. We did not found a LMO corresponding to a π N-O bond and, instead, the O moiety presents

two p-type lone pairs. Evaluating the centroid position (Figure 7.2) of the σ N-O LO, it is closer to the N

atom than to O, and it lies within the atomic basin of N. As consequence, both CA and BA criteria assign

the electron pair to N, leading to the formal OS of -3 for N and 0 for O. Such assignment is also obtained

by EOS at the same level of theory and when using a multireference wavefunction, being at odds with the

straightforward application of the IUPAC IA.42

Figure 7.2: Pictorial representation of the zero-flux surface and centroid position of the σ-type N-O NLMO
for (CH3)3NO. For PM, the distances from the centroid to N and O are 0.660 and 0.692 (in Å), respectively.

Moving to TM-based compounds, we first considered a series of high-valent TM oxides, including TiO2,

FeO2−
4 , ReO−4 , OsO4, IrO+

4 , and PtO2+
4 , in which the TM OS ranges from +4 (Fe) to presumably +10 (Pt).

Previously, EOS has already been applied to these systems, yielding OSs in agreement with the formal values

up to Ir(+9) in Ir(+9)O+
4 .42,182 For the metastable PtO2+

4 cation,183 the occupancy of the d-type EFO from

Pt is too large to be considered empty, not leading into its presumed +10 OS. This makes these systems

interesting to evaluate the performance of both CA and BA strategies. Herein, we will solely discuss the

results obtained from NLMOs, as both both PM and NLMOs presented very similar performance and some

technical issues have been encountered to converge the PM LOs for such symmetric systems. In all cases,

the centroids of the LOs involved in the π TM-O bond are very close to the O atom, indicating almost lone

pair character. Thus, the electron pairs under dispute are the ones from the σ TM-O bond. We depicted in

Figure 7.3 the aforementioned LO, together with the position of its centroid and the corresponding bcp.
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Figure 7.3: σ-type TM-O NLMO for TiO2 (a), FeO2−
4 (b), ReO−4 (c), OsO4 (d), IrO+

4 (e) and PtO2+
4 (f,

g). Centroid and bcp represented by green and black, respectively. Selected isocontour value of 0.1 a.u.,
distances in Å.

In exception of the Pt-based system, the centroid of the σ TM-O LMO is located between the bcp and

the O atom. As it is closer to O than to the TM, both BA and CA strategies assign the electron pair to the

O atom, being each O in the formal -2 OS. However, the assignment becomes less clear-cut when going to

higher-valent complexes. In fact, the IrO+
4 system present the centroid of the σ Ir-O LMO very close to the

bcp, being still within the O atomic basin. Thus, one cannot rule out that a different orbital localization

scheme (or level of theory) reverse the BA assignment. For PtO2+
4 , both CA and BA criteria do not predict

the presumed +10 OS. The NLMO procedure provided three very similar Pt-O LOs (Figure 7.3f) and a

fourth one slightly different (Figure 7.3g). In the first, the centroids are located closer to O than to Pt

(0.815 and 0.894 Å, respectively), but still within Pt basin (see bcp position in the Figure). The BA and

CA criteria differ on the assignment of the electron pair from each one of these bonds, and thus leading into

different OS assignments. The last NLMO is more polarized towards Pt and thus its centroid is also closer

to Pt (and within Pt basin). As result, the CA criterion assigns the +8 OS to Pt with one the O atoms

neutral, while the BA criterion assigns all O atoms as neutral and the Pt in the rather unrealistic +2 OS.

Lastly, we studied a collection of TM carbenes (Figure 7.4) compiled by Occhipinti et al.110 which

includes: four conventional W-based Fischer-type carbenes (1-4), five Schrock Mo- and W-based catalysts

(5-9) and six Os- and Ru- based first- and second-generation Grubbs-type carbenes (10-14), together with

the precatalysts (15-16).
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Figure 7.4: Set of TM carbenes studied. Abbreviations: Aryl = 2,6-diisopropylphenyl, Aryl∗ = 2,6-
dimethylphenyl, Cy = cyclohexyl and Mes = mesityl.

For these systems, the most relevant interaction is the associated with the σ and π TM-carbene bonds,

thus we will solely focus on the centroids of these two particular LOs. As it was aforementioned (Section

1.4), in a Fischer-type carbene the σ TM-C bond is expected to be polarized towards the C atom of the

carbene unit, while the π TM-C bond to the TM, leading into a formally neutral carbene unit. It is worth

remembering that this chemical bonding picture can not be recovered from IUPAC’s IA as assigns the two

electron pairs to the carbene unit (C more electronegative than TM). This scenario is the expected for a

Schrock-type carbene, with a formally -2 carbene unit. Grubbs-type carbenes are not easily classifiable into

the Firscher- or Schrock-type categories. In fact, Occhipinti et al. suggested for them a new category, namely

the electrophilic Schrock carbenes.110 The resulting OSs from applying both CA and BA criteria (using both

NLMO and PM LOs) and the EOS analysis are compiled in Table 7.2.
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Table 7.2: Oxidation states of the carbene unit (=CR1R2) from EOS analysis, together with its reliability
index R(%), and from centroids of LOs (PM and NLMO). Electrons from LOs assigned according to the CA
(a) and BA (b) criteria.
Molecule EOS R(%) PMa NLMOa PMb NLMOb

1 0 67.8 0 0 0 0
2 0 61.2 0 0 0 0
3 0 59.2 0 0 0 0
4 -2 56.9 0 0 0 0
5 -2 72.0 -2 -2 -2 -2
6 -2 74.1 -2 -2 -2 -2
7 -2 64.1 -2 -2 -2 -2
8 -2 66.9 -2 -2 -2 0
9 -2 65.7 -2 -2 -2 -2
10 -2 51.5 -2 2 2 2
11 0 50.4 0 0 2 2
12 0 55.5 0 2 2 2
13 0 58.1 0 2 2 2
14 0 55.9 0 2 2 2
15 0 62.4 0 0 2 2
16 0 63.3 0 0 2 2

EOS analysis characterized in all cases the carbene unit as neutral (0) or anionic (-2). Moreover, the

expected carbene-type classification is obtained for the predefined as Fischer- or Schrock-type carbenes, in

exception of 4. The Grubbs-type carbenes are better described as Fischer-type, at least from the formal OS

perspective. However, the assignment is rather uncertain, as indicated by the R(%) values close to 50. Such

scenario is present when the frontier EFOs are almost degenerated in occupancy, meaning that the system

is described by two almost equally plausible chemical bonding pictures.

When applying the CA criterion, the σ and π TM-C bond distance indices used (Figure 7.5b) are given

by the distance between the σ (red dot) and π (green dot) centroids to the midpoint of the TM-carbene

bond. When applying the BA criterion the bcp position is used, instead, as reference point. In both cases,

a negative value on a given axis indicates that the electron pair from the corresponding LMO is assigned to

the carbene unit.
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Figure 7.5: (a) Pictorial representation of a prototypical Fischer-type carbene including: centroids of both
σ (red dot) and π (green dot) TM-C bond LOs, with the relevant distances for CA (midpoint of the bond)
and BA (bcp) criteria. (b) Classification of the TM carbenes according to the distance from the σ and π
centroids to bond midpoint (CA) or bcp (BA). Data points corresponding to 1-4 (green circle) and 5-9
(orange circle).

Unfortunately, the use of centroids of LOs to assign OS provided unsatisfactory results for several reasons.

First, there are a number of data points corresponding to the Grubbs-type carbenes for which the σ bond

distance index is positive (Figure 7.5b). This means that the σ TM-C electron pair is formally assigned to

the TM instead of to the carbene. Simultaneously, the π TM-C bond distance index is also positive. As

consequence, the carbene unit presents the hardly acceptable +2 OS. The same (wrong) scenario is system-

atically observed when using the BA criterion, and independently of the localization procedure. The use of

the CA criterion presents better results for these systems, even they somewhat depend on the LOs used.

Nonetheless, both CA and BA criteria behave quite good for the prototypical Schrock- and Fischer-type

carbenes.

Concluding this section, the search of robust schemes to assign OSs using the LOs centroids is not a

trivial task. In this work, we critically assessed the use of centroids of LOs as one can apply the same

strategy on equal footing for both solids and molecular systems. However, our results indicated that there is

no general (and straightforward) use of them to reliably elucidate OSs. The simplest CA criterion performs

rather well for discriminating Fischer- and Schrock-type carbenes and identifying high-valent species, but

fails for the simplest H2O case. We introduced and evaluated the performance of the BA criterion, solving

many issues presented by CA, but performing worse in describing TM carbenes. Furthermore, the choice of

orbital localization procedure might have an impact on the resulting OSs. All our conclusions are extracted

by using the centroids from PM and NLMO localized molecular orbitals, and we accept that before discarting

the use of centroids for assigning OSs it would be necessary to scrutinize more (and more robust) orbital
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localization procedures. In fact, to assign OSs one should probably incorporate the definition of fragments

before applying the localization procedure, i.e. on the definition of the orbital spread functional. This avenue

is explored in Section 4.2.

7.1.2 Defining a new fragment-based orbital localization procedure for oxida-

tion states purposes

One of the main conclusions from Sections 4.1 and 6.1 is that robust orbital localization procedures are

required for OSs purposes and, more importantly, that include the fragment definition when localizing the

orbitals. Indeed, development on specialized schemes which aim to specifically localize orbitals into frag-

ments rather than maximizing a global criterion exist, but for other purposes.67,140,184–190 In particular, such

methods have relevant value in energy decomposition schemes for intermolecular interactions,191,192 as well

as for embedding and fragment methods.67,188,193 Fragment localization for OS purposes presents different

needs. Take for instance two fragments A and B that are connected by a single bond with ionic character, and

each formally contains nA and nB electron pairs. In such scenario, the OS should solely depend on a single

LMO involving both fragments A and B, leading either to A−-B+ or A+-B−. Moreover, standard orbital

localization procedures do not distinct between the contact atoms of the A-B bond of the remaining atoms

of A and B. Thus, a better localization of the critical A-B bonding orbital may be sacrificed for achieving a

better overall localization of the nA +nB orbitals. With this, the main objectives of this second project were:

1) To introduce a new fragment-orbital localization procedure, together with an associated index that quan-

tifies how much localized within each fragment each orbitals is, to ensure maximizing the intra-fragment

localization.

2) To propose an algorithm for assigning OSs using the aforementioned fragment-localized orbitals.

To accomplish these goals, we explored a new approach to obtain fragment-localized orbitals, termed

oxidation state localized orbitals (OSLO), together with an algorithm for assigning the OSs using the OS-

LOs and an associated fragment orbital localization index (FOLI). Technically, the OSLOs comprise a full

set of localized molecular orbitals spanning the occupied space, ordered by spatial locality in the fragment.

Further characterization of each orbital is performed by the FOLI, which measures the population of each

OSLO on a per-fragment basis. These fragment populations (for each orbital) are obtained using the highly

robust real-space TFVC scheme and also a newly introduced (and more robust) version of the Hilbert-space

IAO scheme (see details in Sections 1.2.2 and 1.2.1 for TFVC and IAO, respectively), in which the IAOs

are evaluated using a reference minimal basis formed from on-the-fly superposition of atomic density (IAO-

AutoSAD) calculations at the target level of theory. The fragment OS is determined by the number of

assigned OSLOs relative to its total nuclear charge. Finally, the performance of the OSLO algorithm was

critically evaluated using a range of challenging systems, including high-valent TM oxides, TM complexes

with redox non-innocent ligands (i.e. NO and thiolate), the potentially inverted ligand field in [Cu(CF3)4]−

and a variety of carbene-containing TM compounds, among others.

Starting for the fragment localization procedure, we based it on minimizing the radial spread functional

from a given reference point for fragment F , RF . In case of the fragment being an atom, RF corresponds
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to the atomic position and, for a ligand, RF is its center of charge. The minimization can be easily achieved

in the MO basis by building a spread matrix, LF , with elements

LFij =

∫
ψi(r)(r−RF )2ψj(r)dr. (7.1)

Upon diagonalization of the LF matrix

LFUF = UFΛF , (7.2)

one obtains the eigenvalues λFi = ΛFii (squared-spreads) and a corresponding set of Nocc LOs centered around

RF

φloc,Fi (r) =
∑

k

UFkiψk(r). (7.3)

When the fragment is a single atom, such as the TM from an inorganic compound, the resulting LOs

reproduce the shell structure of the atom, with core orbitals presenting the smaller spreads.

Our target is to define the OS of M user-defined fragments from a given molecular system, such as the

ligands and metal(s) of a TM complex. For this aim, we first localize around each fragment’s center of charge

and get Nocc OSLOs for each of them (M ×Nocc in total).

The definition of the centroid of the ligand may arise doubts. Let us mention that for small ligands such

as CO, H2O or CH3 it does not make a big difference whether we use the position of the contact atom or

some centroid (center of mass or charge). However, for hapto or polydentate ligands, where there is more

than one contact atom with the TM (e.g. ferrocene), using the center of charge is probably the less arbitrary

and reasonable choice. Note that in these cases the ligand centroid may be far from any ligand’s nuclei, or

even coincide with that of the metal center (e.g. TM-porphyrin).

The minimization of the spread function is very appealing because it is (mathematically) simple, non-

iterative and independent of the AIM definition. However, the OSLOs which are most strongly associated

with a fragment can not be chosen based on the smallest spread. For instance, let us consider the case of a

single TM with some coordination sphere. In such scenario, OSLOs dominated by ligand contributions can

exhibit lower spread values than the most diffuse TM orbitals (e.g. a 4p-type orbital for a third-row TM).

Similarly, when RF is the center of a ligand hapto-coordinated to the TM, some compact ligand-centered

OSLOs have a significant contribution from the neighboring TM center.

Since M × Nocc LOs are redundantly produced (i.e. Nocc for each of the M fragments), selecting the

Nocc OSLOs that are most strongly localized on fragments is required. As it was aforementioned, these are

not simply the ones exhibiting lower spread values. Then, we require a complementary measure to identify

the OSLOs that are most localized on a fragment. For this aim, we propose the fragment orbital localization

index (FOLI)

DF
i =

√
Di

N i
F

, (7.4)

which uses the Pipek delocalization measure,194 defined in terms of fragment populations, N i
F =

∑
A∈F N

i
A,

as
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Di = {
∑

F

(N i
F )2}−1. (7.5)

When the i-th orbital is perfectly localized on fragment F , DF
i = 1, and the value increases gradually for

OSLOs that are both less centered on fragment F and more delocalized. Let us mention that while DF
i = 1

means perfect fragment localization, higher FOLI values may arise from different instances of delocalization.

As example, DF
i = 2 can be the results of 3 fragments with Di = 2.339 via NF1

= 0.584, NF2
= NF3

= 0.208

or 2 fragments with Di = 2 via NF1
= NF2

= 0.5.

Now, how to select the Nocc most fragment-localized OSLOs from the set (redundant) of M ×Nocc can-

didates? At a first glance, we ordered the OSLOs by decreasing FOLI value, selected the first Nocc ones

and assigned them to their parent (originator) fragments. However, this procedure sometimes leads to linear

dependencies among the selected OSLOs. For this reason, we proposed to perform the selection procedure

iteratively (see Figure 7.6). In the first iteration, the algorithm selects the best fragment-localized LMO

(smallest FOLI value) and projects it out from the occupied space for the next iteration. In the second itera-

tion, first a new set of M×(Nocc−1) LOs is constructed, followed by selecting and removing the best (freshly

obtained) LO. The iterative procedure continues until a total of Nocc optimal fragment-localized orbitals are

selected. For unrestricted single-determinant wavefunctions, the procedure is performed for the α and β

occupied spaces independently, producing and assigning individual α and β OSLOs to each fragment. We

modified the basic algorithm by introducing a tolerance value (typically of 10−3) so that, in each iteration,

all orbitals with DF
i values within the tolerance are selected, symmetrically orthogonalized and projected

out from the occupied space for the following iteration. We observed by applying this strategy that, for

symmetric systems, the undesired situation of projecting out individual LOs and obtaining a symmetry-

broken density-matrix for the next iteration is avoided. By performing the OSLO selection iteratively, we

also observed that the fragment-localization of the non-selected orbitals is improved in the later iterations,

which is a desirable side-effect.

Notice that no AIM definition is used to obtain the redundant set of LOs, just the minimization of

the spread functional with respect to the atom/fragment center of charge. The population scheme is only

necessary to select the best LOs of each iteration based on the FOLI value. Using fragment populations to

generate the orbitals may result in different orbitals with different AIM methods, as seen in Pipek-Mezey

localization.195 As the final set of LOs exactly span the occupied space, they can also be used for other

purposes such as fragment populations, ligand lability, embedding methods, QM/MM techniques and local

correlation methods, among others. Alternative uses of the OSLOs have not been explored yet.
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Figure 7.6: Iterative OSLO algorithm flowchart. The core and valence spectator orbitals (most fragment-
localized) are projected out from the occupied space before the relevant orbitals for OSs purposes (least
fragment-localized).

Some aspect of the procedure are worth to discuss in detail. First, the LOs obtained in the first iterations

are basically the atomic core orbitals of the fragment atoms. Then, with the advance of the iterative process

the on-fragment localized valence orbitals are produced, corresponding to orbitals not particularly involved

in the bonding between fragments (spectator). In the last iterations, the least fragment localized molecular

orbitals are produced and eventually selected, corresponding to bonds (or dative bonds) between fragments.
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Interestingly, by first removing the more fragment-localized orbitals from the occupied space, the relevant

across-fragment orbitals are then better localized on fragments, being thus their FOLI values smaller than

those obtained in the first iteration using the whole occupied space. This means that the final result depends,

to some extent, on the order in which the LOs are selected.

The resulting OS assignment can be affected when the FOLI-based selection is close-call. In such sce-

nario, the algorithm flags when the OSLO procedure could branch into 2 (or more) paths, allowing then the

user to explore the alternative outcomes. Let us consider the simple case of a single bond between fragments

F and G. At the step of the iterative procedure that the bond LMO centered on F is produced, a similar one

will be produced in the OSLOs associated with fragment G. The one with the lowest FOLI is the selected

and projected out from the remaining occupied space, being this bond orbital in the next iteration absent

from the new set of OSLOs obtained for both fragment F and G. In case that the F-G bond is very non-polar

(rare in TM complexes), the DF
i and DG

i values would be very similar. Here, one can argue that choosing

the LMO associated with G, instead of the one from F, would produce a plausible alternative solution. To

detect these borderline cases, linear dependencies between the selected LMO and the first non-selected one

(second lowest FOLI value) are checked at each iteration. It may occur that there are multiple selected and

non-selected LOs if their FOLI values are within the tolerance. If near linear dependencies are found and the

difference in DF
i values is small, the algorithm will flag it. Then, the user can rerun the calculation toggling

a branching flag, thus selecting the LMO with the somewhat larger FOLI value, and proceed to obtain a

second distinct solution.

How to finally assign OSs from the obtained set of OSLOs? Let us recall that each of the selected LOs

was generated from a fragment with a low FOLI value. This makes it natural to assign the LMO electrons

based on the originator fragment. All results obtained are based on this assignment procedure (see below

and Section 4.2), representing a “winner-takes-it-all” approach. However, once the optimal set of orthogonal

fragment-localized orbitals are obtained, one can reevaluate the fragment populations for each orbital and

reassign it either in a “winner-takes-it-all” fashion (again) or alternatively by allowing covalent assignments

in non-polar cases, as described in Section 6.1.

As it was aforementioned, the AIM definition solely enters into the evaluation of the FOLI values, but

its choice may affect which LOs are selected and in which order. Thus, we decided to make use of two

very distinct atomic definitions to prove that different but reasonable choices work, in fact, very similarly.

In particular, we selected the real-space TFVC (see details in Section 1.2.2), and we desired to perform a

comparison with one of the most (if not the most) robust Hilbert-space methods. In our opinion, this is

the Knizia IAO but, as it was already stated in Section 1.2.1, it presents some flaws. Then, we decided

to also introduce a new Hilbert-space AIM definition based on the IAO formulism but using a universally

applicable reference minimal basis obtained on-the-fly from appropriate free atom densities obtained with

the same functional and basis set as the molecular calculation. This is achieved by using the AutoSAD

functionality from Q-Chem,174 termed the superposition of atomic densities (SAD) method, which is mostly

employed in the construction of initial guesses for KS-DFT calculations. We termed the new AIM definition

as IAO-AutoSAD.

For each atom type A, the IAO-AutoSAD procedure solves first a generalized eigenvalue problem
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PAcAα = SAcAαλα, (7.6)

where PA is the sphericalized and spin-averaged density matrix of the free-atom. The matrix has the di-

mension of the atom’s full basis (rank NA). Since many atoms have partly occupied degenerate orbitals,

sphericalization is necessary for ensuring proper shell symmetry in the reference minimal basis. For simplic-

ity and also avoiding ambiguity, we use the neutral atom’s ground state. For open-shell atoms, we solve the

unrestricted self-consistent field equations and the resulting α and β densities are spin-averaged and spheri-

calized. Then, the reference minimal basis on atom A is obtained by selecting the first MA eigenvectors of

eq. 7.6, where MA is the rank of the minimal basis for A. The rank can be pre-established (e.g. one for H,

five for C, etc) or can be inferred from the eigenvalues of 7.6 (by setting a threshold of 1/14 the whole f-shell

of a f1 electronic configuration is included).The set of selected column vectors {cAα} defines an NA ×MA

transformation from the original basis to the minimal basis (MBS) CA
MBS.

The molecular reference minimal basis has rank M =
∑
AMA with functions defined by the direct sum

of the atomic transformations

T =
⊕

A

CA
MBS. (7.7)

With this, all quantities required to evaluate the IAOs using this MBS are available, being s = T†ST

and Ssl = T†S in concordance with Eqs. 1.65 and 1.66.

We tested the IAO-AutoSAD for a variety of rather small systems with light atoms to avoid the use

of ECPs, and compared them with the obtained using the MinAO reference basis, observing very simi-

lar behaviour by using the MinAO and AutoSAD reference minimal basis. This settles the basis for using

the IAO-AutoSAD procedure as Hilbert-space method in the OSLO algorithm and compare it against TFVC.

The performance of the OSLO approach has been evaluated for a variety of challenging systems (see

below), and its robustness depending of the AIM definition used to evaluate the FOLIs is assessed by using

both TFVC and IAO-AutoSAD AIMs. We report in Table 7.3 the OSs of the TM and the relevant ligand

(in bold), together with the FOLI value of the last selected (least localized among the selected) OSLO and

the difference in FOLI value (∆-FOLI) of the last selected OSLO obtained using the fragment population of

the originator and the fragment with the second largest population. It is important to remind that in the

last iteration, when there is only one orbital left to assign, the same OSLO is produced from all fragments,

being the comparison of FOLI values equivalent to the comparison of fragment populations of that particular

OSLO.
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Table 7.3: OSLO results obtained using the IAO-AutoSAD and TFVC (in parenthesis) AIMs for the battery
of systems included in the study. OSs for TM, and selected ligand (L) in bold. Carbene types: Fischer
(F), Schrock (S) and Grubbs (G). Abbreviations: tBu = tert-butyl, Cp = cyclopentadienyl, Ar = 2,6-
diisopropylphenyl, Ar1 = 2,6-dimethylphenyl, Cy = cyclohexyl, IMes = 1,3-Dimesitylimidazol-2-ylidene. (a)

IAO-AutoSAD alternative solution. (b) TFVC results using tolerance value of 10−4.
Complex M OS L OS ∆-FOLI Last FOLI

[TiO2] +4 (+4) -2 (-2) 3.453 (3.367) 1.321 (1.372)
[VO4]3− +5 (+5) -2 (-2) 1.548 (1.748) 1.466 (1.461)
[FeO4]2− +6 (+6) -2 (-2) 1.598 (1.682) 1.569 (1.623)
[ReO4]− +7 (+7) -2 (-2) 1.806 (1.829) 1.470 (1.480)
[OsO4] +8 (+8) -2 (-2) 1.415 (1.363) 1.592 (1.609)
[IrO4]+ +9 (+9) -2 (-2) 1.529 (1.084) 1.705 (1.742)

[PtO4]2+,(a) +10 (+10) -2 (-2) 1.023 (0.707) 1.859 (1.904)
FeCp2 +2 (+2) -1 (-1) 1.800 (2.343) 1.313 (1.437)

Zn(porphyrin) +2 (+2) -2 (-2) 0.958 (1.470) 1.509 (1.319)
[Ni(S2C2Me2)2] +2 (+2) -1 (-1) 0.000 (0.000) 2.000 (2.245)

[Ni(S2C2Me2)2]− α +2 (+3) -1.5 (-2) 0.603 (0.913) 1.634 (1.656)
[Ni(S2C2Me2)2]− β 0.000 (0.110) 2.000 (1.901)
[Ni(S2C2Me2)2]2− +2 (+2) -2 (-2) 1.085 (1.374) 1.482 (1.509)

[Cu(CF3)4]− +3 (+3) -1 (-1) 0.373 (0.728) 1.516 (1.531)
[Cu(CF3)4]−2 α +2 (+2) -1 (-1) 4.823 (4.845) 1.075 (1.152)
[Cu(CF3)4]−2 β -1 (-1) 2.528 (2.867) 1.267 (1.270)
[Cu(CF3)4]−3 +1 (+1) -1 (-1) 4.383 (4.581) 1.084 (1.145)

Rh(SO2)Cl(PH3)2 (L-type) +1 (+1) 0 (0) 1.421 (1.209) 1.402 (1.509)
Rh(SO2)Cl(CO)(PH3)2 (Z-type) +1 (+1) 0 (0) 1.064 (1.688) 1.606 (1.516)

Ru(SO2)Cl(NO)(PH3)2 (π-type) (b) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0.514 (0.339) 2.432 (2.550)
[Fe(CN)5NO]−2 +2 (+2) +1 (+1) 0.981 (0.802) 1.573 (1.827)

[Fe(CN)5NO]−3 α +2 (+2) 0 (0) 0.839 (0.674) 1.688 (1.987)
[Fe(CN)5NO]−3 β 2.638 (2.162) 1.375 (1.436)

(CO)5W=CHN(CH3)2 (1) (F) 0 (0) 0 (0) 3.069 (2.205) 1.920 (3.196)
(CO)5W=CHOCH3 (2) (F) 0 (0) 0 (0) 1.860 (1.148) 2.037 (3.311)

(CO)5W=CF2 (3) (F) 0 (0) 0 (0) 1.567 (0.893) 2.017 (3.232)
(CO)5W=CH2 (4) (F) 0 (+2) 0 (-2) 0.612 (0.194) 2.279 (3.142)

NAr(OtBu)2W=CHtBu (5) (S) +6 (+6) -2 (-2) 0.283 (0.659) 1.924 (1.933)
NAr(OtBu)2W=CH2 (6) (S) +6 (+6) -2 (-2) 0.455 (0.806) 1.845 (1.908)

NAr1(OtBu)2Mo=CHCMe2Ph (7) (S) +6 (+6) -2 (-2) 0.253 (0.565) 1.916 (1.917)
NAr1(OtBu)2Mo=CH2 (8) (S) +6 (+6) -2 (-2) 0.203 (0.487) 1.956 (2.018)

NAr1(OtBu)2Mo=CHPh (9) (S) +6 (+6) -2 (-2) 0.153 (0.430) 1.986 (2.042)
PCy3Cl2Os=CH2 (10) (G) +2 (+4) 0 (-2) 0.048 (0.044) 2.089 (2.278)

H2IMesCl2Os=CH2 (11) (G) +4 (+4) -2 (-2) 0.192 (0.259) 2.375 (2.709)
PCy3Cl2Ru=CH2 (12) (G) +2 (+2) 0 (0) 0.222 (0.150) 1.964 (2.199)

H2IMesCl2Ru=CH2 (13) (G) +2 (+2) 0 (0) 0.276 (0.306) 2.013 (2.149)
(PH3)2Cl2Ru=CH2 (14) (G) +2 (+2) 0 (0) 0.241 (0.090) 1.961 (2.153)

The examination of the ∆-FOLI value allows to evaluate how clear-cut the OS assignment is: the larger

the better. In general, we observe large ∆-FOLI values, being an indicator of very good orbital localization

and, as consequence, a clear-cut OS assignment. Overall, the resulting OSs obtained by using both AIMs

agree in 30 out of 33 cases. The disagreement appears for cases where the ∆-FOLI value is below 0.2. In

such situation, one should probably question if a “winner-takes-it-all” assignment is chemically meaningful.

In our opinion, performing an ionic assignment shares the philosophy of EOS, and the current definition of

OS. However, these borderline cases will chemically behave more similar to an homologous system with the

in-between OS than both extremes.

We proceed by discussing in detail some of the studied systems. General discussion can be found in

Section 4.2. We start by the rather simple Ferrocene (FeCp2) system, with valence OSLOs depicted in
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Figure 7.7, as represents a nice example to show the utility of the OSLOs themself. In panels (a) to (c)

from Figure 7.7 one can see the OSLOs of the cyclopentadienyl ligand (formally anionic). The fragment

localized π LOs resemble the isolated anion’s π delocalized MOs, highlighting the advantage of fragment

localization over global localization. Visually equivalent orbitals were obtained by Senjean et al. using the

recently introduced intrinsic fragment orbitals.67 As one should expect, 3 d-type Fe OSLOs are also selected

(occupied) with a clear-cut OS assignment based on a large ∆-FOLI gap.

Figure 7.7: Valence OSLOs obtained for the FeCp2 complex. (a) lower σ C-H, (b) σ C-C and (c) π OSLOs
of the cyclopentadienyl ligand. (d) Fe 3d-type OSLOs. Selected isocontour value of 0.075 a.u.

A potential challenge for the algorithm is the characterization of systems containing non-innocent ligands.

In this direction, we studied the nickel dithiolate complex redox series, [Ni(S2C2Me2)2]n− being n = 0, 1, 2. In

the n = 0 case, the system is a closed-shell singlet, with most relevant OSLOs, together with their associated

FOLI values, depicted in Figure 7.8. The Ni atom presents four well-localized d-type orbitals (Figure 7.8a),

leading to the +2 OS. For each thiolate ligand, two σ OSLOs associated with the two S-Ni σ bonds and

two S lone pairs are obtained (see Figure 7.8b). As we consider each thiolate as a fragment, these two sets

of orbitals are not localized into individual S-Ni bonds and S lone pair, respectively, but form two in-phase
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(+,+) and out-of-phase (+,−) LOs within the fragment. Here, the relatively large FOLI value (≈ 1.7) of

the σ(+,−) OSLO indicated partial contribution from the Ni center, which is smaller for the σ(+,+) OSLO.

As consequence, the FOLI value obtained for the latter is smaller (≈ 1.3). In addition, each thiolate exhibits

a well localized π orbital on the two sp2 carbon atoms, with FOLI ≈ 1. The last OSLO (Figure 7.8b bottom

right) is a π orbital mostly delocalized over the two thiolate ligands. This visual inspection is consistent with

the obtained FOLI ≈ 2 value. Importantly, we obtained a ∆-FOLI value of exactly zero using both AIMs,

indicating a formal splitting of the electron pair between the two thiolate ligands (covalent assignment).

Such electron assignment leads into two formally -1 thiolate moieties accompanied of a Ni(+2).

Two electron reduction to the system leads once again to a closed-shell species. Applying the OSLO

algorithm leads to essentially the same valence LOs (four Ni’s d-type LOs, two lone pairs and two σ S-Ni

orbitals), in exception of the last delocalized orbital that is replaced by two well-localized π orbitals, one on

each thiolate ligand (Figure 7.8c). The ∆-FOLI value larger than 1 clearly indicates that the reduction is

ligand-based, being the system then characterized as a Ni(+2) with two formally -2 thiolate moieties.

The characterization of [Ni(S2C2Me2)2]− is more tricky. In this case, the system presents a doublet spin-

state multiplicity (S = 1/2), being thus the α and β parts treated independently. According to OSLO, the α

part is rather clear-cut (∆-FOLI > 0.6), with similar LOs to the fully reduced (n = 2) species. Instead, the

OSLOs of the β part depends of the AIM definition. In particular, when using the IAO-AutoSAD fragment

populations the LOs obtained are comparable to those of the neutral species: four Ni’s d-type LOs and a

last π LMO delocalized over the two thiolate moieties, with FOLI ≈ 2 and ∆-FOLI = 0. These OLSOs

suggest a mixed-valence situation with two partially-reduced thiolate ligands (formal OS of -1.5 each), from

equal sharing of the last beta electron between the thiolates, and a Ni(+2). This OS assignment, as well as

those for the closed-shell species, agrees with the experimentally reported evidences196,197 and with the EOS

results presented in Section 6.1. However, for this species the algorithm coupled with the TFVC AIM leads

to a different scenario. In the iterative process, two equivalent π LOs centered on each thiolate and with

significant contribution from the Ni center (see Figure 7.8d) are selected over the Ni d-type LMO (which also

exhibits significant mixing with the ligands). The FOLI values are 1.901 and 2.011, respectively, indicating

large delocalization of these last orbitals. As consequence, the picture obtained is two fully reduced thiolate

(-2) ligands and a Ni(+3) (∆-FOLI = 0.11). Note that such very small ∆-FOLI value argues for equal

sharing of the last electron pair, recovering in that case the correct OS assignment.
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Figure 7.8: Valence LOs of the [Ni(S2C2Me2)2] system with their associated FOLI values obtained using the
IAO-AutoSAD and TFVC (in parenthesis) AIMs. (a) Ni d -type LOs, (b) ligand’s σ, lone pair (LP) and π
LOs. (c) Last localized ligand’s π orbital for [Ni(S2C2Me2)2]2−. (d) Last ligand’s π LMO from the β-density
of [Ni(S2C2Me2)2]− (TFVC AIM). Selected isocontour value of 0.075 a.u.

We also characterized the Cu OS in Naumann’s ion, [Cu(CF3)4]−,198 and the role of the CF3 ligands,

which has been debated for more than 25 years.199–204 In his original work, Snyder concluded that the
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metal center is best described as Cu(+1) (d10), instead of a Cu(+3) (d8) based on frontier MOs analysis

at the KS-DFT level.199 The author states that the anion features an “inverted” ligand field,204 where the

lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) exhibits dominant ligand character. This assignment has been

questioned by others, who support the more conventional Cu(+3) assignment (with all CF3 ligands formally

-1).200,201 Recently, Lancaster and coworkers presented experimental and computational arguments in favor

of the d10 electronic configuration.202,203 In fact, many arguments supporting both the Cu(+1) and Cu(+3)

picture have been given, being in some cases not even the authors of the same manuscript all in agreement.204

This conflicting views are rooted in the relatively non-polar character of the Cu-C bond. According to

LOBA, the Cu center is clearly in the formal +3 OS, but EOS depicted a close-call situation of Cu(+3) with

R(%) = 51.7, supporting the covalency of the Cu-C bond (for detailed analysis see Section 6.1). The OSLO

procedure also pointed towards a formal Cu(+3) with all ligands anionic, independently of the AIM definition

(see Table 7.3). In particular, the algorithm yields four well-localized d-type orbitals from Cu (Figure 7.9a)

and four equivalent ligand-centered LOs with non-negligible contribution from Cu, which describes the σ Cu-

CF3 interaction (Figure 7.9b). Interestingly, by applying a fragment-based localization it is observed mixing

of the F p-type orbitals of the CF3 moiety. The resulting LOs provide a much clearer picture compared to

the PM ones at the same level of theory (see Section 6.1). Using both TFVC and IAO-AutoSAD leads into

virtually the same FOLI values of the last OSLOs (≈ 1.5), being clearly polarized towards the ligand. Same

chemical bonding picture with solely lower ∆-FOLI value obtained with IAO-AutoSAD (0.373), compared

to TFVC (0.728).

Figure 7.9: Selected LOs of [Cu(CF3)4]− together with the FOLI values for Cu (a) and CF3 ligand (b)
obtained with the IAO-autoSAD and TFVC (in parenthesis) AIMs. Selected isocontour value of 0.075 a.u.

As last examples, we tackle the TM-carbenes characterization as proved to be challenging systems from

the OS perspective. For instance, in Section 4.1 we showed that using the centroids position of typically used

orbital localization procedures (PM and NLMO), and assigning them electrons according to the closest-atom

and basin-allegiance criteria, fail on its classification. Furthermore, EOS analysis often provides low R(%)

values (close to 50), governed by almost equal occupancy values of the π EFOs from the TM and carbene

unit. From the LOBA perspective, these systems are analyzed in Section 6.1 but, as spoiler, the obtained

LOs are non-satisfying at all.
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The OSLO scheme (using the IAO-AutoSAD AIM) correctly identifies all prototypical Fischer- and

Schrock-type carbenes, while all Grubbs catalysts but 10 are pictured as formal neutral Fischer-type carbenes

(see Table 7.3). Notice that the ∆-FOLI values are below 0.3 in almost all cases, and especially for nominal

Schrock- and Grubbs-type carbenes, with FOLI values around 2.0. Such value indicates a large delocalization

of the last orbital. In Figure 7.10 we depicted the OSLOs of two example systems, involving the carbene

unit and the TM. One can observe that the FOLI values of the σ TM-carbene bonds (left) are noticeably

smaller than those of the π ones (right). Moreover, the later exhibit a very similar contribution from both

fragments. By simple visual inspection, it is clearly noted that the OSLO algorithm produces nice and

chemically-interpretable LOs for both the σ and π bonding.

Figure 7.10: σ- and π-type OSLOs for (a) the Fischer-type (CO)5W=CH2 TM-carbene (4), and (b) the
Grubbs-type PCy3Cl2Os=CH2 TM-carbene (10). FOLI values of each LMO shown using the IAO-AutoSAD
and TFVC (in parenthesis) fragment populations. Selected isocontour value of 0.075 a.u.

Focusing on the two cases depicted in 7.10, the IAO-AutoSAD and TFVC AIMs lead to different OS

assignments, but yield almost identical sets of LOs. The σ TM-carbene OSLO belongs to the carbene moiety,

with FOLI values of ≈ 1.5 and ≈ 1.8 for 4 and 10, respectively. The origin of the discrepancies is the π

TM-carbene OSLO. Since this orbital is the last selected in the OSLO procedure, its allegiance is based on

the FOLI values from each fragment. For the Grubbs-type carbene 10, TFVC provides FOLI values of 2.28

and 2.32 for the carbene moiety and TM, respectively, and the corresponding IAO-AutoSAD values are 2.14

and 2.09. As consequence, ionic assignment of the electron pair leads to a neutral CH2 ligand according

to IAO-AutoSAD, while anionic (-2) according to TFVC. Note that the ∆-FOLI values are in both cases

below 0.05, which in fact is the smallest obtained in all systems evaluated. The genuinely covalent nature

of this π bond precludes meaningful classification of this system as Fischer or Schrock: instead the electron

pair is shared, similarly of the EOS scenario where the frontier EFOs are pseudo-degenerated in occupancy.
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It is rather unexpected the different OS assignment obtained for system 4, as both AIMs produce virtually

the same set of OSLOs. With IAO-AutoSAD, this system is clearly characterized as a neutral Fischer-type

carbene with a ∆-FOLI value of 0.61. However, TFVC yields not only to a reversed OS assignment, with

small ∆-FOLI value (0.19), but also significantly higher FOLI values for the last π TM-carbene OSLO are

obtained (3.34 and 3.14 for the TM and carbene moiety, respectively). To deepen in the origin of these re-

sults, we looked into the TFVC fragment populations, being for W and the carbene 0.66 and 0.76 electrons,

respectively. Hence, the remaining 0.58 electrons belong to the formally spectator CO ligands, explaining

the large FOLI value obtained. The IAO-AutoSAD fragment populations of W and the carbene are 1.03

and 0.64 electrons, respectively, being the electron pair more clearly on W.

Concluding this section, in this work we presented a new orbital localization procedure based on molecular

fragments for oxidation states purposes. The fragments are a priori selected by the user, being in case of a TM

complex the metal and each one of its ligands. The algorithm we propose selects the most strongly fragment-

localized OSLOs iteratively and associates the electrons from each orbital with the parent fragment, being the

OSs elucidation a side effect. To quantify the degree of locality of each OSLO (or any input orbital) on each

fragment, we introduced a new index, namely the fragment orbital localization index (FOLI). Importantly,

the orbital localization procedure is independent of the AIM definition, but the FOLI evaluation (used solely

to select the OSLOs) requires fragment populations. Thus, we tested two different but robust population

schemes, the TFVC and a new version of the IAOs that uses on-the-fly evaluation of the reference minimal

basis based on superposition of atomic densities (IAO-AutoSAD), showing the robustness of the OSLO

method independently of the AIM definition used.

The OSLO iterative procedure selects the orbital with lowest FOLI value on each iteration, so that the last

OSLO produced has the largest FOLI value (and is least strongly fragment-localized) among the whole set.

The ∆-FOLI value for the last localized molecular orbital measures the gap with the second smallest FOLI

value among the fragments. ∆-FOLI formally measures how clear-cut the assignment has been performed.

With the systems tested, a ∆-FOLI value larger than 0.5 usually indicates a clear OS assignment. Smaller

values suggest large covalent character of the last OSLO, even though the shared-pared assignment is only

invoked when the ∆-FOLI value is (almost) zero.

The results obtained with the OSLO procedure are in much better agreement with the expected Lewis

structure than those obtained with other global localization schemes such as PM or NLMO (apart from

straightforward cases). Some limitations found for the LOBA scheme (see Section 6.1), such as the TM-

carbene characterization, are overcome.

Finally, the IAO-AutoSAD AIM performed well in combination with OSLO, even outperforming the real-

space TFVC (conventionally used in the EOS framework). Thus, the IAO-AutoSAD represents a promising

all-round general, fast, analytical, basis-set independent Hilbert-space AIM.

7.1.3 Effective oxidation states from the paired and unpaired density functions

One of the state-of-the-art OSs elucidation techniques is the EOS analysis.43 As mentioned in Section 1.4, it

relies on Mayer’s effective fragment orbitals and its occupancy values. The EFOs are the orbitals of the frag-

ment net density (see details in Section 1.3.2). In the real-space, the EFOs are obtained upon diagonalization

of the MO matrix from Eq. 1.107, or, in the AO basis, of the PSA matrix, where P is the first-order density

matrix and SA is the fragment net overlap matrix. Since P is readily available for most electronic structure

methods, EOS is of most general applicability, from single-determinant to correlated wavefunctions. The
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scheme also requires an underlying AIM definition that ultimately defines numerically the SA values.

In the case of open-shell systems, the α and β electrons are treated separately, using the spin-resolved

Pα and Pβ matrices to obtain two sets of EFOs for each fragment (see Section 1.3.2). Thus, when formally

distributing the electrons over the molecular fragments, the number of both α and β electrons is conserved, as

it should. However, this strategy precludes the coveted straightforward interpretation into genuine chemical

terms, namely electron pairs. Dealing with separate α and β EFOs with unequal shapes (in particular with

spin-contaminated wavefunctions) is clearly not satisfactory.

In a restricted open-shell description, the solution is to deal first with the doubly-occupied space to

assign electron pairs, and then the singly-occupied one to assign the remaining (alpha) electrons. But

single-determinant description of open-shell systems typically involves unrestricted MOs, where the spatial

distribution of the α and β electrons differ. For instance, a recent study showed strong spin-polarization in

the Fe-NO π-type interaction of a high spin S = 3/2 complex, which accumulated α-density on the metal and

β-density on the nitrosyl ligand.107 The authors pinpointed conceptual difficulties reconciling IUPAC’s IA

of electron pairs with the σ/π separation in such spin-polarized bonds. In their study the authors used both

KS-DFT and CASSCF methods, and applied EOS analysis leading to quite consistent results. However, if

the molecular system was in the singlet state the situation could have been different.

Unrestricted KS-DFT methods can readily capture spin-polarization in singlet spin-states by recurring

to the so-called broken symmetry approach.205–207 BS-DFT can describe diradicals, an extreme case of

spin-polarization, resulting in a non-zero spin density. On the contrary, the latter vanishes when using a

multireference wavefunction. In this case, the spin-polarization is introduced by populating the antibonding

orbitals, while keeping the restricted framework. Consequently, the α and β parts of the density are exactly

equivalent (as it should be for a singlet state), so the fate of both electrons resulting from any analysis is the

same. This is the origin of the intrinsic limitation of the EOS scheme, being unable to characterize singlet

diradical(oid) species from the proper multireference (e.g. CASSCF) wavefunctions (see details in Section

1.4). With this, the main objectives of this third project were:

1) To propose an new scheme, based on the EOS machinery, which is able to properly characterize singlet

diradical(oid) species from a multireference (CASSCF) wavefunction.

2) To unify the treatment of spin-polarization within EOS.

To accomplish these goals, we proposed a new approach, namely uEOS, that fixes its intrinsic limitation

(see Section 1.4) while keeping the essential ingredients of the original EOS scheme. In particular, uEOS

extracts the EFOs from the paired and unpaired density functions, obtaining paired and unpaired EFOs,

respectively, instead of α and β ones. Importantly, uEOS and EOS produce exactly the same results for

restricted single-determinant wavefunctions as the unpaired density is trivially zero. Furthermore, the new

scheme can be applied on equal footing for any single-determinant or correlated wavefunctions, unifying thus

the treatment of spin-polarization. To evaluate its performance, we applied uEOS to a variety of systems

including TM-based complexes with non-innocent ligands, a model system of an [Fe2S2] cluster and the

conflictive [NaBH3]− anion.

The main idea is to obtain the EFOs from the paired and unpaired densities, instead of the α and β

densities as it is commonly used in EOS. For that, one just needs to consider their matrix representations in
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the AO basis, namely Pp and Pu instead of Pα and Pβ . As a result, two sets of EFOs with their occupancies

for each fragment are obtained.

Let us start by considering the dissociation of LiH in the singlet spin state, described with a FCI wave-

function. We show the evolution of the EFO occupancies for Li and H from the paired and unpaired density

along the dissociation profile in Figure 7.11 (left). They both correspond to polarized 2s and 1s EFOs,

respectively. The additional 1s EFO on Li from the paired density is not shown. For a better comparison

between the relevance of the paired and unpaired EFOs, the occupancies of the paired EFOs have been

halved.

Figure 7.11: Occupancy of the EFOs and Mayer bond order (MBO) along the Li-H bond dissociation.
FCI/def2-TZVP (left) and BS-DFT/def2-TZVP (right).

At large inter-atomic distances the unpaired density clearly dominates. The occupancy of both EFOs

(dashed curve) is close to 1, clearly pointing towards the homolytic Li· + H· situation, with the unpaired

electrons on each atom coupled as a singlet. As the inter-atomic distance shortens, the unpaired EFOs occu-

pancy monotonically decrease, while the one of the paired EFOs increase, particularly that of the H moiety

(solid lines). At around 3Å, the dominating paired and unpaired curves cross, very close to the maximum

of the covalent bond order (black curve). At shorter distances, the occupancy of the unpaired EFOs is very

small, and also that of the Li 2s EFO from the paired density, clearly indicating that the formal heterolytic

assignment of the electron pair as Li(+1) + H(-1) is preferred. We performed the same type of analysis from

a KS-DFT density obtained with the ωB97XD functional (Figure 7.11 (right)), obtaining a qualitatively

similar picture even though the underlying wavefunction is completely different. At around 3.2Å, a BS so-

lution is found and the occupancies of the paired EFOs drastically drop, in favor of the unpaired counterpart.

In the ideal case of an homolytic split of the Li-H bond, the occupancies of the paired EFOs should be

zero, while the occupancies of the unpaired EFOs should be 1. On the contrary, a heterolytic split to form

a formal Li(+1)/H(-1) should be put into correspondence a paired EFO on H with occupancy of 2, and

zero occupancy of the paired EFO on Li and for the respective unpaired EFOs. The paired and unpaired

occupancies of the EFOs obtained at FCI level of theory for several inter-atomic distances are gathered on

Table 7.4. The sum of the absolute differences between the actual occupancy numbers and those of the ideal

case leads to the overall deviation for the homolytic and heterolytic split of the Li-H bond, shown in the last

two columns of Table 7.4. The deviations obtained along the dissociation profile are depicted in Figure 7.12.
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Table 7.4: Occupancies of the paired and unpaired EFOs for Li and H in LiH in the ideal homolytic and
heterolytic situations, and for several inter-atomic distances. Total deviations of the occupancies from the
ideal homolytic and heterolytic pictures.

Li H
dev. homo dev. hetero

paired unpaired paired unpaired

Li·(0) / H·(0) 0 1 0 1 0.00 4.00
Li(+1) / H(-1) 0 0 2 0 4.00 0.00
LiH 1.6Å (eq.) 0.244 0.032 1.610 0.083 3.74 0.75
LiH 3Å 0.175 0.238 1.107 0.403 2.64 1.71
LiH 3.22Å 0.182 0.369 0.867 0.516 2.16 2.20
LiH 3.5Å 0.170 0.567 0.566 0.660 1.51 2.83

The smaller the deviation, the more faithful is a given string of occupancy numbers to the respective

ideal situation. The maximum possible deviation is twice the number of electrons to be distributed. At

equilibrium distance and up to 3Å distance, the formal Li(+1) / H(-1) picture is clearly preferred. At a

distance of 3.5Å the deviation with respect to the homolytic split is now smaller, marking the beginning of

the formal dissociation. In fact, it is easy to see that roughly at the turning point (at around 3.22Å), the

sum of the two unpaired occupancies on Li and H is larger than the paired occupancy of H. A simpler rule

of thumb is to compare the unpaired occupancies with half the paired occupancy.

Figure 7.12: Deviation of the actual occupancy numbers of the EFOs from those of the ideal formal homolytic
and heterolytic situations for the dissociation profile of the LiH system at the FCI/def2-TZVP level of theory.

This type of paired/unpaired information can be readily incorporated into a general scheme to assign

OSs, namely uEOS analysis. In the same way as conventional EOS, one starts by defining the molecular

fragments (i.e. metals and ligands). Then, the EFOs are obtained for each fragment using the paired and

unpaired densities. As it was aforementioned, for that one just needs to consider their matrix representa-

tions in the AO basis, namely Pp and Pu instead of Pα and Pβ . The EFOs are then sorted by decreasing

occupancy and electron pairs are assigned to those EFOs from the paired density with higher occupancy,

and individual electrons (usually of unknown spin) are assigned to EFOs of the unpaired density. However,

while in EOS analysis the number of alpha and beta electrons is predefined, in uEOS the total (integer)

number of paired and unpaired electrons is in general not known and must be inferred by comparing the

occupancies of the respective EFOs.

Let us analyze the different situations one may encounter for a molecular system holding N electrons. In

the case of a restricted single-determinant wavefunction, the unpaired density trivially vanishes, so Pu = 0.
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Accordingly, the uEOS procedure is applied using the total P matrix, from which N/2 pairs of electrons to

the most populated EFOs are assigned. Thus, uEOS coincides with the conventional EOS scheme. Further-

more, only formal heterolytic cleavage of the bonds is allowed, in agreement with the “winner-takes-it-all”

principle of the IUPAC’s IA.104,105 In the restricted open-shell single-determinant case, the uEOS procedure

is applied for the paired and unpaired densities, separately. Since u(r) = ρs(r), the unpaired density holds

exactly Nα − Nβ electrons, being thus both the number of paired and unpaired electrons known. In this

case, Nβ pairs of electrons are assigned to the most occupied paired EFOs, and the remaining Nα − Nβ
electrons are individually assigned to the unpaired EFOs with larger occupancy values. However, for open-

shell systems the use of unrestricted single-determinant wavefunctions is much more common. In that

case, the unpaired density no longer coincides with the spin density due to spin contamination and therefore∫
u(r)dr ≥ Nα−Nβ , being thus the (integer) number of unpaired electrons no longer predetermined. In such

scenario, the paired and unpaired EFOs are ordered by decreasing occupancy number, independently, being

the paired occupancies halved to be comparable with the unpaired ones, and pairs of electrons are assigned to

the paired EFOs and individual electrons to the unpaired ones, until the total number of electrons is reached.

We illustrate the new procedure by considering the [Fe(CN)5NO]3− complex in its S = 1/2 ground-state.

The occupancy number of the paired and unpaired EFOs for the restricted open-shell and unrestricted

wavefunctions are compiled in Table 7.5. The occupancies of the paired EFOs have been halved to allow a

better comparison with that of the unpaired EFOs (see below). In the restricted case, a doublet leads to

exactly one unpaired electron. The occupancy of the unpaired density (using both definitions) are 0.143,

0.816 and 0.010 for Fe, NO and each CN fragment, respectively. The unpaired electron is thus clearly assigned

to the NO moiety. Afterwards, the EOS procedure is safely applied to the paired density and the remaining

Nβ pairs of electrons are assigned. The last electron pair is assigned to a 3d-type EFO sitting on Fe, with a

(halved) occupancy of 0.690. The first unoccupied EFO sits on the NO moiety, with an occupancy of 0.233.

The procedure finally results in the formal Fe(+2), NO(0) and CN(-1) picture. As far as the reliability of

the uEOS assignation is concerned, one can simply replace in Eq. 1.113 the frontier occupancies of the alpha

and beta parts by those of the paired and unpaired densities. This results in a clear cut assignation, with

Rp(%) = 95.7 and Ru(%) = 100.

Table 7.5: Occupancy values of the selected paired and unpaired EFOs for the [Fe(CN)5NO]3− anion with
restricted open-shell and unrestricted wavefunctions.

Fe NO CN

Type Rest. Unrest. Type Rest. Unrest. Type Rest. Unrest.

paired

3d 0.851 0.854 π 0.994 0.993 π 0.989 0.989
3d 0.770 0.755 π 0.993 0.992 π 0.988 0.988
3d 0.690 0.602 3σ 0.880 0.876 3σ 0.790 0.788
3d 0.282 0.287 π∗ 0.233 0.210 π∗ 0.050 0.049
4s 0.254 0.253 π∗ 0.151 0.138 π∗ 0.044 0.041

unpaired

0.143 0.175 π∗ 0.816 0.813 0.010 0.012
0.115 0.120 0.004
0.031 0.004

The EFO occupancies obtained with the unrestricted wavefunction are quite similar to the restricted

open-shell ones, even though the spin contamination (< S2 > = 0.93) is significant (see Table 7.5). Notice-

ably, the spin contamination induces a number of additional EFOs of the unpaired density with non-zero
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occupancy. Their values are, however, very small (ca. 0.1) as compared to the occupancy of the last possible

electron pair (0.602). Thus, the OS assignment coincides with the previously obtained.

Applying the conventional EOS analysis on the unrestricted wavefunction, thus considering the α and β

electrons separately, also leads to the same OSs. The shape of the relevant EFOs is shown in Figure 7.13.

Clearly, the spin-polarization induces a significant mismatch not only on the occupancies but also on the

shape of the α and β EFOs. The 3σ and π∗ EFOs of the α part are mixed so that it is not clear the nature

of the EFO holding the unpaired α electron.

With uEOS, however, the picture obtained is much easier to interpret in terms of electron pairs. A single

set of either singly or doubly occupied EFOs is obtained (Figure 7.13, bottom). The two π∗ EFOs of the NO

moiety are clearly identified in the paired part, together with the matching Fe’s 3d EFOs that account for the

Fe-NO bonding. The latter are clearly polarized towards the Fe, as shown by their respective occupancies.

From the unpaired density, the only significantly populated EFO is a clear π∗ on the NO moiety, similar

to the (unoccupied) EFO of the paired part, altogether pointing to an undisputed NO(0) moiety. It is also

interesting to note that for the other π Fe-NO bond, the shape of the paired and unpaired EFOs is strikingly

similar, differing only by their occupancies. This appears to be a common feature of all systems studied thus

far.

Figure 7.13: α/β (top) versus paired/unpaired (bottom) EFOs for the [Fe(CN)5NO]3− anion from an un-
restricted wavefunction, including their associated occupancies. EFOs considered occupied in bold and
unoccupied in italics. Selected isocontour value of 0.1 a.u.

One may foresee situations where more than Nα − Nβ EFOs of the unpaired density have occupancy
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numbers larger than (half) the occupancy of the Nα pairs from the paired density. In the new scheme,

this is an indication that one (or more) formal electron pairs must be homolytically split. This is indeed

the case of mixed-valence compounds such as [Ni(S2C2Me2)2]. The occupancies of the paired and unpaired

EFOs obtained for BS-DFT (< S2 > = 0.63) and CASSCF(2,2) wavefunctions are collected on Table 7.6.

Even though for this system in the singlet state Nα = Nβ , there is an EFO on each thiolate ligand with

larger occupancy than that of the last electron pair from the paired density (a Ni 3d-type EFO). In the

BS-DFT case, these occupancies are 0.554 and 0.484, respectively. The chemical bonding picture obtained

at the CASSCF(2,2) level is somewhat clearer, with respective occupancies of 0.725 and 0.244, respectively.

Hence, by the uEOS procedure each thiolate ligand is awarded an unpaired electron, and consequently the

Ni center loses the last electron pair, becoming formally Ni(+2) and each thiolate -1. Applying conventional

EOS to the BS-DFT wavefunction, one thiolate holds an extra α-electron and the other a β one, in line with

their respective spin densities. For the CASSCF wavefunction, uEOS allocates an unpaired electron on each

ligand.

A closed-shell description of this system leads to the undesired situation where two EFOs, one on each

thiolate ligand, are degenerated in occupancy and there is only one electron pair left to assign. Then, a

formal homolytic splitting of the electron pair is assumed on the basis of the degeneracy of the frontier

EFOs, leading also to the abovementioned OS assignment (detailed analysis provided in Sections 6.1 and

4.2). Figure 7.14 shows again the same shape of the paired and unpaired EFOs. The occupancy values of

the paired (frontier) EFO of the closed-shell wavefunction (2×0.531) is roughly decomposed in the uEOS

treatment (CASSCF wavefunction) by an unpaired (0.725) and a paired (2×0.132) contribution (see Figure

7.14). Any asymmetry of the ligands would break that degeneracy and forbid the formal homolytic split in

the closed-shell, unless artificially introduced, yielding an erroneous OS assignment. This would not be the

case if one uses uEOS coupled with the proper multireference wavefunction.

Figure 7.14: Frontier EFOs of the thiolate ligand in [Ni(S2C2Me2)2]. Paired EFO from a closed-shell wave-
function (top), unpaired (bottom-left) and paired (bottom-right) EFOs from a CASSCF(2,2) wavefunction.
Occupancies from the BS-DFT in parenthesis. Selected isocontour value of 0.1 a.u.

We proceed by analyzing a modelled version of the smallest iron sulfur complex present in various

metallaproteins, [Fe2S2(SCH3)4]2−, and already studied computationally by several groups.208–210 In its

singlet ground-state, such system presents five unpaired electrons in each iron center antiferromagnetically

coupled. By applying uEOS on a CASSCF(10,10) wavefunction on top of the reported geometry,210 five

3d-type unpaired EFOs from each iron center are populated with occupancies larger than 0.8, recovering
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thus the Fe(+3)/Fe(+3) picture. Upon one-electron reduction of the system, uEOS presents one 3d-type

paired EFO (0.958) and four unpaired ones (0.961-0.934) on one of the Fe centers, while the other presents

five 3d-type unpaired EFOs (0.955-0.864), leading into the asymmetric Fe(+2)/Fe(+3) assignment. The

same OSs assignment is obtained with the less theoretically sound BS-DFT wavefunction.

Table 7.6: uEOS results for the systems studied at different levels of theory. Selected ligand (L) in bold. EFO
occupancies and OSs from conventional EOS reported in Section 4.3. Paired and unpaired EFO occupancies
obtained using Takatsuka’s unpaired density function definition. WF = wavefunction, RO = restricted open-
shell, BS = broken-symmetry, U = unrestricted. [a] Single unpaired electron split over the two equivalent
ligands.

System WF < S2 > paired M/L unpaired M/L M OS L OS R(%)

[Fe(CN)5NO]3− RO-DFT 0.75 0.690/0.233 0.143/0.816 2 0 95.7
U-DFT 0.93 0.602/0.210 0.175/0.813 2 0 89.2

[Ni(S2C2Me2)2] BS-DFT 0.63 0.484/0.250 0.065/0.554 2 -1 98.9
CASSCF(2,2) 0.00 0.244/0.132 0.027/0.725 2 -1 100

[Fe2S2(SCH3)4]2− BS-DFT 4.67
0.323/0.010 0.630/0.184

3/3 -2 94.6
0.323/0.010 0.631/0.185

CASSCF(10,10) 0.00
0.227/0.008 0.856/0.083

3/3 -2 100
0.227/0.008 0.856/0.083

[Fe2S2(SCH3)4]3− BS-DFT 4.60
0.399/0.010 0.614/0.169

2/3 -2 94.6
0.933/0.016 0.801/0.162

CASSCF(11,10) 0.75
0.958/0.013 0.934/0.067

2/3 -2 100
0.238/0.013 0.864/0.065

[Fe(CO)3NO]− CASSCF(4,4) 0.00 0.321/0.301 0.337/0.342 0 -1 82.3
CASSCF(10,10) 0.00 0.380/0.330 0.269/0.245 -2 +1 63.6

The new uEOS scheme clearly supersedes conventional EOS in the treatment of singlet states with marked

multireference character. A paradigmatic example is the [Fe(CO)3NO]− anion, studied in detail by several

authors.211–214 By combining spectroscopic features with theoretical considerations Klein et al. concluded

that the most appropriate picture was a neutral Fe center with an anionic NO(-1) ligand, who exhibits two π-

and no σ-type bonds with the metal.213 Conventional EOS analysis struggles with this system, partly due its

C3v symmetry. When there are only two electron pairs left to assign, the NO moiety exhibits the expected

two degenerated π∗ EFOs with occupancies extremely close to that of a pair of degenerated 3d-type Fe EFOs,

already indicating a strong covalent character of the Fe-NO bonds. Then, one necessarily ends with either the

Fe(-2)/NO(+1) or Fe(-2)/NO(-3) OS assignments, no matter the underlying wavefunction being closed-shell

single-determinant or CASSCF. On the contrary, with uEOS, if the unpaired density becomes dominant,

the homolytic splitting of the two electron pairs can still be achieved, leading to the Fe(0)/NO(-1) picture

suggested by Klein et al.213 This is exactly what happens when analyzing the CASSCF(4,4) wavefunction.

First, the total number of effectively unpaired electrons, ND, is 1.50 (0.71 on both Fe and NO), indicating

significant static correlation. The frontier EFOs of the paired and unpaired densities are strikingly similar

in shape (see Figure 7.15), and correspond to the aforementioned d-type on Fe and π∗-type on NO. The

symmetry of the EFOs on each moiety also indicate that these are involved in two π-bonds. The key aspect

for OS assignation are the corresponding occupancies obtained from the unpaired (0.337 and 0.342) and

paired (0.321 and 0.301) densities. The larger value of the former calls for the formal homolytic splitting of

the two Fe-NO bonds, and the consideration of the anion as a double diradicaloid.

It is interesting to assess the effect of increasing the active space, using for example a CASSCF(10,10)

wavefunction. First, the number of effectively unpaired electrons increases up to 2.15. However, the oc-

cupancy of the relevant frontier unpaired EFOs actually decreases to 0.269 and 0.245 for Fe and NO, re-

spectively. Thus, the increase in ND originates from a number of additional EFOs on Fe with smaller but
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non-negligible occupancy, a signature of the additional correlation introduced by enlarging the active space.

At the same time, the occupancy of the EFOs from the paired density increases to 0.381 and 0.330 for Fe and

NO, respectively. The picture originating from the uEOS procedure is now closer to a formal Fe(-2)/NO(+1)

closed-shell scenario. This seems to indicate that using small active spaces tends to overestimate the static

correlation of the Fe-NO bonds.

Figure 7.15: Frontier EFOs of the Fe (left) and NO (right) fragments of [Fe(CO)3NO]− anion. (top) paired
and (bottom) unpaired EFOs from a CASSCF(4,4) and CASSCF(10,10) wavefunction. Selected isocontour
value of 0.1 a.u.

The last example to discuss is the [NaBH3]− anion, which has generated strong debate in the recent

literature about the nature of the Na-B bond.94,215–217 The ground state is singlet, but the closed-shell

wavefunction is not stable. The lowest energy solution at the single-determinant level is a broken-symmetry

open-shell singlet. The corresponding < S2 > values are strongly dependent on the nature of the KS-DFT

functional, being 0.29, 0.60 and 0.70 for BP86, PBE0 and M06-L functionals, respectively, using auc-cc-

pVTZ as atomic basis set. Salvador et al. showed that the singlet CASSCF(8,8) wavefunction exhibits

diradical(oid) character, due to the significant population of the σ∗ Na-B bond orbital.94 If the diradical

character is large enough, the appropriate picture from an OS perspective would be Na(0)/BH3(-1), in

agreement with a formal homolytic cleavage of the Na-B bond. This is the picture one typically obtains with

conventional EOS analysis over an approximate BS-DFT wavefunction (see below), as the spin-polarization

provokes an excess of either α- or β-density on Na and the opposite on BH3. However, as mentioned

before, the conventional EOS analysis cannot account for such picture if the system is described by a proper

multireference wavefunction, even in the case of a pure diradical.

According to uEOS, the frontier EFOs are associated to the Na-B bond, as expected. The shape and

occupancies of the relevant EFOs (CASSCF) are depicted in Figure 7.16. The occupancies of the unpaired

EFOs on Na (0.508) and BH3 (0.459) are larger than that of the corresponding paired EFOs (0.316 and

0.189, respectively). Consequently, uEOS homolitically splits the Na-B electron pair, being thus the OS
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assignment in line with its diradical character, i.e. best described as Na(0) and BH3(-1).

Figure 7.16: Frontier EFO of the BH3 (left) and Na (right) fragments of [NaBH3]− anion. Paired (top)
and unpaired (bottom) EFOs, together with their occupancies, obtained from a CASSCF(8,8) wavefunction.
Selected isocontour value of 0.1 a.u.

Remarkably, the shape of the singly occupied unpaired EFOs (Figure 7.16, bottom) is in striking agree-

ment with the valence active orbitals of the covalent valence-bond wavefunction (i.e. Figure 2 left of Ref.217).

The unpaired EFOs thus provide a picture fully consistent with the one put forward by Radenkovic et al.:

a dominant diradical character but at the same time an enhanced electrostatic interaction induced by the

charge-separation on the two fragments.217 It does not support the interpretation of Pino-Rios et al. who

considered both unpaired electrons on a formal Na(-1) fragment.216

The broken-symmetry solution using the local BP86 functional has a rather modest diradical character

(< S2 > = 0.29). As consequence, the EFOs of the unpaired density have too low occupancy number and

all electrons are assigned from the paired density. The Na-B bond is heterolytically split towards the Na

center, who exhibits the paired EFO with larger occupancy (0.444 vs 0.293 of the BH3 moiety). This leads

to the alternative formal Na(-1) and BH3(0) assignment. This is in fact the best OS assignation using a

modified B3LYP functional with exact exchange up to 20%. From that amount on or when using PBE0

and M06L functionals, the diradical character increases significantly, and the picture obtained with uEOS

analysis is in line with the CASSCF(8,8) results. The frontier EFOs obtained with PBE0 and M06L methods

are essentially the same as those of Figure 7.16, but the particular choice of DFT functional influences the

occupancy numbers of the paired and unpaired EFOs.

Concluding this section, in this work we showed that considering the effectively paired and unpaired

densities, rather than the spin-separated α and β ones, leads to much more consistent results in the frame-

work of EOS analysis. Not only it accounts for the formal homolytic splitting of electron pairs in singlet

diradical(oid) species, but it also affords a better picture of unrestricted wavefunctions in terms of electron

pairs. The present strategy is not merely restricted to the framework of EOS and could be also incorporated

in OS schemes based on orbital localization or in general wavefunction analysis techniques deriving from the

first-order density matrix. Let us mention that alternative definitions of the unpaired density function exist,

e.g. the proposed by Head-Gordon (Eq. 1.28). Using one or another definition of the unpaired density will
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affect both the occupancy values and shapes (less) of the resulting EFOs. Thus, it may also affect the OSs

assignments by uEOS. Exploratory work in this direction has been performed. The use of the Head-Gordon

definition of the unpaired density within uEOS yields, in general, lower occupancy values of the unpaired

EFOs but same shape under visual inspection. With this, in close-call scenarios, e.g. [Fe(CO)3NO]− anion,

the unpaired EFOs are not playing a role, being the electrons assigned to paired EFOs independently of the

active space. Similar situation is present for the [NaBH3]− anion, being the diradicaloid picture not result-

ing when applying uEOS on top of the CASSCF wavefunction. With this, it is clear that the Head-Gordon

definition of the unpaired density yields unpaired EFOs with too low occupancy values for properly assigning

OSs in the uEOS framework. Instead, Takatsuka’s definition works perfectly at least for the systems tested.

An extensive evaluation of the uEOS performance for even more sophisticated systems has not been yet

performed. This avenue, together with defining a new unpaired density function for OSs purposes, are out

of the scope of the Thesis and will be performed in the future.

7.2 On the development of energy decomposition schemes

7.2.1 Merging the energy decomposition analysis and interacting quantum atoms

schemes

In Sections 1.5.1 and 1.5.2 we introduced the two major families of energy decomposition schemes: the

energy decomposition analysis (and its variants) and the interacting quantum atoms approaches. Both EDA

and IQA schemes have been extensively used to study the concept of chemical bond along the years, show-

ing its usefulness in countless occasions. However, it is very rare the application of both schemes together

to interpret the chemical bonding of a system. In this direction, several authors attempted to rationalize

EDA-derived energy terms with the IQA obtained, and viceversa, but to date there is no study that shows

the potential of both schemes when synergistically applied. In our opinion, both EDA and IQA schemes

should be able to complement one to the other and for this reason the main objectives of this fourth project

was:

1) To enrich the results obtained with the conventional EDA approach with the obtained from an IQA

analysis.

To accomplish these goals, we propose to apply a fragment-based IQA decomposition to each of the

EDA terms of the interaction energy. Thus, in this new methodology (see below), termed as EDA-IQA, the

electrostatic, Pauli repulsion and orbital interaction energy terms are further decomposed into intra- and

inter-fragment contributions. To illustrate its behaviour, we made use of the set of molecular complexes

(described in Ref.147), which includes conventional hydrogen bonds, cation-dipole, cation-π, halogen-π and

π-π interactions.

Considering again the formation of complex AB from fragments A and B (see Section 1.5.1), the applica-

tion of Eqs. 1.68 and 1.71 to the complex final ground state (AB) readily affords the real-space decomposition

of the interaction energy into both intra- and inter-fragment terms, namely

∆EInt = ∆εInt,A + ∆εInt,B + ∆εInt,AB , (7.8)
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where

∆εInt,A = εA(AB)− EA(A0)

∆εInt,B = εB(AB)− EB(B0)

∆εInt,AB = εAB(AB).

(7.9)

For clarity, in Eq. 7.9 we used the notation from Section 1.5.1 and omitted the explicit dependence

of the EDA term on the reference states (A0 and B0). Here, ∆εInt,A and ∆εInt,B account for the energy

gain/loss by the fragments when going from their isolated reference state to their effective state within the

final complex. It is worth to note that in the context of real-space analysis, these contributions do not

only originate from changes in the MOs upon complex formation, but also by the fact that the fragments

share the physical space once the complex is formed (in intermolecular interactions the second effect should

be dominant). Pendás, et al. refer to these terms as fragment’s electronic deformation energies.157 We

will adopt this nomenclature, so that ∆εInt,A ≡ ∆εdef.el,A and ∆εInt,A ≡ ∆εdef.el,A. On the other hand,

the ∆εInt,AB term describes the energy gain upon complex formation that can be purely ascribed to inter-

fragment interactions. The net interaction energy is thus seen as a balance between the prize the fragments

must pay to share the physical space and be electronically prepared, and the gain originating from the new

interactions that were absent before the complex formation.

Similarly, one can also obtain an analogous decomposition of the orbital interaction EDA term

∆EOrbint = ∆εOrbint,A + ∆εOrbint,B + ∆εOrbint,AB , (7.10)

where

∆εOrbint,A = εA(AB)− EA(A0B0)

∆εOrbint,B = εB(AB)− EB(A0B0)

∆εOrbint,AB = εAB(AB)− εAB(A0B0).

(7.11)

In this case, the intra-fragment terms account for the net energy gain/loss upon relaxing the wavefunc-

tion from the intermediate state to the ground-state of complex AB. This relaxation comes with a change

in the electron density. If the underlying AIM definition depends upon this scalar (e.g. QTAIM, TFVC or

iterative Hirshfeld approaches), these terms contain also a contribution from the change on the boundaries

of physical space going from AB to A0B0. The later could be removed by using the same AIM definition

for states AB and A0B0. In the context of QTAIM that means integrating the density functions of state

A0B0 on the atomic basins obtained from the AB state. In the case of overlapping AIM schemes, it implies

using the same atomic weight functions throughout. Such strategies have been already used in the context

of QTAIM and fuzzy atoms in in similar contexts.83,157,218 In the present case, since by construction it is

actually impossible to use the same AIM definition for the complex and the isolated fragments, we opt for

using the AIM definition derived from each state.

The IQA decomposition of state (A0B0) readily affords an analogous decomposition of ∆EPauli +EElec,

by taking the isolated fragment states A0 and B0 as reference. On the other hand, since each term in ∆EElec
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involves the electron density and/or potential from different fragments (see details in Section 1.5.1), one may

argue that this term is entirely of intermolecular nature. In that case, ∆EElec would contribute solely to

the inter-fragment term, namely

∆εPauli,A = εA(A0B0)− EA(A0)

∆εPauli,B = εB(A0B0)− EB(B0)

∆εPauli,AB = εAB(A0B0)−∆EElec.

(7.12)

However, such a scheme is not satisfactory neither numerically nor conceptually. The main concern is

that ∆εPauli,AB thus defined mixes up real-space and Hilbert-space quantities, while in this case they behave

quite differently. Indeed, as previously mentioned, there is no net charge-transfer between fragments A and

B when building the intermediate state A0B0 according to Hilbert-space analysis (e.g. Mulliken and Löwdin

populations add up to the number of electrons of each fragment). This is not the case when performing a

real-space analysis, again because the fragments within the complex share the physical space

∫

ΩA

ρ0
A(r1)dr1 6= N0

A ∧
∫

ΩB

ρ0
B(r1)dr1 6= N0

B . (7.13)

Thus, the frozen density of isolated fragment A, when brought to the complex geometry, does not entirely

belong to fragment A, and similarly for fragment B. For consistency, this effect should be taken into account

when applying the real-space analysis to ∆EElec (Eq. 1.119). One should essentially ignore the original

allegiance of the fragment frozen densities and treat the integrand in the exactly same manner as one does

it with the electron-nuclear and the Coulombic contributions to the energy in the conventional IQA scheme

∆εElec,A =

∫

ΩA

ρ0
B(r1)

[
NAt∑

i∈A

Zi
|r1 −Ri|

−
∫

ΩA

ρ0
A(r2)

|r1 − r2|
dr2

]
dr1 =

∫

ΩA

ρ0
B(r1)V 0,net

A (r1)dr1

∆εElec,B =

∫

ΩB

ρ0
A(r1)

[
NAt∑

i∈B

Zi
|r1 −Ri|

−
∫

ΩB

ρ0
B(r2)

|r1 − r2|
dr2

]
dr1 =

∫

ΩB

ρ0
A(r1)V 0,net

B (r1)dr1.

(7.14)

Here we introduce the fragment net electrostatic potentials V 0,net
A (r) and V 0,net

B (r). They are different

from the electrostatic potentials VA(r) and VA(r) because in the electronic term the integration is carried out

within the fragment domain, rather than for the whole space. In the case of the inter-fragment contribution,

one gets

∆εElec,AB = −
(∫

ΩA

ρ0
A(r1)V 0,net

B (r1)dr1 +

∫

ΩB

ρ0
B(r1)V 0,net

A (r1)dr1

)
+

NAt∑

i∈A
j∈B

ZiZj
|Ri −Rj |

. (7.15)

The numerical value of this contribution will account to which extent the net potential of fragment A

interacting with the density of B and vice versa compensate for the point charge nuclear repulsions. In any

case, the additivity is conserved

∆EElect = ∆εElec,A + ∆εElec,B + ∆εElec,AB . (7.16)
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Then, subtracting these contributions from those originating from the IQA decomposition of ∆EPauli +

∆EElec yield the appropriate real-space decomposition of the Pauli repulsion term

∆εPauli,A = εA(A0B0)− EA(A0)−∆εElec,A

∆εPauli,B = εB(A0B0)− EB(B0)−∆εElec,B

∆εPauli,AB = εAB(A0B0)−∆εElec,AB .

(7.17)

The final picture of the EDA analysis is completed by the inclusion of the preparation energies and,

if required, a dispersion correction. In the case of the semiempirical dipole-dipole model of Grimme,219

the dispersion correction is added to the interaction energy and has no influence in the intermediate steps.

This won’t be the case if one uses more involved density-dependent dispersion corrections such as VV10.220

Finally, the basis set superposition error (BSSE) correction can be estimated a posteriori via the counterpoise

formula221,222 which is also additive

∆EBSSE = E(AA) + E(BB)−
(
E(AAB) + E(BAB)

)
≡ ∆EBSSE,A + ∆EBSSE,B . (7.18)

With this, the present approach affords a real-space fully additive decomposition into intra- (A or B)

and inter-fragment (AB) contributions of all terms occurring in the EDA scheme.

To evaluate the behaviour and the information that the EDA-IQA can provide, we considered the set of

intermolecular complexes (extracted from Ref.147) that essentially includes hydrogen bonded species, cation-

dipole, cation-π halogen-π and π-π interactions. Except for the latter, one can identify electron donor and

acceptor moieties, which translates in a certain charge-transfer upon complex formation. We will henceforth

refer to fragment A as the acceptor of charge and fragment B as the donor of charge. To compact the

discussion, here we focus solely on the dissociation profiles of six systems from the set, i.e. H2O· · ·H2O,

Li+ · · ·H2O, NH+
4 · · ·H2O, Li+ · · ·C6H6, C6F6 · · ·F− and C6F6 · · ·Br−, while the complete discussion of the

results obtained is found in Section 5.1.

Starting by the electrostatic contribution of EDA (∆EElec), Figure 7.17 gathers its evolution and the

one of its IQA-decomposed terms, i.e. ∆εElec,A, ∆εElec,B and ∆εElec,AB , along the dissociation pathway

of the aforementioned systems. It is well-known that ∆EElec is favorable when the frozen densities of the

two isolated fragments (A and B) are brought at the complex (AB) geometry.223 This is reflected in Figure

7.17, being ∆EElec more negative as the inter-fragment distance shortens. Further insights are provided

by the real-space decomposition of ∆εElec. According to Eq. 7.14, the ∆εElec,A contribution originates

from the net electrostatic potential of fragment A interacting with the density of fragment B within the

domain of A. When A (acceptor of charge) is a cation, the positive net potential on A is enhanced as

NA0 < ZA, and thus more ρB0 is able to penetrate into the fragment domain of A. As consequence, the

∆εElec,A contribution becomes more negative. Figure 2 shows that ∆εElec,A increases (in absolute value)

as the interacting fragments come closer in all cases. This effect is larger for cationic acceptors than neutral

ones, as observed in H2O· · ·H2O or C6F6 · · ·F− (Figure 2).
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Figure 7.17: Energy evolution (in kcal/mol, y-axis) of ∆EElec (yellow) and its IQA-decomposed terms, i.e.
∆εElec,A (blue), ∆εElec,B (orange) and ∆εElec,AB (grey), along the dissociation pathway (in Å, x-axis) of
the selected molecular systems. Equilibrium distance marked with a vertical line

For fragment B (donor of charge), the situation is reversed. The electrostatic stabilization of B is very

small, negligible in most cases, as the fraction of ρA0 that enters the domain of B is minimal. However,

when B is anionic, since NB0 < ZB its net electrostatic potential on B can be negative, and thus any ρA0

able to penetrate into B would lead to positive ∆EElec,B values. This effect is clearly seen with C6F6 · · ·F−
(Figure 7.17). In all cases, the intra-fragment IQA terms tend asymptotically to zero when the A-B dis-

tance increases, being in agreement with the expected behavior since at large distances the fragments are

essentially in their reference state. Consequently, ∆εElec,AB tends to the overall ∆EElec value. However,

∆εElec,AB becomes less favorable and even repulsive at very short distances. The ∆εElec,AB value for a

given complex at equilibrium may be positive (e.g. Li+ · · ·C6H6) or negative (Li+ · · ·H2O), but the behav-

ior of the components is very similar in both cases (see Figure 7.17). Still, the ∆εElec,AB at equilibrium

distance is very sensitive to the nature of fragments A and B. When both A and B are neutral, the electron-

nuclear attraction compensate the nuclear-nuclear repulsion and the ∆εElec,AB values are very small (ca. ±
2 kcal/mol). However, when B (donor) is anionic, the picture is completely different. As depicted in Figure

7.17, ∆εElec,AB is negative and behaves opposite to the other systems, i.e. it becomes more negative as the
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inter-fragment distance decreases. This fact can be explain by the second term on the r.h.s. of Eq. 7.15.

Being B an anion, ρB0 holds an excess of electrons with respect to ZB . In addition, the net potential of A

in the domain of B is governed by the nuclear contribution (positive). Then, the closer the fragments, the

larger the potential and consequently, the more negative the dominant term becomes.

The Pauli repulsion EDA term, ∆EPauli, originates from the intermediate state A0B0. Bickelhaupt and

Baerends showed that the antisymmetrization of the frozen fragment densities to build A0B0 induces an

electron density flow from the intermolecular region to the atomic regions.223 The authors showed, upon

the decomposition of ∆EPauli into kinetic and potential, that this contraction produces an increase of the

kinetic energy and a decrease (more negative) of the potential energy. The latter is due to the fact that

more density is accumulated at regions (close to nuclei) where the Coulombic potential is larger. The IQA

decomposition of ∆EPauli yields a very similar picture. By definition, kinetic energy contributions only

have intra-fragment character upon IQA decomposition, being thus captured by ∆εPauli,A and ∆εPauli,B .

The kinetic energy increase is so dominant that these terms are expected to be positive and increase along

the shortening of the inter-fragment distance. This is exactly the behavior depicted in Figure 7.18. On

the other hand, in all cases the ∆εPauli,AB contributions are large and negative, and also become more

favorable at shorter distances. The origin of its behavior is that, according to Eq. 7.17, this term does not

explicitly contain energy differences between the intermediate and isolated fragment’s states, as there is no

inter-fragment term associate to the latter. Careful analysis indicates that the classical part of the potential

energy differences cancels (particularly in the neutral complexes), so the inter-fragment exchange-correlation

contribution becomes the dominant term. Notice that the aforementioned contraction effect also increases

(makes more negative) the overall exchange-correlation energy of A0B0 with respect to that of A0 and B0.

It might appear counterintuitive that a depletion of charge in the inter-atomic region leads nevertheless

to a negative inter-fragment exchange-correlation. The simple explanation is that part of the exchange-

correlation energy of the A0B0 state is assigned to inter-fragment character by the IQA decomposition,

while, once again, there is no inter-fragment contribution from the isolated fragments to compensate for it.
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Figure 7.18: Energy evolution (in kcal/mol, y-axis) of ∆EPauli (yellow) and its IQA-decomposed terms, i.e.
∆εPauli,A (blue), ∆εPauli,B (orange) and ∆εPauli,AB (grey), along the dissociation pathway (in Å, x-axis)
of the selected molecular systems. Equilibrium distance marked with a vertical line

The orbital interaction from EDA, ∆EOrbint, originates from the relaxation of the MOs of the complex’s

intermediate state A0B0 to the final complex’s AB ground state. The orbital relaxation induces an enlarge-

ment of electron density in the inter-atomic (and thus intermolecular) region, making the inter-fragment

exchange-correlation contributions of the AB ground state larger (in absolute value) compared to the ones

from the intermediate state A0B0. This is reflected by ∆εOrbint,AB , being more negative for all molecular

systems, in exception of C6F6 · · ·F−, when the two fragments come closer (Figure 7.19). In case of anionic

donors, ∆εOrbint,B is positive and increase at shorter distances, being compensated by negative (and sim-

ilar) ∆εOrbint,A values. Thus, the ∆EOrbint term is governed by ∆εOrbint,AB . Interestingly, in case of the

acceptor being NH+
4 the ∆εOrbint,A values are much larger and negative, but once again compensated by

the destabilization of the donor moiety.
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Figure 7.19: Energy evolution (in kcal/mol, y-axis) of ∆EOrbint (yellow) and its IQA-decomposed terms,
i.e. ∆εOrbint,A (blue), ∆εOrbint,B (orange) and ∆εOrbint,AB (grey), along the dissociation pathway (in Å,
x-axis) of the selected molecular systems. Equilibrium distance marked with a vertical line

Finally, the interaction energy EDA term, ∆EInt, originates from the difference in electronic structure of

the complex AB ground-state with the isolated fragment’s states A0 and B0 at the complex geometry. Thus,

one expects negative ∆EInt values while the interaction between fragments is favorable and positive when

repulsive. Its intra- and inter-fragment IQA terms can be obtained upon decomposition of the aforementioned

states or simply by adding the corresponding IQA terms from the decomposed electrostatic, Pauli repulsion

and orbital interaction. The expected behavior is reflected in the dissociation profiles from Figure 7.20.

In all cases, ∆EInt is negative (and minimum) at equilibrium geometry and starts to be repulsive at close

distances between fragments, except of NH+
4 · · ·H2O. Furthermore, it tends to zero upon dissociation, thus

following the expected behavior. When the isolated fragment’s wavefunctions relax to the ground-state of the

complex, a part of the electron density from the donor B (and also from the acceptor, but lower) is sacrificed

to form the AB interaction. This is captured by ∆εInt,AB , being larger (more negative) at closer distances,

and by ∆εInt,B and ∆εInt,A, being larger (for the former) and positive (for the later) upon association. The

C6F6 · · ·F− system is the exception, once again, where the behavior is reversed.
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Figure 7.20: Energy evolution (in kcal/mol, y-axis) of ∆EInt (yellow) and its IQA-decomposed terms, i.e.
∆εInt,A (blue), ∆εInt,B (orange) and ∆εInt,AB (grey), along the dissociation pathway (in Å, x-axis) of the
selected molecular systems. Equilibrium distance marked with a vertical line

Concluding this section, in this work we showed that the application of an IQA decomposition on each

of the EDA energy components can enrich the chemical bonding information from any molecular system.

In particular, we illustrated the behavior of the intra- and inter-fragment IQA terms upon dissociation of a

selected variety of donor-acceptor (non-covalently bonded) complexes, unveiling, for instance, that the EDA

orbital interaction term is governed by its inter-fragment IQA contribution. Furthermore, we showed that

the electrostatic energy from EDA, which is formally intermolecular, presents non-negligible intra-fragment

contributions in veins of IQA (originated by the charge penetration from the electron density of one fragment

into the atomic domains of the other).
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7.2.2 Decomposition of the exchange-correlation energy from Kohn-Sham den-

sity functional theory into one- and two-center terms

As we showed in Section 1.5.2, in the IQA approaches the total energy is exactly (up to numerical integra-

tion error) decomposed into one- and two-center contributions.224 The centers can be the individual atoms

composing the system or groups of atoms, permitting the identification of energetic interactions between

functional groups in the case of a molecular system, or individual monomers in a complex. The IQA schemes

rely on the identification of the atom within the molecule, which in the case of IQA QTAIM is typically

chosen.47 It is important to stress that the real-space decomposition of properties such as the energy is not

restricted to that particular atomic model (see details in Section 1.2.2).

Since the total energy can be expressed in terms of one- and two-electron density functions, it quite

naturally decomposes into atomic and diatomic contributions by applying Eqs. 1.68 and 1.71, introduced

in detail in Sections 1.2.2 and 3.1. However, contrary to electron distribution analyses (e.g. atomic popu-

lations, bond orders or local spins), the formulation of the molecular energy decomposition scheme depends

upon how the total energy is obtained for each particular electronic structure method. Along the years,

different formulations depending on the wavefunction-type have been introduced, being, curiously enough,

the extension of the method to KS-DFT the most challenging. The main problem is that the KS-DFT

exchange-correlation energy is a one-electron dependent (local) quantity, decomposing in the real-space into

solely one-center terms. To date, there has been only two schemes that decompose the total KS-DFT

exchange-correlation into both one- and two-center terms: the Salvador-Mayer (SM-IQA) and Francisco et

al. (F-IQA) approximations (see details in Section 1.5.2).48,51 Both methodologies have been applied along

the years, independently, being a comparison between them non-existent.

The IQA schemes require to evaluate all the energy terms by numerical integration. Among the different

energy terms, the Coulomb and exact-exchange energies are both the bottleneck, formally they are 6D inte-

grals, and the major source of error (see Section 3.1). Increasing the grid size one can reduce the numerical

error. However, then the calculation is much more expensive and generally unaffordable for large molecular

systems. Thus, the development of algorithms that accurately integrates the aforementioned energy com-

ponents at a low computational cost is still required. With this, the main objectives of this fifth project were:

1) To assess the performance of the aforementioned KS-DFT IQA schemes, comparing the atomic and di-

atomic exchange-correlation energy terms using functionals of different nature.

2) To derive a numerical procedure to improve the accuracy of the decomposition of the two-electron energy

terms as they are the bottleneck of the IQA approach.

To accomplish these goals, first we proposed a strategy to exactly integrate the two-electron dependent

energy terms in the real-space. This scheme, termed as the Zero Error Strategy (ZES), is based on reevalu-

ating the one-center two-electron terms (major source of numerical error, see details in Section 3.1) playing

with the rotation angles of the second set of grid points. Then, we performed a quantitative comparison

between the two IQA schemes able to decompose the KS-DFT exchange-correlation energy into one- and

two-center terms.

As previously mentioned, in the IQA schemes the two-electron contributions to the molecular energy,
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namely Coulomb, Hartree-Fock exchange (and correlation, in the case of wavefunction methods) are both

the bottleneck and the major source of numerical error. Formally, they scale N6
tot, being Ntot the number

of grid points (see Sections 1.2.2 and 3.1), albeit efficient algorithms achieving N4
tot scaling have also been

introduced in the QTAIM framework.166 As it was aforementioned, the decomposition of these energy terms

is carried out by using two sets of atom-centered grid points, associated to the electron coordinates of elec-

tron 1 (r1) and 2 (r2), being the later rotated a given (preoptimized) value to minimize the number of points

discarded on the integration, and thus also minimize the integration error (see Section 3.1).

We evaluated the integration error obtained using different angles, observing that appropriate rotation

angles depend mostly upon the size of the angular grid. Another observation was that the two-center two-

electron terms are contributing to the numerical error several orders of magnitude less than the one-center

ones, while being rather unaffected by the rotation of the second grid.163 Yet, the most relevant observation

is depicted in Figure 7.21 (left). Here, the integration error in the two-electron B3LYP/cc-pVTZ energy of

N2 is shown with respect to the rotation angle of the second grid. The error is just defined as the difference

between the sum of all one- and two-center contributions of the molecular two-electron energy and the exact

(analytical) value, Vee. One can see that, if the atomic grid provided is sufficiently large, there is always

a rotation angle for which the overall two-electron integration error vanishes. Thus, a 30×74 (radial and

angular points, respectively) atomic grid is clearly insufficient, and with the optimum rotation angle the error

is still of approximately 15 kcal/mol. However, by using a 40×146 atomic grid the integration error first

crosses the zero-error at around 0.18 rad and then again at 0.217 rad, close to the default rotation angle used

in Ref.46 By using larger atomic grids the zero-error line is crossed at smaller rotation angles. In addition,

several poles are observed in the curves due to near singularities in r−1
12 . Noteworthy, using sufficiently large

atomic grids such as 70×434 or 150×590, the shape of the curves is strikingly similar irrespective of the

molecule. That is, the rotation angle that produces a zero-error in the two-electron energy lies within an

extremely narrow range. This is illustrated in Figure 7.21 (right).

Figure 7.21: Two-electron integration error (kcal/mol) versus angular rotation of the electron 2 grid for N2

using different grids (left) and for a variety of systems (right) using the 150×590 grid. All wavefunctions
evaluated at the B3LYP/cc-pVTZ level of theory.

With these findings in mind, we propose a rather simple strategy to minimize the two-electron integration

error in IQA schemes with overlapping atomic domains (see below). All that is required is Vee, i.e. the exact

two-electron energy of the molecular system. In the case of Hartree-Fock it comprises the Coulomb and

exact-exchange terms. In correlated wavefunction methods, an additional correlation contribution coming

from the cumulant of the RDM2 is also included. In KS-DFT it contains the Coulomb and the amount of

exact-exchange that is actually used in the exchange functional definition. In a first step, the total two-
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electron energy is decomposed into one- and two-center terms, as usual in the framework of IQA, with an

associated integration error of

δV (1)
ee =

NAt∑

A

E
(1)
A +

NAt∑

A,B>A

EAB − Vee, (7.19)

where an appropriate rotation of the grid for r2 has been applied to compute the one-center (two-electron)

terms. For instance, using a 150×590 atomic grid, a rotation of 0.169 rad performs very well (vide infra).

Then, the process is repeated using a second rotation angle, but now only the one-center terms are reeval-

uated. This leads to another estimation of the two-electron energy, using the two-center terms evaluated in

the previous step

δV (2)
ee =

NAt∑

A

E
(2)
A +

NAt∑

A,B>A

EAB − Vee. (7.20)

We proceed by introducing a damping between both estimates to impose the error on the two-electron

energy to be zero

(1− γ)δV (1)
ee + γ δV (2)

ee = 0. (7.21)

Substituting Eqs. 7.19 and 7.20 into Eq. 7.21 and rearranging, we obtain the following expression for

the damping parameter γ

γ =
δV

(1)
ee

∑NAt
A

(
E

(1)
A − E

(2)
A

) , (7.22)

and the corrected one-center terms

EA ≡ E(1)
A + γ(E

(2)
A − E

(1)
A ). (7.23)

It can be readily seen that the one- and two-center terms thus defined exactly reproduce the total two-

electron energy.

Ideally, the applied rotation angles in the first and second step should be previously optimized to provide

small deviations with respect to the exact two-electron energy and, most importantly, of opposite sign. In

that case, the γ value lies between 0 and 1 and an actual damping (interpolation) is performed between

the two estimates of Vee. As such, a linear behaviour of Vee with the rotation angle of the second grid is

implicitly assumed. As mentioned before, we have found that a combination of 150×590 atomic grids and a

rotation of 0.169 rad typically overestimates Vee by 1-5 kcal/mol, while using a rotation of 0.170 rad in the

second step leads to a somewhat larger underestimation of Vee. In Table 7.7 we compiled the integration

errors in Vee for a set of 31 molecules obtained at B3LYP/cc-pVTZ level of theory (see Section 3.3 for further

details). It can be seen that the two-electron integration errors in the first step are already rather small and

negative, with the only exception of H2 for which the error is merely 0.1 kcal/mol. For most applications

these errors might be acceptable. The errors associated to the second step are somewhat larger but positive

in all cases, so that the γ values that afford the exact decomposition are within the [0,1] range.
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Table 7.7: Two-electron energy integration error for the first and second rotation (in kcal/mol) and optimal
γ values at B3LYP/cc-pVTZ level of theory.

System δV
(1)
ee δV

(2)
ee γ

C2H2 0.0 3.7 0.996
C2H4 -0.6 3.2 0.835
C6H6 -0.4 11.8 0.965
C2H6 -0.9 3.3 0.777

HCONH2 -1.8 7.8 0.812
HCNO -2.0 6.2 0.757
B2H6 -0.5 2.3 0.824
CO -2.4 2.7 0.524
CO2 -3.6 5.5 0.604
SO2 -6.5 17.1 0.725
SO3 -6.0 22.5 0.790
H2 0.1 0.2 1.619
N2 -1.1 3.8 0.769

NO+ -2.6 2.8 0.515
CN− -2.0 2.3 0.533
LiF -1.7 3.8 0.697
F2 -1.0 9.9 0.909
LiH -0.2 0.3 0.677

BeH2 -0.2 0.6 0.779
BH3 -0.2 1.2 0.838
CH4 -0.2 2.0 0.903
NH3 -1.0 2.2 0.686
H2O -1.1 3.2 0.745
HF -1.5 3.8 0.724

NaH -2.0 5.7 0.735
MgH2 -2.6 6.5 0.713
AlH3 -2.8 7.9 0.736
SiH4 -2.7 9.7 0.780
PH3 -3.8 10.2 0.727
H2S -3.8 12.8 0.771
HCl -4.0 15.1 0.791

It is important to mention that with such (two-electron) zero-error scheme the two-center terms are

evaluated solely once (in the first step). Previously, we observed that their value is rather unaffected by

a rotation of the second grid and exhibit integration errors 2-3 orders of magnitude smaller than those of

the one-center terms.163 This is because there are no near singularities caused by small r−1
12 values and also

because their contribution to the total two-electron energy is much smaller than that of the one-center terms,

specially if heavy atoms are involved. Thus, it is only the much larger one-center terms that are slightly

modulated to yield an overall exact decomposition of the two-electron energy.

The ZES could also be applied independently to each of the contributions to Vee, namely Coulomb and

exact-exchange (and correlation in case of correlated wavefunction methods), provided their exact value is

known beforehand. However, we found that the behaviour of Vee in the vicinity of the optimum rotation

angles is very similar for HF, B3LYP and BP86 (see Section 5.2). Then, since the overall errors are very

small anyway it is more efficient to apply the zero-error scheme only once to reproduce the exact Vee. In

this vein, Table 7.8 gathers the overall IQA integration error and γ values for our molecular test set at the

HF, B3LYP and BP86 levels of theory. The same 150×590 atomic grid was used for the one-electron part of

the energy. In almost all cases the overall integration error is below 0.1 kcal/mol. Upon the use of the ZES,

the main source of numerical error becomes the one-electron atomic kinetic energy contributions, because of
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the oscillatory character of the kinetic energy density near the nuclei. The worst case is the C6H6 molecule,

with errors of up to 0.4 kcal/mol. Of course, the one-electron grid can still be further improved to decrease

the residual integration error if necessary, by increasing the atomic grid size. More importantly, using the

aforementioned 0.169 and 0.170 rad rotation angles for the two steps of the two-electron zero-error scheme

resulted in the desired interpolation in almost all cases, disregarding whether Vee contains any exact-exchange

contribution.

Table 7.8: γ values and overall integration errors (in kcal/mol) for the test set computed with HF and the
KS-DFT functionals BP86 and B3LYP coupled to the cc-pVTZ basis set.

HF BP86 B3LYP

System γ Int. Err. γ Int. Err. γ Int. Err.

C2H2 1.028 0.0 0.980 0.0 0.996 0.0
C2H4 0.766 0.0 0.766 0.0 0.835 0.0
C6H6 0.941 -0.3 0.942 -0.3 0.965 -0.4
C2H6 0.772 0.0 0.805 0.0 0.777 0.0

HCONH2 0.826 0.0 0.818 0.0 0.812 0.0
HCNO 0.888 0.0 1.085 0.0 0.757 0.0
B2H6 0.846 -0.2 0.848 -0.2 0.824 -0.2
CO 0.503 0.0 0.538 0.0 0.524 0.0
CO2 0.583 0.0 0.630 0.0 0.604 0.0
SO2 0.718 0.0 0.734 0.0 0.725 0.0
SO2 0.808 0.0 0.802 0.0 0.790 0.0
H2 1.351 0.0 1.399 0.0 1.619 0.0
N2 0.746 0.0 1.199 0.0 0.769 0.0

NO+ 0.486 0.0 0.576 0.0 0.515 0.0
CN− 0.483 0.0 0.657 0.0 0.533 0.0
LiF 0.701 0.0 0.710 0.0 0.697 0.0
F2 0.930 0.0 0.922 0.0 0.909 0.0
LiH 0.669 0.0 0.705 0.0 0.677 0.0

BeH2 0.674 0.0 1.213 0.0 0.779 0.0
BH2 0.828 0.0 0.919 0.0 0.838 0.0
CH4 0.959 -0.1 0.992 0.0 0.903 0.0
NH3 0.691 0.0 0.699 0.0 0.686 0.0
H2O 0.749 -0.1 0.751 0.0 0.745 0.0
HF 0.716 0.0 0.734 0.0 0.724 0.0

NaH 0.710 0.0 0.717 0.0 0.735 0.0
MgH2 0.745 0.0 0.723 0.0 0.713 0.0
AlH3 0.737 0.0 0.745 0.0 0.736 0.0
SiH4 0.810 0.0 0.777 -0.1 0.780 -0.1
PH3 0.726 0.0 0.732 0.0 0.727 0.0
H2S 0.777 0.0 0.777 0.0 0.771 0.0
HCl 0.790 0.0 0.794 0.0 0.791 0.0

With this, the two-electron zero-error scheme smoothly worked for the molecular systems tested, obtain-

ing most of the γ values within the [0,1] range using a system-independent fixed setup. In very few cases the

corrected two-electron energy terms were obtained by extrapolation, but with γ values were still close to 1.

Alternatively, in the case the γ value would be far off the [0,1] range, one could consider performing second

grid rotations iteratively until the desired numerical conditions are fulfilled. We did not apply such strategy

as the obtained results are good enough to avoid paying the increase in computational cost. It is worth

to mention that the robustness of the ZES had already been put into stringent test. Some of us recently

showed that the elements of α tensor can be expressed through the second derivative of a zero-th order field-

dependent energy, so that an energy decomposition of the latter readily affords the decomposition of α.83

Using very large atomic grids for the one-electron energy terms and the ZES for the two-electron part was
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absolutely critical to obtain numerically converged atomic contributions to α. Overall, the ZES appears to

be a promising strategy for obtaining accurate IQA energy decomposition terms for large molecular systems

while keeping an affordable computational cost.

Once the integration setup is set, we proceed to evaluate the atomic and diatomic exchange-correlation

energy terms obtained using the aforementioned F-IQA and SM-IQA schemes. We made use of the same

molecular set for the comparison, being the numerical results found in Section 5.2. We evaluated the wave-

functions, and thus the IQA decompositions, at the HF, B3LYP and BP86 levels of theory using their own

geometry-optimized structures. We exclusively focus on the exchange-correlation (xc) terms, as the remain-

ing ones are exactly the same with both KS-DFT IQA approaches.

Focusing in the analysis of the diatomic xc components, with up to 43 values, the first observation is that

all xc (exchange-only in case of HF) terms of chemically bonded atoms are negative, as it is well known for

IQA decompositions. Their magnitude (in absolute value) is deeply connected with the covalent bond order,

so that bonds with higher multiplicity tend to exhibit larger (more negative) diatomic xc contributions.

Thus, the larger values are obtained for N2, NO+ and the C-C triple bond in C2H2. The diatomic xc terms

obtained with B3LYP and BP86 correlate extremely well with the HF values, using either the F-IQA and

SM-IQA formulations, as shown in Figure 7.22 (worst case exhibits R2 = 0.98). It is more interesting to focus

on how the contributions differ from each other in each case. With the F-IQA formulation, the diatomic xc

components for B3LYP are systematically more negative than the HF ones with only two exceptions, namely

F2 and H2S. In both cases this difference can be attributed to significant differences in the wavefunction

itself (F2 is poorly described at HF level and the shape of the atomic boundaries in H2S was already found

to change significantly from one method to another.75) This observation is a direct consequence of the

scaling factors used in Eq. 1.140. The total xc energy in B3LYP contains both exchange and correlation

contributions, whereas in HF it only contains exchange. Since the total xc value is more negative, the

scaling factors are greater than 1 and hence all terms (both atomic and diatomic) become more negative.

The picture obtained at the BP86 level is very similar. In fact, the mean unsigned deviation (MUD) between

the BP86 and B3LYP xc components is merely 2.2 kcal/mol, whereas the respective MUD values with respect

to HF are 14.5 kcal/mol and 14.2 kcal/mol, respectively. Different trends are observed with the SM-IQA

formulation. Most of the B3LYP diatomic xc contributions (32 out of 43) are less negative than the HF

ones. The differences are significant in the C-C and C-H bonds of the alkane series. However, the opposite

trend is observed mainly for the systems with large (in absolute value) diatomic xc contributions, namely

triple bonds like in acetylene, CO, N2 or NO+ (see Figure 7.22b). Similarly to F-IQA, the MUD between

BP86 and B3LYP SM-IQA values is very small (3.5 kcal/mol). Thus, in general the F-IQA scheme pictures

a bond between a pair of bonded atoms more covalent than the SM-IQA one.
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Figure 7.22: Correlations between diatomic Hartree-Fock exchange (x-axis) and KS-DFT exchange-
correlation values (y-axis) for the molecular set using the F-IQA (a) and SM-IQA (b) approximations.
Wavefunctions and IQA decompositions performed at the HF/cc-pVTZ and KS-DFT/cc-pVTZ levels of
theory.

Concluding this Section, we first introduced a new strategy for the numerical integration of the two-

electron energy contributions with formally zero-error. The ZES provided robust results for all molecular

systems tested, obtaining in most cases γ values within the [0,1] range. Then, we performed a comparison

between the two IQA schemes which decompose the total KS-DFT energy into one- and two-center contri-

butions, i.e. the F- and SM-IQA methods. Upon correlation of both methodologies, none of them presented

important flaws independently of the KS-DFT functional nature (pure, hybrid). The more negative diatomic

exchange-correlation terms obtained with F-IQA pictures the bond between an atom pair more covalent than

SM-IQA. This effect is compensated in the atomic deformation energies, but in none of the cases the ten-

dencies observed between different bond multiplicities are broken. Thus, both decompositions are suitable

for understanding the chemical bonding of new (or more complex) molecular systems.

7.3 Applying computational tools for chemical bonding charac-

terization

7.3.1 Computational assignment of OSs beyond the IUPAC ionic approxima-

tion: OSs from the LOBA and EOS perspectives

In TM chemistry, the assignment of the metal (and ligand) OS is a crucial task for the classification, charac-

terization and reactivity explanation (or prediction) of such compounds. However, it is not a trivial task in

borderline cases, where the interesting chemistry arises. For this purpose, one can directly apply the IUPAC

IA, which presents many flaws, or rely on the more sophisticated and specifically devoted computational tools

(see Section 1.4). Currently, two of the state-of-the-art OS elucidation techniques are the LOBA and EOS

analysis, which have been successfully applied by several groups in a wide range of chemical systems, proving

their usefulness.66,82,132–134 Both of them present some flaws, being the most relevant: the inflexibility of

the population threshold to ionically assign the LOs electrons in the LOBA scheme, and the incapability to

characterize singlet diradicals from CASSCF wavefunctions if the system is not symmetric for EOS. This
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later limitation has been tackled in Section 4.3. To date, the performance of both LOBA and EOS schemes

when applied together is unknown, as proper comparison between them is missing. With this, the main

objectives of this sixth project were:

1) To increase the flexibility of the LOBA method when assigning the electrons from each LO, and opening

the door to split the LMO electrons (covalent assignment) in case that LMO itself has shared-pair character.

2) To perform a comparison between the OS elucidation techniques LOBA and EOS for an extensive set of

challenging molecular systems, against reference assignments performed by experimental evidences or from

IUPAC’s IA.

To accomplish these goals, we first reformulated the use of population analysis within LOBA by including

the definition of an index which quantifies the clarity in our OS assignments. We support the idea of ionically

assign the electrons of LOs in a “winner-takes-it-all” fashion. However, when the atomic populations are in

a closed-call scenario, and the assignment could depend on the AIM definition used to extract them, there

are two possibilities: rely on the AIM definition and ionically assign the electrons, in the direction of the

OSLO and uEOS schemes (Sections 4.2 and 4.3, respectively), or considering the LMO shape and perform

an ionic or covalent assignment based on chemical intuition. The introduced index softens the dependencies

on population analysis method used (Mulliken, Löwdin, QTAIM or Hirshfeld, among others) and rigidity

of using a single population value as threshold, increasing thus the robustness of the method. Secondly, we

elucidated the OSs of 20 molecular systems of varying chemical nature and complexity using both LOBA

and EOS. The collection of systems used is similar to the one in Section 4.2, and includes high-valence TM

oxides, TM complexes with non-innocent ligands and TM carbene complexes, among others.

As mentioned above (see Section 1.4 for further details), the LOBA scheme requires the use of atomic

populations. It assigns the electrons from a LMO if the atomic population on the TM (or a selected heavy

element) surpass a given threshold. Prior studies showed that setting the threshold to 60% provides satisfac-

tory results for systems with rather well-defined OS.120,131,133 However, when evaluating compounds with

non-trivial bonding scenarios, the number of LOs with atomic populations close to the borderline 50-70%

region increase. Within this range, two different interpretations may arise from the same computational

result and a small geometric change may interchange the electron assignment due to crossing the LOBA

threshold. In such case, one could also doubt if performing an ionic assignment of the electrons from a

LMO is the most appropriate philosophy when atomic populations are close to the threshold. Along the

Thesis we made clear that we prefer a “winner-takes-it-all” fashion for single-determinant wavefunctions. In

case of multireference wavefunctions, the electron pair might be homolytically split if specific conditions are

found (see details in Section 4.3). However, as the properties of these borderline systems will resemble more

to the intermediate chemical bonding picture, derived from applying a covalent assignment, we explore the

possibility to covalently assign electrons (split of the electron pair between atoms/fragments) in the new

defined index (see below).

Let us start by introducing a new clarity index (CIa), which quantifies to which extend the LOBA OS

assignments are clear-cut. First, we define the x quantity, extracted from the population analysis performed

for every LMO as
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x =
abs(λM − λX)

λM + λX
. (7.24)

Here, λM corresponds to the electron population of the selected atom (e.g. the metal center, for the case

of TM complexes), and λX is the electron population of the rest of the system. With this definition, x is

bounded within the [0, 1] range, independently of the wavefunction being closed- or open-shell. As limits,

the x = 1 case is when the LMO population is completely on either the selected atom M or on the rest of

the molecular system X, while x = 0 corresponds to the λM = λX scenario. Then, we define a parameter,

namely P, corresponding to a threshold for ionicity, to separate the assignment of the electrons of a given

LMO into two ranges depending on the x value obtained (Figure 7.23a): covalent when 0 < x < P and ionic

when P < x < 1. In the ionic range, the LMO electrons are entirely assigned to M if (λM − λX) > 0 or

to the rest of the molecular system X if (λM − λX) < 0. In the covalent range, also known as shared-pair

range, the LMO electrons are equally split between the two moieties.

Figure 7.23: (a) Plot of the electrons assignment in a LMO for x ∈ [0, 1], being x defined by Eq. 7.24. The
covalent and ionic regimes for 0 < x < P and P < x < 1, respectively. (b) CIa(x) index representation.

To finally quantify to which extend the assignment is clear, we introduce a second parameter, namely

W, which corresponds to the width for switching the electronic assignment from ionic to covalent. Using x,

and the parameters P and W, we define the new clarity index (CIa) where a = i for ionic and a = c for

covalent assignments, in 3 different ranges; CIc = 100 for x ∈ [0, P−W], CIi = 100 for x ∈ [P+W, 1] and

CIa = CIa(x) within the x ∈ [P−W, P+W] interval. Setting these conditions, a plausible CIa(x) expression

is

CIa(x) = 100 cos2

(
π

(
P +W − x

2W

))
, (7.25)

which is a continuous and smooth function with a symmetrical shape (Figure 7.23b) and a rather simple

mathematical expression. We propose to make use of the P = 0.2 and W = 0.1 values. The P choice

corresponds to the x value for the original electron population threshold (60%), while the W value selected

is based on the population threshold calibration calculations performed in the original LOBA work,120

matching the region which minimizes the error on the OS assignment.

By definition, one obtains a CIa value for each LMO which reflects the clarity of the electron assignment

for that particular LO. In our opinion, the least-clearly assigned electrons determine how conclusive the final

OS assignment is. For this reason, we select the lowest CIa value as indicator of the overall OS assignment

clarity.
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We proceed on evaluating its performance, including strengths and weaknesses, compared to EOS, IU-

PAC’s IA and reported experimental evidences. For this purpose, we use a collection of challenging systems

when it comes to assign their OSs. A summary of the results, including the most relevant (from our point

of view) systems is given below, while complete chemical bonding analysis is provided in Section 6.1.

Let us first discuss the relatively simple (CH3)3NO molecule. As mentioned in Section 4.1, its dominant

Lewis structure presents a single bond between a formal N(+1) and a O(-1) (octet rule fulfilled by N). Direct

application of IUPAC’s IA leads to the N(-1), O(-2) and three CH3(+1) picture as all electron pairs from

the σ N-C bonds are assigned to N and the ones from the N-O bond to oxygen, while EOS analysis provided

the N(-3), O(0) and each CH3(+1) OS assignments with R(%) = 55.7. We artificially quantified the weight

of the chemical bonding picture from IUPAC’s IA by manually assigning the electrons to the corresponding

EFOs. Such non-aufbau electron assignment presents an R(%) value lower than 50, in particular R(%) =

44.3. Analyzing the shape of the PM LOs obtained, there is no LMO corresponding to the π-type N-O

bond. Instead, two lone pairs localized on the O atom are found. Such orbital picture also points to the

aforementioned Lewis structure. We applied the LOBA scheme and depicted the shape of chemically relevant

PM LOs, together with their Löwdin populations and CIa values in Figure 7.24a. Visual inspection shows

two lone pairs localized on O, one σ N-O and three σ C-N bond orbitals. According to the newly introduced

index, both σ N-C and σ N-O bond LOs are covalently assigned with CIc = 100. This OSs assignment is

different from the obtained with both IUPAC’s IA and EOS. The LOBA assignment of the σ N-O LMO can

only be supported by EOS in case of occupancy degeneracy of the frontier EFOs, being one electron assigned

to each EFO and mimicking the covalent assignment. However, EOS clearly assigned each CH3 moiety as

+1.

Figure 7.24: Selected chemically-relevant (valence) PM LOs for the (CH3)3NO system (a) and the TM oxides
TiO2, FeO2−

4 , ReO−4 , OsO4, IrO+
4 and PtO2+

4 (b), together with their associated Löwdin populations and
CIa values. Selected isocontour value of 0.3 a.u.

As first group of TM compounds, we evaluated the series of TM oxides, including TiO2, FeO2−
4 , ReO−4 ,

OsO4, IrO+
4 and PtO2+

4 , as in Sections 4.1 and 4.2. All methodologies tested coincide in the OS assignments,

resulting in formal OSs up to +9 for Ir. The formal +10 OS from Pt is not supported by any scheme.
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According to EOS at the current level of theory, the Pt presents the +6 OS with (once again) very low

R(%) value (50.3). By using the reported geometry by Postils et al.42 at the ωB97x-V/def2-TZVP level, we

obtained a formal Pt(+2) with R(%) = 52.8. Therefore, the disagreement on the OS assignment is mostly

caused by geometrical differences. Nevertheless, it appears that the use of more sophisticated long-range

corrected DFT functionals such as ωB97x-V, which include a density-dependent dispersion correction, may

increase the ionic character of each bond by lowering the delocalization error. The more ionic the bonds,

the more oxidized character of the metal center.

We depicted in Figure 7.24b the PM LOs corresponding to one of the σ TM-O bonds (for each complex).

Due to symmetry, both the orbital picture and atomic populations are equal for all σ TM-O bonds. When

going to higher valent compounds, the differences between atomic populations become less clear. This is

also observed with the R(%) values close to 50 from EOS. For all systems, the electron pair from the σ

M-O bonds is assigned to the O atom, as the difference on the atomic populations obtained is large enough,

in exception of the PtO2+
4 . In that case, the newly introduced index supports the covalent assignment of

each Pt-O pair with CIc = 100. This assignment leads to a formal Pt(+6) and each O(-1), by symmetry.

Interestingly, the Ir-based oxide is at the frontier between the covalent and ionic assignments, being of the

former with a ridiculous CIi = 2 value. In such scenario, the level of theory used or a small geometric change

would easily flip the electron assignment for this system.

A second family of systems to discuss corresponds to the redox couple of nitroprusside anions [Fe(CN)5(NO)]n−,

where n = 2 and 3. As previously mentioned (Section 4.3), the nitrossil (NO) is a simple non-innocent lig-

and which can present three different OSs, i.e. -1, 0 or +1, depending on its interaction with the metal

center. For its OS assignment, IUPAC’s statement is clear: the MNO segment should be linear for NO(+1)

but bent for NO(-1).105 In the n = 2 case, the geometry of the complex indicates a linear FeNO segment.

Thus, according to the IUPAC rules the NO is formally +1. Then, direct application of the IUPAC IA

characterizes each CN ligand as -1, leading to a formal Fe(+2) center. Applying the same rules, the bent

geometry of the FeNO linkage in the n = 3 system is characteristic of NO(-1). However, the last system

is properly characterized as neutral NO, which leads to a formal Fe(+2).103 EOS analysis reproduced the

reference OSs for both species with R(%) = 81.0 and 74.0, respectively. Applying LOBA, all σ Fe-C LOs are

ionically assigned to CN with CIi = 100, thus leading to the expected CN(-1) ligands. For n = 2, the two

LOs describing the Fe-N interaction (Figure 7.25a) are clearly assigned to Fe (CIi = 100). This, together

with a 3d-type LMO sitting on Fe, leads to the formal Fe(+2) assignment. Consequently, the NO moiety is

characterized as +1.
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Figure 7.25: Selected valence PM LOs for the [Fe(CN)5(NO)]2− (a) and [Fe(CN)5(NO)]3− (b) systems,
together with their associated Löwdin populations and CIa values. Selected isocontour value of 0.3 a.u.

For the reduced species, with spin unrestricted LOs depicted in Figure 7.25b, the Fe center exhibits

two α and three β 3d-type LOs, which, together with the assignment of the Fe-N interaction to the iron

(CIi = 28.7 (alpha)), leads to a formal Fe(+2). The CN ligands are also formally -1 for this system, being

thus the NO ligand characterized as neutral. The results obtained in both cases are in perfect agreement

with the reference values and EOS.

The last two compounds evaluated are within the TM-carbene family. In particular, we examined the

Schrock-type compound, Mo(=CH2)(NC8H10)(OtBu)2, and the Fischer-type complex, W(=CF2)(CO)5. As

mentioned in Section 1.4, IUPAC’s IA fails on elucidating the OS of the carbene moiety in the Fischer-type

carbenes, assigning a formal -2 OS instead of the accepted value (0). EOS analysis properly characterized the

carbene moiety as -2 for the Schrock-type compound with R(%) = 63.0, and as neutral for the Fischer-type

species with R(%) = 96.6. The same OS assignment is obtained by applying the OSLO algorithm (see Section

4.2). We depicted the LOs associated with the σ and π TM-C interaction from the Fischer-type carbene,

W(=CF2)(CO)5, in Figure 7.26a. According to LOBA, an ionic assignment with CIi = 100 is obtained for

the first, while the second has a covalent assignment with CIc = 74.1. These assignments lead to a formally -

1 carbene moiety, instead of the expected (0). For the Schrock-type complex, Mo(=CH2)(NC8H10)(OtBu)2,

we depicted the two LOs which describe the Mo=C bond in Figure 7.26b. In this case, both LOs are

covalently assigned, with CIc values of 33.1 and 91.4. As consequence, the carbene unit is characterized as

neutral, which is the expected for a Fischer-type carbene, not an Schrock-type one. Here, the assignment of

the two electron pairs from the Mo=C bond to the carbene moiety was expected.
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Figure 7.26: Selected valence PM LOs for the W(=CF2)(CO)5 (a) and Mo(=CH2)(NC8H10)(OtBu)2 (b)
TM carbenes, together with their associated Löwdin populations and CIa values. Selected isocontour value
of 0.3 a.u.

The use of EOS to characterize such compounds showed better performance than LOBA. For the latter,

these systems showed its primary challenge: the difficulty to obtain clean LOs, at least with implementation

present in the Q-Chem version used. Thus, the application (or development) of more robust orbital localiza-

tion procedures is required before discarding the LOBA utility for this particular type of compounds, and

in general.

To conclude this part, we examined the application of the computational methods to assign OSs, i.e.

LOBA and EOS, to a series of compounds that present challenges in the OS assignment. We summarized

the results obtained with both approaches for all compounds considered, together with their reference values,

in Table 7.9. The OS is a chemically useful concept that, much like aromaticity or the chemical-bond itself,

does not have a unique definition. Ultimately, all OS elucidation approaches will become ambiguous in

regimes where the results approach the boundaries associated with a given assignment. This aspect is

reflected, in our opinion, by the very useful R(%) index of the EOS procedure, and the newly introduced

clarity index for LOBA. Such index, termed CIa, approaches 100 away from the ionic/covalent boundary,

and 0 when the boundary is approached from above or below.

We observed how both EOS and LOBA methods operate synergistically for assigning OSs. In the EOS

approach, covalent assignments are rare, as there is no EFO occupancy difference range where the assignment

is considered shared-pair. In contrast, the new LOBA scheme opens a range of atomic population differences,

where the covalent assignment presents some weight. This is illustrated by the ostensibly simple molecule

(CH3)3NO, for which the IUPAC IA, EOS and LOBA arrive at different results.

For the high-valence TM oxides culminating with IrO+
4 and PtO2+

4 , which according to IUPÂC’s IA

present OSs of +9 and +10, respectively, are supported by EOS and LOBA up to the Ir-based system. The

Pt(+10) is not obtained by any of the schemes tested. The same chemical bonding picture is obtained with

the OSLO algorithm (Section 4.2). LOBA illustrates how delicate these high OSs are. With each TM-O

bond equivalent, LOBA predicts Ir(+9) with low clarity (i.e. O(-2)), and Pt(+6) with higher clarity (i.e. O

(-1)) as these systems traverse the ionic/covalent threshold.

Other challenging systems such as a Schrock- and a Fischer-type carbenes show impressive successes for

EOS (and OSLO), and results that do not match conventional wisdom for LOBA. Relatively low CIa values

provide a warning that one should carefully inspect the LOs to assess the LOBA results. These systems

illustrated that the primary challenge for the LOBA approach is that the orbitals in some systems do not

localize cleanly. Furthermore, if the final goal is to properly scrutinize the OS of both the ligands and the
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TM, one should incorporate the definition of fragments in the orbital localization procedure, for instance

by using fragment populations instead of atomic ones in the localization functional. In this direction, we

proposed an alternative fragment-based localization procedure, coupled with an iterative algorithm to select

the best fragment-localized orbitals in Section 4.2.

Table 7.9: OS assignments of the atom/ligand marked in bold by the EOS and LOBA schemes, together
with the R(%) and CIa values (in parenthesis), respectively. a OS of Ru atom: +1 (EOS), +2 (LOBA), 0
(IUPAC’s IA). b OS of the O atom: 0 (EOS), -1 (LOBA) and -2 (IUPAC’s IA).

Molecule EOS (R(%)) LOBA (CIa) IUPAC’s IA / Other

(CH3)3NOa -3 (55.7) +1 (100) -1
TiO2 +4 (92.6) +4 (65.5) +4

FeO2−
4 +6 (68.9) +6 (100) +6

ReO−
4 +7 (90.8) +7 (100) +7

OsO4 +8 (76.1) +8 (99.6) +8
IrO+

4 +9 (60.2) +9 (2) +9
PtO2+

4 +6 (50.3) +6 (100) +10
[Ni(S2C2Me2)2]0 +2 (55.7) +2 (100) +2

[Ni(S2C2Me2)2]1− +2 (65.7) +3 (100) +2
[Ni(S2C2Me2)2]2− +2 (82.4) +2 (100) +2
[Fe(CN)5(NO)]2− +1 (80.9) +1 (100) +1
[Fe(CN)5(NO)]3− 0 (74.0) 0 (28.7) 0

[Cu(CF3)4]1− +3 (51.7) +3 (100) +1/+3
[Cu(CF3)4]2− +2 (78.5) +2 (100) +2
[Cu(CF3)4]3− +1 (100) +1 (100) +1

Rh(SO2)Cl(CO)(PH3)2 (Z-type) 0 (84.0) 0 (100) 0

Rh(SO2)Cl(PH3)2(L-type)b 0 (85.2) 0 (100) 0
Ru(SO2)Cl(NO)(PH3)2 (π-type) 0 (50.3) -1 (95.2) 0

Mo(CH2)(OtBu)2(NC8H10) (Schrock-type) -2 (63.0) 0 (33.1) -2
W(CF2)(CO)5 (Fischer-type) 0 (96.6) -1 (74.1) -2/0

Our results cannot be taken as an overall endorsement of any single approach to defining an OS, be it

IUPAC’s IA, EOS or LOBA. One can expect that all these methods will typically agree in straightforward

cases (avoided here). In less straightforward cases, the comparison of the most sophisticated methods is

instructive as a guide to complementary, and often convergent, ways to characterize complex bonding in

the simplest possible way. When they differ, it is typically a signature of some interesting complexity, or

otherwise, a limitation of one of the approaches.

7.3.2 Insights on the OSs and the TM-carbene interaction of the 1st and 2nd

generation Grubbs-type olefin metathesis catalysts

Olefin metathesis is an extensively used reaction for the formation of carbon-carbon double bonds. This

reaction commonly use Ru-based catalysts, which mechanism involves the formation of a four-membered

metallacycle where the Ru center should exhibit a formal +4 OS, at least according to IUPAC’s IA. Apart

from the metallacycle, the characterization of the other intermediate species have also lead to some contro-

versy.110,225–229 In these systems, both the nature of the TM and its chemical environment (π donor/acceptor

ligands) and the substituents on the carbene moiety are responsible for their electrophilic (Fischer) or nu-

cleophilic (Schrock) character. The Ru=C moiety is often interpreted as a Fischer-type carbene, being thus

the Ru formally in the +2 OS (Ru atom in a d6 configuration),230,231 whereas the ylidene ligand (either

=CH2 or =CHPh) is considered neutral. For Grubbs-type carbenes the distinction is not too clear, as the
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alkyl groups of the ylidene ligand should furnish Schrock character to the carbene. For instance, the same

compound (Grubbs 1st generation catalyst, with CAS number 172222-30-9) appears in the Sigma Aldrich

catalogue with different nomenclatures (labelled as either Ru(+2) or Ru(+4)). With this, the main objective

of this seventh project was:

1) To tackle the Ru(+2)/Ru(+4) debate in Grubbs catalysts, deepening into details about the different

nature of the intermediates involved in the olefin metathesis reaction mechanism.

To accomplish this goal, we first reevaluated the reaction mechanism for the olefin methatesis reaction

(Figure 7.27a), using 1st and 2nd generation Grubbs catalysts and ethylene as substrate, by means of KS-

DFT calculations.232 Then, we applied the EOS analysis on each species to examine the evolution of the Ru

OS along the reaction mechanism. Moreover, we analyzed the chemical bonding picture of the homologous

iron- and osmium-based catalysts as alternatives to the Ru-based ones.

Figure 7.27: (a) Accepted mechanism for catalytic Ru-based olefin metathesis (R = H, Ph; L = NHC,
phosphine).232 (b) Relative Gibbs free energies (kcal/mol) of the first catalytic olefin metathesis cycle using
the Ru-based 2nd generation Grubbs catalyst (L = SIMes) and ethylene as substrate. In parentheses we
report the values for the 1st generation Grubbs catalyst (L = PPh3). SIMes = 1,3-Bis(2,4,6-trimethylphenyl)-
4,5-dihydroimidazol-2-ylidene.

First, we evaluated the mechanistic cycle of the aforementioned reaction using the Ru-based Grubbs

catalyst, and its Fe- and Os-based homologous. All Ru and Os species are closed-shell singlet (low-spin)

along the reaction pathway, as triplet and quintet spin-states are found higher in energy. Iron has the natural

tendency to present high-spin configurations, finding that the ground state of the initial precatalyst I and the

14-electron (14e) species (II and IV) are triplet and quintuplet, respectively, despite the strong field charac-

ter of the ligands. The Gibbs free energy results obtained at the M06/cc-pVTZ∼SDD//BP86/TZVP∼SDD

level for the catalytic cycle are compiled in Figure 7.27b. The mechanism involving Ru and Os follows the

same pathway, while significant differences for Fe are observed. In particular, the coordination intermediates

III and V are absent.

Energetically, solely mentioning that for Os the metallacycle IV is 1.7 kcal/mol lower in energy (more

stable) than I, whereas for Fe this difference amounts up to 31.1 kcal/mol. This energy wall will be difficult to

surpass, resulting in a less active catalyst as stated previously.233,234 We depicted the structural differences

of species IV for the catalysts used in Figure 7.28. Moreover, the opening of the metallacycle, i.e. transition

state IV-V, is the rate determining step (rds). However, we also considered the release of the styrene
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subproduct via transition state V-VI since it is in competition.

Figure 7.28: Metallacycle IV for the 2nd generation Grubbs-type TM-carbene with (a) Fe, (b) Ru and (c)
Os as metal center and (d) 1st generation Ru-based one. Main distances reported in Å.

We elucidated the formal OSs of the TM and each one of the fragments for all species involved in the

mechanistic cycle by means of the EOS analysis and gathered the results in Table 7.10. In all cases, the

predicted OSs for the chlorine ligands is -1 and neutral (0) for both the phosphine and NHC ligands, being

the later from the 2nd generation Grubbs-type catalysts.

Table 7.10: OS and R(%) index along the olefin metathesis reaction pathway for catalyst
MCl2(L)(R2)(=CHR1). M = Fe, Ru, Os and L = SIMes, PPh3.

R1 R2 M OS R1 OS R2 OS RRu(%) RFe(%) RRu(%) ROs(%)

1st Gen. 2nd Gen.

I Ph PPh3 +2 0 0 62.3 65.9 64.3 63.8
I-II Ph PPh3 +2 0 0 59.2 64.4 61.3 62.0
II Ph - +2 0 - 59.0 50.0 60.5 57.1
III Ph Et +2 0 0 62.0 - 63.7 63.5

III-IV Ph Et +2 0 0 68.5 65.4 68.7 63.4
IV PhCH2CH2 - +2 0 - 53.1 54.7 50.8 44.1

IV-V H PhCH2 +2 0 0 66.8 68.0 66.8 60.6
V H PhCH2 +2 0 0 58.7 - 67.0 57.1
VI H - +2 0 0 55.0 50.0 58.1 51.4

For all studied cases, EOS assigns the last electron pair to a d-type EFO on the TM and the first un-

occupied hybrid lies on the carbene moiety (=CHR1, Table 7.10). With this, the formal OS of the TM

is +2, increasing its formal +4 character as the R(%) value decreases. From Fe to Os a direct trend can

be established, highlighting the non-innocent role of the TM metal in the mechanism. We observe that

the R(%) values for IV decrease from Fe to Os. In fact, for this system the R(%) values are close to 50

(worst-case scenario), being equally plausible the M(+2)/L(0) and M(+4)/L(-2) OS assignments. Increasing

the metal size favours the M(+4)/L(-2) scenario. The M(+2)/L(0) combination is predominant along the

reaction pathway, sharing with low contribution of the M(+4)/L(-2) since no R(%) value of any interme-

diate is higher than 65, in exception of Fe-I (65.9) and Ru-V (67.0). As general trend, the +4 OS on

the metal center is more favoured for Os than Fe, being Ru in between. Let us mention that Fe-II breaks

this trend, being plausibly caused by the fact that the ground state is the triplet spin-state instead of singlet.

To analyze the origin of the R(%) values obtained, we used the EFOs (and their occupancies) of first

the rather simple species II, evaluating the formal Ru=CHPh double bond, and then the metallacycle IV.

According to EOS, the formal OS of Ru in II is +2 with R(%) = 60.5, being in line with the Fischer-type

carbene. The frontier EFOs (Figure 7.29a) unveil that the electrons from the π TM-carbene interaction are
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associated to the carbene moiety (with occupancy of 0.522), while the ones from the σ TM-carbene bond

are held by the Ru. Interestingly, one can observe a clear correspondence between the first unoccupied EFO

(0.417), which corresponds to a d-type Ru orbital associated to the π bond with the carbene, and the afore-

mentioned last occupied EFO (0.522). The sum of both occupancy numbers is almost (do not necessarily

need to be) 1. Furthermore, an additional σ EFO on the C atom of the carbene ligand is obtained, being

formally unoccupied. In case of occupying such EFO, which is clearly not the case, the carbene unit would be

formally -2, and thus of Schrock-type. In the metallacycle IV, three EFOs presents very similar occupancies

but only two electron pairs are left to be assigned (Figure 7.29b). Two of them are on the (CH2)2CHPh

moiety with occupancies of 0.487 and 0.470, corresponding to the p-type EFOs on each of the C atoms that

are forming σ bonds with the TM. In case that the two pairs of σ electrons of the Ru-C bonds are assigned to

C, the two corresponding EFOs must be occupied being the (CH2)2CHPh moiety formally -2. Consequently,

the Ru presents the +4 formal OS. However, there is a d-type Ru EFO with occupancy value in between that

of these two EFOs (0.478), avoiding such a clear-cut assignment. Also, another d-type Ru EFO is present,

with significantly smaller occupancy (0.437). Applying strictly the EOS scheme, following thus a “winner-

takes-it-all” principle, the last electron pair goes to the Ru d-type EFO with 0.478 of occupancy, leading to

a formal Ru(+2) and neutral CH2)2CHPh ligand. However, the Ru(+4) and (CH2)2CHPh(-2) assignment

is almost equally plausible as the frontier EFOs are close to be pseudodegenerated (in occupancy). In fact,

there are two electron pairs which can be considered to be equally distributed among the three almost pseu-

dodegenerated EFOs, leading into nine possible different distributions of the electrons. Among them, solely

one leads into the Ru(+4) assignment, being thus the chemical bonding picture closer to a formal Ru(+2),

according to EOS.

Figure 7.29: Frontier EFOs of species II (a) and IV (b) for the Ru-based 2nd generation Grubbs catalysts,
together with their occupancy values (in electrons). Selected isocontour value of 0.1 a.u.

We also evaluated the robustness of the EOS approach by using a variety of KS-DFT functionals of

different nature, namely GGA (BP86), hybrid-GGA (B3LYP) and meta-hybrid GGA (M06-2X), coupled

with basis sets of different size (SVP, TZVP and cc-pVTZ). Very consistent results are obtained in all cases.
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For instance, the Ru-based metallacycle IV presents R(%) values of of 50.8 for SVP and 51.0 for cc-pVTZ

basis sets, whereas 50.0 (SVP, TZVP and cc-pVTZ) at the B3LYP level (See Table 7.11). The increase

of the HF-type exchange in the functional expression, from 0% of BP86 to more than 50% of M06-2X,

confirmed again the extreme robustness of the EOS analysis, obtaining for M06-2X R(%) values of 51.0

(SVP), 51.1 (TZVP) and 51.3 (cc-pVTZ) despite the overestimation of the Ru(+2) configuration that the

HF-type exchange might induce.

Table 7.11: Metal OS and R(%) index of species IV obtained using different combinations of KS-DFT
functional and basis set. M = Fe and Ru, L = Carbene moiety.
Functional Basis set Ru OS L OS R(%) Fe OS L OS R(%)

BP86
SVP +2 0 50.8 +2 0 54.7

TZVP +2 0 50.8 +2 0 54.7
cc-pVTZ +2 0 51.1 +2 0 54.7

B3LYP
SVP +2 0 50.0 +2 0 57.6

TZVP +2 0 50.0 +2 0 59.4
cc-pVTZ +2 0 50.0 +2 0 59.3

M06-2X
SVP +2 0 51.0 +2 0 100.0

TZVP +2 0 51.1 +2 0 100.0
cc-pVTZ +2 0 51.3 +2 0 100.0

Finally, no changes on the OS are observed when comparing 1st and 2nd generation Ru-based Grubbs-

type carbenes. The R(%) values are slightly larger for the later, in exception of the metallacycle IV that the

Ru(+4) character is larger. This is reflected in the energies, being 4.8 kcal/mol kinetically less demanding

that the homologous from a 1st generation catalyst, and the closure and opening transition states 5.3 and

2.1 kcal/mol, respectively. Hence, the larger Ru(+4) character might explain, in agreement with Harvey et

al., the better performance of the 2nd generation Grubbs catalysts.235

To conclude this part, we showed that the metallic center in the metallacycle species IV presents character

in between TM(+2) and TM(+4). The +2 OS is preferred for the rest of the reaction pathway, even thought

low R(%) values were obtained. Our finding are in nice agreement with the trends proposed previously

by theoretical groups.236–238 Furthermore, the larger Ru(+4) character of the 2nd generation Grubbs-type

catalysts reasonably explains their better catalytic performance compared to 1st ones. Finally, we proved

the robustness of the EOS analysis by using a variety of KS-DFT of different nature, going from pure GGA

to meta-hybrid GGA with more than 50% exact (HF) exchange.

7.3.3 Unveiling the electronic structure of the Bi(+1)/Bi(+3) redox couple on

NCN and NNN pincer complexes

In the last decade, the synthesis and characterization of low-valent group 15 compounds, in particular the

ones stabilized by pincer ligands, have gained interest due to their direct access to fine-tuning their reactivity

by the coordination pattern. The use of pincer ligands with π-conjugated systems gives another channel to

tailor the reactivity via conjugation with an empty p-orbital. Then, an occupied Bi p-orbital can interact

with the π-system of the pincer ligand, forming a π-bonding orbital which can be located either at the Bi

center or at the ligand, leading thus into the OSs of +1 or +3, respectively.

In 2007, Soran et al. described the synthesis of a Bi(+3) dihalide containing a NCN-type pincer ligand I
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(see Figure 7.30a).239 The complex presented a T-shaped CBiCl2 core stabilized by two intramolecular dative

N→Bi bonds. Afterwards, Simon et al. characterized the first examples of monomeric bismuthinidene 1.240

Interestingly, the use of 2,6-bis(ketimine)phenyl ligand ensured steric protection of the central Bi orbitals.

Later on, Vránová et al. used similar ligands to access 2 and 3 via reduction of the corresponding chelated

bismuth chlorides.241,242 The authors proved and demonstrated that the reduction outcomes are influenced

by the strength of the N→Bi interaction, leading to the rational design of an unprecedented two-coordinated

bismuthinidene II.241 The presence of the bismuth lone pair has been proven by the ability to coordinate

various transition metal carbonyl moieties.240 More recently, Cornella’s group demonstrated the capacity

of Bi-based compounds to be engaged in catalytic redox transformations making use of both the +1 and

+3 OSs. Thus, system 2 resulted useful for the transfer hydrogenation of azoarenes and nitroarenes with

ammonia-borane as transfer agent.243 Mechanistic investigations suggested a Bi(+3) hydride as the key in-

termediate.

Figure 7.30: Bi-based complexes: I239, II241, 1 Ar = 2,6-Me2C6H3
240, 2, 3 Ar = 4-Me2NC6H4

241,242, 4244,
III, and IV246. Dip = 1,3-diisopropylphenyl, TMS = trimethylsilyl, tBu = tert-butyl (A). Possible resonance
structures of the Bi-NNN system (B).

The first example of a planar geometry for bismuth triamides 4 was described in 2019 by Kindervater

et al.244 Such compound was tagged as “redox-confused” as presents significant Bi(+1) character but also

exhibits reactivity similar to Bi(+3) electrophiles. The coordination of either pyridine N-oxide or W(CO)5

revealed either a vacant or a filled Bi 6pz MO. Noteworthy, the characterization of 4 as a Bi(+1) species

was based on previous NCN-coordinated compounds. Nonetheless, its preparation uses Bi(+3) precursor

without external reduction agents. This chemical behaviour points towards a rather ambiguous OS labelling,

similar to the tackled in Section 6.2 regarding the Ru(+2)/Ru(+4) debate. With this, our main objective was:
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1) To elucidate the electronic structure of a battery of Bi-based systems coordinated to different NCN and

NNN ligands, tackling the Bi(+1)/Bi(+3) redox couple.

To accomplish this goal, we make use of the EFOs, both the shape and its associated occupancy values,

and the EOS analysis. The use of EOS is justified considering that a redox couple involving closed-shell

species, such as the Bi(+1)/Bi(+3), in combination with the absence of unpaired electrons/spin density

makes the OS assignment particularly difficult with traditional approaches.104,105 To date, EOS method has

been successfully applied to a wide variety of systems, most of them involving TM complexes. However, EOS

is of general applicability. Herein, we also extend the EOS scope into main-group chemistry. The systems

considered in this work include monomeric bis(ketimine)phenyl (Bi-NCN) and triamide bismuthinidene (Bi-

NNN), given their rather challenging and ambiguous bonding picture (see below). Thus, the description by

different resonance structures (Figure 7.30b) may lead to either the +1 or +3 OS, which can be reduced to

the question: does the Bi center possess one or two lone pairs?

We depicted in Figure 7.31 the optimized geometries of the studied Bi-based compounds. Both geometries

and wavefunctions has been obtained at the B3LYP-D3(BJ)/def2-TZVPP level of theory (see details in

Section 3.3). The obtained equilibrium geometries are in excellent agreement with the experimental ones,

when available, or with the reported in previous computational studies.240,241

Figure 7.31: Optimized Bi-pincer complexes together with selected bond distances (Å) and bond angles
(˚). Experimental data (in parentheses) extracted from Refs. 240,241,244. Pyramidalization angle (∠p):
N-C-N-Bi and N-N-N-Bi dihedral angles. Hydrogen atoms omitted for clarity.

First, we validated the EOS applicability to main-group compounds, using a set of 19 chemically diverse

Bi-based systems. The resulting OS assignments are very clear in almost all cases (R(%) > 75), and in perfect

agreement with the expected OSs. The only significant exception is a dibismuthene species, for which the

rather low R(%) = 58 value emerges from the essentially unpolarised covalent nature of the Bi-Bi bond.

Specific details about both the systems and results obtained are found in Section 6.3 and its supplementary
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material.245 After validation, we assigned the OS of both Bi and the NCN/NNN ligand of systems 1-6, being

the predicted OSs, the relevant EFO occupancies and R(%) values gathered in Table 7.12.

Table 7.12: Bi’s and pincer ligand’s (NCN or NNN) EFO occupancies and assigned OSs from systems 1-6.
System 6s Bi 6pz π L Bi OS L OS R(%)

1 0.93 0.59 0.41 +1 -1 68.6
2 0.93 0.59 0.41 +1 -1 68.1
3 0.93 0.60 0.40 +1 -1 69.6
4 0.91 0.43 0.57 +3 -3 65.0
5 0.92 0.39 0.61 +3 -3 71.5
6 0.91 0.48 0.52 +3 -3 58.4

Starting by the relatively simple Bi-NCN system 2, EOS assigns to Bi and NCN the +1 and -1 OSs,

respectively, with R(%) = 68.1. These values suggest a rather clear OS assignment, and the expected one,

at the current level of theory. We depicted in Figure 7.32 the most relevant EFOs together with their

occupancies. Since the EFOs maintain the σ-π separation, the respective electron distributions can be easily

visualized, separately. The ligand exhibits three σ EFOs towards Bi with gross occupancies of 0.97, 0.86

and 0.70. The corresponding orbitals on Bi are formally unoccupied with occupancies of 0.03 (not shown),

0.14 and 0.30. Thus, by analyzing the EFOs the ligand is considered to have three σ lone pairs, which are

coordinating to the Bi atom via dative bonds. The smaller the occupancy of the lone pair, the larger is the

σ-donation from the ligand to the Bi center. This is usually reflected with an increase of the occupancy of

the complementary Bi’s σ EFO. The fact that the EFO with smaller occupancy is mainly localized on the

C atom of the ring is in line with the better σ-donating ability of C- versus N-ligands. Regarding to the

π-bonding, the NCN ligand exhibits five π EFOs with occupancies above 0.99, which essentially describe

the five π occupied MOs of the free anionic ligand. An additional π EFO is present, which essentially

corresponds to the LUMO of the free anionic ligand (Figure 7.32a). It exhibits an occupancy value of 0.41,

smaller than that of the p-type EFO on Bi (0.59). As consequence, the EOS analysis considers the latter

as occupied, resulting in a Bi(+1) assignment. Its partial Bi(+3) character originates in the π-bonding,

due to the non-negligible occupancy of the ligand frontier π EFO. Replacing the tBu substituent of 2 by

phenyl derivatives in 1 and 3 has a negligible effect on the EFOs shape and their occupancies. Overall,

all these systems are consistently described as Bi(+1) and NCN(-1) species, which should not be surprising

considering the nature of the ligand. From the isolated ligand perspective, the more plausible formal charge

is the one that maintains the aromaticity of the 6-member ring, and that corresponds to the (-1) charge.

In the hypothetical case the ligand would gain an electron pair upon system formation, the fragment would

become formally -3. However, these extra electrons will be located at the π-system, breaking thus its Hückel

aromaticity. The same would happen if the ligand transfers an electron pair to the Bi atom. Such scenario

is rather unlikely considering that then the Bi would be formally -1.
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Figure 7.32: Selected relevant EFOs for systems 2 (a) and 4 (b), together with orbital symmetries, gross
occupancies and EOS analysis: occupied (occ) and unoccupied (unocc). Selected isocontour value of 0.1 a.u.
and hydrogen atoms omitted for clarity.

The triamide NNN ligand of compounds 4-6 presents an intriguing situation. Two anionic states for

the NNN ligand are plausible, the associated with the Lewis structures depicted in Figure 7.30b. In the

NNN(-3) case, and thus Bi(+3), each of the three N-coordinating atoms exhibits two lone pairs (with σ and

π symmetry). In addition, each of the phenyl rings formally contains six π-electrons as outlined in Figure

7.30b (A). Instead, the NNN(-1) case is best represented by two resonant Lewis structures, where only one of

the coordinating N atoms bears two lone pairs, and the remaining N atoms have one lone pair with a N→Bi

interaction (Figure 7.30b. The former N atoms are conjugated with the aromatic rings and as a consequence

their aromatic decreases. Nonetheless, there are up to 16 π-electrons that can delocalize among the phenyl

rings, making the NNN(-1) state plausible. EOS analysis characterizes 4 as a Bi(+3) and a formal NNN(-3)

ligand with R(%) = 65.0, in contrast with the reported OS assignment.244 We depicted the corresponding

frontier EFOs in Figure 7.32b. Visual inspection of the EFOs illustrates that their shape is very similar

to those obtained for the NCN-coordinated system 2. The σ interaction is split, with occupancies of the

ligand-centered EFOs being much higher (0.79, 0.81, 0.96) than those of the 6p-type hybrids on Bi (0.21,

0.19 and 0.04). The higher electronegativity of N (with respect to C) makes the ligand weaker σ-donor,

so the 6pz occupancy of Bi is 0.21 rather than 0.30 as in 2. The π-system shows EFOs analogous to the

Bi-NCN system, but here the occupancy of the 6pz EFO on Bi (0.43) is smaller than that of the frontier

π EFO on the ligand (0.57). Thus, the ligand formally keeps the electron pair. There are eight additional

occupied π EFOs in the ligand, leading to the NNN(-3) and Bi(+3) OS assignment.

Marczenko et al. have explored the substituent effect on the NNN ligand.246 Here, we consider two
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extreme systems (5 and 6), where the -CF3 and -OCH3 substituents, respectively, induce opposite effects

on the Lewis acid character of the Bi center. A higher Lewis acid character of Bi should be accompanied by

a decrease of its 6pz occupancy and hence a more marked Bi(+3) character. We performed EOS analysis

on both systems and the occupancies of the 6pz EFO on Bi decreases from 0.43 for 4 to 0.39 for 5, and

increases up to 0.48 for 6 (see Table 7.12). We observe the opposite trend for the occupancy of the ligand

frontier π EFO. Note that the OS assignment within EOS relies mainly on the dissection of the π orbital

occupancy (Figure 7.12, first column). In most of the cases, the relative occupancy of the π frontier EFOs

on Bi and pincer ligand is quite similar. The extreme case is system 6, where the occupancies are 0.48 for

Bi and 0.52 for NNN, which is translated in a R(%) value close to 50 (54.8). Despite these small differences,

EOS assigns the electron pairs to the ligand, leading thus into a formal Bi(+3). Note however, that for the

OS assignment of Bi(+1), the occupancy dissection is not completely different from the one observed in 1,

where the 6pz EFO from Bi has occupancy of 0.59.

The closed-call OS situation in these systems prompted us to further test the robustness of the assign-

ments. We have studied both basis set and DFT functional dependence of the EOS results for prototypical

systems 2 and 4, being the results gathered in Table 7.13. The same OS assignments are obtained in all

cases, with very small differences in the frontier EFO occupancies among the different KS-DFT functionals

tested.

Table 7.13: Selected EFOs gross occupancies and EOS results for systems 2 and 4 evaluated with different
KS-DFT functionals and basis sets. All wavefunction calculations have been performed on top of the B3LYP-
D3(BJ)/def2-TZVPP optimized geometries.

System 2 System 4

Funct/Basis set 6pz Bi π NCN Bi OS R(%) 6pz Bi π NNN Bi OS R(%)

BP86/def2-SVP 0.57 0.43 +1 64.4 0.44 0.56 +3 62.3
BP86/def2-TZVP 0.57 0.43 +1 63.9 0.44 0.57 +3 63.1

BP86/def2-TZVPP 0.57 0.43 +1 63.8 0.43 0.57 +3 63.2

B3LYP/def2-SVP 0.60 0.41 +1 68.9 0.43 0.57 +3 64.1
B3LYP/def2-TZVP 0.59 0.41 +1 68.2 0.43 0.58 +3 64.9

B3LYP/def2-TZVPP 0.59 0.41 +1 68.1 0.43 0.58 +3 65.0

PBE0/def2-SVP 0.59 0.41 +1 68.8 0.42 0.58 +3 66.4
PBE0/def2-TZVP 0.59 0.41 +1 68.4 0.42 0.59 +3 66.9

PBE0/def2-TZVPP 0.59 0.41 +1 68.4 0.42 0.59 +3 67.0

M06-2X/def2-SVP 0.67 0.37 +1 75.8 0.39 0.61 +3 71.1
M06-2X/def2-TZVP 0.62 0.38 +1 74.6 0.37 0.63 +3 75.2

M06-2X/def2-TZVPP 0.62 0.38 +1 74.5 0.37 0.63 +3 75.4

ωB97x-D/def2-SVP 0.62 0.39 +1 72.9 0.40 0.60 +3 69.9
ωB97x-D/def2-TZVP 0.61 0.39 +1 72.7 0.40 0.60 +3 70.3
ωB97x-D/def2-TZVPP 0.61 0.39 +1 72.6 0.40 0.60 +3 70.4

Moreover, we compared the chemical bonding picture from EOS against the one provided by the NBO

method applied in former studies.241,244 The contributions of the most relevant NBOs involving Bi are

summarized in Table 7.14.
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Table 7.14: NBO results for systems 1-6, including: NBO occupancies and orbital contributions. Population
of the Bi 6pz from the orbital contributions of the bonding and antibonding π C/N-Bi NBOs. a Enforced
Lewis structure with lower non-Lewis density % value.

6pz Bi σC/N−Bi σ∗
C/N−Bi πC/N−Bi π∗

C/N−Bi
1 1.43 1.95, Bi-C(30/70%) 0.05, Bi-C(70/30%) 1.83, Bi-C(67/33%) 0.62, Bi-C(33/67%)
2 1.40 1.95, Bi-C(30/70%) 0.05, Bi-C(70/30%) 1.82, Bi-C(65/35%) 0.62, Bi-C(35/65%)
3 1.40 1.95, Bi-C(31/69%) 0.05, Bi-C(69/31%) 1.82, Bi-C(65/35%) 0.61, Bi-C(35/65%)
4a 1.00 1.95, Bi-N(16/84%) 0.13, Bi-N(84/16%) 1.78, Bi-N(27/73%) 0.71, Bi-N(73/27%)
5a 0.89 1.95, Bi-N(16/84%) 0.11, Bi-N(84/16%) 1.78, Bi-N(24/76%) 0.62, Bi-N(76/24%)
6a 1.12 1.95, Bi-N(16/84%) 0.16, Bi-N(84/16%) 1.80, Bi-N(32/68%) 0.80, Bi-N(68/32%)

NBO analysis leads in all cases to a 6s-type Bi lone pair with occupancy very close to 2 (electrons), as

described by Vránová et al.241 In systems 1-3, the σBi−NCN is represented by one lone pair on each N atom

and a two-electron Bi-C bond polarized towards the ligand C atom. In addition, we obtain a bonding Bi-C

π-bond polarized towards Bi with an occupancy of approximately 1.8, and the corresponding antibonding

NBO with the reversed bond polarization and an occupancy of ca. 0.60. This clear Bi(+1) picture is in

perfect agreement with the EOS results. It is worth to point out that our results for 3 differ from the

reported ones for the same system,241 where instead of a Bi-C π bond they obtain a fully-localized 6pz

orbital on Bi with an occupancy of 1.35. The later results are recovered by enforcing the NBO analysis to

include of a Bi 6pz lone-pair into the Lewis structure, with a non-Lewis density value (2.35%) somewhat

larger than that of the default calculation (2.19%). Both pictures reconcile by quantifying the population of

the Bi 6pz NAO from the bonding and antibonding Bi-C π bonds (Table 7.14). Nonetheless, in our opinion,

the two-electron bonding/antibonding NBO description permits a much closer connection with IUPAC’s

winner-takes-all principle (in line with LOBA).120 The 6pz lone pair picture also emerged by default for 4

with a low occupancy of 1.0, in perfect agreement with the results reported by Kindervater et al.244 However,

the default NBO analysis of 5 and 6 lead instead to a pair of bonding and antibonding Bi-N π bonds clearly

polarized towards N from the NNN ligand, and to some minor differences in the σ-bonding involving Bi (lone

pair vs strongly polarized bond).

According to Marczenko et al.246 and EOS analysis, one would expect the Bi(+3) character of 4 to lie

somewhat in between species 5 and 6. This is precisely what can be inferred from the population of the

calculated Bi 6pz orbital on Table 7.14. We opted for an enforced NBO analysis for 4-6 leading to a picture

analogous to that obtained for 1-3, that is, including a pair of bonding and antibonding π Bi-N bonds and

the two lone pairs on the N atoms. To our surprise, the non-Lewis density values were smaller than those

obtained by the default calculations in all cases. So, it appears that different formal pictures (not necessarily

associated with the lowest non-Lewis density value) can be obtained with NBO analysis by default, which

hinders the comparison of the bonding situation among Bi-NCN and Bi-NNN systems. Considering the same

NBO solution for all systems (which is also the one with lower non-Lewis density values) clearly confirms that

the π Bi-C bond polarity in 1-3 (towards Bi) is completely reversed in the case of 4-6 (towards N). These

results are in full agreement with EOS. A clear advantage of EOS is that it readily permits a straight compari-

son of the electronic structure of all systems on equal footing, independently of the dominant Lewis structure.

To further corroborate the relationship between the EFOs occupancies and the Lewis base properties,

we computed the first and the second proton affinities (PA) for compounds 1-6 and compiled the results

in Tables 7.15 and 7.16. Previous studies showed that PA1 and PA2 are sensitive probe for the presence of

chemically available lone pairs of a molecule.247–251 Thus, in theory such values provide information about
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the location and the ability of the lone pairs to coordinate Lewis acids. The PA1 of all systems, in exception

of 5, are higher than 220 kcal/mol, suggesting a highly basic nature. Note that the calculated PAs follow

the trend of the Bi 6pz EFOs occupancy. The highest PA1 is for 3 (249.6 kcal/mol) with a 6pz occupancy

of 0.60. At the other extreme, system 5 presents PA1 = 188 kcal/mol, and an occupancy of 0.39.

We applied EOS to systems 1-6-(H+), showing a clear Bi(+3), NCN/NNN(-1) and H(-1) assignment.

Such situation results from the different electronegativities of Bi and H, which implies a formal oxidation of

the Bi center to Bi(+3) while the H atom is pictured as a hydride. Bi(+3)-hydride 2-(H+) was postulated

as intermediate in the catalytic dehydrogenation of ammonia-borane with 2. This species was detected

by high-resolution mass spectrometry, but all attempts for its isolation were unsuccessful.243 Noteworthy,

regardless the formal nature of the Bi center (+1 in 1-3 and +3 in 4-6), we observe in all cases a full decay

of the π EFO occupancy (< 0.05) of the ligand upon hydride formation. In 1-3, Bi is electronically rich

enough and readily provides the electron pair to form the hydride, thereby formally oxidizing to +3. In

4-6 it is mainly the NNN ligand who provides the electrons to form the hydride. Table 7.16 contains the

computed PA2 values, which are particularly important for testing the coordinating ability of the second

lone pair and hence the Bi(+1) character. The values are relatively high (ca. 100 kcal/mol) and comparable

to those reported for divalent ylidone E(0) compounds. The correlation with the Bi 6pz occupancy of the

deprotonated species is not as good as for PA1. In fact, the second PA should probe the second available lone

pair on Bi, which corresponds to a 6s-type EFO exhibiting a large and constant occupancy of ca. 0.90 for

all species. This explains why the second PA is rather constant among the systems studied, no matter their

formal OS is Bi(+1) or Bi(+3). System 5, once again, is the only exception, for which both PAs are smaller

than for the rest of systems. This finding are in line with its weakest Lewis basic character. Our calculations

suggest that both Bi(+1) and Bi(+3) are able to coordinate two strongly polarizing Lewis acids. The second

protonation is likely to be experimentally unachievable, considering that already the single Bi(+3)-hydride

has not been isolated, yet. EOS clearly indicates only partial hydride character of the H moieties, as Bi

remains with formal OS of +3 in all cases.

Table 7.15: First PA and bond dissociation energies including zero-point energy corrections (D0) of systems
1-6 with one W(CO)5 and HNMe2 ligands. Bi’s and Ligand (NCN or NNN) frontier EFOs occupancies and
assigned OSs. PA1 = ∆H(1-6) + ∆H(H+)−∆H(1-6-(H+)). Proton enthalpy +1.5 kcal/mol. All energies
are in kcal/mol.

System PA/D0 6s Bi 6pz Bi π L Bi OS L OS R(%)

1-(H+) 244.2 0.92 0.34 < 0.05 +3 -1 75.8
1-(W(CO)5) 48.1 0.92 0.53 0.20 +1 -1 71.0

2-(H+) 243.3 0.92 0.35 < 0.05 +3 -1 75.4
2-(W(CO)5) 52.0 0.92 0.54 0.19 +1 -1 73.4

3-(H+) 249.6 0.92 0.36 < 0.05 +3 -1 75.5
3-(W(CO)5) 53.4 0.92 0.55 0.18 +1 -1 74.1

4-(H+) 220.4 0.90 0.34 < 0.05 +3 -1 75.9
4-(W(CO)5) 38.7 0.90 0.48 0.31 +1 -1 65.6
4-(HNMe2) 12.1 0.90 0.28 0.74 +3 -3 97.4
5-(H+) 188.0 0.91 0.36 < 0.05 +3 -1 73.7

5-(W(CO)5) 27.8 0.91 0.46 0.38 +1 -1 56.1
5-(HNMe2) 20.4 0.91 0.23 0.85 +3 -3 100
6-(H+) 229.1 0.90 0.35 < 0.05 +3 -1 76.4

6-(W(CO)5) 41.9 0.90 0.51 0.25 +1 -1 73.0
6-(HNMe2) 8.0 0.90 0.36 0.63 +3 -3 77.3
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Table 7.16: Second PA and bond dissociation energies including zero-point energy corrections (D0) of systems
1-6 with two W(CO)5 and HNMe2 ligands. Bi’s and Ligand (NCN or NNN) frontier EFOs occupancies and
assigned OSs. PA2 = ∆H(1-6-(H+)) + ∆H(H+) −∆H(1-6-(H+)2). Proton enthalpy +1.5 kcal/mol. All
energies are in kcal/mol. a Three pseudodegenerated EFOs (in occupancy), one from the NCN pincer ligand
and two from H atoms (one each).

System PA/D0 6s Bi 6pz Bi π L Bi OS L OS R(%)

1-(H+)2 103.1 0.69 0.33 < 0.05 +3 -1 50.0a

1-(W(CO)5)2 33.2 0.87 0.55 0.13 +1 -1 78.3
2-(H+)2 94.4 0.69 0.33 < 0.05 +3 -1 50.0

2-(W(CO)5)2 37.1 0.88 0.53 0.10 +1 -1 77.7
3-(H+)2 114.5 0.70 0.34 < 0.05 +3 +1 53.6

3-(W(CO)5)2 44.1 0.87 0.52 0.10 +1 -1 76.5
4-(H+)2 98.4 0.68 0.33 < 0.05 +3 -1 71.6

4-(W(CO)5)2 34.5 0.88 0.51 0.18 +1 -1 80.2
4-(HNMe2)2 16.4 0.88 0.18 0.87 +3 -3 100
5-(H+)2 62.5 0.69 0.34 < 0.05 +3 -1 67.6

5-(W(CO)5)2 30.7 0.88 0.51 0.20 +1 -1 77.0
5-(HNMe2)2 21.2 0.88 0.18 0.91 +3 -3 100
6-(H+)2 100.5 0.69 0.33 < 0.05 +3 -1 72.8

6-(W(CO)5)2 39.7 0.86 0.52 0.13 +1 -1 76.7
6-(HNMe2)2 11.3 0.88 0.21 0.83 +3 -3 100

We also considered the adducts with the electron-deficient W(CO)5 species (1-6-(W(CO)5), as its syn-

thesis is typically used as an experimental signature of Bi(+1) character, where the available 6pz electrons

of Bi are used to form a dative Bi→W bond. Hence, upon reaction with the W(CO)5 Lewis acid, the Bi

center should formally remain Bi(+1). Indeed, EOS results are in full agreement with these considerations.

For instance, for 2-(W(CO)5) EOS gives a clear Bi(+1), NCN(-1) and neutral W(CO)5 assignment, with

R(%) = 73.4. The OS assignation is driven by newly formed bond, as the σ Bi-NCN interaction remains

essentially unchanged. However, when bonded to the W(CO)5 unit, the occupancy of the Bi 6pz EFO

slightly decreases from 0.59 (2) to 0.54 (2-W(CO)5). Furthermore, the ligand frontier π EFO occupancy

drops from 0.41 (2) to 0.19 (2-W(CO)5). These electrons are used to populate the otherwise empty σ EFO

on the W(CO)5 moiety (0.29). Still, the large occupancy of the Bi 6pz EFO indicates its predominant Bi(+1)

character. The π-density of the NCN ligand is significantly altered, but still the ligand acts formally as spec-

tator in both species. The aforementioned OS assignment of species 4-6 implies that the Bi 6pz lone pair is

formally absent, so they could potentially exhibit different reactivity towards a Lewis acid and protonation

than 1-3. However, adduct 4-W(CO)5 was observed and characterized by MS and NMR spectroscopy, which

could be in an apparent contradiction to the Bi(+3) assignment.252 Interestingly, the dissociation energies of

the adducts 1-6 exhibit again excellent correlation with the Bi 6pz occupancies of the precursor, no matter

the formal OS of the Bi center. Thus, the smaller the occupancy, the smaller the D0 value. Such behaviour

is in line with a more pronounced Bi(+3) character.

Finally, we have also considered the coordination of systems 4-6 with one and two dimethylamine

(HNMe2) moieties. We obtained low D0 values, suggesting a labile Lewis pair. The HNMe2 release has

been already observed (experimentally) by Kindervater et al. for the preparation of 4 from 4-(HNMe2)2.244

The authors argued that the deamination leads to a reduction of the original Bi(+3) to a Bi(+1) center, by

a concomitant oxidation of the pincer ligand that would provide the electron pair. However, according to

our calculations no change on Bi’s OS is observed. EOS analysis of the mono and diaminated species points

to an undisputed Bi(+3) and NNN(-3) assignment, especially for the diaminated ones. The NNN π EFO

occupancy increases going from 4 (0.57) to 4-(HNMe2) (0.74) and to 4-(HNMe2)2 (0.87), indicating that it
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is the π system of the ligand that collects the excess electrons coming from the σ-donating amines. This

substantial occupancy change is concomitant with the structural deformation of the NNN ligand, pointing

towards a certain dearomatization of the phenyl rings upon deamination, as noted by Kindervater et al.244

Comparing the results for species 4-6, we observe that the D0 values decrease with the occupancy of the Bi

6pz EFO, supporting the relationship between the EFO occupancies with the Lewis acid/base character.

To conclude this part, we shown that the EFOs and EOS analysis affords a scrutiny of the electronic

structure of the Bi-based (main-group) complexes from ground-state properties, and without recurring to

reference states. According to EOS, the Bi-NCN and Bi-NNN pincer complexes results in a different OS

for the bismuth atom, being Bi(+1) and Bi(+3), respectively. However, regardless of the formal OS, all

complexes are able to react with a series of Lewis bases and acids. The ambiphilic behaviour of these com-

plexes is a direct consequence of the strong π-conjugation between the Bi and the pincer ligand. Finally, we

quantitatively illustrated that this reactivity can be assessed by the occupancy of the Bi 6pz EFO.

7.3.4 Characterizing the chemical bonding picture of main group compouds:

the low-valent EL2 (E = Mg, Be; L = NHC, cAAC) case

In the last two decades, the scope of the concept of OSs in main group chemistry has remarkably ex-

panded.253–255 Among them, stable singlet carbenes featuring non-oxidative electron-pair donation such as

NHCs,256 and cyclic(alkyl)(amino) carbenes (cAACs)257,258 have been crucial to access low OSs. Regarding

to the chemical bonding, the donor-acceptor interaction between the carbene and the central element, tra-

ditionally a TM, has been invoked.259 Hence, the formal electron deficiency of the central atom is alleviated

by σ-donation from the ligand, which is counterbalanced by a weaker π-backdonation.259,260 Meanwhile the

low-valent p-block compounds has substantially benefit from this bonding concept, little attention has been

paid to this chemistry for s-block elements.253

The Group 2 chemistry is dominated by the +2 OS due to the hability of these elements to give the

valence electrons. However, various experimental groups achieved the synthesis and characterization of

lower in OS Mg- and Be-based compounds.261–266 Among them, the dicoordinated neutral Be(cAAC)2

reported by Braunschweig and co-workers, henceforth Be-cAACDip, captivated our attention.263 The Be-

cAAC interaction was rationalized as donor–acceptor, acting the cAAC ligands as σ-donor to the empty

Be(0) s-type orbital, which then has the p-type electrons available to strongly π-backdonate to the ligands.

We depicted this interaction, cAAC→Be←cAAC, in Figure 7.33A.
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Figure 7.33: Schematic view of the orbital interactions in E(0)L2 (L = NHC and cAAC): (A) donor-acceptor
interaction in closed-shell singlet spin-state and (B) electron-sharing interaction in open-shell singlet spin-
state (diradical). Notation “+,+” and “+,-”” stands for the in-phase and out-of-phase combination of lone
pair orbitals.

The strongly pursued synthesis and characterization of a Mg(0)-based system has been recently achieved

by Harder and co-workers, using an extraordinarily bulky ligand (BDI∗ = HC{C(tBu)N[2,6-(3-pentyl)-

phenyl]}2) to stabilize the Mg(+2) precursor.264 In this case, the bonding situation differs from the previous

systems, as the stability is driven by two Mg–Mg electron-sharing bonds rather than a donor-acceptor in-

teraction.267 For this species, the OS assignment is connected to MO theory picture.268 The donor-acceptor

interaction in a closed-shell singlet electronic configuration assumes an electronic structure preorganization

of E(0) from the ground state 1S (ns2np0) into the doubly excited singlet state 1D (ns0np2) to interact

with the σ-donor/π-acceptor ligands (Scheme 7.33A). Applying the IUPAC IA to the σ and π bonds could

indeed lead to the 0 OS. Note, however, that the Be and Mg atoms are much less electronegative than the

C itself, with electronegativity values of 1.57, 1.31 and 2.55 (according to Allen’s electronegativity scale),

respectively.106 An alternative (and plausible) scenario is that upon bonding of the ligands, the metal center

oxidizes, and its electron pair ends up at the ligands. Thus, a diradical(oid) species is formed, with chemical

bonding picture represented in Figure 7.33B. Considering the three-center two-electron (3c-2e) nature of the

system, the interaction between the unpaired electrons can be significant, and a rather low singlet-triplet gap

would hint the diradical character of such compounds. However, distinguishing between the two chemical

bonding pictures using single-reference methods is not straightforward, if not impossible, as the incomplete

description of the spin-polarization can mislead the wavefunction analysis. With this, the main objective of

this work was:

1) To elucidate the electronic structure and chemical bonding nature (donor-acceptor against diradical(oid))

of a variety of EL2 systems, where E corresponds to Mg or Be and L to different NHC and cAAC ligands,

including the low-valent E(0) systems recently accomplished experimentally.

To accomplish this goal, we included in the study NHC and cAAC ligands where the flanking groups have

different stereoelectronic properties, i.e. methyl (Me) and 2,6-diisopropyl-phenyl (Dip). Then, we performed

chemical bonding analysis at both the KS-DFT and multireference (CASSCF) levels of theory, including the

use of the LSA, EOS and the analysis of the resulting NOs, together with their occupancy values, among

others.

We performed geometry optimizations of all systems considering the closed-shell singlet (CSS), open-

shell singlet (OSS) and triplet (T) spin states with a variety of KS-DFT functionals of different nature. The

electronic ground states and the obtained adiabatic (spin-contamination corrected) singlet-triplet gap are
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collected in Table 7.17. For the cAAC-substituted systems, we found open-shell singlet (broken-symmetry)

solutions lower in energy than the closed-shell. In fact, the closed-shell B3LYP wavefunction for Be-cAACDip

is not stable. All tested KS-DFT functionals provided small singlet-triplet gaps (lower than 10 kcal/mol)

independently of their nature (Table 7.17), hinting that the systems might present large multiconfigurational

character.

Table 7.17: Ground state multiplicity and adiabatic (spin-corrected) singlet-triplet (S-T) gap obtained using
a variety of (different in nature) KS-DFT functionals. CSS = closed-shell singlet, OSS = open-shell singlet,
T = Triplet. a Vertical singlet-triplet gap.

Ground State Multiplicity ∆ES−T Gap (kcal/mol)

System B3LYP PBE0 M06-2X ωB97x-D B3LYP PBE0 M06-2X ωB97x-D

Mg-NHCMe CSS CSS CSS CSS 10.9 7.8 7.5 12.1
Mg-NHCDip CSS CSS CSS CSS 13.3 11.1 0.9 14.2
Mg-cAACMe OSS OSS T OSS 3.3 3.2 -0.9 2.5
Mg-cAACDip OSS OSS T OSS 2.4 2.2 -0.7 1.5
Be-NHCMe CSS CSS T CSS 4.6 2.0 -3.4 2.1
Be-NHCDip CSS OSS T OSS 7.9 5.6 -5.5 9.0
Be-cAACMe OSS OSS OSS OSS 6.4 5.4 1.3 6.6
Be-cAACDip OSS OSS OSS OSS 8.5 8.1 4.0 6.9
Be-NacNacMe CSS CSS CSS CSS 30.2a 29.5a 33.8a 30.5a

Be-BDI∗ CSS CSS CSS CSS 35.7a 32.5a 29.3a 34.7a

Mg-NacNacMe CSS CSS CSS CSS 38.3a 34.7a 37.6a 36.6a

Mg-BDI∗ CSS CSS CSS CSS 39.2a 36.2a 47.8a 41.0a

Figure 7.34: Optimized ground-state geometries (B3LYP/def2-SVP), dissociation energies (D0) considering
the EL2 → E(0) + 2×L(0) dissociation, and adiabatic singlet-triplet gap (∆ES−T ) (B3LYP/def2-TZVPPa,
CASSCF/cc-pVDZb). ∗Vertical ∆ES−T values. Energies reported in kcal/mol. Hydrogen atoms omitted for
clarity.

In Figure 7.34 we displayed the ground-state geometries of the studied compounds, together with their

dissociation energies (D0), and adiabatic singlet-triplet gaps (∆ES−T ), and in Table 7.18 we collected the

main geometrical and electronic parameters. The calculated Be-C bond lengths slightly vary with the na-

ture of the ligand (from 1.634 to 1.648Å), in good agreement with previous studies.263,264,269 These bond
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lenghts fall in the expected values for prototypical single and double bonds (1.77 and 1.57Å, respectively).270

Furthermore, in all cases the bond angles are almost collinear (167.4-179.9˚), favoured by a strong delo-

calization on the C-Be-C π-system. On the other hand, the Mg-C distance are shorter than those reported

by Couchman et al. for Mg2(NHC)2 and Mg2(NHC)4 systems.271 However, note that the computed values

are, in fact, longer than expected for a single bond Mg-C (2.14Å). Only for the Mg-cAACDip compound the

coordination distance is within the single and double bond range (1.99Å).270 An appreciable coordination

change is observed by the series of Mg-based compounds. Mg-cAACDip exhibits an almost collinear angle

(∠C−Mg−C = 178.9˚), while the others possess a rather acute one (from 90.1 to 119.3˚). Similarly, the

tilted coordination mode of MgL2 (L = NHCMe, NHCDip and cAACMe) can be rationalized with a different

bonding situation. Here, the two electrons of Mg are not promoted from the s to the p orbital; instead the

ligand donation into the Mg p-orbital, with a back-donation from the occupied s-orbitals into the carbene

empty orbitals. The D0 values indicate that the Mg-NHCMe complex (18.2 kcal/mol) is much less stable

than the Be-NHCMe analogue (66.4 kcal/mol). The Be-cAACDip is the most stable of the series (107.4

kcal/mol) and is about 60 kcal/mol more strongly bonded than Mg-cAACDip (42.7 kcal/mol). The ionic

dissociations (EL2 → E(+2) + 2×L(-1)) are much less favoured than the neutral ones in all cases. This is in

agreement with a donor-acceptor picture of Figure 7.33A. Note that this holds true even for Mg-cAACDip,

in which the OSS solution lies 11.4 kcal/mol below to the CSS one. Let us remark that the dissociation

pattern of a system does not provide any information about its chemical bonding at the complex geometry,

but may be informative of the stability of the compounds.

Table 7.18: Geometrical parameters (E = Mg or Be), fragment and inter-fragment local spin (< S2 >f and
< S2 >f1−f2), EOS results and R(%) index of the studied compounds in its ground state (GS) multiplicity.
Local spin and EOS obtained at the CASSCF/cc-pVDZ//B3LYP-D3(BJ)/def2-SVP level using the TFVC
atomic definition. a Evaluated at the B3LYP-D3(BJ)/def2-SVP level.
E-L2 system GS dE−L ∠L−E−L < S2 >E < S2 >L < S2 >L1−L2 E OS R(%)

Be-H CSS 1.331 180.0 0.04 0.02 0.00 +2 100
Be-NHCMe CSS 1.639 179.9 0.06 0.14 -0.11 +2 74.0
Be-NHCDip CSS 1.648 167.4 0.08 0.22 -0.18 +2 73.8
Be-cAACMe OSS 1.634 176.4 0.07 0.30 -0.26 +2 77.8
Be-cAACDip OSS 1.644 177.8 0.08 0.39 -0.35 +2 78.9

Be-NacNacMe CSS 2.541 180.0 0.07 0.06 -0.02 -2 86.7
Be-BDI∗,a CSS 2.489 177.9 - - - -2 73.0

Mg-H CSS 1.699 180.0 0.05 0.03 -0.01 +2 100
Mg-NHCMe CSS 2.300 90.1 0.10 0.07 -0.02 0 100
Mg-NHCDip CSS 2.347 119.3 0.09 0.07 -0.02 0 82.7
Mg-cAACMe OSS 2.174 107.8 0.12 0.10 -0.04 0 80.0
Mg-cAACDip OSS 2.040 178.9 0.08 0.68 -0.64 +2 82.4

Mg-NacNacMe CSS 2.917 180.0 0.12 0.10 -0.02 0 59.0
Mg-BDI∗,a CSS 2.800 175.4 - - - 0 59.9

To gain insight into the bonding situation, we first conducted EDA calculations coupled to the NOCV

method on the broken symmetry solutions. The EDA method requires the use of reference states, and the ones

which better represent the electronic structure of the resulting system is assumed to be the one that minimizes

the orbital interaction energy component. We computed the EDAs for the Be-cAACDip and Mg-cAACDip

systems considering two different fragmentation patters: donor-acceptor (Figure 7.33A) and diradical(oid)

(Figure 7.33B). We summarized the results obtained in Table 7.19. The principal bonding picture that

emerges from EDA features an E(0) with two neutral cAAC ligands. The orbital energy terms are -231.4 and

-193.0 kcal/mol, for Be-cAACDip and Mg-cAACDip, respectively. Comparing with the E(+2) fragmentation,

the orbital relaxation leads to a higher orbital interactions with values of -443.8 and -289.8 kcal/mol for Be-
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cAACDip and Mg-cAACDip, respectively. The resulting energy-based OS assignment is in contrast with the

derived from the EOS analysis (vide infra), and also from the previously suggested for similar model systems

by Ponec and coworkers.272 Both pictures can be reconciled by focusing on the electron flow associated with

the orbital interactions rather than on the energy costs. Indeed, the EDA-NOCV approach provides this

information as the eigenvalues of the deformation densities. In the π interaction channel, using the Be0

in the 1D reference state (Figure 7.35 (top)), 0.75α and 0.74β electrons are transferred from the starting

electron pair of Be’s p-orbital to the cAAC ligands, with a π-type symmetry fragment orbital. On the

contrary, using a Be2+ reference (Figure 7.35 (bottom)), the electron flow from the ligands to the empty

Be’s p-orbital is merely 0.20σ and 0.22β electrons. Notice that the final result is similar in both cases: one

ends with 0.49 and the other with 0.42 electrons on the Be p-orbital. However, the latter fragmentation leads

an overall smaller electron flow. Thus, one may argue that the reference state for which a smaller electron

flow among fragments is found, is the most appropriate reference state, at least to assign OSs. However, this

is in contrast with the accepted criterion of choosing the reference states according to the minimum orbital

interaction.254,273 Hence the dichotomy: should we use energy or density criterion? One should recall that

in the (revised) definition of OS from the IUPAC there is no mention of energetics, but it is essentially an

electron count problem with the “winner-takes-it-all” principle.105

Table 7.19: EDA-NOCV of E-cAACDip (E = Be and Mg) at the B3LYP-D3(BJ)/TZ2P level of theory. The
lowest ∆Eorb−corr is high-lighted in bold. Reported energy values in kcal/mol. a The value in parenthesis
gives the percentage contribution to the total attractive interactions ∆Eelstat + ∆Eorb + ∆Edisp.

a The
values in parenthesis gives the percentage contribution to the total orbital interaction ∆Eorb−corr.

Be-cAACDip Mg-cAACDip

E-L2 system
Be0(1D, 2s02p2); Be+2(1S, 2s02p0); Mg0 (1D, 3s03p2); Mg+2 (1S, 3s03p0);
(cAAC)2 (CSS) (cAAC)2−2 (OSS) (cAAC)2 (CSS) (cAAC)2−2 (OSS)

∆Eint -287.1 -847.9 -222.6 -647.2
∆EPauli 157.4 105.8 197.1 98.4
∆Eadisp -10.5 (2.4%) -10.5 (1.1%) -16.1 (3.8%) -16.1 (2.1%)
∆Eaelstat -202.6 (45.6%) -499.4 (52.4%) -210.7 (50.2%) -466.8 (60.4%)
∆Eorb -231.4 -401.4 -193.0 -241.6
∆Eorb−HF 0.0 -42.4 -0.1 -48.2
∆Eaorb−corr -231.4 (52.1%) -443.8 (46.5%) -193.0 (46.0%) -289.8 (37.5%)

∆Eborb−σ(+,+) -18.3 (7.9%) -45.7 (10.3%) -13.8 (9.8%) -41.9 (14.4%)

∆Eborb−σ(+,−) -51.9 (22.4%) -90.3 (20.3%) -18.6 (9.7%) -28.4 (9.8%)

∆Eborb−π -150.7 (65.1%) -211.6 (47.7%) -152.0 (78.7%) -119.5 (41.2%)

∆Ebrest -10.4 (4.5%) -53.9 (12.1%) -8.6 (4.4%) -51.8 (17.9%)
< S2 > 0.571 0.571 0.942 0.942

Then, why does a smaller electron flow associated with the Be p-orbital have a more significant energy

cost? The reason can be inferred again from the NOCV analysis. While the aforementioned electron flow

to Be’s p-orbital (empty) is just 0.20α and 0.22β electrons, the total electron displacement of this channel

is approximately 1.8 electrons. Therefore, over 75% of the electron flow is associated with the internal

reorganization of the fragment density, which certainly has an important energetic impact, but has no

influence on the OS. This conundrum adds up to another related issue of EDA that was recently exposed

by Salvador and coworkers: EDA cannot distinguish an electron-sharing interaction from a spin-polarized

(diradicaloid) one.94 This problem pops out whenever the closed-shell solution is not the ground-state (or

unstable), which is precisely the case of most systems considered here. For all these reasons, we do not

consider the combination of KS-DFT and the energy-based EDA criterion a reliable approach to elucidate

the Be and Mg OSs in these systems. Instead, we prefer to rely on tools specifically devoted to elucidate
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OSs from the analysis of the wavefunction itself, avoiding the use of reference states.

Figure 7.35: Deformation densities plot ∆ρ (isocontour value of 0.003) of the pairwise orbital interactions
between Be0(1D, 2s02p2) and cAACDip (top), and Be+2(1S, 2s02p0) and (cAACDip)2−

2 (bottom) within the
Be-cAACDip system. Energies ∆E in kcal/mol and eigenvalues ν in a.u. Charge outflow in red and charge
density accumulation in blue. Important interacting occupied and vacant orbitals of the fragments depicted
with an isocontour value of 0.05. Occupied orbitals shown in blue and yellow, virtuals in cyan and pale
yellow. Hydrogen atoms were omitted for clarity.

These systems are better described by a multireference (CASSCF) wavefunction. Visual inspection of

the the CASSCF NOs and analysis of their occupancies already hint about the bonding situation, see as

example Figure 7.36 (left). The complexes with an acute bond angle present a highest occupied natural

orbital (HONO) and a lowest unoccupied natural orbital (LUNO) localized at the E atom with marked

s-type, and p-type character, respectively. Instead, the frontier NOs of the linear complexes resemble the

allyl π-system. Thus, the HONO is described as a π-system with in-phase combination π-(+,+,+), while

the LUNO is the out-of-phase combination of the extremes π∗-(+,·,-) of the C-E-C p-type orbital lobes. The

NO corresponding to the π-(+,-,+) combination has negligible occupancy. In Figure 7.36 we depicted the

aforementioned NOs of systems Be-cAACDip (a) and Mg-cAACDip (b). Evaluating the occupancies of the

NOs, they reveal that the HONO has significantly less than two π-electrons, precisely 1.62 (Be-cAACDip)

and 1.21 (Mg-cAACDip). Note that the Mg has a weak contribution on the HONO as a consequence of lower

overlap, which also justifies the geometry change throughout the series. In addition, the LUNO presents

a significant occupancy, being 0.38 and 0.79 electrons for Be-cAACDip and Mg-cAACDip, respectively. In

the series of BeL2, the LUNO occupancy varies within the 0.13-0.38 range. These results confirm our above

hypothesis that the π-electrons are much more localized at the ligands than at the E center. As consequence,

the complexes can also exhibit a different degree of diradical character.
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Figure 7.36: Frontier NOs and occupancies of the Be-cAACDip (a) and Mg-cAACDip (b) systems in the
singlet spin-state, together with the frontier EFOs and their associated gross occupancies of Be-cAACDip

(c) and Mg-cAACDip (d). Selected isocontour value of 0.05 a.u. for the NOs and 0.1 a.u. for the EFOs.
Hydrogen atoms were omitted for clarity.

In this context, the cAAC-substituted compounds could be better interpreted as diradical(oid)s species.

One of the practical manners to quantify the diradical(oid) character is from the NO occupancies.274 How-

ever, if a system presents several NOs with significant occupancies, the usual underlying 2c-2e model is

insufficient to describe the diradical character. Thus, we instead make use of the LSA which quantifies the

presence of local spins on atoms/fragments and their couplings from correlated wavefunctions even in a sin-

glet state (see details in Section 1.3.1). We gathered the LSA results in Table 7.18. For the NHC-coordinated

systems, both the < S2 >NHC and < S2 >E values are below 0.15 in all cases, in exception of Be-NHCDip

(< S2 >NHC = 0.22). Interestingly, in the cAAC-based compounds the < S2 >cAAC values increase from

0.10 (Mg-cAACMe) to 0.68 (Mg-cAACDip), and from 0.30 (Be-cAACMe) to 0.39 (Be-cAACDip). In all cases,

the < S2 >E values are lower than 0.12, ruling out the presence of unpaired electrons at the central element.

Thus, the chemical bonding picture points towards two unpaired spins, each one located at the π-system

of the cAAC ligand, coupled antiferromagnetically. This coupling is supported by the < S2 >cAAC−cAAC

values obtained, being -0.64 (very close to the ideal -0.75, for a perfect diradical) for Mg-cAACDip. The

experimentally known Be-cAACDip compound presents < S2 >cAAC and < S2 >cAAC−cAAC values of 0.39

and -0.35, respectively, indicating a pronounced (and obviously non-negligible) diradical character. Note

that in the diradical(oid) scenario the formal OS of the central element E would be +2.

To confirm the chemical bonding picture, we elucidated the OSs of both the central element and each

one of the ligands. For this aim, we applied the EOS analysis to the ground-state CASSCF wavefunctions.

The resulting OSs, together with their associated R(%) values are gathered in Table 7.18. According to

EOS, the nearly collinear systems (C-E-C angle > 160˚) are better characterized as E(+2), and thus each

ligand formally -1. These findings are in line with the discussion above and also in agreement with the work

of Ponec and coworkers.272 We illustrated the situation from the EFO perspective in Figure 7.36 (right).

In particular, the last occupied EFOs from Be-cAACDip and Mg-cAACDip correspond to π orbitals sitting

on the cAAC ligands and with occupancy values of 0.435 and 0.467, respectively. As the frontier EFOs are

pseudodegenerated in occupancy and from different fragments, the EOS analysis advocates for a homolytic
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splitting of the last electron pair assigning one electron to each EFO. In this case, such electron assignment

leads to the formal diradical(oid) picture (Figure 7.33B). In any case, the E(+2) assignment is unambiguous

as the occupancy of the E last unoccupied EFO is very small. On the contrary, in the bent Mg system, EOS

clearly points towards a genuine Mg(0) compound, even for a system like Mg-cAACMe with non-negligible

diradicaloid character.

According to IUPAC’s IA, the electron pair from an orbital (localized or not) should be assigned to the

atomic orbital (and thus atom) with larger contribution. In our view, it represents a näıve and ambiguous

point on the relationship between AO coefficients and OSs. This issue has already been discussed by Popp

et al.275 However, for the Be-cAACDip system, one could simply focus on the π NO with a occupancy of

1.62 (Figure 7.36a) and assign an electron pair to the AO which contributes more. Nonetheless, it is not so

obvious which is the contribution of a given fragment holding a set of non-orthogonal AOs to a MO or NO.

One may consider an orthogonal basis instead, such as a Löwdin’s variant implemented in pySCF.175 The

orbital coefficients of the 2pz and 3pz AOs of Be are 0.399 and -0.096 for Be-NHCDip, and 0.291 and -0.095

for Be-cAACDip. For comparison, just the coefficient of the 2pz AOs of each of the two contact carbon atoms

of the ligands are 2×0.495 and 0.541 and 0.512 (non-symmetric orbital), respectively. The Be population

of these NOs (i.e. sum of the square of the coefficients on an orthogonal basis) is merely 0.18 and 0.11,

respectively, not too different from the DAFH and EFO occupancies discussed above.

Overall, the Mg/Be OS of +2 is a direct consequence of the strong electron π-accepting properties of

the ligands. We consider interesting to contrast this analysis with the strong σ-donor and weak π-acceptor

monoanionic β-diketiminate magnesium ligands. Optimization of the experimentally accomplished Mg-BDI∗

system lead to an almost collinear structure with an Mg-Mg-Mg angle 175.4˚. We constructed a model of

the system reducing the steric hindrance of the ligands, unaffecting in theory the electronic properties, ob-

taining formally the same structure but with a bond angle of 180˚. However, the bond lengths are sharply

lengthened from 2.800 (Mg-BDI∗) to 2.917Å (Mg-NacNac). No OSS solutions were found for these systems.

Thus, the CSS solution is the lowest in energy at the level of theory used. Furthermore, large vertical

singlet-triplet gaps were obtained at both KS-DFT and CASSCF levels (above 25 kcal/mol). As expected,

the ligand interaction with the central element is explained by the σ E-E NO with occupancy close to 1.90.

The p- and π∗-type NO present occupancy values lower than 0.1, a fingerprint of dynamic, instead of static,

correlation. EOS analysis yields a relatively straightforward Mg(0) assignment. Moving to the Be-based

analogous, the Be-NacNac and Be-BDI∗ show no appreciable diradical character, with singlet-triplet gaps of

30.2 and 35.7 kcal/mol, respectively. According to EOS, these molecules formally bear a Be atom with an

OS of -2.

Concluding this section, we examined the features of the structure and chemical bonding of the low-

valent group 2 compounds depicted in Figure 7.34. Contrarily to the accepted understanding, beryllium

still remains in the +2 OS territory. The strong σ-donor stabilized approach produces an internal electronic

rearrangement furnishing diradical(oid) species with two unpaired electrons on the ligands. The magnesium

analogues might present the neutral (low-valent) OS when the ligands are not too π-acid. However, the

chemical bond is too weak to consider these molecules thermally stable. Interestingly, the EOS analysis

suggests that the Mg-based ligands are key to accessing genuine low-valent compounds. Overall, our study

give more insight into the peculiar features of the systems considered, suggesting also a promising beryllium

in the (novel) -2 OS.





Chapter 8

Conclusions

The use of centroids of localized molecular orbitals (LMO) for the elucidation of formal oxidation states (OS)

has been critically analyzed in this Thesis. We considered the conventional closest-atom criterion for the

electron assignment, but also explored an alternative one that combines the centroid position with Bader’s

atomic basin: if the centroid of a LMO lies within the basin of atom A, the corresponding electrons are

assigned to A. The new criterion, termed basin-allegiance, performed better than the closest-atom one for

simple hydrides. In fact, the closest-atom criterion already fails to provide the correct OS in H2O, but the

new criterion fixes this failure. However, both schemes fail in the case of transition metal (TM) carbenes.

Moreover, the particular choice of orbital localization has a non-innocent impact in the assignment using

centroids with one or another criterion. Thus, this methodology proved to be unreliable as a general proce-

dure to assign OS.

A new orbital localization procedure based on molecular fragments for oxidation state assignation pur-

poses, termed oxidation states localized orbitals (OSLO), has been introduced. The fragments are (a priori)

selected by the user, being in case of TM complexes the metal centers and each of the ligands. To quantify

the degree of locality of each LMO (or any input orbital) on a given fragment, we introduced the fragment

orbital localization index (FOLI). The proposed algorithm iteratively selects the most fragment-localized or-

bitals from a set of redundant LMOs generated on each fragment by minimizing the spread functional. The

electrons of each LMO are associated to the parent fragment and thus the formal OS are obtained as a side

effect. The OSLO method has been applied to a wide set of challenging systems, and the results obtained

are in much better agreement with the expected Lewis structure than those obtained with other localization

schemes such as Pipek-Mezey (PM) or natural localized molecular orbitals (NLMO), used in the context

of the localized orbitals bonding analysis (LOBA) scheme. In particular, the limitations found for the use

of centroids and LOBA (Sections 4.1 and 6.1, respectively) in the TM-carbene characterization are surpassed.

A generalization of the intrinsic atomic orbital (IAO) procedure from Knizia has been introduced, as

a robust AIM method in the framework of Hilbert-space analysis. In the newly introduced IAO-AutoSAD

approach, the reference minimal basis is obtained on-the-fly for each distinct atom using the actual molecular

basis set from the eigenvectors of the free atom’s sphericalized density. The IAO-AutoSAD scheme has been

applied in the framework of the OSLO approach, with excellent results in agreement with real-space based

AIM procedures.
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An intrinsic limitation of the original effective oxidation state (EOS) scheme when it comes to assign OS

in the case of diradical(oid) systems described by proper multireference wavefunctions has been rationalized.

We show that the effective fragment orbitals (EFO) derived from the (effectively) paired and unpaired densi-

ties leads to much more consistent results in the framework of EOS analysis, as compared to the conventional

treatment of the spin-separated α and β densities. The former readily accounts for the formal homolytic

splitting of electron pairs in bonding situations governed by strong static correlation, superseding the original

EOS scheme. Furthermore, the new approach, termed uEOS, also affords a much better chemical picture in

terms of electron pairs from unrestricted wavefunctions, specially in the presence of large spin contamination.

The interacting quantum atoms (IQA) decomposition of each of the terms originated from the energy

decomposition analysis (EDA) (i.e. electrostatic, Pauli repulsion, and orbital interaction) has been intro-

duced. The EDA scheme has been implemented in a standalone code and linked to the in-house code

APOST-3D. We find that the formally intermolecular electrostatic energy from EDA presents non-negligible

intra-fragment contributions, originated from the charge penetration. Also, the behavior of the IQA terms

upon dissociation of a selected variety of donor-acceptor (non-covalently bonded) complexes has been eval-

uated, unveiling, for instance, that the EDA orbital interaction term is governed by the inter-fragment IQA

contribution (intra-fragment IQA terms tend to compensate each other). The new EDA-IQA methodology

provides a richer energy decomposition scheme, and aims at bridging the gap between the two main distinct

real-space and Hilbert-space methodologies.

A new strategy for the numerical integration of the IQA two-electron energy contributions in the frame-

work of overlapping AIM has been introduced. With the so-called two-electron zero-error scheme (ZES),

while the individual one- and two-center terms may bear some numerical error, their sum leads exactly to

corresponding analytical value (e.g. Coulomb, exact exchange or correlation from the cumulant). The ZES

exploits our observation that in two-electron numerical integrations, the rotation of the second grid has

major effect in the accuracy of the one-center terms. It is found that, for a given atomic grid setup (e.g

number of radial and angular grid points per atom), there is a rotation angle of the second grid for which the

sum of all one- and two-center contributions is exact. The ZES algorithm exploits this observation, leading

to robust one- and two-center energy components with essentially perfect additivity.

A comparison between the two main IQA realizations in the framework of Kohn-Sham density functional

theory, namely F-IQA and SM-IQA (see Section 5.2), has been carried out. Disregarding the nature of the

DFT functional (pure, hybrid), the energy terms provided by both schemes exhibit excellent correlation

between each other and also as compared to the well-established Hartree-Fock diatomic exchange terms.

The diatomic exchange-correlation terms obtained with SM-IQA are in general less negative than those from

Hartree-Fock, thus better capturing the known effect of electron correlation upon covalent bonds. Both

schemes perform in a similar manner for a large variety of molecules and different bond multiplicities, being

thus suitable for understanding the chemical bonding of new (or more complex) molecular systems.

The application of computational methods to assign OSs, i.e. LOBA, EOS and OSLO, to a series of com-

pounds that present challenges in the OS assignment has been performed, including high-valent TM oxides,

TMs with non-innocent ligands, TM-carbenes of Fischer, Schrock and Grubbs (first and second generation)

type and s-block and main-group based (Mg/Be and Bi respectively) compounds, among others.
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The IUPAC assignation of high-valent TM oxides, culminating with IrO+
4 and PtO2+

4 , are supported by

all schemes up to the Ir-based system, with OS of +9. The Pt(+10) assignment is not obtained by any

of the tested methodologies. LOBA illustrated how delicate these high OSs are. With each TM-O bond

equivalent, LOBA predicts Ir(+9) with low clarity (i.e. O(-2)), and Pt(+6) with higher clarity (i.e. O (-1))

as these systems traverse the ionic/covalent threshold. This is also reflected by the EFO occupancies from

EOS, where the Pt atom presented several d-type EFOs with occupancies too large to be considered empty

compared to those of the oxygen atoms.

The closed-shell nickel dithiolate [Ni(S2C2Me2)2] system proved to be challenging for all OS assignment

techniques. According to EOS, the formal Ni(+2) OS, as experimentally characterized, is obtained by ho-

molytic splitting of the last electron pair to assign among two degenerated (in occupancy) thiolate EFOs.

With OSLO, in the last step of the iterative procedure the fragment-localized orbital obtained is perfectly

delocalized among the two thiolate fragments, being invoked the homolitic splitting as in EOS. Such assign-

ment, from both EOS and OSLO, would not be obtained in case the system is non-symmetric. Noticeably,

with the newly developed uEOS formalism, two unpaired EFOs are obtained, each one of them sitting on

each thiolate ligand, even for singlet state described by a proper CASSCF wavefunction, naturally leading

to the Ni(+2) OS assignment.

The OS of the Cu center in Snyder’s anion [Cu(CF3)4]− has been matter of discussion along the years,

being characterized as both Cu(+1) due to its potentially inverted ligand field and Cu(+3). The orbital

localization-based methodologies, i.e. LOBA and OSLO, clearly pointed into the Cu(+3) assignment, while

EOS supported the +3 formal OS with rather low reliability index (R(%)) value due to the high covalency

of the Cu-C bond between the metal center and each of the CF3 ligands.

The EOS and OSLO schemes clearly improved over previous methodologies (e.g. LOBA) in the char-

acterization of Schrock- and Fischer-type carbenes. Our findings hinted that the primary challenge for the

LOBA approach is the non-uniqueness of the localization procedure, and the fact that the orbitals in some

systems do not cleanly localize into fragments. For the Ru-based Grubbs-type carbenes used as catalysts for

olefin metathesis, the EOS analysis has been applied along the reaction pathway, showing that the metallic

center in the metallacycle species presents character in between Ru(+2) and Ru(+4). For the rest of the

reaction pathway, the +2 OS is preferred even thought low R(%) values were obtained. Moreover, the larger

Ru(+4) character obtained for the 2nd generation Grubbs-type catalysts reasonably explained their better

catalytic performance compared to 1st generation ones.

The low-valent Be-based (s-block) compounds with carbene (NHC and cAAC) ligands, which according

to the previously accepted understanding are characterized as zero-valent Be(0) species, are better depicted

as Be(+2) compounds according to the EOS analysis. The OS assignments were supported by the local spin

analysis and the analysis of the relevant natural orbitals shape and occupancies obtained with the proper

multireference wavefunction. Thus, their best fitting chemical bonding picture is the diradical(oid) one,

where each ligand formally contains an unpaired electron. The Mg analogues might present the neutral

(low-valent) OS if the ligands are not too π-acid, but the chemical bond is too weak to consider these

molecules thermally stable. Interestingly, EOS suggested that the Mg-based ligands are key to access genuine

low-valent compounds.

The Bi-based (main-group) complexes stabilized by pincer ligands (NCN and NNN) resulted in a dif-

ferent OS for the bismuth atom depending on the ligand. By analyzing the EFO occupancy values, the

ability of these compounds to react with a series of Lewis bases and acids, regardless their formal OS, has

been rationalized. EOS approach, applied also for the first time int he framework of the natural atomic

orbital (NAO) basis, showed a more robust performance than the conventional natural bond orbital (NBO)
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approach. This ambiphilic behaviour is a direct consequence of the strong π-conjugation between the Bi and

the pincer ligand, and proper quantification can be achieved by the occupancy of the Bi 6pz EFO.
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